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ABSTRACT 
 
In this dissertation, I approach the question of how educational policy and practice can 
shape children into peaceful, democratic citizens in a context of recent internal armed conflict. 
Broadly, I address the issue of how to make internationally derived policy discourses meaningful 
for children. Specifically, my study focuses on primary school students aged six to ten years old 
in a small town of southern Ayacucho, Peru that was devastated by the violence of Shining Path 
militants and state counterinsurgency troops in the 1980s-1990s. This is one of many post-
conflict towns in Peru that continue to be targeted by state interventions framed by discourses of 
counterinsurgency and reconciliation. This research is based on fourteen months of ethnographic 
fieldwork with children and their families in which I engaged in participant observation in all 
realms of children’s lives. I examine how policy documents shaped by international development 
organizations influence, or fail to influence, classroom practice and learning among 
schoolchildren in a bilingual (Quechua-Spanish) Andean agricultural community. 
I develop the concept of respectful subjectivity as a culturally shared foundational schema 
underlying understandings of personhood and interpersonal relations among the children with 
whom I worked. I examine respectful subjectivity as a foundational cultural model that 
encompasses several domain-specific models which guide children’s behavior in particular 
situations. According to the foundational model of respectful subjectivity that I identified, one 
must respect the social order and ensure that others who form part of one’s social group also 
respect the social order so that the group as a whole can earn the respect of outsiders. This 
theoretical perspective has allowed me to compare children’s emergent embodied understandings 
of their own subjectivity with policy discourses about citizenship education, in order to identify 
gaps between the two and explore ways to close them. 
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My methods are designed to allow for an analysis of embodied learning in at least two 
senses: I see children’s learning as both situated and multimodal. In order to account for the 
multiple situations and multiple modes through which children learn and develop a sense of 
moral subjectivity, I collected data through participant observation, interviews, and audiovisual 
documentation during family, school, and peer group activities. I used video and audio 
recording, photography, and written human movement notation in addition to written field notes 
of my subjective experiences, in order to document and analyze the communicative functions of 
children’s spatial relations, bodily postures, gestures, and speech, among other modalities. These 
methods allowed me to get at unarticulated models of respectful subjectivity that offer a bridge 
between children’s lived experience and policy discourses. I offer innovative theoretical and 
methodological approaches for exploring tensions between policy and practice that influence 
access to citizenship rights in a variety of realms, and argue that locally rooted models of 
interpersonal relations can serve as a path to more effective promotion of democracy, cultural 
inclusion, and human rights at school.  
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NOTES 
 
This dissertation is based on research in a bilingual community whose residents speak 
Quechua and Spanish. There are many different dialects of Quechua and a few different 
standardizations of Quechua spelling. For place names and family names in Quechua, I use the 
local spelling, in which “cc” represents a guttural “h” sound, similar to the “j” in Spanish; and 
“hua” represents a “wa” sound. In transcriptions and quotations of Quechua, I use the standard 
alphabet officialized in 1985 and used by linguist Clodoaldo Soto Ruiz in Quechua: Manual de 
Enseñanza (2006), in which “q” represents the guttural “h” sound and “wa” represents the same 
sound that these letters would make in English. Aside from these two notes, the Ayacucho 
Quechua alphabet is relatively straightforward, using the letters and sounds of the Spanish 
alphabet. The Ayacucho dialect of Quechua uses only three vowel sounds: a, i, and u (as 
pronounced in Spanish). There is a great deal of borrowing between Quechua and Andean 
Spanish. When I quote people using Quechuaized Spanish words, I use the Spanish spelling, 
only changing vowels to reflect Quechua speakers’ pronunciation. All translations of Quechua 
and Spanish into English are my own, unless otherwise noted. Subtitle translations in video 
appendices are also my own. When quoting directly, I include the original language in quotation 
marks, followed by the English translation in brackets. When paraphrasing a person’s speech, I 
include the English paraphrase in italics.  
Names of participants in text are pseudonyms, with the exception of public figures. In 
many places in the text, I avoid using names by describing a person’s subject position (e.g. “a 
second grade girl”).  
Photographs and videos that are not otherwise credited are taken by me. I am responsible 
for the video editing, subtitles, and selection of stills that appear in figures and appendices. 
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I use the Laban system of human movement notation to depict spatial relations in 
diagrams periodically throughout the dissertation. Each Laban diagram is accompanied by a 
caption that explains in words what the diagram depicts. In Laban script, “pin” shapes [ ] 
represent people. Solid circles in the pin [ ] represent males, open circles [ ] represent 
females, and half-solid/half-open circles [ ] represent gender ambiguity. For my purposes, 
gender ambiguity indicates a mixed gender group, a person whose gender is unknown, or a space 
that could be occupied by a male or a female. The line coming out of each circle shows the 
direction that each person or group of people faces, in relation to depicted spatial surroundings 
and/or other people. I discuss the Laban notation system further in Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION: CULTURAL MODELS OF RESPECTFUL SUBJECTIVITY AMONG 
PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN IN POST-CONFLICT AYACUCHO, PERU 
 
A Day in the Life of a Child
1
 
Nine-year-old Iris gets out of bed at five o’clock on a Thursday morning in June, in the 
southern Ayacucho town of Aucará. She sweeps the dirt floor of her house and collects water 
from the spigot before it dries up for the day (see photos in Figures 1.01-1.02). Some of her 
classmates got up at four to go to volleyball and soccer practice in preparation for the upcoming 
interscholastic athletic games. By now they are returning home to take care of household 
chores—some are collecting firewood, others keeping the kitchen fire going and helping their 
parents cook breakfast. After finishing her morning chores, Iris sits on her bed in the dark 
windowless room that she shares with her parents and rubs her eyes (see photo in Figure 1.03). 
She explains to me with a yawn that she has to eat breakfast before getting dressed for school, 
“porque si no, me voy a ensuciar la ropa de este, uniforme” [because if I don’t, I’ll get my 
clothes dirty, my uniform]. After breakfast, Iris begins the daily before-school routine. She 
polishes her shoes with old dried out black polish (dried, she explains to me, because she lent it 
to an irresponsible classmate). She washes her feet in a plastic basin by the spigot in the yard, 
yelping at the sting of cold water in the cold morning air (see photo in Figure 1.04). Then she 
changes into her uniform, a navy blue jumper with a navy blue sweater over a white blouse, blue 
leggings, and black shoes. She gathers her notebooks for today’s lessons, placing them in a small 
backpack with a piece of fruit for a snack. Iris’s father attempts to brush her long dark hair, 
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running a comb through the knotty mess matted with the dust from dirt floors and roads that has 
built up since last Sunday’s shampooing (see photo in Figure 1.05). Exasperated, Iris tells her 
dad, “Yo me peino, ¿ya? Tú me vas a peinar por gusto” [I’ll brush my hair, okay? You don’t 
know how to do it.] 
When we hear the third siren from the school go off, we know it must be 8:15. School 
activities are already starting, and we’ll arrive late. We get there with a quick five-minute walk 
and line up with the latecomers outside (see photo in Figure 1.06). The others are in the 
schoolyard, lined up in military formation. When Teacher Miguel sends them off to their 
classrooms, he opens the gates and lets the latecomers file in. They stand facing him in two 
parallel lines with girls on the left and boys on the right, straightening themselves out as the 
teacher commands, “¡Firmes! ¡Descanso! ¡Atención!” [Front! At ease! Attention!] followed 
immediately by the question, “A ver, ¿por qué llegan tarde?” [Okay, why are you late?] (see 
photo in Figure 1.07). 
After the morning line-up, the students do what they call “permanent activities” in each 
classroom, leading each other without a teacher as they pray, sing, and tell riddles (see photo in 
Figure 1.08). When an adult enters the room, they stand in unison and recite a greeting that their 
teacher taught them back in first grade, so they would learn to greet their elders: “¡Buenos días, 
Señorita! ¡Bienvenida al salón, al salón de cuarto grado!” [Good morning, Miss! Welcome to the 
classroom, to the fourth grade classroom!] (see photo in Figure 1.09). During the six-hour school 
day, they have lessons in math, language, science and environment, social and personal 
development, religion, physical education, and computation. They’ll only have four of these 
subjects today, two before recess and two after, with the rest scheduled for other days of the 
week. Most of the classes are taught in Spanish, which has become the native language of almost 
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all the children. After years of punishment for speaking their native language of Quechua at 
school, many parents have opted to speak to their children in Spanish. Over the last few years, 
linguistic educational policy in the Ayacucho Region has changed in an attempt to recuperate the 
Quechua language, and now it is required to teach Quechua as a second language for one hour 
every week. Today, the principal and the fourth grade teacher have prepared a Quechua language 
lesson for my colleague and me to videotape. Nowadays, primary school for children in this 
town is universal and very few are behind for their age group. Some of the children have mothers 
or fathers who have not finished their primary or secondary education. Some of the fathers and 
mothers don’t speak Spanish and do not know how to read or write. Other children have mothers 
or fathers who have attained a professional education and work at one of the state institutions in 
town. 
The siren sounds for recess while children are completing their second morning 
assignment, and many stay in their classrooms to finish up their work before going out to play. 
Girls head over to the volleyball net or jump rope, boys run to the soccer field to start a game, 
and some children go out to a store to buy a snack, or play chess in their classrooms (see photos 
in Figures 1.10-1.12). When school lunch is ready, teachers call students into the kitchen one 
grade at a time, where they line up with bowls and spoons brought from home to receive a 
serving of today’s meal, cooked with the firewood that each family brings to school every week 
(see photo in Figure 1.13). At two in the afternoon, the final siren rings and I head home with Iris 
and a few of her friends. Usually the girls stick together and the boys stick together, and the girls 
more often recruit me to hang out and play with them. 
 As we walk up the hill away from school (see photos in Figures 1.14-1.17 for the spatial 
layout of the town), I ask the girls, “Ustedes cuando llegan a la casa, ¿qué van a hacer?” [When 
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you guys get home, what are you going to do?] They answer dutifully, reciting the things that 
they’ve been taught that they should do after school: “Nos cambiamos, nos lavamos las manos y 
de allí—” [We change, we wash our hands, and then—]. Here they recall today’s lesson in 
nutrition as one girl mentions “una buena alimentación” [something nutritious], and another 
clarifies, “almorzamos” [we have lunch]. I turn to the two who are hanging on my other arm with 
the usual outpouring of affection I’ve grown accustomed to from the children here: “¿Ustedes 
también?” [You guys too?] “Sí” [Yes], they respond. Iris adds quietly that she has to heat up her 
own lunch when she gets home today. She looks dispirited and not her usual cheerful self—she 
later explains to me that she misses her mother, who traveled further up into the highlands nearly 
a week ago to help her own mother with the harvest.  
“Y después de almorzar” [And after lunch], I ask the girls, “¿qué van a hacer?” [what are 
you going to do?] One says, “Cepillarnos” [Brush our teeth], another says, “Venimos a entrenar 
vole a las tres y media” [We come to practice volleyball at 3:30], and another adds, “Pues, y 
antes de entrenar vole, cómo se llama, o sea, limpiamos nuestros cuartos” [Well, and before 
volleyball practice, we what-do-you-call-it, I mean, we clean our rooms]. “¿Y después del vole?” 
[And after volleyball?] I ask. “Después del vole vamos a nuestras casas a ayudar a nuestras 
mamás” [After volleyball we go home to help our moms], one girls explains. Another adds, “Y 
después que ayudemos, almorzamos—no, diré, cenamos” [And after we help, we have lunch—
no, I mean, we have dinner]. I turn to Iris, who has been rather quiet while her friends 
enthusiastically respond to my questions, and I ask her what she does after volleyball practice. 
“¿Yo, de vole?” [Me, after volleyball?] she asks, with a puzzled look on her face. She shakes her 
head and says, “No, yo primero meto mi oveja” [No, first I bring my sheep back to the corral]. I 
remember that Iris stopped going to volleyball practice when her mother went away last week, 
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leaving her with instructions not to go out on the street while she was gone. I ask the girls what 
they do after dinner, and they tell me that they brush their teeth, wash their feet, hands, and faces, 
and go to bed. Play and homework are conspicuously missing from their recitation of the 
afternoon routines, so I ask, “¿Y las tareas?” [What about homework?] and they respond, eager 
to satisfy me, that they do their homework after lunch, before volleyball, and before bringing the 
sheep in. 
When we get to the top of the hill the girls go their separate ways, heading down in 
different directions toward their respective houses, and I follow Iris back the way we came this 
morning. She unlocks her door with the key she takes to school every day, and goes into the 
bedroom to put away her backpack and change out of her uniform and into “ropa de calle,” or 
street clothes. For children and young adults, street clothes consist of jeans or sweatpants with a 
sweater or sweatshirt, t-shirt and sneakers. The photos in Figure 1.18 depict a range of street 
clothes common among older and younger generations of Aucarinos. These street clothes are the 
everyday dress worn at home, on the streets, and on the family farm, at any time and place when 
people are not dressed in uniform for school or work, in costume for a festival, or in formal wear 
for a religious or educational rite of passage.  
 Iris emerges from her bedroom, looks around the yard, and exclaims, “¡Han escapado mis 
gallinas!” [My hens have escaped!] She asks me to follow her in pursuit of the wandering birds 
as she climbs up a small rock wall into a raised garden bed. Together, we chase the hens out of 
the garden and back into their corral, pulling a piece of sheet metal across the opening behind us 
to keep them from escaping again (see photo in Figure 1.19). Iris goes over to the pen and bends 
down to look inside. She turns her head back toward me with an expression of glee as she 
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exclaims, “¡Yipi! ¡Yipi! ¡Pusieron un huevo!” [Yippee! Yippee! They laid an egg!] pulls an egg 
out, and holds it up proudly.  
After putting the fresh egg safely away in the kitchen, she gets out a spindle and shows me how 
her mother spins wool from their sheep into yarn (see photo in Figure 1.20). Traditionally, 
Andean women and girls spin yarn as they walk to and from the fields herding animals. As girls 
spend more time in formal schooling and less time herding, however, fewer and fewer know how 
to do this. I ask Iris if she knows how and she responds, gesturing with the spindle and wool, 
“Eso sí sé hacer, pero en el comienzo no puedo... pero a veces lo, así lo hago y lo rompo, y no 
puedo ponerle” [I know how to do that part, but I can’t do the beginning... but sometimes I do, I 
do this to it and I break it, and I can’t put it back.] She puts the spindle back in a corner of the 
house and goes over to the corn stalks growing in the yard. Many families have a few corn stalks 
in their yard, in addition to the fields of corn planted outside of town. It’s harvest season, and Iris 
excitedly picks an ear of corn, peels back the husk, and shows me the ripe grains with a big smile 
on her face, suggesting, “¿O lo cocinamos hoy día, con mi huevo?” [Or should we cook it today, 
with my egg?] 
We eat the food that Iris’s dad left for us in the kitchen, and then she takes me over to the 
wooden table that she uses for school work and reading, and shows me her collection of books. 
Iris explains to me that her adult siblings who live and work in cities send school supplies and 
books that she reads every night before bed. They also call regularly on the household phone—a 
digital apparatus with a variety of features that Iris understands much better than her parents—to 
check in and see how she is doing with her studies (see photo in Figure 1.21). “¿Y siempre lees 
cuando vas a dormir?” [And you always read before you go to bed?] I ask. She nods, adding, 
“Dos lecturas” [Two readings]. “¿Tus papás leen?” [Do your parents read?] I ask. She shakes her 
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head, looking down at her books and says, “No. Mi papá no más lee” [No. Only my dad reads.] 
Then she adds, pointing to a school textbook, “Pero, grande letra... Así, por si en caso, muy 
chiquito, no lo puede leer” [But, big letters... Like this, for example, it’s really tiny, he can’t read 
it.] “¿Y tu mamá?” [And your mom?] I ask. She wrinkles her brow and says, “¿Mi mamá? No 
lee” [My mom? She doesn’t read.] I remember an earlier conversation with about bedtime stories 
and suggest, “Pero cuando tú lo lees, te escucha” [But when you read it, she listens.] Still looking 
at her books with a wrinkled brow, Iris nods in agreement and adds, “Pero también comprende” 
[But she understands too.] 
 I ask Iris if she has homework, and she says that she finished all of today’s work at 
school, but offers to show me what she did yesterday. First she pulls out her Science and 
Environment notebook, puts it next to her textbook, and shows me the drawings and diagrams 
that she copied (see photo in Figure 1.22). Then she takes out her Spanish notebook and explains 
an assignment for practicing exclamation points. She reads each sentence that she came up with, 
and the emotions that the sentences express: “¡Mi mamá se fue! Tristeza... ¡Me pegó mi papá! 
Tristeza. ¡Mi vaca está preñada! Alegría.” [My mom left! Sadness... My dad hit me! Sadness. 
My cow is pregnant! Happiness.] 
 It’s late afternoon now, and almost time to bring the sheep in before the sun goes down at 
six. Iris gets out a volley ball and asks me to play keep-it-up with her in the yard. I’m not very 
good (even after a year of practicing with the girls here), and we only manage a couple of volleys 
before it falls to the ground. She takes the ball with her when we go out to find the sheep, and by 
the time I catch up, she’s hitting the ball in the street with a young neighbor (see photo in Figure 
1.23). As usual, I marvel at the ease and precision with which even young girls here control a 
volley ball. They are well trained by their schoolteachers, guided by the older girls and young 
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women who play on the streets, and motivated by the national women’s volleyball team, well 
celebrated on Peruvian television. 
 As the sun goes down behind the western mountains, rain begins to fall. Afternoon rains 
are common in December through March but unusual in June, which is the dry season. We take 
the ball back inside, grab a couple of umbrellas, and set out again in search of the sheep. They 
are grazing just around the corner from the house, together with sheep from several other 
families, near a park where Iris’s father left them in the morning. She shows me which five are 
hers and I help her separate them from the other flocks. The wind turns our umbrellas inside out 
and threatens to rip them apart, so we close them and use them as sticks to herd the sheep, gently 
tapping our animals when they begin to wander off in the wrong direction or refuse to walk 
anywhere at all.  
For the past few weeks, the municipal government has been installing a sewer system and 
water mains which will be connected to every house in town, a major event in improving local 
infrastructure. The speed with which ditches appear and pipes are installed and buried on a new 
road each day speaks to the incredible efficiency and skill of manual labor in this town. On this 
particularly day, a huge ditch has materialized by the entrance to Iris’s house and all along the 
road leading up to her door, making it impossible to enter without one of a few acrobatic feats—
either climbing down into the ditch and back up out of it, leaping over the chasm, or balancing 
carefully on a narrow strip of land that connects one piece of high ground to the other. These 
obstacles are of little consequence to people accustomed to scrambling over mountain paths to 
and from their farmland, but for the fearful sheep, they are daunting (see photo in Figure 1.24). 
With some encouragement, we manage to get the sheep into the house, close them into their 
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corral, and make our way into the kitchen, where Iris’s father has arrived from the fields and 
started a fire for dinner.  
 The kitchen is dark even before the sun sets. The opening in the ceiling is barely big 
enough for smoke to escape, and it does little in the way of letting sunlight in. But the thick 
windowless adobe walls keep in the warmth from the fire, making it the best place to gather after 
the sun goes down and before crawling into bed under wool blankets. Iris’s father insists that I 
stay for dinner, and we chat while he makes a pot of soup. I ask him in Quechua, the language 
that I know he speaks and understand best, “Don Alejandro, ¿sapa kuti yanunkichu?” [Mr. 
Alejandro, do you always cook?] When he doesn’t respond, Iris leans toward him, asking louder 
and with better grammar in Quechua, “¿Sapa kutichu yanunki, Pai?” [Do you always cook, 
Dad?] He mumbles, “¿Ah?” [Huh?] and Iris repeats the key word in the question, marked in 
Quechua with the morpheme –chu: “¿Sapa kutichu?” [Always?] He asks again in Quechua, 
“¿Imataq?” [What?] and she repeats the entire question loudly, clearly, and patiently, to her 
elderly father. When he finally understands, he responds in Spanish with phrasing that mirrors 
the Quechua syntax: “Sí, cada vez cocino yo” [Yes, every time I cook.] We continue chatting as 
he prepares and spoons out the soup, switching casually between Quechua and Spanish 
depending on the topic and the words most readily available. Iris is unusually proficient in 
Quechua for children her age, having grown up with an elderly monolingual mother and a 
Quechua-dominant father. Around here, code-switching between Quechua and Spanish is the 
usual mode of communication. Every generation knows at least some words in each language, 
and it is only the proportion of one language to the other that shifts depending on the 
interlocutors. With a full stomach, I thank Don Alejandro and Iris, and walk back through town 
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along the lighted main streets to my house, greeting neighbors along the way (see photo in 
Figure 1.25). 
 
Weekends, Festivals, and School Vacations 
On weekends, children help out more with family chores by washing clothes, tending to 
animals, and helping their parents pull weeds, harvest crops, and collect firewood out in the 
fields. Many take their laundry to the irrigation ditch in the afternoon when the water from 
household taps has dried up. Most parents expect girls to wash their own clothes by the time they 
are eight or nine, but adults often help young girls who struggle to haul a week’s worth of wet 
laundry back to their houses (see photo in Figure 1.26). On school days, adults who have cattle 
trek daily through steep mountain paths to milk their cows and make cheese for family 
consumption and a modest income. They usually make cheese in the fields while the milk is 
warm, and it is easier to trek back over the mountains into town with buckets of cheese than with 
buckets of milk. In some families, parents carry this task out together, and in others, mom milks 
the cows alone while dad works a wage-earning job. When the weekend comes, children often 
join their parents and help to gather their cows together, separate calves from their mothers, 
extract mothers’ milk into buckets, and most importantly, enjoy the fresh warm milk before it is 
curdled and made into cheese (see photos in Figure 1.27). 
 During agricultural festivals, children participate peripherally, playing on the margins of 
adult activity and gradually helping out more centrally as they mature. In one herranza, or cattle 
marking ceremony, a nine-year-old boy and his six-year-old brother were in charge of driving 
their grandfather’s cattle into a large corral at the edge of town (see photo in Figure 1.28). When 
I asked the boys what they do during this festival, the older one first answered in a collective 
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sense, telling me, “La herranza es para poner arete, para marcar a las vacas” [The herranza is for 
putting earrings in, for marking the cows.]
2
 The exchange that followed represents a typical 
response when I asked people to articulate knowledge so embedded in their life practices that it 
seems to them too obvious to put into words. In this case, the boy did eventually articulate his 
own role after a few back-and-forths. 
 Kate: Pero ¿ tú, qué haces? [But what do you do?] 
 Older Boy: ¿Yo? [Me?] 
 K: Porque, ¿tú pones el arete? [Because, do you put the earrings in?] 
 OB: S—no. [Y—no.] 
 K:  ¿Quién pone el arete? [Who puts the earrings in?] 
 OB: Mis tíos. O sea, mi mamá. [My uncles. I mean, my mom.] 
 K: Y tú, ¿qué haces? [And what do you do?] 
 OB: ¿Yo? [Me?] 
 K: Ah ja. [Yeah.] 
 OB: Yo laseo. Con mis tíos. [I lasso. With my uncles.]  
I had seen this boy imitating his uncles with a play lasso two years earlier, and was impressed to 
hear him state so confidently that what he does now is to lasso alongside his uncles, rather than 
to play. I asked him with surprise, “¿Ya sabes?” [You already know how?] and he nodded with 
confident smile, and then walked off to attend to business. I then turned to his little brother and 
asked, “¿Qué haces tú?” [What do you do?] He looked at me for a few seconds, smiling and 
playing with the matchbox he was carrying for incense as he considered the question. Finally he 
responded, “Yo miro” [I watch.] Children attend agricultural festivals year after year, observing 
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without thinking about who does what, and learning without talking about what or how they 
learn, as their play gradually blends into mature participation in adult activities. 
 Over the three-month vacation from school in late December through mid-March, most 
children leave town with their families and travel to visit relatives in coastal cities and highland 
villages. Many spend the entire vacation away, making another city or town their second home 
(see photos in Figure 1.29). Every school year starts with news about who stayed somewhere 
else instead of coming back, and who has arrived to live with their Aucará relatives and join this 
year’s school community. 
 
A Southern Ayacucho Town at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century 
 The town of Aucará is a rural district capital with about 500 residents, located in Lucanas 
Province, in the southern part of Peru’s Region of Ayacucho. The maps in Figures 1.30-1.32 
show geographic, political, and infrastructural relationships between Aucará, the provincial 
capital (Puquio), the regional capital (Ayacucho), and the national capital (Lima). This network 
of connections and disconnections makes Aucará simultaneously isolated and connected. The 
southern sector of the Region of Ayacucho is much closer to Lima than to the city of Ayacucho 
in terms of transportation and communication, with television and radio channels, bus services, 
and common routes of migration and exchange flowing through Puquio to Ica and Lima. There 
are dirt highways through the mountains that connect Aucará with the regional capital, but the 
infrastructure is so poor that people often prefer to travel through Puquio and on paved highways 
down to the coast and back up into the mountains to get to Ayacucho city. Culturally, Aucará 
and surrounding towns share much more affinity with the city of Ayacucho than the coastal cities 
of Ica and Lima.
3
 Their dialects of Quechua and Spanish, musical preferences, forms of dress, 
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and diets are just a few examples of cultural practices that share many more commonalities with 
northern Ayacucho than with the coastal region.   
This disjuncture between infrastructural distance and cultural distance has magnified over 
the past couple of decades with increased migration and rapid introduction of communication 
technologies (radio, telephones, cell phones, televisions, and internet), as well as improved 
highways to the coast.
 
These development projects began in the 1990s under Alberto Fujimori’s 
government as part of counterinsurgency efforts against Shining Path guerilla forces. Since that 
time, state policies have sought to connect towns like Aucará to political centers, reducing the 
isolation that allowed so many citizens to feel abandoned by the state and join guerilla forces. 
Technological advances have been a priority for school administrators throughout rural Peru, 
even at times meeting with resistance from teachers who have not been adequately trained to 
utilize the new technologies when they arrive (Chan 2011). Aucará is one of many Ayacucho 
primary schools that over the last two decades have gone from having no electricity to featuring 
a sala de inovación [innovation room] full of desktop computers to, most recently, distributing 
XO child laptops to students. The school principal frequently emphasized to me that better 
technology was the school’s most pressing need, and when I concluded my research in mid-2011 
he was making plans to install internet service on the primary school computers.  
 When I conducted preliminary research in 2008, only a few of the better off families had 
televisions, which neighbors gathered around to watch, and the only telephones were public pay 
phones. Two years later, every household owned a TV, and the only families who did not watch 
TV regularly were those whose televisions were broken (as was the case in Iris’s house). Many 
households had telephones with land lines, and every family owned a cell phone where, even 
though they could not often afford to make calls, they regularly received calls from relatives in 
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cities. An internet booth had opened up on the town square, and a new printing, scanning, and 
copy shop had opened on the main street.
4
 In contrast to northern Ayacucho, where urban and 
mountain identity interconnect through television channels and radio stations that are based in 
Ayacucho city and broadcast in Quechua, southern Ayacucho’s TV stations are broadcast solely 
from Lima and in Spanish. When Aucará families watch TV in the evenings, they see middle 
class residents of Lima in Peruvian soap operas, Lima’s pop culture in music and dance 
competitions, and Spanish language voiceovers in Discovery Channel documentaries.
5
 Children 
in Aucará pick up Spanish phrases and urban coastal forms of dress and dance that their parents 
and grandparents find strange. Whereas in northern Ayacucho one can be urban and modern 
without leaving the mountains, in southern Ayacucho urbanization, modernization, and progress 
are connected culturally with the coast. 
 
Central Arguments and Outline of Chapters 
In this dissertation, I examine the mechanisms through which primary school children in 
the Ayacucho region of Peru construct cultural models of respectful subjectivity. Cultural models 
are underlying assumptions that are shared by a group of people and guide their actions, but are 
often unarticulated and lie outside of conscious awareness (Holland and Quinn 1987; D’Andrade 
and Strauss 1992; D’Andrade 1995; Shore 1996). The cultural models of respectful subjectivity 
that I examine are normative frameworks through which children and the people around them 
interpret the social acceptability and desirability of their own and others’ behavior. On a 
theoretical level, I argue that children’s cultural models are situated, embodied, and distinct from 
those of adults.  
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In making this argument, I bring together literature on learning, communication, 
embodiment, and spatial organization. I examine work on situated learning (e.g. Rogoff and 
Lave 1984; Strauss 1984; Lave and Wenger 1991; Paradise and Rogoff 2009), embodied 
knowledge (e.g. Gatewood 1985; Hutchins 1995; Keller and Keller 1996; Greenfield 2004; Hill 
et al. 2011), multimodal and collaborative communication (e.g. Duranti and Goodwin 1992; 
Perry et al. 1992; Farnell 1995; Enfield and Levinson 2006), embodied subjectivity (e.g. 
Goffman 1973, 1974; Bourdieu 1977; de Certeau 1984; Butler 1990; Golden 2006; Yafeh 2007; 
Brison 2009), social cohesion (e.g. Durkheim 1933; Hall 1976; Duranti 1994; Turino 2008), and 
governance tactics (e.g. Foucault 1995; Scott 1998; Wogan 2004; Ingold 2007; Colloredo-
Mansfeld 2009). I bring these varied theoretical perspectives to bear on in-depth ethnographic 
data in order to account for the complex interactions in which children engage as they learn, 
produce, and reproduce cultural models of respectful subjectivity. I contribute to theories of 
embodiment, governance and power, learning in childhood, cultural acquisition, cultural 
continuity and change, and social cohesion, in order to further work in childhood studies, 
cultural, linguistic, and cognitive anthropology. 
Through this theoretical perspective, I make interventions in the fields of Andean studies 
and educational policy. I examine the roles of schooling, child rearing, and communal 
socialization in preparing Ayacucho’s children to take on the responsibilities of democratic 
citizenship in a society healing from recent guerilla warfare. I identify an intermingling of 
progressive social development platforms and authoritarian order in educational policy and 
practice that reflect future goals as well as past fears, both local and national. By looking beyond 
language to the nuanced nonverbal ways in which children and adults enact polysemic notions of 
belonging, respect, and social participation, I show that educational policy discourses overlap 
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with Andean practices in multiple but rarely recognized ways. I argue that locally salient forms 
of social participation and respectful subjectivity carry great potential for promoting peace, 
democracy, and human rights in primary school classrooms. By shifting attention toward 
nuanced forms of embodied interpersonal communication and the cultural models manifested 
therein, I offer both a viable path for closing gaps between educational policy and school 
practice, and a multifaceted picture of rural Andean Peru in the twenty-first century. 
 
Cultural Models of Respectful Subjectivity 
Throughout the dissertation, I explore three interlacing models of respectful subjectivity 
that emerged in my research: respect for order, reciprocal respect, and collective respectability. 
Respect for order is most obvious in schooling, where it is emphasized through practices such as 
military formations, marches for national holidays, uniforms, bodily and spatial cleanliness, and 
punctuality. Andean communal governance also employs practices of ordering and legibility 
(Scott 1998), with community leaders and members using “vernacular statecraft” (a concept 
developed in Colloredo-Mansfeld 2009 that I explore further in Chapter 5) to exercise social 
control over one another. In familial child rearing, parents and older family members instill in 
children respect for order by exhibiting low tolerance for children’s misbehavior and by 
expecting children to follow instructions from familial authorities without hesitation or 
complaint. 
 The second form of respectful subjectivity that I found interpenetrating various realms of 
children’s lives is reciprocal respect. In school, children learn that by respecting national norms 
for orderliness and respectability (such as uniforms and pledging allegiance to the flag), they 
show themselves to be worthy of respect, or respectable, in the eyes of outsiders. Similarly, 
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children learn through peripheral participation in their agricultural community that adults who 
join the community, fulfill their duties as community members, and take on leadership roles earn 
the respect of those around them. That is, by respecting social norms, community members earn 
the respect of other families in the community. In familial child rearing, children learn to 
understand respect as a moral guide for interpersonal relations, wherein all people regardless of 
age and social status respect one another by paying attention, taking into account, valuing and 
considering one another. Children show respect to elders by greeting them and heeding their 
requests, and children receive respect from elders who listen to them and consider their 
perspectives. Through a variety of ritual and everyday practices, children learn of the important 
and complementary roles that different families and different people within their family play in 
supporting one another and making family life function. 
 The third aspect of respect I explore is that of collective respectability. At school, 
teachers hold students collectively accountable for what goes on in their classrooms and in their 
school as a whole, often praising or reprimanding students as a group and invoking imaginary 
and real outside observers. At the communal level, coercive organizational tactics make the 
community as a whole respectable in the eyes of outsiders, with the well-organized community 
showing itself to be worthy of outside resources from state agencies and NGOs. At the family 
level, children’s respectful interactions with non-relatives reflect upon their families, so that by 
following norms for respectful behavior, children present their families as respectable, in 
addition to contributing to collaborative household tasks. Throughout the dissertation, I build 
evidence to support these three interlacing components of respectful subjectivity as underlying 
cultural models that guide children’s behavior across many realms of their lives. 
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Outline of the Chapters 
 I have integrated literature reviews, theoretical arguments, and data analysis throughout 
the dissertation. In the remainder of Chapter 1, following this content summary, I draw attention 
to the importance of exploring children’s understandings of social context in order to interpret 
their behavior. I argue that participant roles and relationships are the most important cues 
directing children’s social framing, and that the children with whom I worked contextualize, or 
frame, their activities primarily in terms of family, school, and play. I return to these categories 
in the dissertation in order to understand children’s perspectives as they interact with those 
around them in a variety of situations. The final part of the chapter is the first of several sections 
entitled “From a Child’s Point of View,” which appear at the end of each chapter in order to 
examine the insights gained from considering children’s perspectives in a variety of lights. 
In Chapter 2, I discuss my methodological approaches to designing and negotiating 
research and collecting, analyzing, and presenting data. I begin by situating my work within the 
field of Andean ethnography and arguing for the importance of a situated learning approach to 
community studies in order to highlight the multiple intersecting influences on children’s lives in 
a seemingly isolated rural community. I then examine theoretical perspectives and 
methodological approaches to account for children’s agency, intention, and responsibility. I 
argue that understanding children’s cultural models as distinct from those of adults requires 
multiple forms of data collection, including long-term participant observation with children as a 
peer in addition to adult participant observation, audiovisual documentation, and multimodal 
interview techniques. I also argue for the theoretical importance of engaging with these multiple 
forms of data collection, analysis, and presentation in order to fully explore and represent 
embodied and unarticulated knowledge, learning, and communication.  
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This chapter contributes to anthropological theories of embodiment by offering 
methodological interventions that allow researchers to account for non-linguistic communication 
and its role in children’s subject formation. The chapter contributes to Andean studies by laying 
out a methodological framework that accounts for the multiple environments in which children’s 
lives play out and the multifaceted influences that shape those environments within an Andean 
community. The chapter contributes to educational policy by offering tools to explore how 
children’s embodied practices outside of school inform their attitudes and behaviors in the 
classroom. 
In Chapter 3, I outline my theory of “respect” as a paradigm for Andean child rearing. I 
interrogate the racial categories of indigeneity and mestizaje to situate the people of Aucará at an 
intersection of multiple histories and identities, all of which are Andean. I examine cultural 
models of respectful subjectivity embedded in the Quechua language, in Andean Spanish, and in 
everyday embodied practices that children associate with the family realm. I argue that for 
Andean families, the notion of “respect,” often articulated in Aucará with the Spanish phrase 
hacer caso, constitutes moral personhood and a moral guide for interpersonal relations. I draw on 
theories of situated learning, embodied subjectivity, and multimodal co-construction of 
communication to show that children’s sense of belonging within their families and in relation to 
other families is deeply guided by Andean cultural models of respect.  
My analyses in this chapter contribute to linguistic and cognitive anthropology by 
demonstrating the essential integration of verbal, spatial, and corporeal cues in children’s 
internalizations and externalizations of moral subjectivity. I contribute to Andean studies by 
expanding on previous research on child rearing and respect in the Andes to present a 
comprehensive model of Andean morality encompassed in the concept of “respect.”  
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In Chapter 4, I turn to schooling, examining educational policies and school practices that 
have emerged from the recent history of internal armed conflict. I discuss the local history of 
guerilla warfare in Aucará, including counterinsurgency tactics and the militarization of 
schooling. I explore current educational policy documents that emphasize democratic 
participation, interculturality, peace and human rights as forms of political, social, and 
interpersonal reconciliation.
6
 I argue that many educational practices in Aucará’s primary school 
exhibit a hidden curriculum of militaristic order and discipline rooted in counterinsurgency 
tactics, amidst the comparatively empty discourses of democracy and rights. I draw on theories 
of governmentality and social cohesion to analyze the highly codified practices of schooling that 
shape children into obedient, orderly, and nationalistic citizens. I argue that the persistence of 
militaristic order despite written policies of democracy and rights is due in large part to long-
standing attitudes toward schooling as a place of order and respectability in Andean 
communities. Andean child rearing practices that emphasize obedience to familial authority and 
respectable representation of the family also contribute to children’s acceptance of discipline and 
order at school.  
In this chapter, I contribute to anthropological theories of social cohesion by showing 
how the imagined national community merges symbolically with a tangible community of 
practice to foster in children a sense of national citizenship. I contribute to Andean studies by 
exploring a striking continuity in governance practice from colonial times to the present moment 
despite stark changes in policy. I contribute to educational policy by showing that universalist 
discourses of NGO-informed policy documents fail to account for locally rooted histories and 
knowledge, and as a result, have little effect on actual practice. This chapter theorizes the more 
formalized and explicit aspects of school practice, setting aside momentarily the messiness of 
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children’s classroom interactions. I return to the school in Chapter 6 to look at flexible 
enforcement of order and peer organization, after analyzing the communal cultural models that 
children bring to their participation at school. 
 In Chapter 5, I turn to the agricultural community in search of solutions to the problems 
of educational policy and practice posed in the previous chapter. I examine models of social 
organization and interpersonal relations to which children are exposed as they participate 
peripherally in communal activities. I explore ways in which state and communal governance 
intertwine, continuing a historically rooted tradition of local and national or colonial leaders 
borrowing from one another’s tactics. I re-examine Andean concepts of respect outlined in 
Chapter 3 to focus on their manifestations in communal organization and symbolic practice. I 
argue that children’s framing of communal activities in terms of family, school, or play 
influences how they internalize and externalize cultural models.  
In this chapter, I contribute to anthropological understandings of cultural acquisition, 
continuity, and change by examining the mechanisms through which children construct cultural 
practices and models through incidental learning as they engage peripherally in adult activities. 
This theoretical perspective leads to a view of Andean culture and social organization not as 
static structural realities that are either preserved or lost with each generation, but rather as 
models that children learn and transform through peripheral participation and social framing. I 
also use theories of governance and social control to show how state institutions and communal 
practice in an Andean community intertwine to shape one another. Through these analyses, I set 
the stage for returning to the school and looking at how Andean models inform classroom 
practice and offer a locally rooted approach to reconciliation policy.  
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 In Chapter 6, I examine ways in which communal and familial values shape the loose 
order of classroom practice, and argue that children and teachers enact democratic participation 
by bringing Andean cultural models of respect into their classrooms, complementing the more 
militaristic features of education. I draw attention to teachers’ emphasis on “values” as the core 
of their curriculum, and interrogate where these values come from and how they relate to the 
discipline and nationalism instilled in children through formalized school practices. I analyze 
everyday practices that contradict and complicate the forms of rigid discipline described in 
Chapter 4, including disorderly classrooms, selective enforcement of rules, shifting authority, 
and conditional demonstrations of respect toward teachers. I argue that all of these practices 
make sense when viewed as children’s enactments of cultural models of respect that are learned 
in their families and community and encouraged by their teachers. I further argue that these 
manifestations of Andean values in school practice constitute enactments of democratic 
participation, interculturality, peace and human rights, the core values outlined in reconciliation 
policy.  
This chapter contributes to anthropological studies of learning in childhood by showing 
that children can navigate multiple forms of order within a single frame, shifting easily between 
symbolic disciplinary practices and practical forms of loosely structured goal-oriented 
collaboration. I argue that the combination of rigid disciplinary practices and loose structure that 
children learn to shift between offers them tools for navigating a rapidly changing society. I also 
offer a new perspective on school-community relations in Andean Peru by demonstrating the 
rich potential to more effectively implement reconciliation policies in schooling by recognizing 
and building on democratic practices that are already central to Andean child rearing. I 
contribute to educational policy more broadly by proposing a form of interculturality that looks 
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beyond language to the cultural values that guide interpersonal relations, and looks beyond 
deficit models of non-mainstream families to recognize and support those practices children 
learn at home that contribute to curricular goals of schooling.  
 In Chapter 7, I conclude the dissertation by discussing implications of my work for social 
theory and policy. I contribute to childhood studies and cognitive anthropology by offering 
theoretical frameworks for understanding cultural models in childhood, the multimodal nature of 
children’s subject formation, the impact of framing and participant goals on children’s learning, 
and children’s ability to shift gears within and among social frames. I contribute to a deeper 
understanding of the concept of culture, on which cultural anthropology is founded, by offering a 
framework for understanding cultural acquisition, continuity, and change through children’s 
learning. I contribute to theories of social cohesion, governance, and embodied practice by 
looking at how people in differential positions of power exercise spatial and corporeal tactics of 
social control on one another, thus negotiating power through embodied practice. I contribute to 
educational and reconciliation policy by proposing a theoretical and methodological framework 
for productively resolving policy discourses that simultaneously pathologize and valorize 
children’s families and communities in post-conflict contexts. I conclude the final chapter of the 
dissertation by emphasizing the merits of understanding cultural practices, embodied 
communication, and social policy from children’s perspectives. 
 
From a Child’s Point of View: Children’s Understandings of Context 
Children, like adults, shift their behavior and interpretations of others’ behavior 
according to context. Their enactments of respect and disrespect change depending on the 
relationships, activities, and spaces with which they engage. In order to decipher how children 
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use contextual cues to build and apply cultural models of respect in a variety of social situations, 
I dedicated the first phase of research to examining children’s understandings of context. I draw 
my notion of context from a combination of frame analysis (Goffman 1974), activity theory 
(Vygotsky 1978), and discourse analysis (Gee 2005). Erving Goffman’s frame analysis posits 
that people categorize their experiences into frames that are cued by sociocultural context and 
guide actions and interpretations of others’ actions. Activity theory focuses on collaborative 
goal-oriented interactions among human beings and with material environments as the basic unit 
of analysis for investigating human cognition (Wertsch et al. 1984; Lave and Wenger 1991; 
Engeström et al. 1999). In discourse analysis, researchers examine ways in which language and 
other semiotic systems interpenetrate to create context that guides linguistic exchange (Gumperz 
1982; Duranti and Goodwin 1992). I combine these three theoretical perspectives to examine 
how children frame their experiences through participation in collaborative goal-oriented 
interactions that are mediated by shared interpenetrating systems of meaning.  
 I found that the children with whom I worked frame their activities primarily according to 
central participants and relevant relationships, which they associate with spatial and temporal 
markers and with specific kinds of motivations and goals. As children participate in social 
activities, they interpret dress, spatial relations, forms of speech, movement, gesture, and other 
semiotic systems in ways that allow them to position their interlocutors in particular roles that 
guide their behaviors and attitudes in the interaction. When I asked children during group 
interviews to list the activities, people, times, and rules that they associate with each of several 
places,
7
 they implicitly told me about authorities, motivations, goals, and relationships. I found 
that their responses, when viewed through this lens, cluster around three frames that often 
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transcend spatial and temporal boundaries. For analytical purposes, I have labeled these frames 
family, school, and play. 
The frame that I call family is marked by the central participation of mothers and older 
relatives as authorities who take care of the family through essential daily chores that children 
feel responsible for helping with. Children talk about these family-oriented tasks as things they 
do when they are not in school or engaged in school activities. The phrase that children most 
often invoke to express their orientations toward family during a particular activity is that they 
should “ayudar a la mamá” [help mom]. The motivations they invoke for cooperating in family 
activities include desires to feel loved, cared for, and safe, and the goal of fostering positive 
interpersonal relationships. Children often frame their relationships with neighbors and other 
members of their agricultural community through the lens of family. Examples of family-framed 
activities that I describe above include children sweeping their houses, washing their clothes, 
driving animals into corrals, and accompanying their parents during meals. I discuss this frame 
further in Chapter 3. 
The frame I call school is marked by the obligatory presence of schoolmates and 
teachers, and by the vigilance of teachers and peers whom teachers have vested with authority. 
Most school activities are clearly demarcated by gates, sirens, uniforms, and attendance taking. 
Children easily verbalize rules for activities that they associate with school, drawing on teachers’ 
daily reminders and written posters on school walls to articulate their understandings of desirable 
behavior. Children often express their motivations for cooperating in school activities in terms of 
the threat of punishment and the goal of earning respect, particularly at the collective level of 
representing their class, school, and town respectably. Children understand their belonging in the 
nation through the frame of school. Examples of school-framed activities that I describe above 
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include organized volleyball and soccer practices, as well as the line-ups and classes that 
comprise a regular six-hour school day. I discuss the school frame in greater detail in Chapters 4 
and 6. 
The frame of play overlaps with the other two and is marked by peer, rather than adult, 
authority and organization of activities. Children’s playmates include, roughly in order of 
importance: siblings and other children in their household, pets (dogs, cats, lambs, and parrots), 
stuffed animals or dolls imagined temporarily to be alive, children in closely related households, 
neighbor children, and same-gender classmates. Children engage in play in nearly any time or 
space when their attention is not commanded by adults. They articulate the rules of play during 
moments of organization, taking into account the participants, surroundings, and materials 
available. Children adapt, negotiate, and reinforce their rules when any of these elements disturbs 
the smooth functioning of their game—i.e., when a playmate joins, leaves, or commits a 
transgression, when a ball or other object becomes available or unavailable, and when adults ask 
them to move out of the way. Children’s motivations for collaborating in play activities include 
curiosity, avoidance of assigned tasks, and desires to be included in social groups, either directly 
through playing with peers or indirectly through imitating social activities of people around 
them. When engaged in the frame of play, children appropriate behavioral norms that they have 
picked up in family and school activities, through peripheral observation and participation in 
adult activities, and through exposure to television and other media. Examples of play-framed 
activities mentioned in the narrative that opens this chapter include Iris’s games of keep-it-up 
volleyball with me and a neighbor, and the younger brother’s role of “watching” during a cattle 
marking festival. I elaborate on the play frame most extensively in Chapter 5. 
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It is notable that community, neighborhood, town, and nation did not emerge as important 
frames for children, even though the agricultural community, neighborhoods, and geopolitical 
boundaries are important organizing structures for adults. While these forms of political and 
social organization do shape children’s experiences, they are not frames that children use when 
expressing their own understandings of desirable behavior. It is also interesting that the 
children’s perspectives as I have outlined here seem to reinforce rather than contest the home-
school binary common in studies of childhood. The place prompts that I gave children during the 
free listing portion of group interviews included a variety of locations outside of school that I let 
children choose among or come up with their own.
8
 Despite the vast array of places that we 
discussed, children’s framing of their activities within those spaces converged around family, 
school, and play. This suggests that, while children’s lives are influenced by a number of 
interpenetrating social institutions, children themselves tend to simplify their categorizations of 
experience according to the primary sets of caretakers whom they transition between on a regular 
basis: family and teachers.
9
  
The play frame complicates this binary and confuses what otherwise might be defined by 
spatial and temporal parameters. Even though children engage in play within school and family 
activities and while under the care of teachers and older relatives, the shift in authority and 
participant roles that occurs when children organize their own activities in peer groups marks an 
important re-framing of social participation. Recognizing and exploring this shift in framing 
within contiguous times and spaces is essential in order to more fully understand how children 
learn and enact understandings of moral subjectivity. The frames I outline here are central to my 
analyses throughout the dissertation, as I examine how children learn and construct cultural 
models of respectful subjectivity through everyday participation in social activities. 
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FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 1 
 
Figure 1.01: Sweeping the floor in the morning 
Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
 
Figure 1.02: Collecting water from the spigot in buckets and washing breakfast dishes 
Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.03: A typical bedroom shared by children and parents 
Photo by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
 
Figure 1.04: Washing feet before school 
Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.05: Weekly shampooing on a Sunday afternoon 
Photo by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
 
Figure 1.06: Latecomers line up outside of the school gates 
Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.07: Latecomers follow drill commands in the schoolyard 
Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
 
Figure 1.08: Children lead one another in prayer 
Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
 
Figure 1.09: Children stand to recite a greeting when an adult enters their classroom 
Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.10: Girls play volleyball in the schoolyard at recess 
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Figure 1.11: Boys play soccer on the field outside of the schoolyard at recess 
 
 
Figure 1.12: Playing chess in the classroom during recess 
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Figure 1.13: Lining up for school lunch 
Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
 
Figure 1.14: Walking home from school 
The school building is in the background as I walk up the hill with four schoolgirls past the 
soccer field and grazing sheep. Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.15: Aerial photo of the primary school and surroundings 
The primary school is a large rectangular enclosure in the bottom left of the photo, separated 
from the lagoon by a soccer field. The two-story building across from the primary school is a 
newly built secondary school building. This flat and relatively low-lying area surrounding the 
lagoon is known as the “pampa” or plain. A few children live on the plain near the school, but 
most walk uphill into town to go home. Photo by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
 
Figure 1.16: Aerial panoramic photo of the town 
Aucará’s town square is located in the upper right. Most of the residences are located to the right 
of the lagoon. Below the lagoon are the post-secondary institute, health center, primary school, 
and secondary school. The road that appears above the lagoon, residential neighborhoods, and 
town square connects Aucará to the districts of Cabana and Huaycahuacho. The road that passes 
by the educational institutions connects the town of Aucará with smaller population centers in 
the Aucará District. Photo by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.17: Aerial photo of the town square and surroundings 
The town square appears in the center of this photo, with the Catholic Church on the right. The 
municipal building is located behind the church and next to the town entrance. The road to the 
right leads to the District of Cabana, which lies just over the mountain at twenty minutes on foot 
or five minutes by car. Photo by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
 
Figure 1.18: “Ropa de calle” or street clothes for older and younger generations of 
Aucarinos 
Photos by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.19: Chasing hens back into their pen 
Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.20: An Andean spindle for spinning wool into yarn 
Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
 
Figure 1.21: The study table 
A wooden table reserved for homework and study is a common feature of even the most humble 
homes in Aucará. Many families do not use tables to eat (instead, holding bowls in their hands 
while seated around the kitchen fire), but do have a table that children sit at to work on school 
assignments. Many children receive books and school supplies sent by relatives in cities. Some 
families have digital land lines like the one in these photos, but cellular phones are more 
common. Photos by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.22: Homework 
Homework often consists of copying textbook content into notebooks, as shown here. Still from 
video by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
 
Figure 1.23: Volleyball on the streets 
Still from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.24: Herding sheep around a sewer ditch 
Stills from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.25: Aucará’s main street in the evening 
Photo by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
 
Figure 1.26: Girls doing laundry in the irrigation ditch 
In the photo on the left, an eight-year-old takes a small load of laundry to wash in the irrigation 
ditch. In the middle, a nine-year-old’s father helps her with the week’s washing. On the right, 
two twelve-year-olds carry large loads home on their backs. Photos by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.27: Helping to milk the cows 
On the left, a girl holds the bucket while her mother extracts milk from their cow. On the right, 
the girl’s mother makes cheese in the fields before heading home. Photos by Thomas A Riddle. 
  
 
Figure 1.28: Children help at a cattle marking ceremony 
In the first photo, boys drive their grandparents’ cattle into a corral to be marked. In the second 
photo, a boy lassoes a calf, and in the third, he grabs the animal’s ear to prepare it for piercing as 
his uncle holds the horns. Stills from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 1.29: Children’s summer homes outside of Aucará 
I lent several families cameras to document their activities during summer break, and the photos 
below represent the typical range of children’s summer homes. Some stay with relatives in the 
sweltering heat of coastal cities, while others visit family in the bitter cold of more isolated 
highland areas. In the upper left photo, a girl sits inside of a motorcycle taxi that her older 
brother drives in Lima (photo by Juana Marcacuzco, Junior Araujo, and Moisés Araujo). On the 
upper right, a boy plays soccer on a team in Ica (photo by José Ochoa and Flor Arotinco). On the 
lower right, a boy whose parents do not own farm animals or land in Aucará enjoys a donkey 
ride with his grandmother (photo by Corina Vega Huamán). I spent a week living with the girl on 
the lower right, who stands in front of her grandmother’s hut, where she lived all summer with 
her family. On the ground in front of her is an alpaca skin drying in the sun.  
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Figure 1.30: Geographical map of Peru 
The research site, Aucará, lies in the south central Andes of Peru, south of the regional capital, 
Ayacucho, and southeast of the national capital, Lima. 
  
 
Figure 1.31: Political maps of Peru and Ayacucho 
The map on the left shows Peru’s regional divisions, and the map on the right shows the Region 
of Ayacucho with its largest population centers. Puquio is the provincial capital closest to 
Aucará, with a population of about 15,000. The regional capital, Ayacucho, has about 150,000 
inhabitants, compared with nearly 10 million inhabitants in Lima, the national capital. 
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Figure 1.32: Transportation map of highways connecting Puquio, Lima, and Ayacucho 
Aucará is located north of Puquio along a dirt highway. Black lines represent paved highways 
and red lines represent dirt highways. From Aucará, travel to the coastal cities of Nazca, Ica, and 
Lima is easier than travel to the regional capital of Ayacucho, due to the terrain and the condition 
of the roads. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 1 
                                                 
1
 See Appendix A, Video 1 for a video depiction of this narration. 
2
 In addition to branding adult cattle, Andean families put ribbons in the ears of all of their animals (not only cattle). 
The colors of the ribbons identify the animals’ owners, and they replace faded ribbons with bright new ones each 
year during the herranza festival. 
3
 Ica and Nazca are commonly referred to as coastal cities because they lie in the coastal region, outside of the 
mountains, even though they are not on the Pacific Coast (see Figure 1.32). 
4
 At the time that I left, these services were used mostly by students at the high school and the technical institute to 
complete school projects, and by professionals from out of town 
5
 Households in Aucará receive only two to three television channels, whose programming is controlled by the 
municipality. The municipality has access to some cable programs like the Discovery Channel, which are included 
in the broadcasting schedule. 
6
 Interculturality is a term used in educational policy throughout South America to refer to programs that incorporate 
indigenous children’s cultural context into their schooling. I discuss this further in Chapter 4. 
7
 See Chapter 2 and Appendix B for more details on how I conducted these interviews. 
8
 The places children chose to discuss were: in the Catholic Church, on the streets, at the store, in other people’s 
houses, in the town square, in the farm fields, at home, at the public sports court, at school (two groups chose this), 
and at the Evangelical Church (two groups chose this). Places that children came up with on their own were: in 
Aucará, in Lima, in the kitchen, outside of my house, at the Virgen de las Mercedes school, and at Kate’s house (two 
groups came up with this last one). 
9
 Part of what is particular about the experience of children in Aucará are the relationships among family members 
and teachers who take care of them, which are often overlapping and fluid, with family present at school and 
teachers present in neighborhoods.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 
METHODOLOGY: DESIGNING AND NEGOTIATING RESEARCH WITH CHILDREN 
AND THEIR FAMILIES 
 
In this chapter I discuss methodological parameters of my study, theoretical frameworks 
that inform my methods, and the ethnographic context to which I adapted my approaches as I 
worked with children and their families. I begin by examining and justifying the community 
studies approach, and describing how I negotiated the terms of my research with communal 
institutions and authorities, as well as individual children and families. I then turn to theories of 
children’s agency, intention, and responsibility, and discuss ways of taking these into account 
methodologically. I argue that participant observation is an invaluable tool for learning about 
children’s perspectives, and that despite the challenges of age difference and institutional 
barriers, participant observation in all realms of children’s lives provided my richest source of 
data, informing every other kind of data I collected in important ways. I then move on to discuss 
audiovisual documentation and interviews. I explore the importance of supplementing participant 
observation and field notes with these forms of data collection, and describe specific measures 
that I took to adapt these methods to children and the cultural context in which they live. As with 
any in-depth qualitative study, the amount of data that I gathered is immense, and I only discuss 
a small number of specific examples throughout the dissertation. All of these examples, however, 
are informed by the multiplicity of sources that I describe in this chapter. After describing my 
research from a technical methodological point of view, I conclude with children’s comments on 
what they understood me to have been doing as I worked with them over the course of the year. 
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Children’s own understandings of my work inform my interpretations of their interactions with 
me throughout the dissertation. 
 
The Andean Community as a Unit of Analysis 
Community Studies in the Andes 
Single-sited ethnographic studies run the risk of portraying communities as 
homogeneous, easily definable, bounded, and isolated units. Tendencies within the field of 
anthropology since the seminal works of Wolf (1982), Clifford and Marcus (1986), and 
Appadurai (1996) have pointed to the dangers of reifying communities and cultural groups. In 
response, many anthropologists have turned to multi-sited and urban ethnographies as ways of 
accounting for flows of people, goods, and ideas across widespread and complex geographic 
spaces. Within Andean studies in particular, this has been a contentious issue.  
For many years, the norm among Andean ethnographers in Peru was to conduct detailed 
structuralist analyses of traditional kinship, ritual, and symbolism in indigenous rural villages 
(e.g. Zuidema and Quispe 1973; Alberti and Mayer 1974; Isbell 1978; Skar 1982; Allen 1988; 
Ossio 1992; Gose 1994). In his 1991 critique (translated and published in Peru 1992), Orin Starn 
coined the term Andeanism to describe scholarship that focuses on rural villages and their 
cultural continuity with a romanticized Incan past, arguing that such scholarship is akin to 
Edward Said’s (1978) notion of Orientalism. Starn argued that anthropologists should shift the 
unit of analysis to urban areas and political institutions in order to account for power dynamics 
and social unrest. Many scholars responded to this critique, and to wider trends within 
anthropology and post-colonial studies, by engaging in new kinds of ethnographic research, 
working with middle class people in Andean cities (e.g. de la Cadena 2000; Mendoza 2000).  
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Starn’s critique also met with strong responses from a number of North and South 
American anthropologists who defended the contributions to understandings of power dynamics 
that are made by community-focused and structuralist studies (Ansión 1992; Poole and Rénique 
1992; Roseberry 1995; Salomon 1992; Seligman 1992; Thurner 1992). William Roseberry 
(1995) suggested that to reject community studies would be to deny that rural people are 
involved in power negotiations and that their communities are constructed in negotiation with 
outside forces. Ansión (1992), Weismantel (2006), and others argued that Starn’s critique of the 
ayllu, or kinship-based social networks, as a unit of analysis, ignored the perspectives of 
Peruvian anthropologists and indigenous activists. In the Andean case, anthropologists’ focus on 
cultural continuity, these scholars argued, have been part of political projects rooted in 
indigenous scholarship and geared toward reviving traditional cultural practices as a strategy for 
community organization and political mobilization (e.g. Ossio 1992; Orta 2001; Romero 2001; 
see also Spivak 1990). In recent years, many Andean ethnographers have continued to conduct 
community studies, while shifting their analytical focus from structuralism to global flows and 
forces that construct local practice (e.g. Colloredo-Mansfeld 1999; Orta 2004; Leinaweaver 
2008). I argue that, while the disciplinary shifts in anthropology from rural to urban and single to 
multi-sited ethnography have brought important insights to knowledge about how communities 
are formed and maintained, anthropologists must also continue to complement these with rural 
and single-sited ethnographies that offer in-depth explorations into the lives of rural people, who 
make up a large and largely ignored (in terms of political power) portion of the Peruvian 
population. 
 I follow the latter group of scholars in pursuing a single-sited, community-based study 
that accounts for a multitude of complexities influencing one small town. Throughout the 
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dissertation I address the malleable nature of the community in which I work, where both in- and 
out-migration, temporary and long-term, are commonly understood parts of everyday life. I 
examine tactics for social control that serve to create a clearly delineated agricultural community 
(with roll calls listing each member), school community, and cohesive family units amidst 
continually shifting social dynamics. 
 I also follow a relatively small group of children and families in order to understand the 
complexities of each of their lives. Most of these children (like most people) follow roughly the 
same paths every day, traveling, for example, from home to school to the family farm to 
grandma’s house and back home again. In order to understand the different social and material 
environments affecting children’s subject formation, I needed to follow these paths alongside 
them. In my very attempt to conduct an in-depth study with a small group of children, I learned 
just how complex their lives are. I found that I always “needed” to be in several places at once. 
At any one time, some of the children were helping their mothers cook, others were playing at 
friends’ houses, others were at school volleyball practice, others were doing homework, and the 
list goes on and on. Not to mention my responsibilities to spend time writing field notes, 
organizing and backing up data, conversing with and responding to invitations from adults and 
institutional authorities, and the like. Over the summer, my single-sited and small sample-based 
study became even more complex, as children traveled with their families to spend summer 
months in coastal cities and in settlements further up in the highlands. It was through my effort to 
work closely with a small number of children and families that I was able to fully comprehend 
and explore the vast complexities informing each of the children’s lives. 
 While my study focuses on a single site and on a group of people who call themselves a 
community, I took into account many other geographical locations, paths, and groups of people 
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in conducting research. I frequently traveled on the long path between Aucará and Lima,
1
 
spending time in Puquio (the provincial capital), and Cabana (a town neighboring Aucará), as 
well as the end destinations and multiple days and nights on the road. I traveled briefly to other 
highland towns in the Aucará district, accompanying Aucarino friends to festivals and visiting 
their relatives and acquaintances. Over the summer, I spent time with one Aucarino family in the 
highlands and with another in Lima, getting a taste of the other environments that inform 
children’s learning and practice when they return to Aucará. By focusing my study on one small 
town, I was able to bring all of this information together to help me understand the multi-faceted 
influences on a single community. 
 
Negotiating Terms of Entry  
Any kind of ethnographic research, whether single- or multi-sited, rural or urban, 
involves negotiating terms of entry into a community, social group, or institution. My entry into 
the social lives of an agricultural community, school, and families involved both formal 
permissions and ongoing informal building of rapport and trust. My research is structured around 
three visits to my field site. The first was a week-long visit in 2007, during which I explored 
possibilities for conducting research in Aucará.
2
 On my second visit in 2008, I conducted eight 
weeks of preliminary research, piloting methods, gathering initial data to form a comprehensive 
research proposal, and building rapport among community members.
3
 The third visit was a one-
year research period in which I gathered the bulk of my data, between August 2010 and August 
2011.
4
 The methods I discuss in this chapter are those that I used during my final one-year 
research period, with changes I made in response to pilot methods mentioned in endnotes. 
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When I first visited Aucará in 2007, I was accompanied by the sister of a colleague, 
Fernando García Rivera, who had conducted ethnographic research on learning and child rearing 
in Aucará, his home town (García Rivera 2005, 2007). García’s family welcomed me into their 
home in San Juan de Miraflores, a working class district of Lima, and sent me up into the 
mountains accompanied by his youngest sister Farina, who was about my age (mid-20s) and not 
working at the time. Farina and I stayed in her parents’ house in Aucará, which they had 
abandoned mid-construction when they, along with many others, fled to Lima in the 1980s, 
fleeing the violence of the Shining Path.
5
 Farina grew up in Lima but had visited Aucará several 
times. As we walked around town together, people asked us if we were from Aucará and who 
our parents were.
6
 Farina would tell them her parents’ names and they would welcome her back, 
send greetings to Lima, and invite me into their community. Farina and Fernando’s mother, Julia 
Rivera, is well known in Aucará for her family connections, and their father, Fernando García 
Huamán, is respected as a former primary school principal.  
On this initial visit, I spoke with communal and school authorities, who expressed 
support for my research proposal, sealing our agreement with the words, “Considérese una 
aucarina más” [Consider yourself another Aucarina].
7
 I promised to provide copies of 
photographs and videos, as well as my thesis and any articles that came out of the research. In 
the ensuing phases of my research, I reciprocated by bringing school supplies and books for the 
school and the agricultural community, and offering free drop-in English classes in the 
afternoons, all at the request of parents, teachers, and communal authorities.
8
 While the English 
classes began as a form of reciprocity, they became an important form of data collection, 
allowing me to see children from a teacher’s perspective and attain a deeper understanding of 
children’s expectations for classroom activities and of teachers’ struggles and triumphs in their 
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classrooms. The classes were also an opportunity for me to learn about children’s linguistic 
competencies, as I elicited vocabulary in Quechua, English, and Spanish; and about the ways in 
which children teach and discipline one another in multi-age groups.
9
 Importantly, this 
experience also allowed me to sympathize with classroom teachers and contextualize classroom 
management practices. It is easy as an anthropologist to identify hegemonic practices within the 
classroom, but much more difficult as a teacher to actually manage a classroom without resorting 
to those same hegemonic practices. 
These collective agreements sanctioned my presence and welcomed my participation in 
communal and school activities. Throughout my stay in Aucará, people from all sectors of the 
community asked me to lend my services as an English teacher, videographer, photographer, 
contributor to fund-raising efforts, and godmother of graduating primary and preschool classes. 
In return, they frequently offered me meals, fresh milk and cheese from their cows, potatoes and 
corn from their harvests, and invited me to religious and agricultural celebrations.
10
 
 
Study Participants 
I attained formal permission to work with children and families through processes of 
informed consent for adults, assent for children, and parental permission.
11
 The actual written 
forms required by my university’s Institutional Review Board were only a small part of this 
process. I designed these forms with pictures and simple words in Spanish and Quechua, and 
printed each of the three types of forms on different color paper, knowing that some parents are 
illiterate and some are monolingual Quechua speakers (forms are attached in Appendices C and 
D).
12
 Requiring completion of these forms served as a way to initiate conversations and gauge 
children’s and families’ interest in participating in research activities. In 2010, I began by 
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meeting with children in their classrooms to explain my research and ways that they could 
participate, and then met with parents. Several parents approached me on the street and visited 
my home to tell me that their children wanted to participate and had insisted they come talk with 
me. I also visited the homes of children who were particularly enthusiastic but whose parents I 
had not yet spoken with.
13
  
 During my pilot study in 2008, I worked with all of the children in the second grade 
class.
14
 In 2010, I shifted my approach to involve more children peripherally, but to focus on a 
smaller group. This allowed me to make everyone feel included (a complaint that I heard from 
children and families in 2008) and to widen the breadth of my study, while also honing in on 
particular families and children who showed genuine interest in working with me regularly and 
intensively. I identified a core group of ten children in six families, who spanned a variety of 
ages, grade levels, neighborhoods, and socioeconomic backgrounds, and participated in all 
research activities. Figure 2.01 shows the grade and gender distribution of core participants, and 
Figure 2.02 positions this core group within the context of the total primary school population, in 
relation to parents’ occupations. I reciprocated with these particular families and children by 
bringing food on every home visit and offering children food when they came to my home, as 
well as offering more copies of photographs and videos, representing the increased time that we 
spent together.  
 Over the course of my research, I came to know all 89 of the children who were attending 
Aucará’s primary school in 2011, as well as those who had graduated over the previous three 
years, and many of their siblings and parents. I worked in a variety of capacities with many of 
the children whom I did not designate as core participants, but also made sure to work closely 
and thoroughly with each of my core participants in the sample population calculated above, in 
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order to gather data that spanned the target age range and reached across gender divides and 
socioeconomic backgrounds. One reason that I found myself working with so many different 
children is that I continually returned to participant observation as a central methodology 
informing my study. I found that the most effective way to gain an understanding of children’s 
learning and embodied enactments of respect was to accompany them as they played, worked, 
and studied, and to observe and note what they did and what I had to do in order to participate in 
their activities. This meant that I found myself engaging with many different children and adults 
as relationships emerged organically through everyday interactions.
15
 
 
Studying Children in the Andes 
Children’s Agency, Intention, and Responsibility 
 Over the course of my research with children, I have continually kept present in my mind 
questions regarding children’s agency: When I observe children’s behavior, how do I know to 
what extent they are actively deciding what to do and to what extent are they acting within the 
constraints of adults? To what extent do children understand why they do or say the things they 
do? How can I distinguish when children are repeating something they have heard, providing an 
answer they think I want to hear, or actually saying something that they believe and understand? 
To what extent can I attribute intention to children’s actions? To what extent can I hold children 
accountable for what they say and do? To what extent are children able to express their 
perspectives in ways that make sense to me as an adult?  
 These questions have deeply informed my data collection and analysis. While these 
issues are magnified in children, they are not unique to children. Adults also act within societal 
constraints. Adults also act and speak without understanding the reasons behind their actions and 
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speech. Adults also repeat what they hear and state what they think their addressees want to hear, 
instead of expressing themselves freely. Adults also have limited intention and responsibility 
when they are in a strange sociocultural context where they don’t fully understand the norms. 
Adults also have trouble expressing their perspectives verbally, and there are also many barriers 
of experience, perception, and communication that must be crossed in order for researchers to 
understand other adults’ experiences (Briggs 1986). With children, many of these issues are 
magnified, but they are no less possible to overcome. 
 I deal with these issues in several ways. The first is by considering local theories of child 
development. In my work, I pay attention to the circumstances under which other people 
attribute intention and choice to children’s behavior, looking at how age, gender, sibling order, 
grade level, and other factors figure into this. Ethnographers of childhood in the Andes have 
documented several important rites of passage for children. In the Andes, newborns are seen as 
partial persons, as an extension of their mother’s body and fundamentally female, until their first 
haircut, which is usually around age two (Lestage 1999; Rengifio Vásquez 2006). At that time, 
boys are distinguished from their mothers with short hair and pants. In Aucará, young boys do 
not wear the Andean skirts that infants wear further up in the highlands, but instead boys and 
girls alike tend to wear sweatpants, and infant boys often have long hair that makes them nearly 
indistinguishable from girls. In my work, I consider the significance of children’s dress, hair, and 
other cues for local understandings of their developmental abilities. 
Developmental markers are also often measured by means other than age.
16
 In these, age 
is only one of several factors deciding when a person is ready to undergo religious rites such as 
baptism, confirmation, and marriage, which mark life trajectories in Catholicism and other 
Christian churches. Many parents throughout the world describe developmental markers and 
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expectations based not on age but instead on a confluence of factors including gender, sibling 
order, performance of everyday tasks, and amount of scaffolding necessary for children to 
successfully complete a task. The degree to which children understand the moral and social 
implications of their actions, therefore, should not only be measured by age and grade in school, 
but also by looking at parents’ judgments of an individual child’s maturity, as shown by the tasks 
entrusted to the child. Older siblings or older same-household relatives are more likely to be 
leaders taking cues from adults, while younger siblings or relatives are more likely to take cues 
from the older children in their household and closely related households. Children with no peers 
in their household are likely to be more heavily influenced by peer behavior at school, due to the 
lack of peer models at home. In Chapter 3, I explore these questions further, looking closely at 
how sibling order and gender in particular figure into expectations for children. 
I do not hold children directly accountable for the ways in which they represent their 
families, community, or nation as respectable or disrespectable. Rather, I highlight moments in 
which children and the adults around them hold one another accountable, and how they 
accomplish this. I examine moments in which adults and peers attribute intention and 
responsibility to children’s actions. I contextualize my interpretations of children’s behaviors 
within these frameworks, considering at what points local actors consider children to be acting of 
their own accord and under what circumstances people assume that particular children are acting 
without awareness of their behaviors’ consequences, or with an awareness that is more closely 
connected to respecting rules and authority than to deeper reasoning.
17
 The span of my work with 
children over a four-year period allowed me to observe, compare, and contrast changes in 
expectations and responsibilities assigned to specific children over time. 
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The question of children’s agency is inseparable from ethical questions of children’s 
rights, children’s responsibilities for accepting the consequences of their actions, and adults’ 
obligations to protect children from making decisions detrimental to their own well-being.
18
 
Researchers working with children must on the one hand be attentive to children’s expressions of 
their own perspectives and preferences, but on the other hand be careful not to pressure children 
into taking individual responsibility for decisions that are usually made collectively or by adults. 
In her research on children with chronic illness, Myra Bluebond-Langer (2009) has argued for 
the ethics of considering children’s agency as limited in the context of medical decisions. Her 
findings suggest that children do not want to be given individual agency apart their families, and 
that asking children to make decisions that may go against their parents’ wishes causes them 
undue stress, and unfairly burdens them with responsibility for highly consequential decisions. 
While not all children are faced with such extreme circumstances, nevertheless asking children to 
make choices independent of their families even for such minor issues as whether to participate 
in an interview or whether to have their picture taken, can potentially cause distress. Negotiations 
of children’s assent and parental permission for participation in my research activities were an 
important arena in which to explore the ways in which children’s agency is as much a product of 
collective decisions made by family, teachers, and peers, as by children’s individual volition. 
Importantly, I found that collective forms of agency in decision making were also common 
among adults when negotiating informed consent and permission for research activities (see Note 
13).  
 
Adult-Child Relationships and Child-Centered Research 
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Many ethnographers of childhood have discussed the complications of adult researchers 
gaining rapport with children in order to conduct child-centered research (James 2007; Clark 
2011). Cindy Dell Clark argues that adultist perspectives portray childhood as a deficit-ridden 
condition of age-based inferiority. One key in overcoming this bias, Clark argues, is to approach 
children through qualitative research in order to avoid imposing on them the adult-derived 
constructs on which quantitative inquiry is based; and instead to engage with children as people 
with their own perspectives and practices (2011:12). I see the challenge of child-centered 
research as an issue of cultural relativism that is relevant in any kind of ethnography. Even when 
an ethnographer is working in a community of which he or she has been part for many years, the 
act of conducting ethnographic research brings an etic analytical perspective that separates the 
researcher’s point of view from that of participants. Understanding children as an adult 
researcher is no different than understanding Quechua speakers as an English-speaking 
researcher, understanding men as a female researcher, understanding working class people as a 
middle class researcher, or any number of other aspects of my subject position that differentiate 
me from my research participants. I join the ranks of advocates for child-centered research, 
arguing that such an approach is a logical extension of cultural relativism, along with the 
corollary that adultism is a form of ethnocentricism. That said, however, the ethical obligations 
of adults to protect and guide children complicate the ways in which adult researchers are able to 
interact with children on their terms. 
In line with Clark’s arguments, Fine and Sandstrom (1988) have suggested ways to avoid 
adultcentric points of view when conducting qualitative research with minors. They lay out four 
different roles that adult researchers can assume in relation to the children they work with: the 
supervisor, who is an authority with no positive affect; the leader, who is an authority with 
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positive affect; the observer, who has neither authority nor positive affect; and the friend, who 
has positive affect with no authority (1988:14-17). Fine and Sandstrom recommend developing 
with children a friend relationship, by diminishing adult-child power relations as much as 
possible, respecting children’s authority within peer groups, and discouraging children from 
viewing the researcher as an authority figure. They suggest that the challenges of developing 
such a relationship increase the more age-segregated a society is (1988:13), which makes child-
centered research in the extremely age-segregated context of schools a special challenge. 
Over the course of my field work, I found that building rapport with children, parents, 
and teachers required shifting among a variety of roles. The approach of taking on a least-adult 
stance and refusing to accept adult roles even when requested to do so (Mandell 1988) was often 
at odds with ways that I was expected to behave as a member of the community in which I 
worked, within and outside of the school context. Parents and teachers trusted me to spend time 
alone with their children, and many saw my work as a great opportunity for children to learn 
from a well educated adult. My gender undoubtedly played a role in this trust; I was initially 
surprised by how easily parents sent their children to spend time alone with me at my house, but 
gradually discovered over the ensuing months that many were extremely cautious about letting 
young girls spend time with men. Adults often instructed children to treat me with respect by 
greeting me formally and addressing me as “Señorita” [Miss], “Profesora” [Teacher] or “Miss” 
(using the English word).
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 They sometimes told children to be on their best behavior when 
spending time with me, and to change into nicer clothes before I filmed or photographed them.  
In turn, I was expected to reprimand children when they behaved disrespectfully, to help 
them with schoolwork, and to make sure they followed their parents’ instructions. I also felt a 
personal moral obligation to discourage violent or hurtful play and to encourage children’s 
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interest in my areas of expertise—namely reading, writing, and languages. Parents and teachers 
gave me quite a bit of leeway, assuming a degree of ignorance on my part and putting the 
primary burden of knowing and following rules on the children themselves. I was sometimes 
inadvertently complicit in mischief, like when a neighbor caught me and a nine-year-old friend 
taking prickly pears from the cactuses in his yard; or when the same young friend asked me if he 
should pick a squash that he said was ripe in his garden and I said sure, only to meet with his 
mother’s fury when her son appeared in the kitchen with a huge unripe squash that could no 
longer be used. These situations put me in an awkward position, with children taking the blame 
and adults leaving unspoken my own complicity. 
 Despite these complications, I found that I could shift between the adult roles of 
caretaker, teacher, and respected visitor, and the child-like roles of playmate and classmate, by 
positioning myself as an “unusually friend-like adult” (Clark 2011:53). I discovered that children 
were remarkably adaptable to my fluctuation between roles. I did not quite fit in to any of the 
usual social categories, but how could I? I was a foreigner, a white woman who spoke more 
Quechua than many of the children, a professional and outsider who did not work for any of the 
public institutions in town, a woman older than many of their parents but who did not have any 
children of my own. Despite all of these puzzling characteristics, most children did not fret over 
making sense of who I was or where I fit in. When parents positioned me as an adult to whom 
children should “hacer caso” [listen to and respect], children fit me into that category. When I 
saw children playing at recess, at home, or on the streets, they often invited me to join, an 
invitation that they rarely extended to other adults, who in turn, rarely showed any interest in 
joining children’s games. Sometimes children took advantage of my adult authority by asking me 
to convey messages, such as, “Dile que no me pegue” [Tell him not to hit me]. With these 
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requests I was cautious, obliging only when failing to do so might encourage violence or betray 
parents’ trust in me. At other times children imagined me into their peer groups, treating me as a 
child in the same way that they pretended to be teachers and students while playing school, or 
pretended to be cows and farmers in other role playing games. 
 The power of children’s imaginations became clear to me as they developed a 
relationship with a stuffed monkey puppet I had brought with me, who turned out to be an 
important research assistant (see photo in Figure 2.03). Most children knew him by two names: 
Mouthy in English and Tukuy Yachaq [Know-it-All], a name that a parent suggested for him in 
Quechua. Tukuy Yachaq attended most of my English classes, joining in with our practice 
dialogues in English and Quechua, and being passed around the group with such enthusiasm that 
children quickly learned to ask in English, “Can I have Mouthy, please?” The children who lived 
close to me treated him as a playmate, coming to my door and asking, “¿Dónde está Tukuy 
Yachaq?” [Where is Tukuy Yachaq?] He was frequently the object of discipline, providing for 
me a way to convey messages to children without reprimanding them directly. For example, 
when I found my stuffed animal abandoned on a dirt floor, I would pick him up and say, 
“¡Pobrecito! Mira, se ha caido, está todo cochino. Tukuy Yachaq, tienes que cuidarte.” [Poor 
thing! Look, he fell down and got all dirty. Tukuy Yachaq, you have to be more careful.] Or 
when children used him to hit one another I would take him away and say, “¡Tukuy Yachaq! Ya 
sabes que no se pega. Ya no te voy a dejar jugar si sigues pegando.” [Tukuy Yachaq! You know 
you’re not supposed to hit people. I’m not going to let you play anymore if you keep hitting 
people.] He also helped me to bridge the adult-child gap when I conducted group interviews with 
children, allowing me to position him as a child asking questions sometimes, and me as an adult 
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asking questions at other times. In all of these ways, my trusty imaginary research assistant was 
very real, serving a key role in building rapport and relationships with the children around me.
20
  
 
Finally, I address the difficulty of interpreting children’s expressions by combining 
multiple forms of multimodal data collection. This has allowed me to combine analysis of 
children’s words, actions, spatial organization, body language, gesture, drawing, and a variety of 
other modes. It has also allowed me to examine intersections and contradictions among 
children’s words and behaviors in a variety of different situations, including contrived research 
activities and everyday activities in different spaces with different groups of people. 
Additionally, conversations with parents, older siblings, relatives, neighbors, and teachers who 
have known the children much longer than I, also inform my analysis. Below, I describe the 
many forms of data collection in which I engaged. This large body of accumulated data serves as 
backdrop informing my analysis as I examine specific examples throughout the dissertation. This 
has allowed me to triangulate my data, offering multiple forms of evidence for each argument I 
make, even as much of the data remains in the background. 
 
Participant Observation 
While less common than with adults, participant observation with children has a long 
history going back to the early twentieth century works of Dudley Kidd (1906) and Margaret 
Mead (1930), and gaining increasing popularity in recent decades (Whiting et al. 1966; Heath 
1983; Schieffelin and Ochs 1986; Goodwin 1990; Kamei 2005; Briggs 2008). I found this 
method to be indispensable in understanding children’s embodied communication, negotiations 
of relationships, and constructions of subjectivity during school, family, and play activities. 
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Participant observation in each of these realms presented its own challenges, and I found myself 
continually shifting between participating alongside children and participating as an adult 
alongside parents, teachers, community members, and peers in my own age group. Much of my 
participant observation was general participation in communal life, accepting invitations to 
festivals and parties, chatting with people in stores and on street corners, and simply interacting 
with neighbors as I went about my daily activities. Through these broad forms of participation, I 
gained an understanding of the social and political dynamics of the community in which the 
children I worked with were growing up. I also gained rapport among adults, establishing myself 
as a community member and intertwining myself in networks of social relationships.
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The acts of documenting and observing inevitably influenced the ways that I as a 
researcher was able to participate in communal and children’s activities, as well as the ways that 
the people around me behaved. For this reason, I accompanied participant observation with 
gradually increasing levels of documentation. For the first month or so, I focused on participation 
with very little documentation, in order to fully immerse myself in the community and build 
relationships.
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 During a second phase of research, I dedicated more time to intensive field notes 
in order to document my participant observations more fully. Finally, I introduced video 
recording in my final stage of research, returning to each of the situations with which I was now 
familiar and documenting children’s participation audiovisually. This gradual progression 
allowed me to compare how people behaved as they came to know me better, and also to observe 
how cameras and recording equipment affected children’s behavior. In the stage of audiovisual 
documentation, which I discuss more fully below, I sometimes recorded activities while standing 
behind the camera on a tripod on the periphery (this was most often the case for documentation 
of classroom activities). I sometimes held a video camera in my hand, letting it bump along with 
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me and record my point of view as I participated in children’s play and other activities. In my 
final month of research, a family friend and professional photographer, Thomas Riddle, joined 
me and recorded some of my everyday participant observation interactions from a third person 
point of view. 
One of the most challenging locations for participant observation is primary school 
classrooms. Despite the increasing acceptance of children as a subcultural group worthy of 
ethnographic study, school classrooms have yet to be fully embraced as sites for child-centered 
participant observation. Ann Ferguson’s description of her research in a United States 
elementary school demonstrates several of the most common approaches: “As a participant 
observer, I roamed the hallways before, during, and after school, hung out in the student cafeteria 
and the teachers’ lounge at lunchtime, attended assemblies, wandered around the playground 
during recess. I sat in on classes and in the school library. I also tutored in the PALS after-school 
program” (2001:7). According to Fine and Sandstrom’s (1988) framework of researcher-child 
relationships, Ferguson’s relationship with the children she studied shifted between that of an 
observer (no authority or positive affect) who was present on the margins in a variety of 
contexts, and that of a leader or supervisor (authority either with or without positive affect) as 
she tutored children during classroom activities and in an after-school program. While she did 
participate in school activities, Ferguson did not take on the friend role (positive affect, no 
authority) that is central to understanding children’s perspectives.  
Other researchers working with elementary and middle school children have taken on a 
friend role during recess and lunch activities (Lanclos 2003), and an observer role in the 
classroom (Hansen 1999). Less common are examples of researchers participating as a friend in 
classroom activities; these include Bill Corsaro’s (2003) work in an Italian kindergarten, Hsueh-
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Yin Ting’s (1998) study of a preschool, Debbie Epstein (1998) in a primary school, Dorte 
Kousholt (2011) in a day care, and Grimes-MacClellan’s (2008) work at the middle school level.  
My study is precedented by several scholars in recent years who have looked at 
classrooms as sites where young children learn to develop social and moral attitudes and 
behaviors (e.g. Golden 2006; Raeff 2006; Yafeh 2007; Brison 2009; Hayashi and Tobin 2011). 
Few of these, however, have engaged in participant observation as a methodology for exploring 
children’s classroom learning. More common methods are observation from the periphery and 
video recording, both of which have offered important insights for my own research as well. 
Nevertheless, my theoretical positioning of the classroom as one among several contextually 
cued social frames that guide children’s interactions and their interpretations of other’s behaviors 
(Goffman 1974), lends itself to a methodological approach through which I research the 
classroom in the ways that I research other social frames—through participant observation.  
Participant observation continues to be central to anthropological research and 
increasingly to other disciplines as well, nearly a century after Malinowski (1922) first proposed 
it. It is a messy methodology, emotionally challenging, difficult to define, and harder yet to 
explain to those with whom we work. Yet participant observation can offer unique insights into 
people’s lives and perspectives, embedding anthropologists in social networks and allowing for 
discovery of the intricacies of social relations from within. Participant observation allows 
researchers to approach a phenomenological understanding of everyday experience through 
practice (Retsikas 2008), and forces researchers to acknowledge the messiness of lived 
experience, to be right in the middle where everything is connected to everything else and 
analytical categories never entirely match up with experience. 
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In order to explore how children learn to embody and communicate respectful modes of 
being in a variety of social situations, I needed to learn alongside them. Researchers following 
this current, including Gatewood (1985), Hutchins (1995), Keller and Keller (1996), and 
Greenfield (2004), have highlighted the importance of engaging in learning together with their 
research hosts in order to gain an embodied understanding of the mechanisms through which 
people develop knowledge. Learning how to be a respectful and respectable child required that I 
participate in children’s classroom and recess activities at school, and in peer group play and 
household chores at home. It also meant that I had to gain children’s trust so that they would 
treat me as a peer in some situations, and correct my behavior to teach me their understandings 
of how children ought to behave. 
 When I first began research in 2008, I took a much more hands-off approach, observing 
quietly from a back corner of the classroom and discouraging children from interacting with me, 
so as not to interfere with classroom instruction. I have notebooks full of seating diagrams, 
lessons copied from the board, and classroom dialogues. But when I returned two years later, set 
aside my anthropologist’s notebook, got out a school notebook, sat down next to the children and 
asked them what to do, in just my first couple of hours as a student I began to discover social 
norms that I had not been aware of before. When one of my classmates came around the room 
telling us to read a story in our reading textbooks and to get out our notebooks and answer 
comprehension questions, I took her instructions with a grain of salt, waiting for the teacher to 
arrive and give us the real assignment. Much to my surprise, when the teacher walked in, one of 
the students told her, “We read the story on page 27,” and the teacher proceeded to ask us what 
the story was about. I lowered my eyes, embarrassed that I had not done the reading, as my 
classmates answered the questions. Once I got over my first classroom faux pas, I picked up my 
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pen and opened my notebook, poised to follow the next set of directions more carefully. But as 
the teacher began a lesson in long division, my young friend leaned over and instructed me to put 
my Reading textbook under the desk, close my notebook, and put down my pen while the teacher 
was talking. There would be no copious note-taking during today’s classroom observation. Now 
it was my turn to learn as the students did—sitting straight up, feet planted firmly under my 
child-sized desk, looking straight forward toward the board, listening and responding to the 
teacher’s prompts. I would only write when instructed to do so, copying from the board or from 
my textbook into my own notebook, and comparing my reproduction of the text with my 
classmates’ to make sure we were getting it right. 
In this situation, my “peers’” regulation of my behavior led me to adjust my posture, 
facing, and organization of classroom materials in order to focus full attention on classroom 
activities. My embarrassment at not having done the reading that my classmates had assigned 
brought to the forefront the seriousness with which students took their collective responsibility of 
making sure that their classroom functioned smoothly. Again and again, my engagement in 
participant observation led me to experience emotions, postures, corporeal movements, and 
social interactions that allowed a deeper understanding of how children learn and shape notions 
of “respect” in the classroom. 
Like in any community, participant observation in a school requires careful negotiation of 
entry. I had to negotiate with school administrators to receive official authorization, as well as 
with teachers, parents, and perhaps most importantly, with students who had to accept me as a 
peer in their classrooms. This meant that I could not always be a peer. Sometimes I had to be a 
teacher, helping out when classroom teachers needed a hand and responding to children who 
asked me whether their work was done correctly. Sometimes I had to be a fly on the wall, when 
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there were not enough student desks to accommodate me, or when students were not ready to 
accept me as a peer. Like in any community, I took my cues from those around me, respecting 
children’s suspicions and not thrusting myself upon them when they did not yet trust me. I was 
able to cultivate children’s and teachers’ trust over a year of engagement with their school and 
community, interacting with them in a variety of social situations and bringing that familiarity 
into the institutional context of school. 
When I reflect back on my shift in approaches to classroom research, I realize that my 
initial reluctance to interact with children in the classroom was somewhat misguided. I had 
viewed my gradual entry into classroom activities as a necessary caution, and my eventual 
success in classroom participant observation as one that was ethnographically situated and may 
not apply to other classrooms in other schools in other communities. However, when I re-think 
the effects of my presence on student behavior, I realize that in the end I was less disruptive and 
distracting when I did the same thing as the students, than when I sat in back of the classroom 
writing mysterious things in my mysterious notebook or when I stood in the corner with a video 
camera. When I participated in classroom activities, the children’s interest in me was also an 
interest in the task at hand for the entire classroom. In contrast, when I took notes or videotaped, 
the children’s interest in my activities distracted them from their own assigned tasks.  
There are many reasons that participant observation in a friend role is so rarely utilized 
for classroom research. The strict age segregation that frames classroom social structures makes 
it more difficult for adult researchers to cross cultural boundaries and participate alongside 
children in this situation than during recess or in children’s neighborhoods and homes. The 
formal institutional structures of schools make researchers wary of “interfering,” a concept 
which has persisted in school environments despite its deconstruction in other social situations. 
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Ethnographic researchers since Malinowski have argued that all research with people involves 
social interactions that influence behavior, and that intensive participant observation mitigates 
these influences as researchers and hosts become accustomed to carrying out daily activities 
together. Yet many researchers who embrace this argument in other contexts shift their approach 
when working in schools, attempting to satisfy institutional gatekeepers by perpetuating the myth 
of a non-interfering observer, rather than making the more radical argument that researchers’ 
active presence as pupils and friends would be less disruptive to students, less threatening to 
teachers, and yield richer data on classrooms as locations for complex social interactions among 
children. While research goals may call for a variety of methods, I argue that social dynamics in 
a classroom are relevant to any study of classroom practice, and that participant observation is a 
valuable and viable tool to help researchers understand these dynamics, whether used as a small 
part of a mixed methods approach or as a primary methodology. 
 
As a whole, I found it to be quite challenging to spend sufficient time with all ten of my 
core research participants and their families to gain an in-depth understanding of each of these 
children’s daily activities. Participant observation inevitably melds into everyday friendships, 
which means that much of my insight from participant observation comes from people and 
families whom I did not designate as core participants, and that I spent more time with those core 
families with whom I developed deeper friendships. I dedicated at least a week of participant 
observation with each core family and their children. Three of those families continued to treat 
me as a guest through the end of the research period, asking me to come at specific times and 
insisting on serving me food every time I visited. I became much closer to the other three 
families, visiting their homes freely, traveling with them to visit out-of-town relatives, and 
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helping with household chores and child care. My participant observation and the field notes and 
recordings deriving from it remain at the core of my research data. While the more structured 
data collection techniques that I discuss below also played important roles, I found that I gained 
the most comprehensive knowledge about children’s perspectives when I embodied their daily 
activities and established a place in their social networks through participation in their daily 
lives. 
 
Audiovisual Documentation 
 There are several compelling reasons to use audiovisual methods in ethnography, 
particularly when working with children (Clark 2011) and in an Andean society that relies 
largely on nonverbal strategies for the transmission of cultural practices and knowledge (Stobart 
and Howard 2002). Filming everyday interactions, particularly group interactions and group 
interviews, allows researchers to document and examine multiple simultaneous interactions in a 
way that may not be possible when the researcher is immersed in the activity, participating 
and/or observing from a single viewpoint (Hall 1976; Nastasi 1999; Tobin et al. 1989; Raeff 
2006). Film documentation allows situations to be re-examined and interpreted by people who 
were not present at the time, or by participants who can watch and comment on their own 
interactions (Krebs 1975; Nastasi 1999; Tobin et al. 2009; Hayashi and Tobin 2011). 
Audiovisual documents provide an important record for examining simultaneous verbal and 
nonverbal communication (Farnell 1995). 
 A common argument against audiovisual documentation is that the presence of a camera 
or audio recorder alters participants’ behavior. I was able to mitigate these effects by 
contextualizing recorded activities within the knowledge that I acquired about people’s everyday 
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actions through participant observation and informal conversations over an extended period of 
time. Just as an ethnographer can observe changes in people’s behavior over time as they become 
accustomed to an outsider’s presence, he or she can also observe over time how people interact 
with cameras and recorders. In my work, children’s enthusiasm to be recorded sometimes 
resulted in deliberate performances for the camera, which I can then analyze in terms of the 
discourses that children produce and reproduce when performing for an anonymous audience. At 
other times I found, like many researchers, that the camera or recorder was less important to 
people than the other issues and relationships that were in play during the recorded interactions, 
and had little influence on their behavior (Clark 2011:63). The months of participant observation 
that I conducted previously and simultaneously with video recordings were essential in providing 
me with the background information I needed in order to distinguish moments of performing for 
the camera from moments of carrying out everyday activities. Because I always provided people 
with print copies of photos and with DVDs or CDs of video and sound recordings that I took of 
them, I often found myself bombarded with so many requests to be photographed or filmed that 
it was difficult to put my camera down, participate in everyday life, and focus on the children 
and families who formed the core of my research. Balancing documentation with participation 
was a constant struggle, as I made my way through everyday activities, interviews, and special 
events.
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In addition to photographs, video and audio recordings, I also documented movement, 
postures, and spatial relations through maps, diagrams, and Laban notation. Laban is a system of 
written symbols used for transcribing human movement. It was invented by Rudolph Laban to 
notate ballet and modern dance, but has the capacity to represent any movement that the human 
body can perform.
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 This has allowed me to record in detail body movements and spatial 
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relations that intersect with verbal discourses (Farnell 1994; Williams 2000). In the process of 
data collection, Laban notation served as a way to document spatial relations when videotaping 
or photographing would be invasive or were unavailable. It also allowed me to participate in the 
movements, and then write down afterwards my embodied experiences as a participant (see 
Figure 2.04). Movement notation allowed me to document important moments that did not make 
it into photographs, to highlight aspects of spatial organization that photographs distort and 
obscure, and to portray what happened beyond the frame of a photograph or video (see Figure 
2.05). I have also used Laban notation as a tool for data analysis, to freeze key frames in a video, 
pick out particular elements of those frames that I am interested in analyzing, and put them side 
by side for in-depth comparisons (see Figure 2.06). 
I have used these combined forms of audiovisual documentation to explore multi-faceted 
spatial relations and communicative modes. In terms of spatial relations, I focus on the 
dimensions of proxemics, facing, formations, center-periphery, grouping, and path. Edward Hall 
(1976) introduced the notion of proxemics, or cultural rules for how far apart or close together 
people stand in social interactions. I build on this concept to consider how children’s distance 
and closeness with those around them shift as they move among social activities and engage in a 
variety of interpersonal relationships. I also consider the directions that people face during 
particular interactions, examining what or whom they consider themselves to be facing toward or 
away from. I look at spatial formations that people create or strive to create as they organize 
themselves and one another into, for example, straight lines, circles, curved lines, or bunches. As 
children shift among different activities, I look at who is positioned in the center and who is 
positioned on the periphery. I examine ways in which people physically divide or pull 
themselves together into groups, and what social factors become salient in these divisions and 
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groupings. Finally, I explore paths of movement through space to look at how children attribute 
meaning to their social and material surroundings as they move through their daily routines. 
Throughout the dissertation, I demonstrate ways in which people construct social relationships 
through spatial orientations. People continually shift their orientations to one another, both 
within and across activities. By looking at these constantly shifting physical relations, I suggest 
that researchers can better understand the ways that people continually negotiate their 
understandings of and interactions with their social and material worlds. 
In addition to spatial relationships, my analysis is attentive to facial expressions, postures, 
tones of voice, movement styles, gestures, performance genres, and other nonverbal cues through 
which children communicate. This multitude of nonverbal cues can be unwieldy, and 
systematically documenting and analyzing every one of them in every situation would be 
impossible. Instead, I have gathered multiple forms of audiovisual data that offer a wealth of 
information I draw from to analyze specific situations. Throughout the dissertation, I rely heavily 
on audiovisual documentation in data analysis, in order to bring out those aspects of spatial 
relations and nonverbal cues that are salient in a given social situation. I frequently refer to visual 
figures and multimedia appendices, and I transcribe video excerpts in narrative rather than 
dialogue form, in order to fully describe the nonverbal cues that inform my analysis. 
In order to account theoretically for the multiple modes through which children learn and 
construct subjectivity, it is essential methodologically to capture and represent these 
constructions through multiple forms of media. In my research, I have found un-articulated 
knowledge to be the norm among children and adults alike. My explicit questions about even the 
most everyday cultural practices were usually met with silence. This gap between apparently 
expert embodied knowledge and abilities to communicate such expert knowledge verbally has 
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been recognized by ethnographic researchers in many different cultural contexts (e.g. Gatewood 
1985; Kaeppler 1985; Keller and Keller 1996; Yafeh 2007; Hill et al. 2011; Feinberg and Genz 
2012). Human movement notation, used together with filming and photography, provided me 
with important tools for understanding embodied nonverbal knowledge. 
 Detailed documentation of nonverbal communication and spatial relations has also 
allowed me to examine their dynamic nature. People are constantly re-orienting themselves 
spatially in response to those around them and to the activities and environments with which they 
interact. By looking at children’s decisions about how to position their bodies in relation to each 
other, I have been able to examine learning as a constantly shifting process that involves 
continual re-orientation and processing of new information. Rather than looking at particular 
cognitive frameworks as constant and stable, this view allows me to consider how children might 
draw from different frameworks in different situations, or focus their attention on distinct modes 
within a setting. This dynamic audiovisual and multimedia approach has allowed me to build the 
nuanced analysis of the loosely structured order of classroom practice that I discuss in Chapter 6. 
 
Interviewing Children, Parents, and Teachers 
By drawing on a variety of interview techniques with children, parents, and teachers, I 
was able to examine perspectives and behaviors from new angles and to formalize my 
observations as I recorded people explicitly articulating points of view that had arisen during our 
previous casual interactions. Many of my interviews, particularly with parents, remain in the 
background of the dissertation, informing my understandings of children’s family relationships 
and providing context for my interpretations of children’s actions and words. Interviews also 
served some practical purposes outside of the content of participants’ responses. Group 
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interviews with children in my initial phase of 2010 research offered an opportunity to evaluate 
levels of enthusiasm and cooperation among children and families, leading to my selection of 
core participants. Throughout the year, family history interviews provided an important pretext 
for visiting and conversing with busy parents. The interview strategies that I drew on with 
varying degrees of formality were photo and film elicitation, role playing, free listing, mapping, 
family histories, drawing,
25
 completing surveys and forms,
26
 and asking a structured set of open-
ended questions. I employed these techniques in a variety of situations ranging from individual 
to group interviews at my home, in children’s homes, and at school.  
Photo elicitation is an interview technique often used with children that uses photographs 
to mediate conversation (Wang and Burris 1994; Clark and Moss 2001; Harper 2002; Fasoli 
2003; Luttrell 2006; Cook and Hess 2007; Bluebond-Langer 2008; Clark 2011). Sometimes the 
photographs are introduced by the researcher, but often the interviewees are given cameras and a 
specific photographic assignment beforehand. The researcher then develops or prints the photos, 
gives one set to the photographers and uses another set to interview the photographers about why 
they took the pictures that they did. An offshoot of this technique is film elicitation. Like with 
photographs, researchers can show participants video recordings in which they appear and elicit 
interpretations from the filmed subjects of their own and others’ recorded behaviors (Krebs 
1975; Nastasi 1999). Another approach is to train people in creating their own videos, give them 
a focused assignment, and then discuss what they have produced while reviewing their videos 
together (Chalfen 1981). Interviewing research participants about photographs and videos that 
they have taken is also a way for researchers to gain access to places and activities in which they 
themselves are unable to participate (Shratz and Steiner-Loffler 1998; Young and Barret 2001; 
Rasmussen 2004). 
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I used several of these techniques throughout my field work. When I conducted 
preliminary research in 2008, I taught children to use simple cameras and had them take photos 
of their everyday lives. Children’s explanations of these photos gave me a glimpse into activities 
and places where I could not always accompany them, and allowed me to see which people, 
places, and activities they wanted to have a record of. When I returned in 2010, I elicited 
information about how children use space by asking core participants to take photographs of the 
places in their town that they considered most important, and what they do in those places. I also 
used photo elicitation to talk with parents about family life. I quickly realized that the diversity 
of family experiences made it impossible for me to accompany all of the core participants in their 
most important family activities. I lent cameras to parents and asked them to take pictures of 
family events that they would like to tell me about. Through these elicitation interviews, I 
learned about summer school classes in Ica, summer work in Lima, Christmas and New Year’s 
celebrations in the mountains, and helping grandparents with farming chores in highland 
communities. I also conducted less formal photo elicitation by noting people’s comments when I 
gave them print copies of photos I had taken of them throughout the year. I elicited participant 
perspectives on videos of themselves in a similar way. The videos that I took of participants 
included child-led tours of their homes, recorded group interviews, classroom and everyday 
interactions, and miscellaneous events and activities that people asked me to record. I made all of 
these into DVDs that I distributed to participants, and when possible I joined participants in 
viewing the DVDs and noted their reactions. This was particularly helpful when viewing parents’ 
reactions to group interviews that I had conducted with children. 
 I first piloted structured group interviews with children during my 2008 research with the 
second grade class. On this occasion, the classroom teacher aided me in scheduling afternoon 
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interviews that children were to return to school to participate in after going home for lunch. In 
practice, children often failed to show up, or came when it was not their turn, sometimes 
bringing younger siblings or cousins. Despite my attempts to make participation voluntary, the 
teacher often told students that they were required to come. In order to de-institutionalize myself 
and distance myself from the school, when I returned in 2010 I spent more time in homes, farms, 
and public spaces, and less time in classrooms. I conducted group interviews at my home and in 
a public park, and at appointed interview times collected children from their houses (all within 
walking distance) to bring them to the interview location. When planning out research activities, 
I grouped children together with siblings, cousins, and neighbors.  
My interview methods with children were largely rooted in learner-centered pedagogical 
theory and designed to hold children’s attention through tactile, kinesthetic, visual, and audio 
modalities (Gardner 1983; Lazear 1991). I sometimes used role playing scenarios, often enlisting 
the help of my stuffed monkey puppet who played the role of a child or asked children to talk 
about me in the third person. The stuffed monkey served the role of a prop, assisting children in 
their communication: “props scaffold children’s attempts to hold their own in an interview” 
(Clark 2011:139). I used free listing techniques to elicit children’s understandings of cultural 
domains, from which I built my model of children’s social frames, which I presented in Chapter 
1 and refer to throughout the dissertation. I also drew on pedagogical practices that children were 
accustomed to at school, as I became increasingly familiar with these. The group interview 
structure allowed me to see how children interacted with one another, validating or questioning 
each other’s answers, working out responses together, keeping each other on task, and distracting 
each other through play. It also allowed me to gather a relatively large amount of focused 
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information efficiently in the beginning stages of research (Morgan 1996; Schensul 1999; Clark 
2011).  
 In addition to these structured group interviews, I also conducted more loosely structured 
interviews with individual children, siblings, and family members during home visits. I asked 
children to help me draw large maps of their neighborhoods, filling in details and making 
corrections on maps that I had begun with other children, until I eventually had a complete 
representation of the town. I photographed the map after each visit, and noted the additions and 
changes that the children had made. This technique offered insight into the places, relationships, 
and paths that children considered important, and also helped me to better understand the spatial 
layout of the town and the social significance of particular places and boundaries. 
 It was much more difficult to conduct structured interviews with parents, who were 
usually busy working, attending their farms, or cooking at home. Parents were often eager to 
have me interview their children, viewing this activity as an enriching extracurricular 
opportunity. They also invited me to accompany them during daily activities in their homes and 
farms. When I asked to interview parents themselves, however, they often expressed hesitation 
and were rarely willing to take time out of their daily chores to answer my questions. I learned a 
great deal about parents’ perspectives from casual conversation, but also wanted to obtain more 
systematic comparative information about the family backgrounds of each of my core 
participants. 
 To accomplish this, I structured interviews around the concrete task of drawing family 
trees. The size of the trees and length of the interviews varied greatly depending on parents’ 
knowledge of family history, familiarity with extended family, and interest in the task. I drew the 
family trees on large pieces of paper in people’s homes and audio recorded the conversations. 
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For each person on the tree, I asked for an approximate year and place of birth, the place where 
they currently live, and year of death when relevant. I taped sheets of paper together as the trees 
expanded, and provided each family with a clean copy of the final version once we had finished. 
The difficulty of scheduling these semi-structured interviews with parents was such that I found 
myself filling in and copying the last family trees in my final days before departing. Through 
these interviews I learned about family migration in the past and present, what had brought 
families to Aucará, relatives they had in other places, and relations among families in Aucará.  
 I conducted formal videotaped interviews at the primary school during my final weeks of 
research, in which I asked several teachers and students a structured set of open-ended questions. 
In these, I elicited teachers’ perspectives on their approaches to their students’ subject formation 
by asking them to describe their visions for the future of their students, school, and community. 
In brief interviews with schoolchildren, I sought to form a concise picture of generational 
continuity and change, by asking children what their parents did for a living and what they 
wanted to be when they grew up. 
  
From a Child’s Point of View: What does Señorita Kati Do? 
 The last formal interviews that I conducted as I concluded my research were two group 
interviews with children, in which I asked them what I had been doing in their town all year. I 
did this partly in response to a request from parents for me to conduct more group interviews, 
which they saw as an educational activity in which their children had learned to express 
themselves in new ways. I also saw it as an opportunity for a pedagogical exchange—the 
children would teach me how they understood my research activities, and I would teach them 
what it means to be an anthropologist. I find children’s responses revealing in regards to how 
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they positioned me as a temporary member of their community and how they positioned their 
interactions with me. (See Appendix A for an edited video of these interviews.) 
My puppet assistant Tukuy Yachaq began by asking the children what they wanted to be 
when they grew up, and then telling them that he wanted to be an anthropologist. He then 
pointed out that I was an anthropologist and asked the children what I did. After this, I took over 
and asked the children to help me make a list on a large piece of paper of all the things that an 
anthropologist does. For both groups of children, the research tasks that stood out to them most 
were taking photos, filming, and recording. I elicited from them components of participant 
observation by asking where I lived (“en la plaza” [on the square]), how long I had lived there 
(“desde el año pasado” [since last year]), whether I knew their parents (“A mí mi mamá, a mi 
hermanito también le conoce” [She knows my mom, and my little brother too]), and how I 
helped out in their homes (“Con lavar platos.... Ordeña vaca.” [With washing dishes.... She milks 
the cow.]). It was clear, however, that these everyday tasks had not stood out to the children as 
things that an anthropologist does, because they are things that everyone does. When one group 
of children said that I weed the fields, I suggested that not all anthropologists have to weed fields 
and asked why I have to do it. They thought about this and offered the suggestion, “¿Porque la 
contratamos?” [Because we hire you?]. One of the girls laughed, but none could think of an 
alternative explanation, until I offered, “Porque estoy trabajando con ustedes y ustedes están 
deshierbando.... Entonces, hay que compartir con las personas.” [Because I’m working with you 
guys and you guys are weeding.... So, we have to participate in what people are doing.] Toward 
the end of one interview, two of the children enthusiastically summarized their understanding of 
what an anthropologist does: 
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Nidia: Yo quiero ser antropóloga, y me gusta, para grabar, para— [I want to be an 
anthropologist. I like it, so I can record, so I can—] 
 Manuela: Tomar fotos. [Take photos.] 
Nidia: fotos, para grabar y entregar sus CD, sus fotos, todo. [photos, so I can record and 
give people their CDs, their photos, everything.]  
These responses suggest that children made a distinction between their interactions with 
me when I was photographing or filming them, and our interactions that did not involve 
recording. In the former situation I was being an anthropologist (or I was doing my job, even 
though most did not know what that job was called), and in the latter, I was simply participating 
in everyday life. Knowing that children made this distinction in their interactions with me has 
allowed me to understand more fully some of the principles governing their behaviors at 
particular moments of my work with them. These words remain with me as I move on to look at 
how the children communicated throughout my time with them, and how they made sense of 
complex discourses about what it means to act respectfully and respectably in post-conflict 
Ayacucho, Peru. 
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FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 2 
Figure 2.01: Core research participants, by gender and grade in school in 2010 
The oldest children I worked with were in fourth grade in 2010, and were part of the group of 
second graders I had worked with during my pilot study in 2008. The youngest children I worked 
with entered first grade in 2011 and were members of families that I had already begun working 
with in 2010. 
 Kindergarten 1
st
 Grade 2
nd
 Grade 3
rd
 Grade 4
th
 Grade Total 
Girls 0 1 2 1 1 5 
Boys 2 1 0 1 1 5 
Total 2 2 2 2 2 10 
 
Figure 2.02: Parents’ occupations in total primary school population and among core 
participant families in 2011 
I attained this data from a survey I conducted in 2011. The survey can be found in Appendix B, 
and a description of the survey implementation can be found in Note 15. 
Occupation Households of 
children in school 
Households of 
core participants 
Subsistence farmer who owns land or animals 
(mother or father) 
49  (78%) 4   (67%) 
Professional state employee (father) 20  (32%) 2   (33%) 
Construction worker (father) 17  (27%) 3   (50%) 
Small business owner (mother or father) 14  (22%) 2   (33%) 
Professional state employee (mother) 13  (21%) 2   (33%) 
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Street vendor (mother) 12  (19%) 1   (17%) 
Professional musician (father) 6    (10%) 1   (17%) 
Employee at a store or restaurant (mother) 5    (8%) 2   (33%) 
   
Total 63  (100%) 6   (100%) 
 
Figure 2.03: My research assistant, Tukuy Yachaq 
Also known as Mouthy in English. His Quechua name means Know-it-All. In this photo, first 
grade boys play with Tukuy Yachaq on the last day of school, December 2011. He came to 
school that day because children had asked me why he wasn’t attending school, after group 
interviews where I introduced him as a child their age who had just moved into town with me 
and didn’t know what he was supposed to do. 
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Figure 2.04: Using Laban notation to accurately record human movement without video or 
photographs 
These are Laban notation jottings from preliminary dissertation research in June of 2008. Here I 
describe how people moved when coming down from a mountain after a cattle marking 
ceremony. I wrote at the top of the page a brief verbal description of what I saw: “dance: small 
quick steps (women), sometimes 2 women holding hands.” This jogged my memory on what I 
was writing about, but the jottings in Laban notation allowed me to record more details. Since 
these are jottings, they are a bit unorganized, but for the most part they follow the standard 
Laban notation structure, written from the point of view of the mover (the person who is 
moving), and using mostly iconic symbols. It may not be legible to an untrained eye, but for the 
initial stage of documentation, notation allowed me to record human movement precisely in a 
way that I, and anyone else trained in Laban notation, can read. Most of the information I notated 
in this figure is fairly redundant with the verbal jottings. The notation, however, forced me to 
eliminate ambiguity. “Holding hands” could refer to both hands, same hand, or opposite hands; 
and the notation clarifies this. “Steps” could be forward, sideways, in place, or diagonal, and the 
notation forced me to specify the direction. In an analysis of spatial relations, such precision in 
the direction and path of movement can be important. These Laban notation jottings provided me 
with data that I later analyzed in terms of proxemics, facing, spatial formations, center-periphery 
relations, grouping, and paths. Without the notation, I would have had to rely on much less 
precise information from verbal descriptions, and less reliable information from memory. 
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Figure 2.05: Using Laban notation to document spatial relations obscured by photographs 
I use this Laban notation diagram together with this photograph of school formations in order to 
present my analysis of spatial relations. The photograph shows the context, but the diagram 
makes explicit the ideal spatial formations that students are supposed to strive for. The diagram 
clarifies relations that look confusing and are obscured in photographs. I explain this diagram in 
more detail in Chapter 4. Photo by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 2.06: Using Laban notation to transcribe and analyze human movement and spatial 
patterns captured on video 
I drew these diagrams when I was analyzing a video of a staged school performance of a cattle 
marking ceremony. I wanted to compare the spatial relations among young people in this 
performance with spatial relations among dancers in the actual ceremonial context, and with 
spatial relations among students during school line-ups. I reviewed the videotaped dance from 
beginning to end, and drew each major change in formation. Laban notation is read 
chronologically from bottom to top. In the drawing labeled 1, I set the scene. The photograph 
shows that the performance took place on a street, and not on a proscenium stage. In drawing 1, I 
represent the imagined proscenium stage that was constructed through the spatial relations of 
authorities, elderly residents, and students. The photo is taken from the perspective of audience 
members seated in front of the imagined proscenium stage (i.e. authorities and elderly folks), and 
in this moment the dancers had their backs to the audience sitting in front, and were instead 
facing the crowd of students gathered in the town square, “behind” the stage. Again, using 
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notation for analysis allowed me to examine issues of proxemics, facing, formation, center-
periphery actors, grouping, and paths. Notation gave me a tool to be able to freeze key frames of 
the video, pick out particular elements of those frames that I was interested in analyzing, and put 
them side by side. 
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Figure 2.07: Distributing photos on my last return to Aucará from Lima, before leaving the 
country in 2011 
Photo by Rick Feinberg. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 2 
                                                 
1
 The journey from Lima to Aucará begins with a twelve-hour overnight bus ride down the coast through Ica and 
Nasca, up into the mountains of Ayacucho to Puquio, the provincial capital of Lucanas. After arriving in Puquio in 
the morning, one must go to the Expreso Valle de Sondondo bus agency to buy tickets for the next leg of the 
journey. At the appointed, hour, sixteen or more passengers squeeze into a small van and head out along a winding 
dirt road for about four hours, up through the puna (about 4,000 meters of above sea level or higher, where crops 
cannot grow and people live solely on herding llamas, alpacas, cows, and sheep), and back down through the towns 
of Andamarca and Cabana, until finally arriving in Aucará. 
2
 When I began my research in Peru, I had already spent two and a half years living and working in Chile, and 
several years living and working with Spanish speakers in the United States. Through these experiences, I had come 
to speak Spanish with near-native fluency in both casual and professional contexts. My first trip to Peru in 2007 was 
dedicated to intensive Quechua language study at Centro Tinku in Cusco (funded by a Foreign Language and Area 
Studies Fellowship), and to finding a community that would be interested in working with me and hosting my 
research with children.  
3
 Funded by a Tinker Summer Field Research Grant and a Summer Research Assistance Award from the University 
of Illinois’s Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies and Department of Anthropology, respectively. 
4
 Funded by a Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Abroad Fellowship. 
5
 See Chapter 4 for a discussion of the Shining Path and its effects on Aucará. 
6
 Usually people identified me as a foreigner based on my Euro-American facial features and light skin. I am, 
however, roughly average height in highland Peru at 5 feet 2 inches; and particularly elderly women who have not 
seen many foreigners in their lives, often asked me who my parents were, expecting to identify me as belonging to a 
local family. 
7
 An Aucarina (female) or Aucarino (male) is a person from Aucará. 
8
 These English classes quickly turned into English-Quechua-Spanish classes, where I helped children teach one 
another the bilingual skills that they already had, and then add English to the mix. We learned trilingual vocabulary 
for Peruvian riddles and folk tales that I had translated from Quechua and Spanish into English. I offered these 
classes in the afternoons, outside of the regular school day, to avoid interfering with the state primary school 
curriculum, which does not include English. High school students and adults sometimes attended as well, but 
primary school children and particularly girls tended to be my most enthusiastic participants. My most loyal students 
were children whose parents treated the drop-in classes like school, insisting that their children not miss a single 
class. 
9
 One day I complemented a six-year-old student from a small-business-owning family on the dress she had worn to 
class, and her ten-year-old sister told me, “Mi mamá quiere que venga siempre con este uniforme” [My mom wants 
her to start coming all the time with this uniform]. The older sister was in charge of reporting on her younger 
sibling’s behavior, and their mother had used the new “uniform,” which was a short dress similar to the school 
jumper, as a way to get the younger sister to take the class more seriously as a place to study rather than play.  
10
 These are all forms of reciprocity typical of Andean communities, which I discuss in Chapter 5. 
11
 Institutional Review Board regulations require informed consent from research participants who are eighteen or 
older, and both parental permission and assent from research participants who are minors. Usually informed consent 
and parental permission must be in writing, and children’s expression of assent is more flexible. 
12
 I revised these forms for clarity between my 2008 pilot study and the 2010 research. Revisions in the written 
forms are reflected in Appendices C and D. The following are English glosses of the questions covered on the 2008 
forms: 
Can I photograph your child (you)? 
Can I use your child’s (your) photographs in presentations and publications? 
Can I videotape your child (you)? 
Can I use video recordings of your child (you) in presentations and publications? 
Can I record conversations with your child (you)? 
Can I use these recordings in presentations and publications? 
Can I look at your child’s school work and grades? 
Can I use a pseudonym for your child (you)? 
The modified forms I used in 2010 contain the following questions (with English glosses here): 
-Can I talk with your child (you) about my research? 
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-Can I record your child’s (your) voice? 
-Can I videotape your child (you)? 
-Can I photograph your child (you)? 
-Can I interview your child (you) in your home? 
-Can I interview your child (you) in my home? 
-Can I interview your child (you) while walking around town and through farmland? 
-Can I interview your child (you) alone? 
-Can I interview your child (you) together with other children? 
-Can I interview your child (you) together with their (your) parents? 
-When I write about your child (you) in a book, should I use their (your) real first name? 
-When I write about your child (you) in a book, should I use their (your) real last name? 
On the 2010 forms, I also added “maybe” in addition to the “yes” and “no” options for each question. 
13
 I adjusted the way that I used these forms and considered responses, based on the kinds of decision making that I 
observed among adults and children when filling these out in 2008. On the 2008 visit, the teacher of the classroom 
in which I was working scheduled an obligatory parents’ meeting, where I explained who I was and what I was 
doing. I distributed parental permission forms and had parents help one another write their children’s names and 
their own names, and then check “yes” or “no” beside each picture as I explained what it meant. Rather than 
considering these to be individual choices, as my university’s Institutional Review Board surely expected and I 
attempted to emphasize in vain, the parents (mostly mothers) decided collectively how to answer the questions, and 
along with the teacher, checked one another’s forms to make sure that everyone answered “correctly.” After the 
parents’ meeting, the teacher gave me class time to explain my project to the children and help them fill out assent 
forms, in order to give the children an opportunity to express their own preferences on the same questions that I had 
asked their parents. The students, however, interpreted this task as a school assignment and the teacher reinforced 
this by making sure that everyone marked the “correct” answers (the same ones that parents had marked earlier). 
 I made several modifications in the consent/assent/permission process in 2010 in response to this. One was 
the addition of more multi-faceted questions and a “maybe” option, as described above. These allowed children and 
parents more space to express ambivalence without positioning them as going against the group. They also created 
more opportunities for conversation, allowing me to note what people had to say about each question, rather than 
simply making a record of their final responses. Through this process I learned, for example, that some parents did 
not want me to come to their houses simply because they were rarely home, and some did not want their children to 
walk through the mountains with me because their children did not yet know their own way around and I, as a 
newcomer, did not know either. As I worked with children and families over the course of the year, I frequently 
returned to these initial forms to make notes on their changing perspectives and decisions. 
14
 The second grade teacher in 2008 was also the school principal, and she invited me to work with her class. When 
she called a parent meeting for me to introduce myself and discuss my research, I found that the parents were as 
interested as I was in showing me what life was like outside of school. They decided that I should visit a different 
family each day after school until I had visited everyone’s home at least once. I would not get lost, because the 
assigned child would take me home with them after school. The teacher got out a calendar, and the parents 
scheduled fifteen after-school visits for me over the next four weeks. In the ensuing weeks, I spent each school day 
observing in the second grade classroom, and each afternoon visiting a second grader’s family. 
15
 This familiarity with all of the children and their families allowed me to systemize demographic data about the 
primary school population. Despite multiple conversations with the municipal government and school 
administration, I was unable to locate any statistics on the town or school population—the national statistical 
database compiled from census information only offers data at the district level (Instituto Nacional de Estadística e 
Información). During my final stage of research in 2011, I designed and carried out a survey on household 
composition and economic activities of parents with all of Aucará’s primary school children. The survey, attached in 
Appendix B, asks children who lives in their house, approximately how old their parents are, where they and their 
parents are from, and what their parents do for a living. I designed and pre-tested the survey so that it would be 
comprehensible, easy to follow, and quick to complete for children as young as six years old (Williams 1978; Bailey 
1994). I based the design on my previous months of experience with children in this school, considering how the 
children and their teachers communicate, what kinds of texts they interact with, and what kinds of questions make 
sense within the realm of their experiences. I also tested it on a six-year-old before implementing it school-wide. 
Most questions were multiple choice, with the choices based on my knowledge of children’s family situations. I also 
had children write down the names of their siblings who attended the primary school, so that I could cross-check 
siblings’ answers for consistency and could categorize survey responses by family as well as by individual student.  
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 Although this survey was intended to obtain quantitative data, its design and implementation were deeply 
informed by qualitative data that I had obtained through my interactions with the children and their families over the 
preceding months and years. I began by having fourth, fifth, and sixth graders fill out the surveys in writing during 
class, and then asked the survey questions to younger children orally during recess. I already knew the answers to 
many of the questions for most children, so I was able to catch and correct their misinterpretations and misreadings. 
Teachers, classmates, siblings and cousins, and parents who were selling food at recess also assisted in checking 
children’s answers for accuracy. Many children did not know their parents’ ages, making this portion of the data the 
least complete. When I asked children orally, “¿Qué hace tu mamá?” [What does your mom do?] the most common 
response was, “Cocina” [She cooks]. At this point I would circle “Es ama de casa” [She is a housewife], and then 
would proceed to ask, “¿Tiene su chakra? ¿Tiene sus animales? ¿Tiene una tienda?” [Does she have farmland? Does 
she have animals? Does she have a store?] etc. The most common response to “¿Qué hace tu papá?” [What does 
your dad do?] was, “Trabaja” [He works], which I would follow up with “¿En qué trabaja?” [What does he work 
in?]. Sometimes I knew that a child’s parent did something that they did not mention, and I asked the child about 
that and noted their response. Since many children’s parents work temporary jobs, their answers were fluid, 
sometimes referring to wage labor or street vending that their parents were engaging in at the moment that I 
conducted the survey, and sometimes indicating jobs that their parents used to do. In both cases I made a note of the 
context of children’s responses. In addition to categorizing responses among the available choices on the survey, I 
also noted when they provided additional information, such as “Juega vole con sus amigas” [She plays volleyball 
with her friends], “Pastea sus animales” [She grazes her animals], or “Arregla la carretera” [He fixes the highway].  
16
 In fact, a major critique of the Western system of schooling is its age-based categorizations that position children 
as failing if they learn and develop at a pace that differs from the established norm. One contemporary schooling 
movement that offers an alternative is the slow schools movement. 
17
 Over the twentieth century, European and North American researchers have proposed developmental frameworks 
that offer guidance in interpreting the principles of decision-making behind children’s actions, and ways in which 
children’s understandings of cultural models may differ from that of adults. While the universality of the stages 
proposed in these theories has been thoroughly challenged by researchers working in non-Western contexts, the 
stages nevertheless offer useful ways to think about the levels of complexity involved in various forms of reasoning 
that might guide children’s behavior. 
Swiss developmental psychologist Jean Piaget conducted research in the 1920s, using a combination of 
naturalistic observation and clinical interviews with children in his own Western social milieu. Piaget proposed that 
children progress from a heteronomous understanding of morality that consists of respecting adults and their rules to 
an autonomous understanding of morality defined by mutual respect and collaboration. Piaget constructed a 
developmental model according to which children begin to conceptualize heteronomous morality around age two to 
three and transition to an autonomous understanding of morality around age seven or eight (Piaget 1926; Turiel 
1980). 
In the 1970s, North American psychologist Lawrence Kohlberg modified Piaget’s model of moral 
development, basing his theory on hypothetical scenario interviews with people of all ages. According to Kohlberg 
(1976), children have a pre-conventional level of moral reasoning, in which they understand right and wrong as 
corresponding directly to immediate individual punishment or reward. In adolescence, they develop conventional 
moral reasoning, determining right and wrong on the basis of social norms. In the final stage of post-conventional 
moral reasoning, reached in adulthood, individuals understand that there are a variety of conflicting social 
conventions, and they develop a personal sense of overarching moral principles that guide their choices when faced 
with conflicting moral systems. 
North American psychologist Elliot Turiel has since built on Kohlberg’s work, using an interview-based 
methodology in which he asked people ages 6-25 to comment on hypothetical stories about violations of different 
types of social conventions. From these interviews, Turiel derived a model of developmental understandings of 
social convention. Turiel’s (1980) model begins at age six to seven, where he argues that children conform to social 
norms because they cannot conceive of the possibility of not conforming. At age eight to nine, he suggests, children 
begin to see uniformity as arbitrary, understanding that people usually do act according to social norms, but that it is 
also possible to act in other ways. At age ten or eleven, children make a distinction between social conventions that 
should be followed because they are rules and social conventions that are not important to follow because they are 
not rules. As they enter adolescence at age twelve to thirteen, children begin to see rules that require one to follow 
social conventions as unnecessary and unimportant. At ages fourteen to sixteen, adolescents see convention as often 
necessary or advantageous in order to be accepted in social groups. At ages seventeen to eighteen, people see 
unconventional behavior as advantageous to society by offering a diversity of perspectives. Finally, adults from 18-
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25 take a pragmatic approach to social convention, deciding whether or not to follow conventions based on whether 
the norms at issue facilitate or hinder interactions. 
18
 In 1989, 192 of 194 countries ratified the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, giving this 
document the distinction of being legally ratified by more member nations than any other UN human rights treaty. 
The two nations who have still failed to ratify the convention are the United States and Somalia, with objections 
from the US including arguments for states’ rights to try and punish juveniles as adults, and for the military to 
recruit soldiers under 18 (Clark et al. 2007; Clark 2011). The UN Convention states, “For the purposes of the present 
Convention, a child means every human being below the age of eighteen years unless, under the law applicable to 
the child, majority is attained earlier” (United Nations 1989). 
19
 Over the course of my residence in Aucará I acquired several names as different people combined Spanish and 
English in different ways. These included Srta. Kati, Srta. Kate, Miss Kati, Miss Kate, Señorita, and Miss. Only a 
couple of people continued to call me Profesora [Teacher] after several months of research, when it had become 
clear that I did not teach at the school. Some called me Doctora [Doctor] at first, but that wore off as I explained that 
I was still a student and did not feel comfortable being called Doctor. A few people also called me Kati or Kate 
without a title, but most used Srta. or Miss. 
20
 Katherine Swanson (2005) describes a similar experience of building rapport with Andean children with the 
assistance of her dog. 
21
 I was not an official member of the agricultural community, or comunera, but I was a member in the colloquial 
sense of someone who forms part of the daily life of the community. In Chapter 5, I further discuss this distinction 
and also discuss some of the symbolic ways that people incorporated me into the community. 
22
 I very seldom took notes during participant observation in 2010-2011, due to my experiences with this during the 
pilot study. In 2008, I carried a notebook with me all the time and obsessed over writing down everything I 
observed. By the end of that two-month research period, I found that I felt distanced from the activities going around 
me. I was so focused on writing that I had not had many opportunities to experience what it felt like to sing, dance, 
cook, and play alongside children and families. I also found that my writing distracted the people around me. 
Literacy practices common in Aucará, like in many Andean communities, are mostly formal, ranging from school 
assignments to meeting minutes and inventory records. When I wrote during interactions with people, they always 
asked what I was writing, and my behavior was clearly marked as strange. This is one reason that I began my 2010 
research with very little documentation, in order to force myself to immerse myself more fully in the activities going 
on around me. I continued to carry a pocket-size notebook with me at all times. I only used this notebook in front of 
other people when we were collaborating in writing something down, i.e. at times when I told people exactly what I 
was writing, often asking their help in noting it down correctly. I also used it at moments of down time when others 
were not around, to jot notes to myself before I forgot (Emerson et al. 1995).  
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 Most families do not have cameras themselves, and the only photographs they have are ones that other people 
have taken and they have paid for. I printed photos on each of my trips to Lima, and one of my first tasks each time I 
returned to Aucará was to visit people and distribute photos. This often served as a useful pretext for visits and 
conversations. This is also one way that I learned about family relations, as people told me that they would deliver 
So-and-So’s photos because So-and-So was their cousin, uncle, or sibling. Very few families had video cameras and 
those who did often had trouble using them because of the rapidly changing technologies in digital video that make 
it quite difficult to sync formats between cameras, computers, and DVDs. I was able to make DVDs and CDs on my 
laptop, using blank discs I had brought from Lima. A local store also sold blank discs, but not in bulk. This process 
was time-consuming for me, but also required to me to continually systematize and back up my data. Figure 2.07 
shows a typical moment of photo distribution upon my return from a trip to Lima. 
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 Much of what I accomplished through Laban notation could also be done with other forms of drawn diagrams. 
The major disadvantage of Laban notation is that it is a complex system that takes considerable time to learn, and 
sometimes simpler notation might serve a researcher’s needs just as well. For my work, I needed to analyze human 
movement in detail, making it more practical to use a set system that is already capable of capturing all of these 
details, rather than reinventing my own system. While Laban notation may not be entirely accessible to a general 
public, there is a community of experts competent in Laban notation who can read my representations and interpret 
them for others. I also found that my background of professional dance training and the resulting ease with which I 
can pick up, imitate, and re-present human movement made it fairly easy for me to learn this system and apply it to 
my research. 
25
 I initially elicited children’s perspectives through drawings during my 2008 pilot study, but discovered that, 
particularly within the physical environment of a classroom, children tended to respond to this task by asking 
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precisely what they should draw and copying each other, rather than expressing themselves creatively. This view of 
drawing among Andean children as a school assignment that must be completed correctly has been noted by other 
researchers (Ansion 1988). I also found, in agreement with Ansión (1988), Zavala (2002), and Zonia Soto (personal 
communication, 2010) that the Andean children I worked with expressed a great deal of creativity through other 
means, namely peer-organized play and role playing. 
26
 I describe the conversations that emerged from administering demographic surveys and completing consent, 
assent, and permission forms elsewhere in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
ANDEAN CONCEPTS OF RESPECT: FAMILIAL CHILD REARING GOALS 
 
 In this chapter, I examine concepts of respect and respectability embedded in Andean 
families’ child rearing practices. I begin by discussing self-identifications of people in Aucará, in 
relation to categories of race, ethnicity, class, and religion. I examine identity through 
conversations with and observations of adults and children in Aucará, as well as historical and 
ethnographic studies undertaken elsewhere in Andean Peru. I argue that indigeneity and 
mestizaje are labels that do not always line up with the complexities of history and identity in 
Andean Peru, and that indigenous, Hispanic, and Christian legacies must all be taken into 
account in order to fully understand Andean child rearing practices.  
I argue that one of the most important socialization goals in Aucará, like in much of 
Andean Peru, is for children to behave in ways that are both respectful and respected. I examine 
ethnographic, linguistic, and historical data to reveal a concept of Andean respect that frames 
morality and personhood in child rearing. 
 I further argue that children are motivated to behave respectfully and respectably through 
social relationships within and among families. Respectful behavior within the household unit 
functions to foster solidarity and cooperation among family members. Children are motivated to 
contribute to family harmony through affective ties, a sense of belonging, and collaboration in 
meaningful goal-oriented tasks that have tangible and immediate effects on the family’s well 
being. This is evidenced through conversations with children, through parents’ reactions to 
children’s cooperative and disruptive behavior, and through children’s interactions with one 
another during and in relation to family activities.  
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 Outside of their households, children are motivated to behave respectfully by a sense of 
responsibility to distinguish their families as respected in relation to other families. Children 
frame their interactions with neighbors as guided by rules of respect within their own families, 
and see themselves as accountable primarily to their own mothers even when their mothers are 
not present during interactions with others in the community. I explore this sense of collective 
responsibility and distinction through children’s articulations of appropriate behavior in the 
public realm and my observations and interactions with children who treat non-family members 
with varying degrees of respect. Finally, I examine the central role of embodiment in children’s 
internalization and externalization of respectful modes of being in the family realm. 
 
On Indigeneity, Mestizaje, and Other Labels 
 It is not easy to categorize the people with whom I worked. As speakers of Quechua, an 
indigenous language, inheritors of communal land, and descendants of a population that 
inhabited the land prior to European conquest, they meet many definitions of indigenous peoples.  
Yet, like many Andeans in Peru, they do not identify as indigenous. Santiago Alfaro explains this 
phenomenon:  
En Perú, la categoría indígena no es utilizada en la vida cotidiana de la población 
andina para autoadscribirse étnicamente debido a su histórica carga peyorativa (es 
sinónimo de la ignorancia y pobreza), por lo que los jóvenes prefieren construir su 
diferencia cultural a partir de su procedencia regional, provincial, distrital o comunal. 
(Alfaro 2007:115) 
[In Peru, the category indigenous is not used in everyday life by the Andean population to 
describe themselves ethnically due to its historical pejorative connotations (as 
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synonymous with ignorance and poverty). For this reason, young people prefer to 
construct their cultural difference according to their regional, provincial, district, or 
communal origin.] (see also Chirinos 1997; Thurner 1997; de la Cadena 2000) 
Although people in Aucará sometimes proudly refer to their Incan ancestry through re-
enactments in school plays and references to nearby archaeological sites, they never call 
themselves indigenous. They also rarely used the word campesino [peasant or farmer], which 
officially replaced indigenous to emphasize class solidarity under General Velasco Alvarado’s 
Agrarian Reform Laws of 1969. 
 When I asked one woman in her early thirties who grew up in a very isolated area of the 
highlands above Aucará, whether she considered herself indigenous, she responded that she and 
her family never talked about race. She told me that she had once seen historical papers 
belonging to her father that said they had mestizo ancestry, so she supposed they were probably 
mestizo. When I asked what she told the census-takers, she said that they only ask about income, 
and she tells them, “Somos pobres” [We’re poor]. She agreed with my suggestion that 
communities in the mountains are organized around a campesino identity. She then told me that 
she identifies most strongly as Christian. She is a mother of three with only a couple years of 
primary level education, and has become increasingly involved in an Evangelical Christian 
church in recent years. She explained to me that all over the world there are people like her and 
her family who have faith in Christ and “conocen la palabra de Dios” [know the word of God], 
and that she is Christian just like them. While the majority of Aucará’s population is Catholic 
and not Evangelical, this strong identity with a transnational community is notable. 
 On another occasion, high school students taking a census for their history class asked me 
to participate, and we had the following exchange: 
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 Sami: ¿Idioma? [Language?] 
Kate: ¿Idioma materno o idiomas que hablo? [Native language or languages I speak?] 
Sami and Nicolás: Idioma, pe. [Just language.] 
K: Inglés y castellano. [English and Spanish.] 
S: ¿Quechua también? ... [Quechua too? ...] 
S and N: ¿Raza? [Race?] 
K: Blanca. Y ustedes, ¿Qué ponen para raza? [White. What about you guys? What do 
you put for race?] 
S and N: Yo soy mestizo. [I’m mestizo.] 
S: ¿Religión? Católica, ¿no? [Religion? Catholic, right?] 
All three of the questions brought up here are worth commenting on. In terms of language, the 
students did not see a difference between first and second languages, or linguistic competencies. 
From their point of view, either I spoke a language or I did not. It was well known throughout 
the community that I spoke Quechua, and children and adolescents in particular found this 
particularly noteworthy because many of them did not. Most of the children were receptive 
bilinguals, understanding Quechua when it was spoken to them, but responding in Spanish. On 
the question of race, when I turned it back on the boys, they both immediately responded, “Yo 
soy mestizo” [I’m mestizo], emphasizing the individuality of it and saying it almost defensively, 
as if to save face in front of peers. Finally, on the question of religion, Sami immediately 
suggested I was Catholic without waiting for my response, as if it were inconceivable that I 
could have any other religion. While most children and adolescents are fully aware of the 
Evangelical Christian churches in their community, Catholicism is such a dominant social norm 
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that anyone who has not publicly declared themselves Evangelical is generally assumed to be 
Catholic. 
 Another conversation with a college educated father in his late thirties who is from a 
coastal city and married into an Aucará family, illustrates how he understands indigeneity. I 
wrote in my field notes:  
I asked Mario what race he puts down when the census takers ask him. He said, “Indio.” 
He said he’s too dark-skinned to put mestizo and if he tried to say mestizo they would 
look at him and they would say, No, you’re indio. He said that it just depends on the 
color of your skin, whether they put you down as blanco [white], mestizo [mixed], indio 
[Indian], or negro [black]. 
Like the mother and high school students I cited above, Mario saw Indian and mestizo as 
objective racial categories that are imposed based on skin color, and not as markers of ethnic 
identity. People in Aucará do frequently refer to themselves as Aucarinos, Lucaninos, and 
Ayacuchanos, referencing their town, province, and region of origin, and identifying strongly 
with music, dance, and costumbres [traditions] from these places (see also Turino 1993). 
 Quechua-dominant regions of the 
Peruvian Andes, shown on the ethnolinguistic map in Figure 3.01, are culturally and 
linguistically heterogeneous societies in which children simultaneously learn diverse social 
norms. As Trapnell and Neira (2006) suggest, the notions of bilingualism and biculturalism do 
not adequately describe the realities in which Quechua children grow up. Often, Quechua and 
Spanish cannot be clearly defined as first and second languages (L1 and L2) when, for example, 
parents whose first language is Quechua speak to their children primarily in Spanish. A 
framework that better accounts for such complex linguistic realities should consider “languages 
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of predominant use” in a variety of sociocultural contexts (López 2002). This complexity leads 
to the development of new dialects, as Quechua children learn to speak a variety of Spanish that 
is structured through Quechua grammar, known as Andean Spanish (Cerrón-Palomino 2003). 
Similar processes occur throughout the world, from monolingual Native North American 
children who speak a dialect of English structured with the grammar of their indigenous 
language (Philips 2001) to Pacific Islanders who grow up in capital cities and speak as their first 
language emerging creoles originally formed as pidgins spoken only as second languages to 
communicate among traders from diverse linguistic communities. On the other hand, new 
dialects of Quechua emerge through standardization policies, as Quechua vocabulary unfamiliar 
to native speakers is created or re-introduced to replace Spanish loan words that have come into 
predominant use (Albó and Anaya 2004; Trapnell and Neira 2006). 
 While perhaps less visible, similar processes occur with other cultural practices that 
intersect with language. Quechua children are not socialized in isolation, waiting to be inculcated 
with Hispanic social norms when they enter school. Rather, their primary socialization occurs 
through interactions with parents, family members, and neighbors who may have years of formal 
education, employment, or other experience with Hispanic institutions. Furthermore, elementary 
school dropout rates declined considerably throughout Peru in the 1990s, indicating that more 
children are spending more years in school, where they are increasingly influenced by Hispanic 
and national norms (Lavado and Gallegos 2005; Montero 2006). 
Many scholars use the word indigenous as an analytical label when discussing Andean 
communities and peoples, while simultaneously recognizing the multi-faceted historical and 
contemporary negotiations of this word (e.g. García 2005; Alfaro 2007). In the case of Aucará, 
adopting the term indigenous would obscure the important ways in which Spanish, Catholic, 
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Christian, and Andean constructions of morality all fundamentally shape children’s ideas about 
what it means to give and earn respect in their daily lives. So-called indigenous rituals and world 
views are deeply infused with Spanish influence, which does not make them any less Andean. 
Spanish-derived institutions and practices have been part of Andean life for nearly five hundred 
years, and in this sense the claim to mestizo identity is just as legitimate as any claim that 
Aucarinos might make to indigenous identity.  
Many residents of Aucará and the neighboring town of Cabana recount that these twin 
villages were once referred to as “pueblo de españoles” [town of the Spaniards] and “pueblo de 
indios” [town of the Indians], respectively, a historical narrative that has been documented by 
ethnographies of the area for decades (Bendezú Tueros 1995; García Rivera 2005).1 The mayor 
of Aucará in 2011 sent out invitations to attend the patron saint festival in honor of “el 476° 
Aniversario de la Fundación Española de Aucará” [the 476th Anniversary of the Spanish 
Founding of Aucará]. This narrative, however, is complicated by another one extending back to 
pre-Hispanic times, which positions Aucará as an important resting stop along the Incan Trial. 
Evidence of the town’s pre-Hispanic importance can be found in archaeological sites (see Figure 
3.02) and in the etymology of the name Aucará. The town’s original name, Hispanicized by 
colonial authorities, was Apu Ccara, or rich surface in Quechua, said to refer to centuries of 
cultivating the fertile soil watered by mountain springs and the Sondondo River (Bendezú Tueros 
1995; García Rivera 2005). The springs, the archaeological remains, and the pre-Hispanic name 
are all well known and proudly narrated aspects of local oral history. Aucarinos are equally 
proud to claim as their own Felipe Huamán Poma de Ayala, a colonial era mestizo chronicler 
who documented indigenous and Hispanic cultural and linguistic practices in Aucará and 
neighboring towns (Guamán Poma de Ayala 1992[1613?]). Aucará native Juan Bendezú, in a 
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historical anthropological account of his town’s history, says of the villages of the Sondondo 
River Valley, “Son unos de los auténticos escenarios del encuentro de dos culturas y cuna de 
nuestro mestizaje, por lo tanto, el principal crisol de nuestra raza” [They are some of the 
authentic sites of the meeting of two cultures and birthplace of our mestizaje. As such, they 
constitute the main crucible of our race] (1995:73). I examine Andean concepts of respect in 
familial child rearing goals in light of the area’s long history of both indigenous and Spanish 
influence, positioning as “native” or Andean local appropriations of these historically rooted 
traditions. 
 
Respect as a Paradigm for Andean Child Rearing: Developing Moral Personhood through 
Interpersonal Relations 
 Through a review of ethnographic research on child rearing in the Andes, a historical 
exploration of personhood, and a linguistic analysis of Quechua and Spanish language 
expressions, I outline views of moral personhood and interpersonal relations that constitute 
Andean notions of respect and guide child rearing. I build on the work of ethnographers 
researching Andean childhood over the past few decades, who range from indigenous scholars 
(Rengifio Vásquez 2006; García Rivera 2007) to foreign researchers like myself (Lestage 1999; 
Bolin 2006; Leinaweaver 2008; Bolton 2010; Smith 2012). I seek to achieve a balance between 
tendencies to idealize or pathologize Andean child rearing practices, by instead exploring 
socioeconomic and structural constraints and examining ways that indigenous and mestizo 
worldviews inform child rearing strategies within these constraints.  
 
Respect as Personhood 
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Several studies have highlighted as one of the most important child rearing goals in 
Andean communities that of teaching children to “respetar,” or respect, both within and outside 
of the family unit. In a 1974 study of child rearing in Puno, Peru, Charlene and Ralph Bolton 
found that when asked what was most important for children to learn, parents’ most frequent 
answer was that children should be “respetuosos,” or respectful (2010b:228). Inge Bolin’s 
research in the Cusco region between 1988 and 2004 corroborates this finding. In her 2006 book 
Growing up in a Culture of Respect: Child Rearing in Highland Peru, Bolin argues that the 
socialization of children in high altitude herding communities is organized around the principle 
of reciprocal respect in their interactions with people and with their natural surroundings.2 These 
studies, like my own, were conducted in Quechua and Aymara speaking communities in the 
southern Andean region of Peru, suggesting that “respect” as a central concept in child rearing is 
common throughout the region. But what do parents and socializing agents actually mean when 
they talk about “respect”? 
A study conducted by Fernando García Rivera offers one answer to this question: 
Respect is equated with personhood. Based on research among preschool children in Aucará, 
García Rivera argues that families orient children’s primary socialization3 around “the Quechua 
notion runa hina kay, ‘to be like people.’ ...this ideal of person implies respectful behavior that is 
characterized by speaking softly, holding parents in high esteem, making themselves liked by 
others, and fulfilling family and community obligations” (2007:2). Tellingly, his work is entitled 
Runa hina kay: La Educación Familiar y Comunitaria Orientada al Respeto en una Comunidad 
Quechua [Behave Like a Person: Family and Community Upbringing Oriented toward Respect 
in a Quechua Community]. In my work with different families and older children in the same 
community, I found that parents often used a Spanish version of the Quechua phrase runa hina 
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kay to chastise their children at home, hissing sharply to a disruptive child, “¡Pórtate como 
gente!” [Behave like a human being!]4 
Like many ethnic groups throughout the world, the word that Quechua speaking Andeans 
have historically used to describe themselves is runa, meaning simply “people.”5 Oral histories 
suggest that in pre-colonial times highland communities differentiated themselves as more 
civilized than their lowland counterparts (Bouysse Cassagne 1986; Dillon and Abercrombie 
1988). The word runa in the phrase runa hina kay, then, denotes not only a person, but also a 
person like us, or a civilized and respectable person. Runa are people who demonstrate civility 
and respectability by following social conventions, behaving in ways that are normative within 
the family and community. Notions of personhood in Andean communities are closely connected 
to notions of respectability and social conformity. As a child becomes a person in the eyes of the 
family and community, his or her increased attributions of agency go hand in hand with 
expectations of social conformity that are reciprocated with respect.6  
This equation of indigenous personhood with respect and conformity is complicated by 
Hispanic and Christian cultural influences. Historically, Spanish concepts of respect are 
associated with classed and gendered norms of decency and morality. “Respectable” or “decent” 
people are those who exhibit the habitus of higher social classes. Moving, dressing, and speaking 
in ways deemed “respectable” are nearly synonymous with the middle or upper class (Bourdieu 
1977). In the case of Andean Peru, acquisition of respectable habitus also denotes racial fluidity, 
for it is through such habitus that Indians can become mestizo (de la Cadena 2000). This presents 
a fundamental tension in orienting child rearing around respectful and respectable personhood. 
While on the one hand Andean families draw on indigenous concepts of personhood in rearing 
children to “behave like people,” they also seek respectability in the eyes of outsiders and 
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encourage children to obtain “respectable” habitus through schooling in order to achieve social 
mobility and bring outside resources into their communities. Barry Lyons (2001) has 
documented intergenerational tensions emerging through shifting views of respectful personhood 
espoused by youth and elders as they negotiate their identities as indigenous, mestizo, and 
Christian.7 Classed ideas about respectability are also gendered, drawing on Christian mores to 
define what it means to be a respectable or decent man or woman. The influence of Christian and 
Hispanic norms thus shapes Andean notions of what it means for a girl or a boy to “behave like a 
person,” and what it means to orient child rearing around “respect.” 
 
Respect as a Moral Guide for Interpersonal Relations 
 An analysis of linguistic expressions sheds light on how Spanish and Quechua ideas 
intertwine to shape Andean notions of “respect” in child rearing and personhood. Andean 
personhood, simultaneously indigenous and mestizo, is engendered through interpersonal 
relations: i.e., one becomes a person by interacting appropriately with others. The moral code 
that guides interpersonal relations is based on principles of reciprocal respect that are implicit in 
Quechua and made explicit with the Spanish word respeto. 
 In many Andean communities, adults use the Spanish loan word respeto to talk about 
respect in Quechua, Aymara, and Ecuadorian Quichua. Linguists Clodoaldo Soto Ruíz (2012) 
and Rodolfo Cerrón-Palomino (1994) suggest that this concept can be expressed in Peruvian 
Quechua with the word yupaychay, which Soto Ruíz defines as “to respect, to be considerate of, 
to appreciate” in his Quechua-Spanish-English dictionary of the Ayacucho-Chanka dialect 
(2012:217). The word yupaychay derives from the root yupay, meaning “the act of counting,” 
and the suffix –cha, which “indicates that the derived verb takes the characteristics of the 
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referent” (244). Put together, yupaychay translates literally as “to take on the characteristics of 
counting,” an act which is conveyed in the English phrases “to take into account” and “to value.” 
These connotations of Quechua notions of respect are further supported by English synonyms 
that Soto Ruíz uses to translate yupaychay in other entries throughout the dictionary: “to be 
courteous” (86), “to be polite” (93), and “to trust” (190). He translates the phrase yupaychasqa 
hatun runa, which is literally “respected important person,” as “hero” (187). Other Quechua 
words listed throughout the dictionary as synonyms for yupaychay include kuyakuy (“to be 
cordial”) (16), saminchay (“to venerate”) (193), uyariy (“to pay attention”) and kasuy (“to obey”) 
(72). García Rivera, a native Quechua speaker himself, notes that he perceives the word 
yupaychay to be a synonym for the Quechua chaninchay, meaning “valorar” [to value] or 
“considerar” [to consider], and for the Quechua uyakuy, meaning “obedecer” [to obey] 
(2007:98). An Ecuadorian Quichua-Spanish dictionary lists a similar word, yupaychina, as 
meaning “engrandecer; alabar; elogiar” [to exalt; to praise; to laud] (Cordero 1992).  
These synonyms and derivations reveal a variety of nuances in Quechua understandings 
of respect. They include emotional attitudes (to appreciate, to take into account, to value, to trust, 
to venerate), modes of behavioral etiquette (to be considerate, courteous, polite, cordial), and 
tangible actions (to pay attention, to obey). The connotations of these words range from the more 
egalitarian relationships invoked in considering or accounting for others to the power-laden 
relationships implied in venerating or obeying. These variations allow for all interpersonal 
relationships to be guided by respectful attitudes and actions. People of higher status, for 
example, can respect those of lower status by paying attention to and considering them, while 
lower status people can respect their superiors by obeying, and peers can respect one another by 
conveying appreciation and trust in their interactions. 
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Bolin (2006) suggests that Quechua speakers lack a single word for respect because it is 
implied in all thought and action. Like García Rivera (2007) and Soto Ruíz (2006), she draws 
attention to several Quechua morphemes that native speakers frequently add to words and 
phrases to express respect in the form of special interest and concern for interlocutors and topics 
of conversation. Notably, appropriate usage of these morphemes is extremely difficult for non-
native Quechua speakers to master, and this is an aspect of the Quechua language that is falling 
into disuse among bilingual Aucará children who are Spanish dominant.  
This linguistic analysis suggests that explicit conversations about respect among Quechua 
speakers may have emerged through contact with the Spanish language and Hispanic cultural 
norms, which do not always imply respect in the ways that Quechua language and cultural 
practices do. From this perspective, respect is a Hispanic concept to the extent that one can 
choose to exercise it or not and can talk about it explicitly; but the kind of respect that Quechua 
speakers invoke with the borrowed Spanish word respeto is one that is seen as vital and 
pervasive in Quechua linguistic and cultural practice. This is not to say that Hispanic and 
Christian notions of respect are irrelevant in Andean child rearing, but rather, that Andean 
families construct distinctly Quechua interpretations of the word respeto around which they 
orient their children’s socialization. 
The Spanish word respeto in its various conjugated forms invokes a sense of reciprocal 
morality in interpersonal relations. Lyons (2001) stresses all of these elements in his exploration 
of respect in a Quichua community. Respect governs interpersonal relations: “As a verb, to 
respect (respetar in Spanish, borrowed in Quichua as respetana) means to show deference to and 
heed the instruction of social superiors such as parents, elders, and landlords. The word may also 
refer to amicable proper behavior toward spouses, neighbors, or others and sometimes to proper 
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behavior toward the divine or other entities” (2001:8). It is inherently reciprocal: “Respeto, de 
respeto, and respetado (all used in Quichua) refer to a quality associated with persons, 
sometimes meaning both respected and respectful” (2001:8). Finally, it denotes an obligatory 
moral code to which all community members are expected to conform: “respeto seems to refer to 
the moral code in general and its obligatory nature” (2001:8-9). While I found that people rarely 
use the word respeto in Aucará, they convey many of these same moral imperatives through the 
Spanish phrasal verb hacer caso. When I asked a seven-year-old and a nine-year-old girl, “¿Qué 
significa respetar?” [What does it mean to respect?] they responded, “Hacer caso.” The word 
kasuy, used among Quechua speakers in Aucará, is a borrowing from the Spanish hacer caso that 
has been morphosyntactically integrated into Quechua. While Soto Ruíz (2012) translates kasuy 
as “to obey,” the English obey does not fully encompass all the connotations of hacer caso, 
which, depending on the context, can also mean pay attention or listen.  
The concept hacer caso conveys many of the same attitudes, behavioral modes, and 
concrete actions that emerged in my analysis of the word yupaychay and in Lyons’s description 
of the word respeto. When I asked the girls whom they should respect, or hacer caso to, they 
listed teachers and parents, and when I asked whether these people should also respect them, 
they responded, “Si nosotros respetamos a ellos, también nos deben respetar; si nosotros no 
respetamos, no nos deben respetar” [If we respect them, then they should respect us too; if we 
don’t respect them, then they shouldn’t respect us.] Children and adults alike frequently state that 
children should “hacer caso” to adult and peer authorities, indicating through this phrase that 
children should follow directions, help out when asked, and pay attention when spoken to. Less 
commonly, people use the phrase to describe adults who “hacen caso” to children, or higher 
status individuals who “hacen caso” to lower status people, referring in this case to the act of 
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listening and taking another person into account. When a mother “hace caso” to her child, it does 
not mean that she does whatever her child asks her to do; but rather, that she listens to her child 
and considers her child’s perspective.  
My exchange with the two girls suggests that children in Aucará have a sense that they 
deserve to be listened to and considered only if they themselves respect social norms and 
authority. Children learn to respect those around them and to expect respect in return as they 
participate in daily activities with others who model these principles (Bolin 2006; Rengifio 
Vasquez 2006). Like the use of respeto to mean both respectful and respected, in Aucará, a child 
who hace caso, that is, who pays attention, listens, and obeys, is seen as both respectful and 
respected. The term hacer caso implies a relationship between two or more actors who 
communicate with one another and give their full attention to that communication. Andean 
notions of respect in child rearing, then, seek to cultivate respectful and respected children who 
demonstrate their own personhood by conforming to social norms and cooperating with those 
around them, thus facilitating the daily activities of their families and neighbors through 
collaborative attitudes and actions.  
 
Fostering Intra-Familial Solidarity through Respectful Relations 
Andean notions of respect are important as a form of solidarity and distinction at the 
family level, where a child’s respectful behavior simultaneously fosters positive and 
collaborative relations among family members and distinguishes the family or household as 
worthy of respect. In the context of intra-familial relations, family refers to the members of a 
child’s household. In Aucará, like other Andean communities, agents of primary socialization 
consist of adults who cohabit with children and are related by kinship, including in order of 
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importance: mother, father (except when absent for long periods of work), older siblings, 
grandparents, and other adults (Bolton and Bolton 2010b:224). Many households that are headed 
by young parents also share daily chores with grandparents who live nearby, forming part of an 
extended household as they participate in children’s primary socialization. Some children also 
share living quarters with adults who are not kin but rent rooms in the same house. These adults 
are not treated as primary socialization agents, and I have not included them in my definitions of 
household and family.8  
As a community that experiences high levels of both in and out migration, Aucará 
households exhibit a characteristic common among communities of migrants—that is, frequent 
shifts in composition, growing, shrinking, and changing as family members come and go. 
Similar to my experience working with Mexican migrants in New York State (Grim-Feinberg 
2007), some of the households I worked with in Aucará changed in composition over the course 
of my research. One household, for example, gained a member when an aunt (mother’s sister) 
came to live with them while attending Aucará’s post-secondary institute. Another household 
lost an entire nuclear family who moved to Lima over the summer, and in the same period gained 
a different nuclear family who moved back to Aucará from the coast. Figure 3.03 shows the 
household compositions of Aucará primary school students in 2011, based on a survey I 
conducted.9 My results are similar to those of Ralph Bolton, who found nuclear families to be the 
most common household unit in an Andean town where he conducted research in the 1970s 
(2010:33). Most children in Aucará have extended family in town who live in other households. 
Unless otherwise stated, my use of the term family refers to the household to which a child 
belongs, as described in Figure 3.03. 
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Children in Aucará are motivated to act respectfully within their families by affective ties 
and desires for belonging. This form of intrinsic motivation is common among children around 
the world, who learn a variety of skills and social norms by what Ruth Paradise and Barbara 
Rogoff call “observing and pitching in” (2009). Drawing on research conducted throughout the 
world over more than sixty years, Paradise and Rogoff show that learning by observing and 
pitching in occurs when children are present during everyday adult activities and feel an 
emotional attachment and sense of belonging to the community of people engaged in these 
activities. Motivated by affective social ties to contribute to the functioning of their community, 
children learn by observing intensely with all of their senses and gradually helping out in ways 
appropriate to their knowledge and abilities. I build on this theoretical framework by making a 
related but importantly different argument—that the very practice of observing and pitching in is 
an embodiment of the kind of respect (i.e. paying attention, considering others, and heeding 
directions) that Andean families foster in their children. 
Children themselves articulated understandings of respect that prioritize interpersonal 
relations within the family. One eight-year-old girl responded to an interview prompt to list rules 
that must be followed in the kitchen in the following way:10 “hay que obedecer a mamá y a papá, 
hay que respetarnos unos a otros, no hay que ser egoísta, hay que ser responsable” [we have to 
obey mom and dad, we have to respect each other, we have to not be selfish, we have to be 
responsible]. Another group of children talked about visiting older siblings in Lima during 
summer vacation and helping them out with household chores. For this group, the rules for how 
to behave in Lima were: “no hacer travesuras (o nos gritan nuestros hermanos), hay que ayudar a 
nuestros hermanos, respetar a nuestros hermanos, padres y familia” [don’t make mischief (or our 
siblings will yell at us); we have to help our siblings; respect our siblings, parents, and family]. 
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Another group listed rules for behavior “at home” that emphasize maintaining positive 
relationships among family members: “no pelear con nuestros primos, hermanitos, amiguitos y ni 
con el gatito ni con el perrito; ayudar a mamá, papá, tío o cuando el tío se va a la chakra ayudar a 
su esposa” [don’t fight with our cousins, brothers and sisters, friends, and not with the kitten or 
puppy either; help mom, dad, uncle, or when uncle goes to the fields help his wife]. All of these 
responses indicate that children orient their understandings of how to behave at home around 
fostering harmonious interpersonal relationships. 
 Two seven-year-old girls, in response to the prompt, “What do we do at home?” 
emphasized the reciprocity of family obligations by describing with considerable affect ways that 
their mothers take care of them, making them feel safe and loved. The children’s mixing of their 
own contributions with their mothers’ suggests an emotional motivation for helping with family 
chores and not making mom mad. They listed their own duties to study, listen to mom, help 
cook, and sweep their rooms, in a fairly straightforward way. However, when they began 
recounting how their mothers tell them bedtime stories, cook delicious meals, and give them nice 
baths, their faces lit up and they added more and more details, peering over the piece of paper on 
which I wrote to make sure that I included everything they said. The following is a detailed 
description of our conversation about bedtime stories, transcribed from video (see Figure 3.04 
for the spatial arrangement of participants and material surroundings for group interviews):11  
  A big smile spreads suddenly over Karina’s face, and she speaks immediately 
without waiting for Olivia to finish, as if she just thought of something wonderful that she 
can’t hold in. She is looking down at the paper on which Kate writes when she starts 
talking, but when she gets to the word “si” [if], she looks up at Kate with a smile and 
starts talking so quickly that she swallows her final words, mouthing them silently: “Y 
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luego Mamá si no podemos dormir nos (cuenta un cuento)” [And then Mom if we can’t 
sleep (tells us a story)]. By the time Karina finishes her thought, her smile has grown 
almost into a laugh and she is tilting her head sideways. Olivia laughs out loud. 
  Kate calmly shifts her attention from Karina to the paper as she writes down what 
Karina just said. Kate’s voice, facial expression, gestures, and posture are the same as 
when she wrote down previous answers, indicating that she is taking this answer just as 
seriously as previous ones. She repeats Karina’s answer slowly as she writes: “Ah, ya. 
Mamá, si no podemos dormir, nos cuenta...” [Oh, okay. Mom, if we can’t sleep, tells 
us...] Karina turns toward Olivia and smiles with her tongue out. Then she looks back 
toward the paper as Kate continues writing. She keeps smiling as if trying to contain her 
laughter, while shifting her gaze between Olivia and the paper. 
  When Kate says “nos cuenta” [tells us], Olivia props herself up on her elbows and 
cranes her neck to get a better view of what Kate is writing. Karina then prompts Kate on 
what to write down next, adding more details to the story and looking at what Kate is 
writing: “un cuento, del águila y el, tigre” [a story, about the eagle and the, tiger]. Olivia 
looks at Karina as she starts expanding on the story, and then joins in, finishing Karina’s 
sentence with “sapo” [toad] instead of “tigre” [tiger]. When Olivia says “sapo” [toad], 
she plops back into her chair as if everything is now resolved. Karina looks at Olivia as 
she does this. 
  Karina and Olivia look at Kate again when she speaks. She repeats Karina’s 
words slowly as she writes them: “un cuento del águila” [a story about the eagle]. Karina 
adds, “y del tigre” [and about the tiger] and Kate repeats, “y del tigre” [and about the 
tiger]. Karina and Olivia both tilt their heads sideways with interest, munching on 
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crackers while they watch Kate write. As Kate repeats Karina’s words, she continues 
writing without looking up. Then she finishes and looks up toward Olivia, asking, “¿o el 
sapo?” [or the toad?]. Olivia says, “tigre” [tiger], and Kate replies, “El tigre. Ya” [The 
tiger. Okay]. After confirming Karina’s suggestion of the tiger, Olivia watches Kate 
write. Kate finishes writing with her final “Ya” [Okay] and looks up toward both girls. 
  But instead of moving on, Olivia smiles and moves her hands and head around as 
if she is excitedly thinking about what else to add to the story. Karina and Kate both tilt 
their heads and smile, looking at Olivia while she thinks. Olivia finally says, “Y del tigre, 
y” [And about the tiger, and]. When she pauses after the second “y” [and], Karina makes 
direct eye contact with her. Olivia says “el” [the] and they complete the sentence in 
unison with the word “sapo” [toad]. After saying “sapo” [toad], the girls both turn to look 
at Kate. Kate smiles and looks at them without writing. Then she turns back toward the 
paper to continue writing and confirms with a smile that they want her to add the toad: 
“¿Y el sapo?” [And the toad?] “Ah-ja” [Yeah], Olivia responds. 
  Olivia, Karina, and Kate all smile as Kate writes down the toad. Then Olivia 
suggests yet another character, standing up from her chair in excitement: “Y la persona” 
[And the person]. Karina calmly adds another character, munching on her cracker without 
changing her posture: “Y el patito” [And the duckling]. Kate looks at Karina and smiles: 
“Allí no más” [Come on]. She says “más” with an elongated final vowel and lowered 
pitch, indicating teasing and feigned exasperation. Karina and Olivia are beaming. Then 
all three start laughing, and Karina and Olivia protest that Kate has to finish the story. 
  After a little while, Kate gives in to their protests, turning back toward the paper 
to write: “Ya. Y el patito” [Okay. And the duckling]. Karina stands to get a better look at 
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what Kate is writing. The final description that Kate writes down in partial response to 
the prompt, “What do we do at home?” reads: “mamá si no podemos dormir nos cuenta 
un cuento del águila y del tigre y el sapo y el patito” [mom if we can’t sleep tells a story 
about the eagle and the tiger and the toad and the duckling]. 
Shortly after this, we had a similar conversation about helping Mom cook, where the girls 
gradually and enthusiastically added details to the phrase “ayudar a Mamá” [help Mom] until it 
became, “ayudar a Mamá... a cocinar... la rica... sopa... de leche” [help Mom... to cook... the 
yummy... soup... milk soup]. Later, when the girls mentioned, “Mamá nos arregla... nos baña” 
[Mom fixes us up... she gives us a bath], I repeated the word “baña” [bath] with a tone of finality. 
But Karina was not ready to leave it at that, instead adding a prolonged and thoughtful “Y” 
[and], followed by, “estamos bien limpiecitos, cuando nos baña la mamá” [we’re nice and clean, 
when Mom gives us a bath]. She ended this statement with a short satisfied nod, accompanied by 
a decisive and affirmative “Mm hm” from Olivia. Once I finished writing, Karina added, “A mí 
me gusta bañar” [I like to take baths], and turned to Olivia, who looked at Karina and then at me 
as she responded, “A mí también” [Me too]. 
The affective relationships that Karina and Olivia portray with their mothers are common 
among Aucará families. I often saw parents respond to children’s cooperation in family chores 
with tenderness, playing and joking as they collaborate to prepare a meal, milk the cows, 
complete homework assignments from school, or enjoy a family dinner. García Rivera (2007) 
points out that Andean children enjoy close physical contact with their mothers from infancy, 
when they are carried on their mothers’ backs in carrying cloths (mantas in Spanish or llikllas in 
Quechua) during all of her daily activities. This physical proximity and the emotional closeness 
that it engenders continue into childhood, as children gradually gain independence. While the 
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primary affective link is between children and their mothers, they are treated with tenderness by 
other caretakers as well, from older siblings, aunts, and uncles who take turns carrying a young 
child on their backs, to fathers who hug and joke with their children in a restful moment at home. 
Young children sleep in the same bed as their parents, and in most families, children and parents 
share a bedroom.  
 These strong affective ties between children and their families are one motivation for 
children to act respectfully within the family unit. A closely related motivation is a desire to 
contribute to goal-oriented tasks that have immediate and tangible effects on the family’s well-
being. While this desire is partially driven by emotional ties to the family, socioeconomic 
necessities also play an important role. Many scholars have documented the importance of 
children’s labor to family survival in Andean communities, where children as young as three are 
responsible for watching younger siblings, herding animals, and collecting firewood and water, 
among other essential tasks (Doughty and Negron 1964; Hanna 1968; Buechler and Buechler 
1971; Baker 1976; Bolton and Bolton 2010a; Bolton and Bolton 2010b). When children fail to 
perform the tasks assigned them, or fail to follow directions adequately, it can lead to the loss of 
livestock or the loss of a meal. Children quickly learn from these tangible consequences that 
obeying their parents is about more than simply being good. 
The importance of children’s labor to family survival is one reason that Andean parents 
exhibit low tolerance for children’s misbehavior. Bolton and Bolton (2010b) documented one 
case of this in 1970s, in a community where parents used corporal punishment as their primary 
disciplinary tool, with little to no positive reinforcement. In Aucará today, parents 
conscientiously avoid corporal punishment, citing instructions they have received from doctors at 
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the local public health center, psychologists from visiting NGOs, and school administrators who 
tout children’s rights. Children’s understandings of this came through in a group interview:  
Kate asks, “Y si hacen travesuras, ¿qué pasa?” [And if you make mischief, what 
happens?] Eight-year-old Dory responds in a quiet voice with a smile on her face, “Nos 
pegan nuestros hermanos” [Our siblings hit us.] Her twelve-year-old sister Patricia looks 
at her smiling as if she’s telling a joke. Kate asks, “Ah, ¿sí?” [Oh, really?] and Patricia 
looks at Kate with a humored smile as if Kate didn’t get the joke. She explains, “Nos 
gritan, no nos pegan. Nadie no nos pega.” [They yell at us, they don’t hit us. Nobody hits 
us.] Shortly after this, Dory reiterates her sister’s point, saying, “No, nadie me ha 
pegado” [No, nobody’s hit me.] 
The two sisters here are clearly aware that no one is supposed to hit them. Like their parents, 
they’ve been taught at school that corporal punishment goes against children’s rights. They also, 
however, make close connections between being yelled at and being hit. Yelling at children in 
Andean families often involves a threat of corporal punishment. I frequently heard older relatives 
say to naughty little ones, “¡Te voy a pegar, eh!” [Watch out or I’ll hit you!] While this threat is 
rarely carried to fruition, the severity with which people say it is enough to scare many children 
into behaving themselves.  
Sometimes parents recognize the benefits of avoiding corporal punishment, but at other 
times they recall with nostalgia the times when children were better behaved. One mother made 
the astute observation that children of this generation do not behave as well as she and her 
siblings did because they do not have as many responsibilities. With the universalization of 
schooling, children no longer participate as centrally in family subsistence activities, and the 
school tasks that have replaced these do not entail the same degree of gravity if neglected. 
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Additionally, increased income from wage labor and remittances sent by family members 
working professional jobs in cities means that fewer families rely on livestock for income or on 
firewood for cooking. Nevertheless, most primary school children in Aucará are responsible for 
some essential family chores, ranging from collecting water and firewood to attending customers 
at the family store. Particularly in households that rely more heavily on subsistence farming, 
parents exhibit little tolerance for misbehavior, reprimanding children severely for even small 
infractions. While this practice is heavily influenced by children’s role in subsistence tasks, most 
parents exercise it consistently for all kinds of behavior, reacting with equal severity to a child’s 
failure to finish his homework before playing and to trampling on the vegetable garden or 
allowing the kitchen fire to die out.  
Children’s own reactions to each other’s behavior within the family demonstrate the 
importance they place on respect in family relationships. This was illustrated in a passionate 
conversation between cousins who live in the same household, which I captured on video. The 
argument involved a boy named Teo, an eight-year-old who had just moved to Aucará from a 
coastal city about two months before. His father was from Aucará and had brought him and his 
older sister to live there with extended family. Teo was playing hide and seek with two cousins 
whom he lived with but had just met a couple months ago, eight-year-old Olivia and her seven-
year-old sister Mery, as well as their eight-year-old neighbor Nidia. When it was Teo’s turn to 
count, he counted quickly and as soon as he uncovered his eyes he saw all the others before they 
had a chance to hide. The girls started yelling at him, ganging up around him and accusing him 
of never listening to anyone and never behaving properly (see still frames in Figures 3.05-3.06). I 
had the camera on, recording our game of hide and seek, and when I asked the children whether 
they would prefer that I turn it off, they insisted that I keep it on. Olivia was convinced that when 
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their parents saw the recording they would yell at Teo, and Teo was convinced that their parents 
would yell at the others for having ganged up on him. The children’s deference to parental 
authority during this peer interaction indicates a shift from a play frame to a family frame of 
reference.12 Their insistence that I videotape the ensuing argument also suggests a self-conscious 
performance for the camera, in which each of the participating children laid out her or his 
arguments to a third party audience (first to me and then to those who would watch the video 
later). The following transcription illustrates a key moment in the discussion.13  
A few minutes into the argument, Teo remains in the same spot where he had 
been counting, leaning against a wall, looking down and fidgeting with his jeans. Olivia 
has walked away from Teo to stand near the camera and address Kate, who is holding the 
camera. Olivia has a concerned look on her face and is gazing toward an indeterminate 
spot between Kate and Teo (see still frame in Figure 3.07), moving her head and upper 
body in ways that emphasize her words, as she says: “También, también es contestonito, 
a mi mamita también le contesta a veces” [Also, also he talks back, he talks back to my 
grandma sometimes too.] The word contestonito is a noun that Olivia uses to describe 
Teo. It derives from the verb contestar [to talk back], and she has made it into a noun by 
adding first the augmentative suffix -ón to indicate that he talks back excessively, and 
then the diminutive suffix -ito to indicate that he is just a small child.14 By using this 
word, Olivia shows concern as well as judgment, placing herself in a position of moral 
superiority but also of responsibility to correct the behavior of a child who is a member of 
her household. She emphasizes the words contestonito and a veces by slowing down and 
elongating the stressed vowels, in sharp contrast to her rushed pace of speech leading up 
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to these two words. She also raises her pitch on these words, which has the effect of 
sounding like an incomplete enumeration of Teo’s faults.  
While Olivia is talking, Teo interrupts her, copying Olivia’s style of speech and 
turning it against her to list Olivia’s faults to Kate. He looks up at Olivia without moving 
from his place by the wall, as he says to Kate, “Señorita, también me manda, como si 
fuera mi mamá” [Miss, she bosses me around too, as if she were my mom.] Like Olivia, 
he elongates the stressed vowels and raises his pitch in the final words of each phrase, 
also adding an exaggerated nod toward Olivia to emphasize the words manda and mamá. 
Olivia looks at Teo briefly while he talks, but without missing a beat, she turns back to 
Kate and makes a sweeping gesture toward Teo with one arm, saying, “Mira Señorita 
usted mismo lo ve como está contestando” [Look at him Miss you see him how he’s 
talking back.] During this exchange, Mery walks in front of the camera, looking down at 
the ground and playing with her hair.  
Kate quickly changes the subject to avoid passing judgment. She returns to a topic 
Olivia and Nidia brought up earlier, asking them, “¿Va a venir un profesor nuevo el, el 
lunes?” [Is a new teacher coming on, on Monday?] When Kate starts speaking, Teo looks 
at her with a nervous expression on his face, still fidgeting with his jeans. Mery also 
looks up at Kate, continuing to play with her hair as she walks by. Nidia answers, “No, es 
el Profesor Jesús, no más” [No, it’s just Teacher Jesus.] Kate clarifies, “Ah, el cuarto 
grado va a estar con el Profesor Jesús” [Oh, so fourth grade will be with Teacher Jesus.] 
By this time, Mery seems to have lost interest, looking around her at no one in particular 
as the conversation continues. Olivia and Nidia are standing next to each other and next 
to Mery, facing Kate, a few feet away from Teo. 
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Olivia has a concerned expression on her face, as if she is about to cry (see still 
frame in Figure 3.08), and she looks toward Teo, speaking about him as if he weren’t 
there: “El Profesor Jesús lo va a castigar. Yo lo conozco” [Teacher Jesus is going to 
punish him. I know he will.] Nidia also looks at Teo as Olivia says this, but her facial 
expression is more accusatory than concerned. She turns back toward Kate and says, “No, 
el sexto grado así son con sus alumnos, no quiere ni que jueguen por último” [No, in 
sixth grade that’s how he is with his students, he doesn’t even want them to play.] Olivia 
looks down at the ground with a sad expression, her hands folded together. She paces a 
little bit and then adds, looking at Kate, “Por eso Señorita, está viendo, está viendo cómo 
se comporta, también cuenta rápido, ¿sí o no?” [That’s what I mean Miss, you’re seeing, 
you’re seeing how he behaves, he counts too fast too, right?] 
Nidia adds to Olivia’s comment, refocusing the conversation on herself. In 
contrast to Olivia, Nidia looks calm and not deeply emotional as she says, “Señorita no, 
no es así. Uno debe contar despacio. Yo he contado despacio, ¿sí o no, Olivia?” [Miss no, 
it’s not like that. You have to count slowly. I counted slowly, right Olivia?] Her gestures 
first toward Kate and then toward Olivia are somewhat flippant, as if the conversation 
were not of much importance to her. She emphasizes her own exemplary behavior by 
widening her eyes, gesturing grandiosely toward Olivia with an outstretched arm, and 
nodding emphatically when she says, “Yo he contado despacio, ¿sí o no, Olivia?” [I 
counted slowly, right Olivia?] 
Olivia continues to talk about Teo without responding to Nidia’s assertion about 
her own behavior. She paces in front of Kate while saying, “Mira, por ejemplo, a mí 
también, a veces yo lo digo pa’ su bien que haga, pero me dice, ‘No. No no no, yo no 
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quiero, que este y que el otro’” [Look, for example, he does it to me too, sometimes I tell 
him for his own good to do something, but he says to me, ‘No. No no no, I don’t want to, 
‘cause this and ‘cause that.’] Olivia stresses the words bien [good] and haga [do], to 
emphasize that she only tells Teo to do things for his own good. She raises her pitch 
when quoting Teo, portraying him as a whiny child in need of discipline. Finally, as she 
finishes speaking, she turns her head away from Kate and back toward Teo, looking at 
him with an expression of concern, as if observing from a distance a personal problem 
that she doesn’t know how to deal with (see still frames in Figure 3.09).  
At this point Teo responds, still leaning against the wall alone, facing the others 
with one foot propped up behind him. He says quickly and defensively, in a high-pitched 
voice that rises at the end of the sentence, “Ya pero tú también algunas veces, casito me 
pegas” [Yeah but you sometimes almost hit me too.] Olivia turns back to Kate, 
enumerating in a firm voice exactly what she tells Esnayer to do: “Yo le digo pa’ su bien, 
barre tu cuarto, lo barres, tranquilo, te miras tu tele, y— no, te haz tu tarea, te miras tu 
tele, un rato, y te vas a jugar” [I tell him for his own good, sweep your room, you sweep, 
calmly, you watch your TV, and— no, you do your homework, you watch your TV, for a 
little bit, and you go out to play.] With the final word jugar [play], she raises the pitch of 
her voice with exasperated finality, suggesting that she’s tried everything and doesn’t 
know what else to do. 
Struck by Olivia’s authoritative tone in relation to a cousin a few months older 
than her, Kate asks, “A ver, y ahora, que no está su papá, ¿quién está encargado de él? 
¿Su mamita?” [Okay let’s see, so now, that his dad’s not here, who’s in charge of him? 
His grandma?] Olivia looks at Kate intently and shakes her head sadly in confirmation of 
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the statement “no está su papá” [his dad’s not here]. She starts answering before Kate 
suggests his grandma, and again looks over in Teo’s direction and talks about him in a 
worried tone, as if he couldn’t hear her. She says the following words rapidly, barely 
stopping for a breath until the end: “Mi mamita, pero también es un malcriado, y yo 
también le he mandado de enantes a la chakra, yo también iba a ir a la chakra pero mi 
papá no sé por qué no quiso pero de repente iba a llover no sé por qué mi papá no quiso, 
quédate quédate diciendo.” [My grandma, but he’s a brat too, and just a little while ago I 
told him to go to the fields, I was going too but then my dad I don’t know why he didn’t 
want me to but maybe it was going to rain I don’t know why my dad didn’t want me to, 
just stay here, stay here, he said to me.] She pauses for a breath, looking briefly behind 
her and out toward the fields as she collects her thoughts. Then she looks back toward 
Teo and continues more slowly, “Y el Teo, yo le dije, anda, lleva costal a Mamita, está 
cosechando papa” [And Teo, I said to him, go, take this sack to Grandma, she’s 
harvesting potatoes.] 
At this point Nidia chips in, saying, “Yo digo—” [I think—], but Teo cuts her off 
and says to Olivia, “¿Qué piensas, que no pesa el costal para traer con papas?” [What do 
you think, that it doesn’t weigh anything to bring the sack back with potatoes?] His pitch 
rises continually as he says this, ending the question in a very high pitch, which makes 
him sound defensive and unsure of himself. He remains leaning on the corner of the wall, 
hands in pockets and foot propped up behind him. Mery now stands very close to Teo, 
facing him and observing. Teo ignores her and looks at Olivia. 
Olivia responds with a measured pace and explanatory tone: “No, Teo. Yo solo te 
dije, ‘llévalo,’ te [vene]rás vacío o no sé cómo te dirá Mamita te dará su papa, no sé” [No, 
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Teo. I just told you, ‘take it,’ you’ll take it empty and I don’t know what Grandma will 
tell you, maybe she’ll give you her potatoes, I don’t know.] As Olivia says this, she looks 
at Teo and gestures with her arms to indicate going and coming with the potato sack. 
Then she folds her hands down in front of her and looks back toward Nidia as Nidia 
speaks. Unlike Olivia who is solely focused on the problem with Teo, Nidia is playing 
around, with her attention divided between the conversation and the activity of balancing 
on rocks. She again turns the attention to herself by saying, “Yo traigo. Yo cargo haba 
bastante con choclo. Y comiendo caña, comiendo caña.” [I bring them. I carry lots of 
fava beans and corn. Chewing on sugary corn stalks, chewing on the corn stalks.] She 
looks at Olivia for validation when saying “haba bastante con choclo” [lots of fava beans 
and corn], and then turns back to playing as she adds that she chews corn stalks while 
coming back from the fields. When Nidia finishes talking, Olivia looks down and then up 
toward Teo again, concluding, “Entonces, así—” [So, that’s how—] (see still frames in 
Figure 3.10). She stops talking when Teo interrupts her to defend himself, and the 
discussion continues for several more minutes.  
In this excerpt of the argument, Olivia shows in multiple ways that she is deeply troubled 
by her cousin’s behavior, particularly in contrast to their neighbor Nidia, who participates in the 
conversation more out of convenience than concern. Olivia expresses concern for his failure to 
respect her and their grandmother, and later in the conversation also talks about his lack of 
respect toward his older sister. Despite being a few months younger and a grade level lower than 
Teo, Olivia positions herself as a relative authority within the family. Mery reinforces her sister’s 
authority as an older sibling by quietly observing the conversation and not participating actively. 
Olivia is likely more accustomed than Teo to taking on an authoritative family role, particularly 
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in relation to disciplining children, because she is the oldest sibling and female, whereas Teo is a 
middle sibling and male (Bolton and Bolton 2010a). Olivia makes clear, however, that her 
authority over Teo is only relative, and that both of them are subject to the authority of their 
parents and grandparents. When Teo complains about carrying a heavy sack of potatoes, Olivia 
responds that the important thing is not to carry potatoes because Olivia told him to, but to go 
help Grandma and do what Grandma tells him to do. Olivia’s own frustration also derives from 
this tension in her relationship with him. She feels simultaneously responsible for correcting his 
behavior, and powerless to do so. She asks me to record the conversation for their parents to see 
so that their parents can help her solve what she sees as her problem. She also suggests with 
sadness that her cousin will have to be punished publicly by the schoolteacher, because no one 
can control him at home. 
Olivia’s emotional attachment to her family is apparent in the level of concern she shows 
for a new family member who has upset the household dynamic. Conversely, Teo’s failure to 
behave respectfully toward others in the family is likely related to his lack of emotional 
attachment. To him, the entire situation is new. The only member of his household whom he has 
known for more than a couple of months is his older sister, who is only about three years older 
and is, like him, trying to adjust to an unfamiliar lifestyle with unfamiliar people. For Olivia, Teo 
is disrupting harmonious relationships within her family; but for Teo, the entire new household 
disrupts the family and lifestyle that he knew before coming to Aucará. 
 
Fostering Inter-Familial Distinction through Respectful Relations 
I have discussed ways in which Andean notions of respect guide children’s relationships 
within their families. Here I turn to the role of family in children’s motivations for behaving 
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respectfully outside of their households. Children interact frequently with neighbors and 
unrelated adults who share living space, often without the presence of family authorities. In 
Chapter 1 I noted that children frame their activities as guided by school, family, or play. 
Notably, community did not arise as a relevant frame guiding children’s actions, even though 
they often participate in communally organized activities, and they also interact informally with 
people in their community, without family or school supervision. I found, however, that when 
children interact with neighbors, they do so with their own families in mind. 
One example of this is children’s visits to neighborhood stores. During group interviews, 
children talked about going to the store either with parents, older siblings, or alone, but almost 
always at their parents’ request and in fulfillment of an obligation to purchase a specific food 
item (usually an ingredient needed to cook dinner) and to bring it home immediately. In one 
interview, an eight-year-old girl instructed my puppet Tukuy Yachaq on how he should go to the 
store: “Y cuando tu mamá te manda a comprar en la calle tú vas a comprar lo que te dice tu 
mamá y allí mismo que no hay que quedarnos ni hay que obedecer a los borrachos, nada” [And 
when your mom sends you out to buy something you go buy what your mom tells you to and 
that’s all, we shouldn’t stay there or listen to the drunks or anything else.] Another group of 
eight- to nine-year-olds affirmed, “Vamos a comprar a veces cuando es necesario” [We go to buy 
things sometimes when it’s necessary.]  
Making this kind of purchase usually involves walking a couple of blocks either to the 
closest store or to the closest one in which parents get along with the owners. Children might 
pass and greet neighbors along the way. When they get to the store they might find neighborhood 
men drinking beer. Most of the stores are attached to their owners’ homes, and storeowners often 
leave counters unattended while taking care of other domestic chores. When children arrive to 
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make a purchase and find no one there, they call out to the owners, addressing them as aunt or 
uncle (whether or not there is any kinship relation between them) and by their first names: “¡Tía 
Flor!” [Aunt Flor!] If children are with their parents, parents might address the owner as Mrs. or 
Mr.: “¡Señora Flor!” [Mrs. Flor!], and children and parents alike usually use a professional title if 
the owner has one: “¡Profesor José!” [Professor José!] They also might call out to a child or 
adolescent of the store owning family: “¡Marco!” Once the owner appears, the purchaser offers a 
formal greeting: “Tía, buenas tardes” [Aunt, Good afternoon], and asks for the needed item. The 
ensuing transaction most often involves exchanging a few coins for a small amount of groceries, 
but on some occasions children or adults ask to buy on credit, and if the owners agree, they 
record the purchase in a notebook. After chatting briefly, children say thank you and goodbye, 
and return home with the purchased item. While these activities involve interacting with 
neighbors and sometimes with peers, in children’s recounting of what they do at the store they 
emphasize their obligations to family, noting that they only go when parents deem it “necesario” 
[necessary] and only go alone if parents explicitly ask them to do so. 
Children who work at their family stores also associated their activities with obligation to 
parents. In the interview itself, nine-year-old Émily described the rules she should follow at the 
store in relation to her customers: “Atender bien a los clientes... No debes gritar a los clientes. 
No debemos engañar dando vuelta a los clientes” [Attend customers well... You shouldn’t yell at 
customers. We shouldn’t cheat customers when we give them change.] In my everyday 
interactions with her, however, it was clear that Émily was primarily concerned about how these 
behaviors affected her relationship with her mother. She frequently complained that her mother 
made her stay inside at the store counter all afternoon when she would rather go out and play 
with friends. She never commented either positively or negatively on interactions with 
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customers, but on several occasions told me apologetically that she could not participate in 
research activities because her mother wanted her to take care of the store. 
These interactions with store owners and clients are representative examples of how 
children are expected to demonstrate respect to adults in public places. Bolton and Bolton 
(2010b:228) found that one of the most important manifestations of respect articulated by the 
Andean parents with whom they worked in the 1970s was greeting elders, which parents 
repeatedly reminded children to do. Similarly, I found that one of the most frequent complaints 
about children’s behavior expressed by adults was that they no longer greeted their elders, as 
children did in generations before them. Children themselves are well aware of this reprimand. 
When I asked two second graders why they shout a greeting in unison with their classmates 
every time an adult enters their classroom, they quickly responded that it was “para aprender a 
saludar a los señores” [to learn to greet the elders], an explanation that had not occurred to me 
before.  
The explicit nature of this expectation was clear in the way that twelve-year-old Patricia 
brought it up during a group interview. She and her two younger relatives had already listed 
several other rules about what they should and should not do in Aucará when I asked, “¿Algo 
más?” [Anything else?] After a couple seconds of silence, Patricia responded, “Saludar a las 
personas mayores” [Greet the elders]. She said this in an even tone, as if repeating a phrase she 
had heard many times. As she finished reciting the rule, Patricia closed her lips tightly and 
moved her eyes back and forth, hands folded in her lap. She looked self-conscious and a little 
embarrassed, perhaps because she knew that this instruction is usually accompanied by a 
complaint that children these days never do it, or perhaps because she felt like a student giving a 
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correct answer in school at an age when she may have been more concerned about social 
acceptance among peers than approval by teachers. 
The forms of greeting that I describe above in the context of making a purchase are 
considered common courtesy in any situation where two people run across one another outside of 
the family. The person of younger status, usually a child or young adult, is expected to initiate 
the greeting, and the older person should respond. The greeting should be pronounced loudly and 
clearly to ensure that it is heard. Sometimes a greeting consists only of acknowledging an elder 
or superior by addressing them in proper form, with one of these Spanish titles: “Tía” [Aunt], 
“Tío” [Uncle], “Señora” [Mrs.], “Señorita” [Miss], “Doña” [Mrs.], “Señor” [Mr.], “Don” [Mr.], 
“Profesora/Profesor” [Teacher], or “Doctora/Doctor” [Doctor]; or with the Quechua-derived 
titles “Mamá” or “Mami” for women, “Papá” or “Papi” for men. Sometimes the title is followed 
by the person’s first name, and sometimes with, “Buenos días” [Good morning], “Buenas tardes” 
[Good afternoon], or “Buenas noches” [Good evening]. By showing respect to non-family 
members in this way, children present themselves as well brought-up, and represent their own 
families as worthy of respect. 
In relation to non-family members, children are taught to demonstrate respect primarily 
through formalized greetings and polite forms of address. Non-family members often observe 
and report on children’s behavior, chastising them when they are disruptive, but children are held 
primarily accountable to their own families. Bolton and Bolton describe how neighbors deal with 
disruptive children in a Qolla community of Puno: 
Si un poblador encuentra que un niño se está portando muy mal, peleando o causando 
daños a la propiedad, u otras cosas, esta persona podría llamarle la atención al niño 
malcriado, pero no lo tocará ni lo golpeará por miedo al problema que podría ocasionar. 
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Aunque un poblador no dudaría en golpear a su propio hijo, a lo sumo amenazaría con 
golpear a un niño que no es suyo si éste no se comportara correctamente. (2010b:225) 
[If a resident finds that a child is behaving poorly, fighting or causing damage to property 
or other things, this person might reprimand the poorly brought up child, but will not 
touch or hit the child out of fear for the problem this could cause. Even though a resident 
would not hesitate to hit their own child, at most they would threaten to hit a child who is 
not theirs if the child does not behave correctly.] 
This description parallels disciplining practices that I observed in Aucará. While hitting children 
is no longer common, family members often threaten to hit children, and neighbors threaten to 
report children to their mothers. The Spanish adjective malcriado [poorly brought up] is the most 
common word used in Aucará to describe naughty children. In fact, it is probably the only word 
that refers generally to a poorly behaved child, rather than indicating a specific kind of poor 
behavior. This word implicitly positions the child’s behavior as a failing of the child’s family. By 
reporting children to their families for punishment, neighbors not only avoid conflict with 
another family, but also emphasize the collective responsibility of the family for their children’s 
behavior.  
 
Gender Dynamics of Inter-Familial Respect 
That those children who talked to me about going to the store were all girls is important. 
The same eight-year-old who instructed my puppet to go straight to the store and straight home 
without listening to the drunks was also emphatic in telling him not to be “callejero” [of the 
street]. This surprised me because I had seen children play on the streets quite often. But my 
interviewee reiterated several times that children who hang out on the streets develop an 
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unfavorable reputation. While she made the statement in gender-neutral terms, I soon came to 
realize that the rule applies to girls much more than to boys. Girls rarely play further away than 
right outside their homes, while boys roam about the streets fairly freely. Many parents enforce 
strict rules for girls about when and where and with whom they can go out, while letting boys 
escape to unknown locations with a sigh of disappointment as if to say, “Boys will be boys.” 
Girls often embrace these rules and comply willingly, citing fears that going out alone after dark 
or playing on the streets far from home would make them vulnerable to men, and particularly to 
men who are drinking. 
 While these fears on the part of girls and women reflect practical concerns sometimes 
rooted in real experiences of sexual violence and harassment, they also reinforce a morally laden 
gendered public-private dichotomy. One elderly woman told me, only half joking, that women 
who hang out on the streets should be controlled and hit by their husbands.15 Through interviews 
with monolingual Quechua speaking women in several Andean regions of Peru, Ricardo 
Valderrama and Carmen Escalante (1997) portray perspectives of womanhood that position a 
proper Andean woman as one who obeys her husband without complaint and attends to her own 
home and family no matter how harshly her husband treats her. Valderrama and Escalante 
indicate only implicitly that these Andean women are Catholic, as deduced by a comment about 
a woman’s subordinate responsibility to support her husband in Catholic festival sponsorships 
(164), and interview quotes that invoke Christian symbolism: “Desde el momento que te has 
casado nuestro padre Dios te ha dado una cruz. Esa cruz debes cargar hasta el final. Eso es ser 
mujer, eso es ser buena mujer” [From the moment you marry, God our father has given you a 
cross. You have to bare that cross to the end. That is what it means to be a woman, that is what it 
means to be a good woman] (168). That these Andean views of womanhood line up so closely 
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with gender roles promoted in conservative Christianity and in Spanish colonial societies is not, I 
argue, accidental. In Aucará, explicit judgments against women in public spaces are rare, 
probably due largely to generational shifts in education and employment, and the increasing 
influence of urban culture through television and migration. However, there is clearly a general 
acceptance of the idea that women and girls who choose to occupy public spaces are responsible 
for their own risky behavior, and that properly respected and respectful girls should stay close to 
their homes and families. 
 
Migration and Inter-Familial Respect 
The respectful inter-familial relations that children enact by greeting elders are lost when 
they migrate to cities. One group of children told me that when they go to Lima to stay with 
older siblings for the summer, they are not supposed to greet people on the streets:  
 Patricia: Porque allí pasa mucha gente. [Because a lot of people go by there.] 
 Dory: Desconocidas. [Strangers.] 
P: Igual si tú saludas tienes que saludar toditas. Y tampoco no te contestan, algunos 
no te contestan. [And if you greet people you have to greet everyone. And they 
don’t answer you either, some of them don’t answer you.] 
D: Porque hay bastantes. [Because there are lots of them.] 
P: Pasan así cada rato. [They’re going by all the time.] 
When children migrate to urban environments, the streets are transformed from a space for 
enacting communal belonging through respectful inter-familial relations to a space full of 
strangers who are relatively indifferent to one another’s presence. The importance that Andean 
families place on raising children who represent their households respectfully in the public realm 
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brings out an aspect of moral personhood deeply rooted in a community context where inter-
familial social networks are enacted in public spaces that children frequent without supervision 
of older family members. 
 The importance that families place on making sure children look presentable before going 
out on the street also indicates the role children play in fostering respectful inter-familial 
relations. While ideas about what constitutes “presentable” are quite different in rural and urban 
environments, children in Aucará nevertheless make explicit connections between occupying 
public spaces and attending to their personal appearance. One group of children listed as the 
rules that they should follow in Aucará, “trabajamos, hay que estar limpios y aseados para ir a la 
calle, estudiamos, aprender inglés, no ser malcriados, no ensuciarnos a nuestras ropas, ponernos 
ropas limpias” [we work, we have to be clean and groomed to go out on the street, we study, 
learn English, don’t misbehave, don’t get our clothes dirty, put clean clothes on]. Their 
comments about studying and learning English are due to associations they made between 
meeting with me for an interview and meeting with me for an English class. Almost all of the 
other rules were related to cleanliness in public. 
 
 In their interactions with neighbors, children are expected to represent their families 
respectfully and respectably by conveying appreciation and value of their elders, acting 
courteously and politely toward those around them, and obeying household authorities who send 
them out to accomplish specific tasks. Through respectful interpersonal relations both within and 
outside of the household, children demonstrate their own moral personhood and position their 
families as more or less respectful and respected members of the community. 
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From a Child’s Point of View: Embodied Enactments of Respect 
 The integration of verbal expressions with embodied modes of communication are central 
to children’s experiences of both internalizing (i.e. learning) and externalizing (i.e. teaching or 
expressing) respectful subjectivity. Lev Vygotsky (1978) proposed that child development is a 
dialectical process through which children internalize inter-personal communication and 
externalize their subjective experiences through the mediation of sign systems. While Vygotsky 
focused on language as a mediational tool through which children internalize and externalize 
their understandings of subjectivity and sociality, my research suggests that nonverbal sign 
systems are equally important. Paradise and Rogoff (2009) argue that this integration of verbal 
and nonverbal communication is an essential part of learning and teaching in all societies, and 
that even in the formalized pedagogy of schooling children learn a great deal through interactions 
that are primarily nonverbal with brief verbal expressions serving as cues. Others have 
highlighted the particular salience of embodied modes of learning for children, who have not yet 
fully mastered the complexities of language and who are acutely aware of their rapidly changing 
bodies (Bateson 1972; Mehan and Riel 1982; Rogoff and Gardner 1984; Perry et al. 1992; 
Enfield and Levinson 2006; Fong 2007; Yafeh 2007; Ochs and Izquierdo 2009). 
 In this chapter, I have portrayed children both internalizing and externalizing respectful 
subjectivity in the family realm through a variety of spatial, corporeal, and verbal modes. No one 
sits down with children to verbally outline the components of respectful behavior. Instead, 
children come to understandings of moral personhood through associations of particular spaces 
with people, activities, sensual experiences, verbal cues, paths, tones of voice, and the emotions 
that all of these entail. Emotional associations with embodied modes of being motivate or fail to 
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motivate children to observe and pitch in to family activities, and in doing so (or failing to do so) 
children enact varying degrees of moral personhood through reciprocal relations of respect. 
 Children learn the meaning of respect when they choose which path to take between their 
house and the store, who to greet along the way, and what tone of voice to use. They learn to 
respect when their play at home intrudes on adult activities and is interrupted by a mother’s sharp 
hissing or clucking or the brief and quiet verbal cue, “Behave like a human being!”16 They learn 
to respect when the delicious smell of food cooking or feel of a warm bath is accompanied by a 
request to help out. Children portray their understandings of respect when their faces light up in 
recalling collaborative activities at home. They teach one another what respect means to them 
through facial expressions, postures, and gestures of accusation, defense, concern, and pride. It is 
through the combination of verbal, corporeal, and spatial cues portrayed throughout this chapter 
that children internalize and convey their own understandings of moral subjectivity and enact 
their own identities as respectful people who are worthy of respect within and among their 
families. 
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FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 3 
 
Figure 3.01: 2009 Ethnolinguistic map of Peru  
From the Instituto Nacional de Desarrollo de Pueblos Andinos, Amazónicos y Afroperuanos. 
Quechua speaking areas are mostly clustered in the central and southwest Andean region of the 
country, shown here in brown. They include large parts of Ancash, Huánuco, Pasco, Junín, 
Huancavelica, Ayacucho, Apurímac, Cusco, Arequipa, and Puno. 
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Figure 3.02: Incan archaeological site in Aucará 
The carefully cut stones that fit so nicely together in this wall, found next to Aucará’s central 
square, are characteristic of important Incan constructions. Photo by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 3.03: Household composition of Aucará primary school students in 2011 
Kin terms are from the point of view of the primary school students unless otherwise noted.  
Household composition Number and 
percentage of 
HOUSEHOLDS 
Number and 
percentage of 
CHILDREN 
Single nuclear family headed by parents 40 (63%) 55 (62%) 
Nuclear family (parents and their children) 30 (48%) 42 (47%) 
Nuclear family with absent father 7   (11%) 9   (10%) 
Nuclear family with absent mother 1   (2%) 1   (1%) 
Nuclear family with step-father replacing 
father, or nuclear family plus step-siblings 
2   (3%) 3   (3%) 
   
Single nuclear family plus related adults 13 (21%) 18 (20%) 
Nuclear family plus grandmother and/or 
grandfather 
4   (6%) 4   (4%) 
Nuclear family plus aunts and/or uncles 5   (8%) 8   (9%) 
Nuclear family with absent father plus aunt 1   (2%) 1   (1%) 
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Nuclear family plus grandmother and/or 
grandfather, and one aunt and/or uncle 
2   (3%) 4   (4%) 
Nuclear family with absent father plus 
grandmother and uncle 
1   (2%) 1   (1%) 
   
Multiple nuclear families 7   (11%) 12 (13%) 
Parents’ nuclear family (parents and their 
children) plus grandparents’ nuclear family 
(grandparents and their children) 
1   (2%) 1   (1%) 
Parents’ nuclear family with absent father plus 
grandparents’ nuclear family 
1   (2%) 1   (1%) 
 
Parents’ nuclear family plus grandparents’ 
nuclear family with absent grandfather 
1   (2%) 1   (1%) 
Parents’ nuclear family with absent father plus 
grandparents’ nuclear family with absent 
grandfather 
2   (3%) 2   (2%) 
Parents’ nuclear family plus an older sibling’s 
nuclear family 
1   (2%) 2   (2%) 
Grandparents’ nuclear family plus one nuclear 
family with absent father, one nuclear family 
with absent mother, and one nuclear family 
with step-father replacing father17 
1   (2%) 5   (6%) 
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Single nuclear family headed by 
grandparents (grandparents and their 
children plus a grandchild with absent 
parents) 
2   (3%) 2   (2%) 
Grandparents’ nuclear family with absent 
grandfather 
1   (2%) 1   (1%) 
Grandparents’ nuclear family plus child’s 
siblings 
1   (2%) 1   (1%) 
   
Siblings only (no parents or grandparents) 1   (2%) 2   (2%) 
   
TOTAL number of households 63 (100%) 89 (100%) 
 
Figure 3.04: Spatial arrangement of participants and our surroundings in group interviews 
I conducted initial group interviews in my kitchen with one to four children at a time. My puppet 
research assistant is sitting to my right in the still frame below. 
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Figure 3.05: Spatial relations and built surroundings during hide-and-seek argument 
The girls gang up on Teo as he leans on the wall of an abandoned house where he was counting. 
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Figure 3.06: Body language and spatial relations at the beginning of the argument 
Mery puts her hands on her hips and leans toward Teo as she yells at him. Teo leans back against 
the wall. Nidia smiles as she looks toward Teo and Olivia, whose braid she tugged on a moment 
ago. Olivia’s eyes are glued on Teo, even as she pushes her braid back out of the way after 
Nidia’s tug. 
 
 
Figure 3.07: Olivia’s and Teo’s postures, facial expressions, and gestures 
A few minutes into the argument, Teo remains in the same spot where he had been counting, 
leaning against a wall, looking down and fidgeting with his jeans. Olivia has walked away from 
Teo to stand near the camera and address Kate, who is holding the camera. Olivia has a 
concerned look on her face and is gazing toward an indeterminate spot between Kate and Teo 
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Figure 3.08: Olivia’s and Nidia’s facial expressions 
Olivia has a concerned expression on her face, as if she is about to cry. Nidia’s facial expression 
is more accusatory than concerned. 
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Figure 3.09: Olivia’s expressions of concern 
   
  
 
Figure 3.10: “Entonces, así—” [So, that’s how—]  
On the left, Olivia looks down sadly as she concludes. She ignores Nidia and another neighbor 
who are playing behind her. On the right, she looks up at Teo when he interrupts her. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 3 
                                                     
1 This discursive division in local history echoes a widespread colonial era discourse that divided Peru into a 
republic of Spaniards and republic of Indians, marking two distinct classes of colonial subjects (Thurner 1997). 
2 Other studies of Andean child rearing that support these findings include Lestage 1999; Rengifio Vasquez 2006; 
Leinaweaver 2008; Anderson 2009; and Smith 2012. 
3 García Rivera borrows the term primary socialization from Berger and Luckmann (1991) to refer to “the first 
socialization that the individual comes across in childhood and through which the individual becomes a member of 
society” (2007:40). He contrasts this with secondary socialization, which he describes as “the acquisition of specific 
knowledge about roles directly or indirectly rooted in the division of labor” (2007:40). Translation of these quotes 
from Spanish are mine. 
4 I have translated runa hina kay in three different ways in this paragraph. The first translation, “to be like people,” 
is García Rivera’s in the English abstract to his thesis. This is a literal translation in infinitive form. The Quechua 
infinitive is also used as an imperative or command, which I feel is a more accurate translation in this context, 
reflected in my translation of the title as “Behave like a person.” I have changed “person” to “human being” in my 
description of parental reminders to children, because this is a phrase sometimes used in similar contexts in English, 
and one that conveys the sentiment of the reprimand well. 
5 The term Quechua originally referred to the high altitude region where most Quechua speakers live (Murra 1999). 
6 See Chapter 2 for a discussion of agency in childhood. 
7 See Chapter 4 for a discussion of aspirations for upward mobility. 
8 I am one example of such an adult. I was sometimes asked to watch the child I lived with, but his parents never 
assumed that I would be able to help. While they expected me to keep an eye out for their son and reprimand him 
when necessary, they did not expect me to collaborate regularly with everyday household tasks including child care, 
and they expected me to report on his behavior for them to decide on more serious punishment. This relationship is 
typical of adults who share living space with non-kin, and is more in line with inter-familial than intra-familial 
relations.  
9 See Appendix B for the format of the survey I conducted, and Chapter 2 for a description on how I implemented 
the survey. 
10 See Chapter 2 for further a description of how these interviews were carried out. 
11 See Appendix A for a subtitled video of these interactions. 
12 See Chapter 1 for a discussion of how children frame their experiences. 
13 See Appendix A for a subtitled video of this interaction. 
14 This use of suffixes is common in Andean Spanish and derives from Quechua. 
15 I could only assume that she was half-joking since she was speaking to me, a woman who hangs out on the streets, 
and she seemed to like me. 
16 See Smith 2012 for a discussion of child-directed verbal cues and personhood in the Andes. 
17 This household includes four nuclear families who each have at least one child in primary school. The 
grandparents’ children include both adult offspring with children of their own in primary school, and school-aged 
siblings of the adult offspring. Each of these four families exercises some autonomy within the household, for 
example cooking their own meals. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
COUNTERINSURGENCY AND RECONCILIATION IN POST-CONFLICT EDUCATIONAL 
POLICY: MILITARISTIC NATIONALISM AMIDST DISCOURSES OF DEMOCRACY 
AND RIGHTS 
  
 In this chapter, I discuss ways in which educational policy goals in a post-conflict context 
converge with school practices and attitudes toward schooling in Aucará to inscribe on children’s 
bodies forms of subjectivity oriented toward order and respectability. I begin by discussing the 
history of Peru’s internal armed conflict in the 1980s-1990s, the complex ways in which race, 
class, language, religion, and politics intertwined to create and sustain the conflict, and its impact 
on Aucará. I then discuss militarization of schooling throughout Ayacucho as a 
counterinsurgency tactic, and subsequent reconciliation policies that have focused on educating 
citizen-subjects who embrace and develop democratic values and skills. 
I closely examine specific activities at Aucará’s primary school in order to highlight 
tensions between an explicit curriculum that advocates for democracy and rights, and a long-
standing hidden curriculum of militaristic bodily ordering and discipline. I analyze the practice 
of military formations at school as a central ritual that reinforces nationalism and solidarity 
through tactics of governmentality and legibility. I then turn to school participation in public 
spectacles, where visual and spatial patterns position some kinds of people as more included in 
the nation than others, and in doing so model for children the more valued forms of citizenship to 
which they can aspire. Finally, I suggest that, while policy documents imbued with international 
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discourses explicitly position militarized school practices as anti-democratic, an alternative view 
positions the order imposed by these practices as a path to democracy. 
I then turn to attitudes toward schooling and the state articulated by parents, teachers, and 
children, which contribute to a school environment that values order and respectability over 
liberal democratic participation. I found that among adults and children alike, there is a pervasive 
sense of aspiration for schooling and professionalism as ways to elevate the family and 
community through individual betterment, which leads Aucará families to place high value on 
respecting the order of school. I then examine how children learn to relate to their region and 
nation through schooling. Finally, returning to the previous chapter on primary socialization in 
Andean families, I argue that school policy and formalized practice instill in children forms of 
respect for order, reciprocal respect, and collective respect that complement family child rearing 
practices and influence children’s subject formation. 
 
Armed Conflict and Its Aftermath 
In 1980, a Maoist guerilla movement called the Shining Path that had formed in the 
capital city of Ayacucho took its first anti-government action by burning ballot boxes in the rural 
town of Chuschi. The Shining Path (or Sendero Luminoso in Spanish) was one of several leftist 
movements that arose throughout the twentieth century in Peru, as middle and working class 
people challenged the aristocracy. As opposed to the leftist APRA and Communist political 
parties, and General Velasco Alvarado’s leftist revolutionary government (1968-75), the Shining 
Path was a leftist movement that refused to work within the established political structure, and 
instead declared war on the establishment (Stern 1998). 
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This militant movement inspired by Maoist politics was initially headed by university 
professors and students at the Universidad San Cristobal de Huamanga in the city of Ayacucho, 
capital of the Ayacucho Region. They advocated for the overthrow of the government and 
radical redistribution of wealth. In the ensuing years, however, many educated young people 
including schoolteachers began to alienate the movement as they saw it working against rather 
than with rural peasants. While the militants claimed to fight on behalf of impoverished rural 
farmers, their political stances turned many of these farmers into victims. The guerillas led a 
campaign in which anyone who was not active in their movement was treated as part of the 
problem and was to be killed. In Steve Starn’s book Shining and Other Paths, he states that “en 
lugar de horrorizarse con la idea de ejercer la violencia en contra de civiles desarmados, Sendero 
glorificaba el derramamiento de sangre como una fuerza necesaria y purificadora” [instead of 
being horrified by the idea of violence against unarmed civilians, the Shining Path glorified the 
spilling of blood as a necessary and purifying force] (Stern 1998:372). The senderistas (as the 
militants are called, after the Spanish word for path) placed class solidarity above ethnic identity 
and violently opposed traditional forms of social organization and practice, as well as religion, 
seeing these as impediments to progress. Over the next two decades, the Shining Path took over 
Andean towns all over the Ayacucho Region and beyond, destroying state and religious 
institutions and recruiting young men in the countryside to their ranks.  
In 2004, Peru’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission (CVR) issued a report, stating that 
between Shining Path militants and state counter-insurgency troops, an estimated 69,000 people 
were killed during the armed conflict, with about 75% being Quechua speaking civilians in rural 
Ayacucho (CVR 2008). Many more were raped, orphaned, and driven from their homes. The 
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report stresses the ways in which historical relations of race, ethnicity, class, and political power 
in Peru intertwined to victimize Quechua speaking farmers. They state: 
De cada cuatro víctimas, tres fueron campesinos o campesinas cuya lengua materna era el 
quechua. Se trata, como saben los peruanos, de un sector de la población históricamente 
ignorado por el Estado y por la sociedad urbana, aquélla que sí disfruta de los beneficios 
de nuestra comunidad política.... estas dos décadas de destrucción y muerte no habrían 
sido posibles sin el profundo desprecio a la población más desposeída del país, 
evidenciado por miembros del Partido Comunista del Perú Sendero Luminoso (PCP-SL) 
y agentes del Estado por igual, ese desprecio que se encuentra entretejido en cada 
momento de la vida cotidiana de los peruanos. (CVR 2008:10) 
[Three out of every four victims were peasants whose native language was Quechua. As 
Peruvians know, this represents a sector of the population that has historically been 
ignored by the State and urban society, which is the sector that does enjoy the benefits of 
our political community.... these two decades of destruction and death would not have 
been possible without a profound disdain for the country’s most dispossessed population, 
evidenced by members of the Communist Party of Peru Shining Path (PCP-SL) and State 
agents alike, a disdain that is interwoven in every moment of the everyday lives of 
Peruvians.] 
This recognition of the ethnic and linguistic dimension of the conflict plays an important part in 
shaping reconciliation efforts, with educational policies focusing simultaneously on inclusion 
and on respect for ethnic and linguistic diversity. This also highlights the profound effects that 
the conflict had on the cultural and linguistic dynamics of Ayacucho communities, and 
particularly those that are isolated from the capital. Nearly all of the children I work with in 
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Aucará speak Spanish as their native language; most of their parents are native Quechua speakers 
who are fluently bilingual, and most of the children’s grandparents are Quechua dominant. While 
there is a vibrant Quechua-speaking community in the capital of Ayacucho, along with an urban 
Quechua language revitalization movement (Firestone 2006), this movement has by and large 
not reached southern towns, whose television channels and urban migrants come from the 
Spanish-dominant context of Lima. 
 
Memories of Conflict in Aucará 
Aucará is one of the towns that were taken over by the Shining Path, and this history has 
had lasting effects on the community, even though children growing up there have very little 
knowledge of it. One former resident who fled to Lima as a young man during the conflict 
described to me the moment that the guerillas arrived in town. He said that people had never 
heard of them and had no idea who they were or what was happening; in the early 1980s there 
was no radio, television, internet, or phones, and travel between villages was mostly on foot. The 
guerillas appeared suddenly, coming in from all sides, and quickly took control of the town.  
A woman who was a girl at the time recounted that sometimes the “terroristas” or 
“terrucos,” as many call them, would go through town rounding everyone up in the central 
square.1 She would watch as they selected some of the men, hoping that she and her family 
would be skipped over. Those who were selected were taken into the municipal auditorium. They 
heard gunshots, and never saw those people again. Older women remember the nights when they 
would awake to pounding on the door. They would cover their children’s mouths, whispering not 
to cry, and take them behind the house, hoping not to be discovered while the “terrucos” 
ransacked their homes. Their husbands—those who survived—had more elaborate hiding places. 
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Others lost fathers and brothers during the conflict. One man remembered as a boy seeing his 
father dead on the street with blood trickling from his head and down the road. Many young men 
who have children in primary school today lost their fathers during the conflict, and as one 
mother lamented to me when reflecting on her husband’s absence in their children’s lives, “No 
saben cómo ser padres” [They don’t know how to be fathers].  
As the Shining Path lost support in rural areas, they began to recruit younger boys for 
what was seen as a war of suicide, and mothers and evangelical Protestants became leaders of 
anti-Shining Path resistance (Stern 1998:128). During the peak of the violence in the 1980s, 
hundreds of Aucará families fled to Lima on foot, leaving behind everything they owned. Others 
sent sons away when they finished primary school and were in danger of being recruited. Some 
of the boys returned as men after the violence subsided, to marry and start their own families. 
Most of the families who left together continue to live in Lima, where a substantial community 
of former Aucará residents has formed. 
As Theidon (2009) explores eloquently in Entre Prójimos, there were no clear sides 
during the conflict. Neighbors could no longer trust one another, never knowing who might 
inform on them to the military or the senderistas. People were targeted without having joined 
either side, and often joined for survival rather than political conviction. To this day, laws against 
sympathizing with terrorists remain on the books, threatening schoolteachers with years of 
imprisonment for teaching anything that might be construed as radical politics (Trinidad 2004). 
In Aucará, everyone who lived through the violence knows that many of their neighbors are 
former senderistas, but when a child or outsider asks which ones, the question is never answered. 
I once asked a friend who grew up in this area during conflict whether any of the former 
senderistas still sympathize with the movement:  
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Yo siempre escucho la gente diciendo que los senderistas eran terrucos, que eran malos, 
que sólo hacían mal. Los que eran senderistas, ¿también piensan lo mismo y sólo se 
juntaron porque no tenían otra opción? ¿O hay ex-senderistas que realmente piensan que 
Sendero estaba haciendo algo bueno? 
 [I always hear people saying that the senderistas were terrorists, that they were bad, they 
only did bad things. But the people who were senderistas, did they think the same thing 
and only join because they didn’t have a choice? Or are there ex-senderistas who really 
think that the Shining Path was doing something good?] 
She responded, “No lo sé. Eso no se pregunta.” [I don’t know. You don’t ask those kinds of 
questions.]  
The children with whom I worked between 2008 and 2011 are growing up in a post-
conflict community, a town dealing with the multiple ruptures of reconciliation, mass migration, 
and rapid cultural, linguistic, and technological change. More than a decade after the violence 
ended, reconciliation and continued counterinsurgency efforts focus on educating a new 
generation to be respectful and respectable, with parents, teachers, and policy makers framing 
aspirations for family, community, and nation in terms of aspirations for children. 
 
Counterinsurgency Tactics and the Militarization of Schooling 
In addition to its linguistic and cultural effects, the armed conflict fundamentally changed 
relationships between rural towns in Ayacucho and the Peruvian state. Villages that previously 
had very little state presence found themselves living under heavy-handed military 
counterinsurgency tactics that eventually, according to the dominant narrative, drove away the 
“terrorists” and restored peace. While people rarely talk explicitly about their memories of the 
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armed conflict, its traces are inscribed in the landscape and shape everyday life in multiple ways. 
Many refer to the period of conflict as “los problemas sociales” [the social problems], and 
consider the current perceived lack of progress, or “atraso,” to be one of its legacies. Initially the 
militants drove police and government officials away, blowing up municipal buildings, state 
banks, and public institutions in the towns they occupied. After the Shining Path took over, 
however, the state returned in the form of a military base that was set up at the top of the hill 
between Aucará and the neighboring district of Cabana, where soldiers could look down on both 
towns (see Figure 4.01). In addition to the heavy-handed military response, the Fujimori regime 
also combated “terrorism” by strengthening rural infrastructure in transportation and 
communications, bringing highways, electricity, and radio to villages like Aucará.  
Despite an appearance of tranquility in everyday life and a general lack of concern with 
the kinds of street crime that plague Peruvian cities, a quiet underlying fear of “terrorist” activity 
permeates the outlooks of many government officials in Aucará. A police officer confided in me 
one evening while nervously looking around the empty town square, “Es que no se puede confiar 
en nadie. Esta es Zona Roja” [It’s that you can’t trust anyone here. This is a Red Zone.] On 
election days, several additional officers come into town along with several soldiers, who guard 
the ballot boxes in hopes of avoiding another armed conflict. This heavy military presence, 
which residents take in stride as a normal part of life, serves as a subtle reminder of the twelve-
year period of violence by Shining Path militants and government counterinsurgency forces that 
began in 1980 with the burning of ballot boxes in the rural Ayacucho town of Chuschi. A civil 
service worker in charge of running local elections told me after one election that she and her 
coworkers had spent an extra night in town instead of driving back to the capital as they had 
planned, because soldiers traveling with ballot boxes from a nearby town had been intercepted 
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and killed that night by “terrorists.”2 Most residents talk about “terrorism” as an event of the 
past, and occasionally express fear of outsiders passing through who might commit common 
crimes, but they do not talk about a sense of threat from politically motivated terrorists. National 
news reports and the occasional local rumor link present-day “terrorists” who call themselves 
senderistas to the drug trade rather than to the Maoist politics that once drove the Shining Path. 
In early 2011, a provincial government representative arrived in Aucará to deal with the 
issue of citizen security. He spent the morning talking with students at the primary and secondary 
schools about the importance of vigilance and discipline, which he said was the special duty of 
School Police Officers, students selected by their teachers in each classroom. In an afternoon 
meeting at the municipal building, representatives from each of the state institutions, as well as 
the police officer on duty and the head of the rondas vecinales, or neighborhood watch groups, 
met to form a Citizen Security Committee. The two issues they highlighted as the most pressing 
concerns were preventing another insurgency and preparing for natural disasters. 
Rondas campesinas, or grassroots community watch groups, played a key role in 
defending rural communities during the conflict and eventually defeating the Shining Path (CVR 
2008:240). While the Armed Forces took credit for organizing rondas to fight against the 
guerillas, this form of organization was only possible because rural communities had already 
created and strengthened these community watch groups to the point of nearly eliminating 
animal theft before the civil war began (Starn 1991; Stern 1998).3 In light of the long history of 
rondas as strong and effective forms of communal organization against crime extending back 
before the armed conflict began, their continued post-conflict presence should not be surprising. 
Nevertheless, the police officer who was on duty at the time that the Citizen Security Committee 
was formed, a recent graduate from the police academy serving his first three-month shift in the 
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mountains, commented to me that he had been surprised to learn about these sanctioned armed 
civilians when the provincial representative arrived that morning. When I asked the officer 
whether the rondas were supposed to protect against cattle theft, he assured me that their purpose 
was in fact to guard against insurgents.  
Ayacucho’s Regional Educational Project through 2012 (PER-A) recognizes the 
militarization of schooling as a major legacy of the internal armed conflict. Many primary 
schools throughout the region were used as military bases during the conflict, carrying within 
them memories of torture and extrajudicial executions that occurred within their walls (EI-DREA 
2006:24). Post-conflict studies of state schooling have documented the continuation and 
sometimes intensification of militarized and authoritarian practices including military formations 
and drill commands, marching and flag raising, cordons on school uniforms denoting students 
with special ranks, designated student Brigadiers who lead classroom battalions, School Police 
Officers, and others (Evans 2004:186-188; Eguren 2006:86).  
While these practices are present in state schools all over Peru, numerous observations 
and testimonies suggest that they intensified as a counterinsurgency tactic in Ayacucho. Many 
people who grew up in Ayacucho before and during the conflict attest that Sunday flag raising 
and daily school line-ups were institutionalized after the civil war. Others have observed that 
school line-ups in Lima, Ancash, and Puno are more sporadic and less emphasized than their 
counterparts that I have described in Aucará. Together with the strengthening of basic 
infrastructure and increased state presence in mountain villages, the inundation of nationalistic 
and militaristic rituals in Ayacucho schools forms part of decentralization efforts aimed at 
connecting children in rural areas to political centers, in order to reduce the isolation that allowed 
so many to feel abandoned by the state and join guerilla forces in the 1980s and 1990s. By 
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cultivating in children a militaristic sense of nationalism, schools create subjects who feel a 
moral imperative to avoid internal conflict in order to stand strong in relation to outsiders. 
 
Reconciliation through Educational Policy 
While these militarized practices are still common throughout Ayacucho schooling, post-
conflict educational policy speaks explicitly against them in its focus on reconciliation. The 
Regional Educational Project states: “La tradición autoritaria en las instituciones educativas, 
expresada en acciones militarizadas como son los desfiles, los castigos y abusos, entre otros, no 
hacen más que reproducir condiciones previas al conflicto armado interno” [The authoritarian 
tradition in educational institutions, expressed in militarized actions such as parades, 
punishments, and abuses, among others, accomplishes nothing more than to reproduce conditions 
previous to the internal armed conflict] (EI-DREA 2006:24). Reconciliation policy instead 
promotes demilitarization and democratization as ways of restoring trust among various actors in 
Peruvian society (CVR 2008:415). Peru’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission defines the 
process in the following way: 
La CVR entiende por reconciliación un proceso de restablecimiento y refundación de los 
vínculos fundamentales entre los peruanos, vínculos que quedaron destruidos o 
deteriorados por el conflicto vivido en las dos últimas décadas. La reconciliación tiene 
tres dimensiones: 1) dimensión política, relativa a una reconciliación entre el Estado, la 
sociedad y los partidos políticos; 2) dimensión social, referida a las instituciones y a los 
espacios públicos de la sociedad civil con la sociedad entera, de modo especial con los 
grupos étnicos marginados; y 3) dimensión interpersonal, correspondiente a los miembros 
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de comunidades o instituciones que se vieron enfrentados. Se trata, así, de una 
reconstrucción del pacto social y político. (CVR 2008:411) 
[The TRC understands reconciliation to be a process of reestablishing fundamental ties 
among Peruvians that were destroyed or deteriorated by the conflict lived over the past 
two decades. Reconciliation has three dimensions: 1) political dimension, relative to 
reconciliation among the State, society, and political parties; 2) social dimension, 
referring to public institutions and spaces of civil society [that must reconcile] with 
society as a whole, and especially with marginalized ethnic groups; and 3) interpersonal 
dimension, corresponding to members of communities or institutions who confronted one 
another during the conflict. Thus, it consists of reconstructing the social and political 
pact.] 
In my analysis of post-conflict educational policy documents, I focus on specific policies 
that are oriented toward these three dimensions of reconciliation (summarized in Figure 4.02). 
An emphasis on education for democratic citizenship in policy documents addresses the political 
dimension, seeking to restore trust between the state, civil society, and political parties. Policies 
oriented toward democracy focus on demilitarization, promotion of democratic values, and 
instilling in children a sense of responsibility to participate actively in their schools, 
communities, and nation. Among the primary educational recommendations laid out by the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission are “Reforzar instancias de participación y democratización de 
la escuela” [Reinforcing opportunities for participation and democratization in schools] (CVR 
2008:418) and “la construcción de una ciudadanía, a la difusión de una cultura democrática y a 
una educación en valores” [the construction of citizenship through dissemination of a democratic 
culture and a values education] (411-12). National policies also stress the participation of civil 
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society in state schools, and the educational goal of teaching children to participate in their 
communities and nation. A national Manual for Parents created by the Ministry of Education in 
2008 states, “La tarea central de la escuela es lograr que niños, niñas y adolescentes desarrollen 
conocimeintos, capacidades y actitudes para desenvolverse en su comunidad, su país y el 
mundo” [The central job that the school should accomplish is for boys, girls, and adolescents to 
develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes they need to manage in their community, their 
country, and the world] (MINEDU 2008:10). The manual itself is designed to encourage parental 
participation in schooling by providing parents with the necessary information “para que las 
madres y los padres evalúen, supervisen y contribuyan a la educación de sus hijos” [for mothers 
and fathers to evaluate, supervise, and contribute to their children’s education] (MINEDU 
2008:ii). The National Curricular Project states that the nation’s educational institutions should 
attain “una sociedad que educa a sus ciudadanos y los compromete con su comunidad” [a society 
that educates its citizens to be committed to their community] (CNE 2007:10). National, 
regional, and local policy documents reiterate these principles, frequently listing “democratic” 
among the ideal characteristics of a student; pointing to multiple ways in which parents, children, 
and civil society should participate in schools; and positioning a commitment to the community 
and nation among the primary goals of children’s education. 
Policies of adapting curricular content to the multiple realities of schoolchildren are 
designed to address the social dimension of reconciliation, between public institutions and 
marginalized ethnic groups. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission stresses the vital 
importance of such programs: “[La reconciliación] Debe ser, en primer lugar, multiétnica, 
pluricultural, multilingüe y multiconfesional, de manera que responda a una justa valoración de 
la diversidad étnica, lingüística, cultural y religiosa del Perú” [(Reconciliation) Should be, first 
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and foremost, multiethnic, multilingual, and multiconfessional, so that it responds to a just 
valuation of Peru’s ethnic, linguistic, cultural, and religious diversity] (CVR 2008:411). In 
specific reference to education, the TRC advocates “Promoción de una educación en el respeto a 
las diferencias étnicas y culturales” [Promoting education in respect for ethnic and cultural 
differences] and “Adaptar la escuela en todos sus aspectos a la diversidad étnico-lingüística, 
cultural y geográfica del país” [Adapting all aspects of schooling to the ethno-linguistic, cultural, 
and geographical diversity of the nation] (CVR 2008:418). The specific programs that address 
this are bilingual intercultural education (EBI) and curricular diversification, which refers to: 
el proceso mediante el cual la comunidad educativa adecua y enriquece el Diseño 
Curricular Nacional o el Programa Curricular Multigrado en coherencia con las 
necesidades, demandas y características de los estudiantes y la realidad social, cultural y 
geográfica de las diversas regiones y localidades de nuestro país. (DEP-DIGEBR 
2008c:3) 
[the process through which the educational community accommodates and enriches the 
National Curricular Design or the Multigrade Curricular Program in accordance with the 
needs, demands, and characteristics of students, and the social, cultural, and geographical 
reality of the diverse regions and localities of our country.] 
EBI policies have similar goals, but focus more specifically on language. Some portions of 
policy documents support maintenance bilingual intercultural education, stating that these 
programs should teach children to value their native languages and cultural identities, as well as 
the multilingual and pluricultural reality of their nation. Other portions of the documents place 
greater emphasis on transitional bilingual intercultural education, suggesting that teachers should 
draw on children’s native languages and cultures in the classroom in order to help children make 
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sense of standard curriculum content. This transitional perspective is not often stated explicitly, 
but is implicit in documents that promote EBI and curricular diversification heavily in rural 
multigrade classrooms where children are more likely to be monolingual Quechua speakers, 
while documents oriented toward more urban environments where many children and families 
are bilingual or have bilingual or indigenous roots include little discussion of these programs.4  
Finally, the emphasis on education for peace that post-conflict policy documents stress 
addresses the interpersonal dimension of reconciliation. Written policy discourses about peace, 
human rights, and nonviolence are oriented toward reconstructing relationships among families 
and within communities that were directly involved in the conflict (even though the children 
themselves were not). These policies promote educating children and their parents to recognize 
and defend human rights and to use nonviolent forms of discipline and conflict resolution. The 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission recommends “Establecer un Plan de Estudios que 
estimula el conocimiento y oriente el saber hacia el bienestar para lograr una formación integral 
y evitar la proclividad a la violencia” [Establishing a Curriculum that stimulates knowledge 
oriented toward well being in order to achieve an integral formation and to avoid a proclivity to 
violence] (CVR 2008:417). The TRC also speaks explicitly against the practice of corporal 
punishment and advocates promoting a “culture of peace”:  
Una disciplina basada en el castigo y amenaza no contribuye a la construcción de una 
cultura de paz, es más, genera violencia. Proponemos prohibir y sancionar el empleo de 
toda forma de castigo físico o de práctica humillante como forma de disciplina y ejercicio 
de violencia. (CVR 2008:418) 
[Discipline grounded in punishment and threat does not contribute to constructing a 
culture of peace, but rather, generates violence. We propose prohibiting and sanctioning 
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as an exercise of violence all use of physical punishment and humiliating practices as 
forms of discipline.] 
Materials oriented toward students, parents, and teachers connect these ideas about peace and 
nonviolence explicitly with international documents on human rights. School notebooks and 
textbooks often include a copy of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights printed on the 
inside of the cover. The Ministry of Education’s Manual for Parents displays this statement 
prominently on its penultimate page, and posters on school walls remind students, teachers, and 
parents of children’s rights. 
Figure 4.03 outlines state agencies in charge of educational policy. Peru’s Ministry of 
Education (MINEDU) establishes national curricular standards, while the Regional Direction of 
Education (DRE) creates curricular programs and goals specific to Ayacucho. The provincial 
Local Educational Administrative Unit (UGEL) serves mainly as an administrative liaison 
between local schools and regional directives. The district Educational Network works with the 
school principal to administer projects and policies on the local level. 
Figure 4.04 shows the primary actors involved in creating key post-conflict educational 
policy documents. The National Educational Project through 2012 (PEN) was written in 2007 by 
the National Council on Education, an autonomous unit of the Ministry of Education that was 
created specifically to formulate and implement the PEN (CNE 2007:5). The document itself 
comes out of the 2003 General Education Law, Article 7, which states: 
El Proyecto Educativo Nacional es el conjunto de políticas que dan el marco estratégico a 
las decisiones que conducen al desarrollo de la educación. Se construye y desarrolla en el 
actuar conjunto del Estado y la sociedad a través del diálogo nacional del consejo y la 
concertación política a efectos de garantizar su vigencia. (CNE 2007:7) 
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[The National Educational Project is the set of policies that form the strategic framework 
for decisions that drive educational development. In order to guarantee its 
implementation, it is constructed and developed jointly by the State and society through 
national dialogue and political agreement.] 
The national dialogue out of which these policies emerge involved citizen referenda and 
collection of public comments from parents, students, and teachers in every region of the 
country. Among the civil society organizations that participated are Asociaciones de Padres de 
Familia/APAFA [Parent Teacher Associations], Escuelas de Padres [Parent Schools], classroom 
committees, student-comprised Municipios Escolares [School Municipalities], and the national 
teachers’ union Sindicato Único de Trabajadores de la Educación/SUTE [Educational Workers 
Union] (CNE 2007). The process was supported and guided by the international organization 
USAID, Plan, and Peruvian NGOs Solaris Perú and Foro Educativo. This process of developing 
the document represents an emphasis on citizen participation, democracy, inclusion and 
diversity, themes that are central to reconciliation and reemerge throughout the document. 
 A similar process implemented at the regional level produced Ayacucho’s Regional 
Educational Project through 2021 (PER-A). The PER-A was written in 2006 by a task force 
commissioned by the Regional Government and the Regional Direction of Education, with the 
international support of UNICEF and World Vision, and Peruvian non-governmental support of 
Foro Educativo and TAREA (EI-DREA 2006:8). Like the PEN, the PER-A was elaborated 
through extensive consultation with members of civil society, a process described in detail in the 
document’s introduction and summarized in the following statement: “Este proceso implica pues 
una contribución al fortalecimiento de la democracia y de la descentralización educativa de 
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nuestra región” [This process implies a contribution to the strengthening of democracy and 
educational decentralization in our region] (5). 
 The third key policy document is the Institutional Educational Project (PEI) elaborated by 
the faculty of Aucará’s primary school in collaboration with the district Educational Network 
and the Provincial UGEL in 2005. The PEI extends back before the 2003 General Education 
Law, but it is also a post-conflict document initiated as part of efforts for political 
decentralization and increased local participation in educational policy-making: 
 La introducción del PEI en el sistema educativo peruano se dio como parte de una serie 
de reformas orientadas a otorgar mayor autonomía a la escuela en general y al director en 
particular. La Resolución Ministerial 016 de 1996 establecía que la elaboración del PEI 
era responsabilidad del director. [...] En 1997, el Ministerio de Educación publicó un 
documento de trabajo titulado Orientaciones para la formulación del Proyecto de 
Desarrollo Institucional [...que indicaba que] el PEI debía ser elaborado, 
participativamente y siguiendo el liderazgo del director, por maestros, alumnos, padres de 
familia y representantes de la comunidad. (Eguren 2006:55) 
[The introduction of the PEI into the Peruvian educational system occurred as part of a 
series of reforms that aimed to grant greater autonomy to the school in general and to the 
principal in particular. The 1996 Ministerial Resolution 016 established that the creation 
of the PEI was the principal’s responsibility. [...] In 1997, the Ministry of Education 
published a working document entitled Guidance for the formulation of the Institutional 
Development Project [...which indicated that] the PEI should be created, participatively 
and under the principal’s leadership, by teachers, students, parents, and community 
representatives.] 
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These three documents together—the national PEN, regional PER-A, and local PEI—articulate 
the overarching principles around which curricular policies and practices are supposed to be 
designed (DEP-DIGEBR 2008c:5). I focus on these documents because of their emphasis on 
children’s subject formation, and within these documents I focus specifically on those policies 
that are oriented toward reconciliation through the formation of particular kinds of citizen-
subjects. 
 International development organizations and NGOs have played key roles in the 
elaboration of Peruvian post-conflict educational policy documents, as evidenced in the 
promotion of democracy, multiculturalism, and human rights, all common among such 
organizations. However, despite this discursive promotion of diversity, freedom of expression, 
and individual rights to participate in democratic and neoliberal political and economic systems; 
in practice these discourses and policies often work against the diverse forms of social 
organization, cultural practice, and world views that are now positioned as hindrances to 
progress. This tendency to overlook local knowledge and practice in favor of “universal” notions 
of peace and well-being has been examined critically by development scholars and activists in 
Latin America and beyond (Esteva and Prakash 1998; Vigil and Zariquiey 2003; García 2005; 
Stoler and McGranahan 2007; Mazower 2009; Ruíz Guillén 2011; Rivera Cusicanqui 2012). The 
external origin of the reconciliation policies I examine here is important for understanding the 
limited impacts that these policies have had on educational practice in Aucará. 
Peru’s National Educational Project begins by describing a vision for the nation and 
linking this vision with educational goals through an emphasis on the development of human 
resources:  
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Los peruanos constituimos un pueblo con un prometedor horizonte, con un futuro de 
bienestar, prosperidad, paz y democracia que debemos decidirnos a realizar. [...] El 
desarrollo humano constituye, en rigor, el gran horizonte del país que deseamos construir; 
abarca y da sentido a las demás transformaciones necesarias. [...] El desarrollo implica 
construir un espacio para la igualdad en la diversidad: una sociedad que crece en un 
espacio integrador que acoge con iguales derechos y oportunidades y, al mismo tiempo, 
respeta las diferencias que nacen de nuestra cualidad de seres libres y autónomos, así 
como las diferencias colectivas, que surgen de nuestra condición de seres con historia, 
raíces culturales y tradiciones. En ese Perú del futuro, la unidad y la cohesión deben 
coexistir con la libertad individual y también con las particularidades culturales de las 
distintas colectividades humanas. (CNE 2007:23-24) 
[We Peruvians are a people with a promising horizon, with a future of well-being, 
prosperity, peace, and democracy that we must decide to fulfill. [...] Human development 
consists of, strictly speaking, the great horizon of the country that we wish to construct; it 
encompasses and gives meaning to the other necessary transformations. [...] This 
development implies constructing a space for equality within diversity: a society that 
grows in an integrative space that embraces all with equal rights and opportunities and, at 
the same time, respects the differences that emerge from our free and autonomous nature 
as human beings, and from our collective differences as beings with history, cultural 
roots, and traditions. In that Peru of the future, unity and cohesion must coexist with 
individual liberty and with the cultural particularities of distinct human collectivities.] 
The document goes on to discuss several aspects of these statements in greater detail, 
emphasizing the importance of training individuals and communities with the skills that they 
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need in order to develop the resources they possess and contribute to the progress of the nation. 
The four components of human development elaborated in the PEN are Economic development 
and competitiveness, Equality and well-being, Democracy, and State reform and integration. 
Brought together, these components are characteristic of a neoliberal ideology espoused by many 
international development organizations. That is, that through economic development in a 
capitalist market-based system, the nation can achieve social equality and well-being, with a 
fully participatory democracy that integrates citizens from all sectors of the nation, including 
those who have historically possessed little political power (Esteva and Prakash 1998; Trivelli et 
al. 2010).  
An entire section on democracy articulates connections between democratic values, 
participation, diversity, and human rights: 
 Nuestro ordenamiento político debe asegurar que toda persona—independientemente de 
su condición socioeconómica, étnica, de género o cualquier otra—ejerza sus derechos 
políticos, civiles y sociales, vea respetados irrestrictamente sus derechos humanos, y 
disfrute de la riqueza existente en una sociedad que garantice un nivel aceptable de 
bienestar. [...] 
 Todo lo dicho está vinculado, en última instancia, con un elemento insustituible: una 
ciudadanía que construye paulatinamente una democracia y está dispuesta a defenderla 
porque la vive como un valor propio. (CNE 2007:27-28) 
 [Our political legislation must ensure that every person—regardless of socioeconomic, 
ethnic, gender, or any other condition—exercises his or her political, civil, and social 
rights, sees his or her human rights unconditionally respected, and enjoys the wealth of a 
society that guarantees an acceptable level of well-being. [...] 
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 All of this is connected, ultimately, to one irreplaceable element: a citizenry that 
gradually constructs and is willing to defend a democracy, because they know through 
living it its intrinsic value.] 
The subsequent section on state reform and integration calls for a decentralized and inclusive 
state in which cultural and regional diversity are respected and celebrated (28-29). While the 
PEN does not explicitly link these principles to reconciliation, they do fall neatly in line with the 
three dimensions outlined by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), and also with 
several of the TRC’s specific recommendations—i.e. democratization of schooling, equal access, 
revalorization of cultural and linguistic diversity, and education for human rights (CVR 
2008:411-19). Furthermore, the focus on political democratization and economic liberalism are 
characteristic of international interventions in states transitioning from authoritarianism and civil 
war (Esteva and Prakash 1998:132-36; Klein 2007). 
 Ayacucho’s Regional Educational Project makes explicit and extensive reference to the 
post-war context, both by viewing the armed conflict as part of a historical trajectory that has 
long victimized and marginalized a large portion of Ayacucho’s population, and by recognizing 
the devastating effects of the conflict itself: 
No podemos dejar de tener en cuenta que, además de las brechas socioeconómicas y 
culturales existentes, el conflicto armado interno puso de manifiesto la gravedad de las 
desigualdades y la discriminación en el aspecto étnico-cultural y lingüístico. Ayacucho 
atraviesa un proceso histórico que ha generado una gran frustración de proyectos de vida 
de su población, siendo una de sus artistas el conflicto armado interno, el que ha 
generado en el presente una suerte de “victimización” de pobladores y pobladoras, bajo la 
que subyace una serie de disfunciones sociales. 
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El Informe Final de la CVR ha mostrado que la mayoría de las personas muertas y 
desaparecidas, secuela del conflicto armado interno, ostentaba grados de educación 
formal muy inferiores al promedio nacional, situación que no fue percibida ni asumida 
por el resto del país. El soterrado racismo, el abandono por parte del Estado y la sociedad 
formal peruana, las actitudes de menosprecio y discriminación subsistentes a casi dos 
siglos de nacida la República, se manifestaron así de la forma más cruenta. 
Debe, entonces, tomarse en cuenta la existencia real de grupos étnicos 
diferenciados –que necesitan una educación diferenciada para fortalecer su identidad. 
(EI-DREA 2006:7-8) 
[We must keep in mind that, in addition to the existing socioeconomic and cultural gaps, 
the internal armed conflict exposed the gravity of ethno-cultural and linguistic 
inequalities and discrimination. Ayacucho is going through a historical process that has 
generated much frustration in the life projects of its population, caused in part by the 
internal armed conflict, which has generated in the present a kind of “victimization” of 
the population, under which lies a series of social dysfunctions. 
The Final Report of the TRC has shown that the majority of those killed and 
disappeared as a result of the internal armed conflict held levels of formal education 
much lower than the national average, a situation which had not been perceived or 
assumed by the rest of the country. The buried racism, abandonment by the Peruvian 
State and formal society, attitudes of contempt and discrimination, which persist nearly 
two centuries after the birth of the Republic, thus manifested themselves in the cruelest 
form. 
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This requires, therefore, consideration of the real existence of differentiated ethnic 
groups who need differentiated education in order to strengthen their identity.] 
The regional policy goals reiterate those articulated in the PEN, with increased emphasis on 
cultural and linguistic diversity, inclusion, and democratic participation: 
El PER-A es una política de Estado para la región Ayacucho, que desarrolla seis 
transformaciones fundamentales en la educación de la región de Ayacucho: el diálogo 
intercultural y bilingüe; el desarrollo rural; la gestión ética, autónoma, participativa, 
eficiente y eficaz; la democracia y la calidad educativa; la formación y revaloración del 
docente, y el desarrollo regional. (IE-DREA 2006:5) 
[The PER-A is a State policy for the Ayacucho Region, that develops six fundamental 
transformation in education for the Region of Ayacucho: intercultural and bilingual 
dialogue; rural development; ethical, autonomous, participatory, efficient, and effective 
administration; democracy and quality education; training and reassessment of teachers, 
and regional development.]  
Finally, the PEI of Aucará’s primary school picks up on these same themes in its 
articulation of the school’s values: “Nuestra Institución Educativa, como centro del saber más 
antiguo del distrito, asume la práctica de valores, principalmente al respeto a la dignidad 
humana, libertad, justicia, equidad, democracia, solidaridad, tolerancia y un alto espíritu de 
superación” [Our Educational Institution, as the oldest center of knowledge in the district, 
assumes the practice of values, principally in reference to human dignity, liberty, justice, 
equality, democracy, solidarity, tolerance, and an overarching spirit of betterment] (IEP 2005:7). 
The school’s three curricular axes emphasize forming students into democratic citizens who 
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value their cultural and linguistic identity and improve their standard of living through 
participation in the nation’s economy. The axes are: 
A. Identidad Personal y Cultural 
...valorar nuestra autoestima, la identidad cultural... nuestra lengua materna que es 
Quechua... nuestra realidad multilingüe y pluricultural. 
B. Conciencia Democrática y Ciudadana 
...con nuestros deberes y derechos... para formar ciudadanos baluartes y que conduzca 
los destinos de la comunidad, región y del país. 
C. Cultura Creadora y Productiva 
...en materia agropecuaria... los cuales permitan mejorar los niveles de vida y un 
estilo de vida saludable, sin violencia, cultivando los valores, para un nuevo 
amanecer. (IEP 2005:28-29) 
[A. Personal and Cultural Identity 
...to value our self-esteem, cultural identity... our native language which is Quechua... 
our multilingual and pluricultural reality. 
B. Democratic and Citizen Consciousness 
...with our responsibilities and rights... to form bulwark citizens who drive the 
destinies of our community, region, and country. 
C. Creative and Productive Culture 
...in the area of crop cultivation and livestock rearing... which allow for a higher 
standard of living and healthier lifestyle, free of violence, cultivating values for a new 
tomorrow.] 
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In addition to these three axes, the PEI lists five transversal themes that are to be 
incorporated into all areas of the curriculum: 
Recordando nuestro trágico pasado, como un antecedente histórico que azotó a la 
comunidad de Aucará el fenómeno de la subversión y otros problemas de carácter local y 
regional, consideramos pertinente los siguientes contenidos transversales: 
• Educación en Población 
o Población, familia, salud, alimentación 
o Conservación del medio ambiente 
• Interculturalidad 
• Derechos Humanos 
• Seguridad Ciudadana y Defensa Civil 
• Trabajo y Producción 
(IEP 2005:29) 
[Remembering our tragic past, as a historical antecedent that struck the community of 
Aucará with the phenomenon of subversion and other local and regional problems, we 
consider the following transversal curriculum contents to be pertinent: 
• Population Ecucation 
o Popluation, family, health, nutrition  
o Environmental conservation  
• Interculturality 
• Human Rights 
• Citizen Security and Civil Defense 
• Work and Production] 
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It is notable that these transversal themes reiterate interculturality and human rights, but not 
democracy. The fourth theme, Citizen Security and Civil Defense, in fact reinforces the 
militarization of schooling and normalization of policing and vigilance, which I explore in the 
following section. 
 
Counterinsurgency and Reconciliation in Educational Practice 
The Hidden Curriculum of Militaristic Order and Discipline 
Through multiple discourses of participation, diversity, and peace, the curricular policy 
documents I examine above paint a picture of an ideal citizen-subject whom Peruvian state 
primary schools are supposed to form. Schools are positioned as having the responsibility to 
guide children in their personal, social, and moral development, in order to form citizens who 
contribute to peace and reconciliation by participating democratically, respecting diversity, and 
resolving conflict peacefully. Nevertheless, traditions of pre-conflict militaristic practices, 
together with the increased militarization of schooling as a counterinsurgency tactic leave their 
marks on children through a variety of practices that instill in them the values of order, self-
discipline, and respectability. This tension between an explicit curriculum of democratic 
participation and a hidden curriculum of militaristic order manifest in a variety of school 
practices, but perhaps most poignantly in contrasting types of student authority. 
Aucará schoolchildren are encouraged to participate in their school and their nation in 
multiple ways. They learn about the electoral process through elections for School Mayor every 
three years, in which they mimic adult elections by creating political parties, campaigning for 
their candidates, and voting. This practice, known as “Municipios Escolares,” or School 
Municipalities, was initially introduced and promoted in some areas of Peru by the Swiss NGO 
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Save the Children, until its nationwide adoption by the Ministry of Education in 1996. Foreign 
and national NGOs have continually been involved in the implementation of this project, whose 
primary goals are to foster democratic values, attitudes and skills, and to promote children’s 
rights (Eguren 2006:79-80). In Aucará, however, the elected position of School Mayor is largely 
symbolic. While the mayor is considered to be a person who has the support of peers and can 
serve as a liaison between peers and teachers, I rarely observed the School Mayor in a liaison or 
other public role. In contrast, appointed positions of student authority hold much more weight in 
everyday school practice.  
Linguist and educational researcher Mariana Eguren suggests that the long-standing 
practice of using military ranks for student authorities has in fact had a central role in the 
acceptance and implementation of School Municipalities: “una de las razones de la rápida 
aceptación de los Municipios Escolares en las escuelas peruanas radica en que se trata de una 
propuesta que calza bien con la cultura escolar nacional, caracterizada por la presencia de 
rituales militarizados (formación, desfiles, premiaciones, establecimiento de rankings, uso de 
uniformes e insignias, etc.)” [one reason for the rapid acceptance of School Municipalities in 
Peruvian schools lies in the fact that the proposal fits well with the national school culture, 
characterized by the presence of militarized rituals (formation, parades, award ceremonies, 
establishment of rankings, use of uniforms and insignias, etc.)] (Eguren 2006:86). Accordingly, 
Eguren argues, Peruvian schools tend to implement School Municipalities in ways that 
emphasize hierarchy and authority of elected representatives rather than horizontal modes of 
participation. My observations suggest that this is the case in Aucará, but what is more apparent 
is that Aucará’s School Municipality is treated as an entity of little importance and little 
consequence in daily activities.  
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In contrast to the School Mayor, student Brigadiers, Police Officers, Environmentalists, 
Health Inspectors, and Color Guard are clearly marked authorities responsible for specific 
aspects of classroom functioning.5 These positions are earned and appointed by superiors (in this 
case, teachers in each classroom), similar to the military ranks after which some of the positions 
are named. Some teachers assign these positions based on grades or behavior, and some use a 
lottery system, making sure that each student has a chance to take on one of these responsibilities 
at some point in his or her primary school career.6 The sixth grader with the highest grades at the 
beginning of the school year is always appointed Brigadier General, in charge of leading school-
wide line-ups by giving drill commands, calling on other students to lead activities, and assisting 
the teacher in charge. Within each classroom, Brigadiers are the next in command when the 
teacher is not present, leading activities and granting or denying permission to go to the 
bathroom. School Police are expected to “control” their classmates by calling attention to 
inappropriate behavior. Each classroom has a wooden pointer that School Police and Brigadiers 
are supposed to use judiciously to keep their classmates in line. Those who abuse their power 
often inspire parental complaints and subsequent teacher reprimands for going overboard with 
corporal punishment. Environmentalists and Health Inspectors are responsible for making sure 
their classmates clean up after themselves and keep the room in order. The Color Guard is 
expected to participate in flag-raising ceremonies both in and outside of school, and to help carry 
the flag during parades.  
Each of these appointed positions is visibly marked by color-coded cords that students 
wear on their uniforms. Brigadiers and School Police are also spatially marked by their 
placement in morning line-ups, standing apart from their classmates, where they can monitor 
behavior from behind. The School Mayor, in contrast, has no special marking on his uniform and 
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no regular place in the school line-up. While teachers sometimes call upon him to assist with flag 
raising and other activities, the School Mayor does not have a specific essential function, such as 
those assigned to Brigadiers, School Police, and Color Guard (see photos in Figure 4.05). 
Aside from School Municipalities, most of the formalized structures for student 
participation in Aucará’s primary school follow militaristic and nationalistic models, which 
contribute to an emphasis on order as a central moral and conceptual precept in the imagining of 
a national community in post-conflict Peru. The importance placed on cleanliness and orderly 
appearances at school, in addition to its parallels with military training, has historical roots in 
“civilizing” practices common in colonial contexts worldwide. Ann Stoler (2006) highlights the 
central role of hygiene and schooling as important civilizing methods employed throughout 
North American history, while Warwick Anderson traces ways in which civilizing projects in 
Australia and the Philippines worked toward progress, modernity, and nation by guiding people 
“on a single trajectory from illness to health and from primitivism to civility” (2006:96). In 
Aucará’s primary school, teachers frequently remind children to arrive with clean uniforms, 
polished shoes, and neatly combed hair. The Municipality touts among its prized 
accomplishments “de-parasitizations” conducted by health agents who periodically visit the 
school and administer pills to rid the children of intestinal parasites. These forms of bodily 
ordering and sanitization are often positioned explicitly and uncontroversially as necessary 
measures that simultaneously contribute to social progress by teaching hygienic habits, and 
contribute to a positive school environment by instilling in children respect for their place of 
work and a sense of respectability that stems from outward appearances of cleanliness and order. 
In post-conflict Peru, the disorder of armed conflict is seen as having set the nation back, 
and by re-imagining the nation as orderly, citizens contribute to collective goals of progress and 
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development (Theidon 2009:16-17). Such discourses are not new, but have been recast in the 
current context. In colonial times, Spanish forms of urban planning were imported into Andean 
towns as civilizing mechanisms. In early twentieth century Peru, liberal indigenista intellectuals 
placed the burden on Andean people to overcome their backward ways and join a national 
trajectory toward progress. Velasco’s Agrarian Reform Laws of 1969 and the politics of the 
Shining Path in the 1980s and 1990s again sought to fix national problems by re-ordering spatial 
and social relationships in the countryside. This implicit and ever-present curriculum of instilling 
in schoolchildren respect for order, then, is only the latest manifestation of attempts to fix 
national problems by re-ordering the peasantry. 
 
Cultivating Solidarity: Forming the Self in Line with the Nation-State 
 I bring together theories of nationalism, solidarity, governmentality, and legibility to 
examine ways in which the practice of lining children up at school draws on counter-insurgency 
ideals of order and discipline to form children into nationalistic citizen-subjects. Each school day 
begins with a line-up in the “patio de honor,” or schoolyard of honor, located just inside the 
school gate. The line-up is called “formación,” or formation, and is modeled on military 
formations. Children stand in straight lines facing a teacher and student Brigadier General who 
shout drill commands. The students arrange themselves according to grade, gender, rank, and 
height (as shown in Figure 4.06), and teachers refer to the two lines that comprise each grade as a 
“batallón,” or battalion. They correct their postures and spacing with each sequence of 
commands, demonstrated in Figures 4.07-4.10. Students’ paths from the schoolyard to the 
classroom are also choreographed. When the teacher is satisfied with the posture and 
comportment of a battalion she commands, or instruct the Brigadier General to command, 
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“Cuarto grado—¡media vuelta a la izquierda! ¡Pasen a su salón!” [Fourth grade—about face left! 
Go to your classroom!] In response, the students turn to face the back, then file off in single file, 
led by the student Police Officer or Brigadier General at the back of the male line, and then the 
representative at the back of the female line. Sometimes teachers change the order of commands 
to make sure the children are paying attention. Children begin to learn how to participate in a 
formation in preschool and continue the practice into high school. Those who attend a police 
academy or join the military find the daily formations of these institutions familiar, only stricter 
than those of their school days. 
School formations are not only about military discipline. Orderly lines and postures are 
only the skeleton on which a number of other activities are built. With drill commands 
interspersed throughout, each formation begins with a recitation of Catholic prayers, followed by 
calling on students from the older grades to come forward and lead their schoolmates in song. 
Then an entire grade is called on to line up in front, and one by one ask their schoolmates a 
riddle or trivia question, or else perform a song on their own. After this, teachers take over, 
announcing news, reminders, “recommendations,” reprimands, and praise to an attentive 
audience. The teacher in charge of formations for the week speaks first, followed by the principal 
and other teachers who have announcements, and then visitors (like me, the visiting 
anthropologist; or provincial and regional educational administrators). On Monday and Friday 
mornings formation is longer, with prayers followed by a flag raising ceremony and singing of 
the national anthem. Up until 2011, students in Aucará spent up to an hour of each school day 
“forming themselves” in the schoolyard of honor (unlike public schools in Lima, where students 
told me they line up only on Mondays). At the beginning of the 2011 school year, the principal 
announced a new policy instituted by Ayacucho’s Regional Direction of Education: that students 
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would now line up only on Mondays and Fridays and would be allowed to wear hats (except 
during flag raising); this was in order to protect them from the harmful effects of standing out in 
the bright sunlight for extended periods at high altitudes.  
Formación in Spanish is a multisemiotic word referring not only to military formations 
and school line-ups, but also to upbringing, training, and education. Teachers use the command 
“¡Fórmense!” which translates literally as “Form yourselves!” to instruct children to line up in 
formation. The verb formarse, however, can also mean to develop, to become educated, or to 
become trained. It is a word often used in reference to professional education, such as in the 
phrase, “Tengo formación de antropóloga” [I have training as an anthropologist] or, “Me formé 
como antropóloga” [I am trained as an anthropologist]. Formación implies education or 
upbringing that is oriented toward an end goal of subjectivity, or a process of becoming. It does 
not refer to general acquisition of knowledge or skills, but rather, to acquisition of specific kinds 
of knowledge and skills that one needs in order to become, for example, an anthropologist, a 
teacher, a Peruvian citizen, or a good person. The daily rituals of school formations, or of 
students “forming themselves” at school, I argue, are not simply about spatial ordering and 
classroom control, but are also intended to play an important role in children’s subject formation. 
 In part, the school formation serves to foster among children a sense of solidarity within 
an imagined national community, through explicit instructions from teachers, national 
symbolism, uniformity and interdependence among students. The idea of a national imaginary 
emerged as a strategy for nation-state formation in response to the problem of diversity within 
politically organized states. This problem of making the nation coincide with the state has been a 
continuous struggle since the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (Anderson 1991). In 
the Andes, the Incan Empire of the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries was a complex, 
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centralized state that recognized the diversity of nations within it. With the formation of 
republican Peru in 1821 came the notion that everyone living within the new state’s borders was 
Peruvian, above all else. Liberator José San Martín, a key figure in Peruvian independence, 
declared in 1821 that “in the future the aborigines shall not be called Indians or natives; they are 
children and citizens of Peru and they shall be known as Peruvians” (Anderson 1991:49-50; 
Thurner 1997:16; Larson 2004:142). Yet nearly two centuries later, there are estimated to be 
about six million Peruvians, or 22% of the country’s population, who speak one of 72 indigenous 
languages, including around 800,000 monolinguals (3% of the population) who do not speak 
Spanish (Vergara Romaní 2007:168). There are vast differences in customs, dress, and ways of 
life between those who live in the mountains, on the coast, and in the jungle. Peruvians in border 
regions often identify at least as much with Bolivians, Brazilians, and Colombians on the other 
side of the border as with compatriots in distant areas of their own country. This weakness in a 
national sense of identity threatened Peru’s viability as a nation-state at key historical moments, 
including the war with Chile in 1879-83 and the internal conflict of the 1980s-1990s (Turino 
1993:120-125; Mallon 1995:311; Thurner 1997; Larson 2004). In light of this history, one of the 
central purposes of state schooling is to form children into citizen-subjects who identify as 
Peruvian and see themselves as part of an imagined national community (Anderson 1991). 
The creation and maintenance of this community of people who identify with their 
compatriots despite most never coming into face-to-face contact, requires a close cultivation of 
emotions and desires. Ann Stoler traces this education of “the proper distribution of sentiments 
and desires” to colonial authorities who needed to shape the bodies and “structures of feeling” of 
their subjects in order to govern them (2006:2). In modern-day Peru, the form that these 
“structures of feeling” take has changed, but the principle remains the same. Schoolchildren must 
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form a deep emotional attachment with scores of invisible fellow citizens whom they imagine to 
be just like them. They must develop a desire to stand in solidarity with others who form part of 
their nation, and to distinguish themselves from those whose allegiances lie outside of their 
nation’s borders. One morning when the children were fidgeting and falling out of formation, the 
teacher asked them, What if we went to war with Chile or Ecuador? All of the Aucarinos, she 
said, would be shot because you can’t line up. She then repeated the drill commands, and every 
child fell perfectly into line. By making explicit connections between the tangible lived 
community of Aucará and the imagined national community of Peru, teachers encourage 
children to see the nation-state as a logical extension of their everyday lived identities and 
loyalties. Through the symbolism of Monday morning formation, children learn to connect their 
own routines with those of Peruvians all over the country who are simultaneously raising the flag 
and singing the national anthem. 
This sense of shared identity is also reinforced in tangible ways through highly codified 
and synchronized forms of movement and dress, which serve a social function of creating 
conscious and deliberate group cohesion and coordination (Hall 1981; Turino 2008). The ritual 
of school formations is both symbolic and practical, uniting real and imagined worlds as children 
simultaneously enact group cohesion and become a cohesive group through their enactments 
(Geertz 1973; Mahmood 2005). In the school formation, students stand together, coordinate their 
actions, and take on responsibilities for commanding and ensuring the synchrony of their 
schoolmates’ movements. In doing so, they develop a sense of solidarity that teachers encourage 
them to project onto an imagined national community. This kind of solidarity, developed through 
conformity and likeness, is what Emile Durkheim (1933) termed mechanical solidarity –a social 
bond created through establishment and enforcement of laws. He argued that this functions 
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together with what he called organic solidarity –a social bond created through the cooperation 
that division of labor necessitates. I find this analytical division useful in understanding how 
school formations work to foster solidarity symbolically through both uniformity and 
differentiation. While on the one hand children develop a common identity by moving in 
synchrony and dressing uniformly, they simultaneously strengthen social bonds through 
cooperation as they take on distinct authority roles and occupy assigned places within the 
formation that differentiate them from one another according to grade, gender, height, and time 
of arrival. By cultivating in children this sense of internal cohesion and interdependence among 
schoolmates and drawing symbolic connections between the school and nation, school line-ups 
serve as a vehicle for forming subjects who feel a moral imperative to avoid internal conflict in 
order to stand strong in relation to outsiders. 
The use of bodily discipline to cultivate social solidarity and nationalistic sentiment is not 
accidental. In his writings on governmentality, Michel Foucault argues that the ability of 
centralized states to monitor and regulate large populations depends vitally on the individuals 
within those populations exercising power over themselves and one another. Durkheim’s “social 
organism” or Foucault’s “social body” can only be kept alive by making the individual bodies 
within it docile and useful. “The state” cannot exercise power unilaterally as an external entity, 
but instead functions through the internalization of power, manifested in the governed 
individuals’ self-discipline and self-vigilance. Subjects assume individual responsibility for 
disciplining themselves in line with societal norms as they internalize bodily coercions imposed 
on them and understand self-discipline as a form of individual accomplishment (Foucault 1980, 
1995, 2003, 2008; Inda 2005). 
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This sense of individual accomplishment through discipline can be seen among those 
children who proudly wear their Brigadier or School Police badges, show up each day in uniform 
with neatly combed hair and polished shoes before the first siren sounds, and dutifully use the 
disciplinary wooden pointer to keep classmates in line. One second grader explained to me how 
he carries out his Police duties in cooperation with his classroom Brigadier: 7 
Kate: Esteban, ¿Y por qué tienes esa cosa amarilla? [Esteban, why do you have that 
yellow thing?] 
Esteban: ¿Qué cosa amarilla? [What yellow thing?] 
K: Esto. [That.] 
R:  A, es mi cordón de Policía. [Oh, it’s my Police cord.] 
K:  Como Policía, ¿qué tienes que hacer? [What do you have to do as a Police 
Officer?] 
R:  Mm, tengo que cuidar, o sea, tengo que ayudar a la, a mi, a mi amiga Brigadiera. 
[Umm, I have to take care of, I mean, I have to help the, my, my friend the 
Brigadier.] 
K:  ... ¿Y qué hace ella? [And what does she do?] 
R:  Ella castiga no más, y yo, yo le ayudo a castigar cuando alguien se escapa del 
salón, cuando desordenan... cuando alguien hace travesura le tiramos un punteo al 
que hace la travesura. [She just punishes people, and I, I help her punish when 
someone escapes from the classroom, when they make a mess... when someone 
misbehaves we hit them with the pointer.] 
K: ...Tú cuando seas grande, ¿en qué quieres trabajar? [...What do you want to be 
when you grow up?] 
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R:  Policía. [A police officer.] 
K:  ¿Policía? ¿Por qué? [A police officer? Why?] 
R:  Porque a mí me gusta policía. [Because I like it.] 
K:  ¿Así como haces ahora? [Just like what you do now?] 
R:  Mm hm. [Yeah.] 
Esteban clearly describes his position as subordinate to that of Brigadier, and makes a connection 
between taking seriously his duties as School Police and wanting to become a real officer when 
he grows up. At seven years old and in his second year of primary school, he already associates 
school discipline with the disciplinary and regulatory powers of the grown-up world (where, for 
example, a military officer has more power than a police officer). Students who most effectively 
internalize order and discipline are rewarded by teachers who assign them Police and Brigadier 
ranks. Simultaneously, students who are named Police or Brigadier because of random selection 
or academic achievement are expected to internalize and impose order to a greater degree than 
their classmates. Despite the fact that the national military and police are predominantly male, 
many of the school officers are female, due largely to teachers’ expectations that girls mature 
more quickly and are more responsible than boys. This hierarchical regime of discipline at 
school draws clear connections between individual desires for recognition and internalization of 
imposed forms of order. 
 In addition to governing children through self-discipline and fostering nationalism 
through emotional bonds of solidarity, the school formation serves to make children legible to 
one another, teachers, and outside visitors. James Scott (1998) argues that state forms of 
planning such as mapping, census-taking, and language standardization are methods of rendering 
“legible” vast populations whose diverse practices would otherwise be impossible for a 
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governing body to keep track of. Similarly, Tim Ingold (2007) argues that straight lines are “a 
virtual icon of modernity, an index of triumph of rational, purposeful design over the vicissitudes 
of the natural world” (152), serving as a visible marker of order and progress. Many of the 
nationalistic practices of discipline that form part of schooling serve to make children into legible 
and orderly citizens who can be easily counted and categorized by educational administrators 
and teachers. Such techniques of governance through legibility and lines have historical 
precedence in colonial reorganization of Indian settlements into “reduction” towns, and colonial 
“visits” to these Andean towns by Spanish census takers who lined up residents in the central 
square to count them and collect tribute payments (Guevara-Gil and Salomon 1994). 
 Modern-day school formations, however, go beyond making children legible to the state. 
By internalizing their own legibility, children learn to categorize themselves and one another in 
ways that strengthen their sense of solidarity and commitment to national projects. By standing 
in straight lines every morning, children become part of a rational, progressive project in which 
they begin their schooling in grade one on their far left, and progress to the right side of the 
schoolyard by the time they finish grade six (see diagram in Figure 4.06). The placement of 
Brigadiers and Police Officers at the back of each line instills in children a panopticon-like sense 
of being monitored by someone they can’t see. Gender separated lines teach them to see 
themselves as belonging to one of two genders, and to a group that is only complete when both 
genders come together.  
Through the groupings of the school formation, children develop a sense of belonging 
first to a gendered group within their classroom (the single line), then with the classroom as a 
whole (the complete battalion), and then with the school (the six battalions that comprise the 
formation). Children are often disciplined and praised collectively within each of these groups. 
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Teachers may ask a single line to repeat drill commands while the other lines watch, or call 
attention to a single battalion with model behavior. On one occasion, the third grade battalion 
was reprimanded during formation for having sprayed air freshener all over their classroom the 
previous day. Once formation ended and they were safely in their room, their classroom teacher 
expressed to them her embarrassment at having her students publicly reprimanded. They 
defended themselves, saying that a sixth grader had come in yesterday and played with the air 
freshener. The classroom teacher responded by reprimanding them for not having defended 
themselves against the public accusation during formation, and for not having taken care of their 
classroom when an outsider entered. This same sense of collective responsibility to represent the 
group well to outsiders is often voiced by teachers who take considerable time during formation 
to praise, encourage, or reprimand students for their performance at interscholastic events and 
during visits from outsiders. Teachers usually frame these evaluations of student behavior in 
terms of how well individuals represented their school, their town, or (symbolically) their nation. 
In this way, the visible and ritually enacted groupings of the school formation encourage children 
to identify closely and work collaboratively with close-knit peer groups, developing a sense of 
solidarity that they project onto progressively larger populations and eventually extend to the 
imagined community of the nation. 
 
Spectacles of Citizenship 
National spectacles such as parades, festivals, and commemorative ceremonies are 
another important tool used by the state to create imagined national communities (Goldstein 
2004:18). Spectacles demand the attention of an audience and render visible relationships 
between the state and its citizens, making the imagined community almost tangible as citizens 
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throughout the country participate simultaneously in the same kinds of formalized public events. 
One example of this is the Monday morning flag raising in which students participate during 
formation. The Peruvian National Police and Congress of the Republic conduct a flag raising 
ceremony that is broadcast on national TV every week at the same time that students across the 
nation participate in ceremonies of their own. Those adults who turn on the television while 
working at their family stores on Monday morning become part of a national audience, vividly 
imagined through awareness that families all over the country have TVs and even the most 
remote television audiences, like Aucará, receive the national channel. For schoolchildren, the 
audience of the spectacle is inseparable from its participants, and both are imagined to reach 
beyond their own schoolyard to others throughout the nation. 
 Students participate in more public spectacles on national holidays. Before such 
occasions, afternoon classes are replaced with marching practice, where children rehearse 
postures, formations, and band music that they will perform parading through town and around 
the square. The goosestep march, shown in Figure 4.11, has become one of the fundamental 
behaviors learned in primary school. It is a symbol of national citizenship that students begin 
learning in preschool and continue to exercise throughout their educational and professional 
careers. On the day of the spectacle, every state institution in Aucará participates: students and 
workers from the preschool, primary school, high school, superior institute, health center, and 
municipality all march in goosestep, one group at a time, wearing their respective uniforms and 
watching each institutional group complete the circuit around or in front of the square. All of 
those present participate in flag raising ceremonies led by municipal officials and district police. 
Many children have parents who work at state institutions, but other adults and communal 
authorities are left on the margins, either observing from the periphery or missing the spectacle 
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altogether (see Figure 2.02 in Chapter 2 for a breakdown of parents’ occupations). Such national 
commemorations nearly always take place during the day, when adults who dedicate themselves 
to subsistence farming are off working in their fields. This symbolic inclusion of certain 
occupations and exclusion of others from the national imaginary reinforces for children the value 
of obtaining a formal education and profession, and using of these to serve their community. The 
emotional ties that children develop with the nation-state through their participation in these 
spectacles encourage them to continue on a trajectory of professional education that will allow 
for their continued inclusion. 
The spectacle of pre-election marches creates an interesting contrast with the marches of 
national holidays. These are organized by the local district branch of the National Office of 
Electoral Processes (ONPE) in an effort to promote a culture of democratic participation. 
Ostensibly, these marches are publicity events to remind adults to vote. However, the number of 
adults who happen to be out on the streets in mid-morning or come to their doors to watch the 
march go by is minimal compared with the number of children who participate, suggesting that 
educating children about the electoral process is at least as important a purpose as informing 
adults about upcoming elections. In contrast with holiday parades, ONPE marches are not joined 
by any of Aucará’s other institutions. Instead of taking students out of class for several 
afternoons to prepare in advance, as teachers do for parades, these marches are prepared entirely 
by ONPE officials, whom teachers appease by allowing those grades who don’t have something 
important to do on the requested morning to spend an hour or less marching around town at the 
start of the day. The local ONPE coordinator devotes considerable time, energy, and resources to 
making child-friendly signs, and places great importance on documenting these events as 
evidence that she is carrying out the requisite functions of her job (see photos in Figure 4.12). 
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The march itself is more like a political demonstration than a military parade. Children carry 
signs and banners with electoral information and shout slogans like, “¡El voto es libre y secreto!” 
[Your vote is free and secret!] and “¡Domingo 10 de abril, día de las elecciones!” [Sunday the 
10th of April—day of the elections!].8 They shout in unison led by an ONPE authority or teacher 
on a megaphone. Noisemakers and balloons contribute to the festive atmosphere, and children 
walk along casually in a loose clump. This contrasts sharply with the holiday parades, which are 
led by the steady beat of the school marching band and stern eye of teachers who keep students 
moving in tight formation and synchrony.  
ONPE demonstration-style marches clearly represent an effort to promote the democratic 
values outlined in educational policy documents. The district-level organization of these events 
and the importance placed on documenting them suggest that their implementation is particularly 
important in this specific place, a post-conflict community. Like the project of School 
Municipalities, teachers comply with this reconciliation-oriented school activity and encourage 
students to participate actively for the duration of the event. Also like School Municipalities, 
however, teachers and community members in general place much greater priority on long-
standing practices of military order than on more recently introduced projects designed to 
promote democracy and rights at school.  
 
Order as a Path to Democracy? 
 While policy documents imbued with international discourses explicitly position many of 
the militaristic practices present in Aucará’s school as anti-democratic and counter-productive to 
reconciliation, an alternative view espoused by many local actors (and documented in Theidon 
2009) positions order as a path to democracy, in opposition to chaos. The corporal nature of 
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militaristic school practices makes them effective means for instilling in children self-discipline 
and vigilance, in ways that often undermine written policies of education for democracy, 
inclusion, and nonviolence. The respect for order instilled in children through school practices 
reflects centuries-old tactics for state-making and creating a national imaginary. These deeply 
historically rooted school rituals and regulations are characteristic of schooling in many parts of 
the world and particularly in indigenous and colonized communities, where schooling serves to 
“civilize” children and make them into citizen-subjects who are legible to the state and fit within 
the imagined community of the nation. However, I suggest that the idea that the masses are 
simply duped into complying with oppressive regimes is overly simplistic. As Gustavo Esteva 
and Madhu Suri Prakash (1998) suggest, seemingly liberating ideas about democracy and rights 
can be just as foreign to local actors as colonial civilizing projects were in their time. In the next 
section, I explore how communal and familial attitudes toward schooling serve to support the 
emphasis on order and respectability over democracy and rights at school. 
 
Reinforcing Order and Respectability through Communal and Familial Attitudes toward 
Schooling 
In Aucará, parents and teachers place high value on formal education. Parents often 
express desires for their children to become “mejor que uno” [better than me] and to be 
“profesionales” [professionals]. Many primary school children have older siblings with college 
degrees who work professional jobs in Lima, Ica, or Huamanga. This is true, for example, for 
one child whose parents are barely literate. Her father told me in a mixture of Quechua and 
Spanish (with Quechua italicized below) about his adult children: 
 Kate: ¿Y qué hacen sus hijas? [And what do your daughters do?] 
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Father: Allí está trabajando en este, piscicultura. [There she’s working in um, 
pisciculture.] 
 K: ¿Piscicultura? [Pisciculture?] 
F: Mm.... Huamangapi ruwachkan estudiachkan Nátali. Y Gabriela. [Yeah.... In 
Huamanga they’re doing, Nátali is studying. And Gabriela.] 
 K: ¿Imatataq estudiachkan? [What are they studying?] 
F: Estudiachkan agronomía, la Nátali. Y la otra va a estudiar, este, [Nátali is 
studying agronomy. And the other one is going to study, um,] 
 Child: Abogada. [Lawyer.] 
 F: Abogada. Abogacía.... [Lawyer. Law....] 
 K: ¿Nicolasqa? Imatataq— [What about Nicolás? What does—] 
F: Nicolasqa es ingeniero agrónomo es. [Nicolás is an agronomist.] 
K: ...¿Huk churiykiqa? [...And your other son?] 
F: ... Él ha estudiado, administración. [...He studied, administration.] 
Such stories are common among Aucará families. Some of the parents who are strictest about 
their children’s school work and attendance have very little formal education themselves and, 
like this father, have adult children who are college educated and serve as role models for 
younger siblings. 
Parents place value not only on attaining higher education and professional status, but 
also on the symbolic forms of order and respectability demanded by teachers at school. The 
importance that teachers, parents, and children give to school cleanliness is remarkable in a 
working class farming community where dirt floors and dirt roads cover clothes with dust in the 
dry season and mud in the rainy season from the moment they are hung out on the line, and 
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where children have only one uniform that they wear to school every day. Despite this, parents 
and children dedicate considerable time, energy, and money to polishing shoes daily before 
school and scrubbing all the dirt out of white shirts and socks every week. Many parents also buy 
scented skin cream and hair cream that are reserved for children to wear to school. Such products 
are considerable expenses for families that live off of subsistence farming, street vending, and 
occasional wage labor. On one occasion, a mother whose son was entering first grade had him 
miss the first few days of school because he had not yet gotten his hair cut. On another occasion, 
a mother of a sixth grader allowed her son to stay home because he could not find his shoelaces. 
Such incidents indicate the importance that parents place on sending children to school neatly 
dressed and groomed, and suggest that parents often value the order and respectability of 
schooling more highly than the curricular content that children miss when they are absent.  
Many parents who have professional degrees themselves also articulate desires for their 
children to attain more education than they have. These parents include several of the primary 
school teachers, with whom I conducted interviews in my final stages of research. One stated, in 
reference to her students but also to her own son, “Ellos tienen que ser... profesionales ¿no? 
Servir a su pueblo más que nada. Que ellos sean mejores, pues, para su familia. Y hasta mejor 
que yo, ¿no? que yo soy profesora, y mis alumnos, que sean mejores que yo” [They have to be... 
professionals, you know? Most importantly they have to serve their people. They should be 
better, for their family. And even better than me, you know? I’m a teacher, and my students, they 
should be better than me.] Other teachers connected academic achievement with aspirations for 
professionalism and public service. The school principal stated, “Nuestra visión del futuro es que 
acá de diez años estos niños contribuyan en el desarrollo de nuestra comunidad. Cuando sean 
profesionales, retornan y sirvan a la comunidad” [Our vision for the future is that ten years from 
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now these children will contribute to the development of our community. When they are 
professionals, they’ll return and serve their community.] Another teacher articulated in greater 
detail what kinds of professions he imagines for his students: 
Deseo que los niños y niñas terminando al segundario, el superior, en primer lugar deben 
ser buenos ciudadanos. Como buenos ciudadanos también deben tener su buena 
profesión. Lo que les guste. Si quieren ser ingenieros deben ser ingenieros, agrónomo, 
civil, y otros ingenieros. O, puede ser también en medicina, enfermero o médicos, lo que 
les guste a ellos. O podría ser también de otras áreas. Pero deben ser, ¿no? unas 
ciudadanas ciudadanos que estén a servicio de su pueblo, a servicio de su región, y su 
país. 
[I would like the boys and girls, when they finish high school and post-secondary, first of 
all to be good citizens. As good citizens they should also have their good profession. 
Whatever they like. If they want to be engineers they should be agronomists, civil, or 
other engineers. Or, it could also be in medicine, nurses or doctors, whatever they like. Or 
it could be in other areas too. But they should be, you know, citizens who serve their 
town, serve their region, and their country.]  
Another veteran teacher articulated goals for her students that connect their individual 
achievements with representing their town collectively to the rest of the nation: “Los objetivos 
que yo tengo como profesora es sacar pues mis niños que sean creativos, competitivos, y logren 
su aprendizaje pues en el futuro que presenten pues a la nación a su pueblo” [The goals that I 
have as a teacher are to send out my children so that they’ll be creative, competitive, and succeed 
in learning so in the future they’ll present their town to the nation.] All of these comments echo 
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the school’s official statement of their “Vision,” compiled collaboratively by the principal and 
teachers and posted on a wall opposite the principal’s office: 
 VISIÓN 
 La Institución Educativa Primaria de Menores No. 24076 Virgen de las Mercedes de 
Aucará, en el año 2011 pretendemos ser una Institución modelo, eficiente, eficaz y 
competente en calidad de servicio educativo, con una infraestructura moderna, con 
docentes innovadores y comprometidos con la calidad educativa, con permanente 
equipamiento de módulos de biblioteca, material didáctico, centro de cómputo, con 
educandos capaces de resolver problemas esenciales de su vida y líderes, formados como 
futuros ciudadanos con valores democráticos para alcanzar una sociedad justa, orientada 
a una educación para la producción con aprovechamiento y explotación de los recursos 
naturales de manera racional y sostenida para generar la productividad y trabajo en la 
comunidad de Aucará. 
 [VISION 
 Primary Educational Institution No. 24076 Virgin of Mercy of Aucará, in the year 2011 
intends to be a model, efficient, and effective Institution, competent in its educational 
services, with modern infrastructure, innovative teachers committed to quality education, 
permanently equipped library units, didactic materials, and computer center; with 
students who are capable of solving essential problems in their lives and are leaders, 
formed as future citizens with democratic values in order to bring about a just society; 
oriented toward an education for production with the exploitation of natural resources in 
a rational and sustained manner in order to generate productivity and employment in the 
community of Aucará.] 
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These attitudes demonstrate the high value that teachers place on primary schooling as a base 
from which children should attain professional education in order to become good citizens and 
bring respect to their town.  
When asked what they wanted to be when they grew up, the children’s own responses 
largely echoed those of their teachers and parents, demonstrating an understanding of 
connections between schooling, professionalism, and collective respectability. The twenty-four 
second and fourth graders I interviewed gave answers that reflect the kinds of professionals who 
serve as role models in their community and families. 9 Children’s most common responses were 
medical doctor or nurse, teacher, engineer, police officer, and farmer, all but the last of which are 
professions well represented in Aucará’s state-sponsored spectacles. The technical nursing track 
at the post-secondary institute, together with the local health center, make medicine a well 
known option for children, and medical students and professionals from both institutions march 
in parades on national holidays. Teachers from all of the educational institutions are also 
prominently featured in these parades, along with engineers who work in the municipal 
government or teach at the post-secondary institute, and police officers who have a central role in 
flag raising ceremonies. Two students mentioned professions that are less common but equally 
present in Aucará’s spectacles: priest and soldier. Both of these, like police officers, are visiting 
professionals who come to Aucará on a temporary basis and are usually from other regions of the 
country. Rather than returning to serve their own hometowns, priests, soldiers, and police 
dedicate their labor to Aucará as a form of service to the nation.  
One second grader stated more vaguely that she wanted to work “at the university,” 
demonstrating an understanding of connections between higher education and professionalism. A 
fourth grader who responded with “bricklayer” grew up in a large city, where construction work 
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is more likely to be seen as a profession. In Aucará, most men take occasional wage labor in 
construction and contribute to building their own and their families’ houses, but I never heard 
anyone define himself as a bricklayer. A fourth grader who responded “actress” was inspired by 
television (as she often told me in casual conversations), which she watches frequently in the 
restaurant that her mother runs out of her home. The fourth grade girl who responded “President 
of the Republic” was likely inspired by television as well, and particularly by the presidential 
elections that were underway at the time of the interviews. The second grader who responded 
most enthusiastically, nodding with wide eyes and a big smile, exclaimed that he wanted to drive 
Perla, the intercity bus that travels several times a week on a direct route between Aucará and 
Lima. While Perla’s bus drivers do not participate in state spectacles and do not require higher 
education, the bus company and the vehicle itself are prominent institutions in the community. 
Perla is a regular sponsor of Aucará’s patron saint and canal cleaning festivals, and represents the 
principal connection between Aucará residents and their families in Lima, who are also central 
sponsors and participants in the town’s most important festivals. Perla is the only direct bus to 
Lima, and is used frequently by Aucará residents to travel, receive visitors, and send and receive 
packages, making it an indispensable link between the town and outside resources. Here are 
excerpts from the children’s responses:10 
Kate: Y tú cuando seas grande ¿qué quieres hacer? [And you, when you grow up, what 
do you want to be?] 
Student 1: Doctora. [Doctor.] 
K: ¿Doctora? Y ¿dónde vas a estudiar? [Doctor? And where are you going to study?] 
S1: En Ica. [In Ica.] 
S2: Yo voy a trabajar, doctor. [I’m going to work, as a doctor.] 
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S3: Albañil. [Bricklayer.] 
S4: Doctora. [Doctor.] 
S5: Como mi papá. [Like my dad.] 
K: ¿Como tu papá? [Like your dad?] 
S5: A ja. [Yeah.] 
K: ¿Trabajando en la chakra? [Working in the fields?] 
S5: Sí. [Yes.] 
S6: ¿Yo? [Me?] 
K: A ja. [Yeah.] 
S6: ¿Cuando sea bien grande? [When I’m real big?] 
K: A ja. [Yeah.] 
S6: Yo quiero trabajar en este, ¡en Perla! [I want to work in, um— in Perla!] 
K: ¿En Perla? ¿Por qué? [In Perla? Why?] 
S6: (nods enthusiastically with wide eyes and a big smile) Maneja carro. [Drive the bus.] 
S7: Profesora. [Teacher.] 
S8: Doctora. [Doctor.] 
S9: Profesor. [Teacher.] 
S10: Yo quiero trabajar, profesora. [I want to work as, a teacher.] 
S11: En la universidad. [At the university.] 
S12: Ingeniera. [Engineer.] 
K: ¿Ingeniera? ¿Qué tipo de ingeniera? [Engineer? What kind of engineer?] 
S12: Computación. [Computational.] 
S13: En, policía. [As, a police officer.] 
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S14: Doctor. [Doctor.] 
S15: Doctor. [Doctor.] 
S16: Doctora. [Doctor.] 
K: ¿Doctora? ¿Y dónde vas a ser doctora? ¿Dónde vas a estudiar? [Doctor? And where 
are you going to be a doctor? Where are you going to study?] 
S16: En Lima. [In Lima.] 
S17: Policía. [Police officer.] 
K: ¿Policía? ¿Por qué? [Police officer? Why?] 
S17: Porque, para cuidar a la ciudad. [Because, to take care of the city.] 
S18: Presidenta de la República. [President of the Republic.] 
S19: Enfermera. [Nurse.] 
S20: Ingeniera. [Engineer.] 
S21: En la chakra. [In the fields.] 
S22: Actriz. [Actress.] 
S23: Yo quiero ser sacerdote. [I want to be a priest.] 
S24: Militar. [Soldier.] 
K: ¿Militar? ¿Por qué? [A soldier? Why?] 
S24: Para defender a mi, a mi patria, para defender a mi bandera, para defender a mi 
pueblo. [To defend my, my nation, to defend my flag, to defend my people.] 
Collectively, these responses show children as young as six years old making connections 
between higher education and professionalism, and between becoming professionals and serving 
their town and nation. In some cases, children offered telling explanations for and elaborations 
on their choices. Some answered detailed questions about where they would study or what kind 
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of engineer they wanted to be without hesitation, suggesting that they aspire not only to a vague 
idea of a professional title, but also to the education through which they can earn that title. Those 
students who wanted to be police officers and soldiers (all three of whom are male) provided the 
clearest explanations of their choices: “to take care of the city” (stated by a first grader) and “to 
defend my nation... my flag... my people” (stated by a fourth grader). Their ability to state these 
purposes clearly is likely linked to their familiarity with the jobs of School Police Officer and 
Brigadier that they and their classmates take on regularly at school. Individual achievement and 
respectability are implicit in these jobs, which, in both the school and the professional context of 
town spectacles, are distinguished by specialized uniforms and special symbolic duties. 
However, the explicit purposes that children stated, out of some combination of personal interest 
in the professions and an effort to answer my questions “correctly” based on teachers’ 
expectations, demonstrate an understanding that the primary importance of police and military 
duties is to protect and defend a group of people with whom they identify. 
The aspirations to attain professionalism and citizenship through schooling that are 
common among Aucará parents and teachers are echoed in the 2008 Manual for Parents 
distributed by the Ministry of Education: “¿Qué será mi hijo o hija cuando sea grande? Sin duda 
quieres que sea mejor que tú... técnico, profesional, empresario, negociante, médico, abogado, 
ingeniero, profesor, enfermera, secretaria, agricultor, pero sobre todo buena persona” [What will 
my child be when he or she grows up? Of course you want your child to be better than you... a 
technician, professional, business person, medical doctor, lawyer, engineer, teacher, nurse, 
secretary, farmer, but above all a good person] (MINEDU 2008:3). Like the teachers and parents 
cited above, this educational policy document suggests that the most important goal of schooling 
is to form children into “good” subjects, people who become “better” than their parents through 
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education and professionalization. By becoming “better” (i.e. attaining a higher level of 
schooling) than their parents and teachers, children are seen as having the ability to elevate the 
social status and overall well-being of their families, their school, their town, and their nation. 
This view of schooling as a path to individual and collective respectability is part of what leads 
families to place high value on respecting the order of school. 
These attitudes toward schooling and its role in rural communities have historical roots 
throughout the Peruvian Andes. In a 1980s study conducted in four Andean regions of Peru, 
anthropologist Juan Ansión (1988) found that rural communities viewed schools as a path to 
progress and a source of pride, but simultaneously as perpetrators of symbolic violence. Parents 
positioned schooling as a necessarily painful rite of passage that gives children access to the 
cultural and linguistic tools of those in power, which they can then use to contribute to their 
families and communities and to position their communities as deserving of respect from 
outsiders (61). He found that parents and children were complicit in the violence of a strict 
disciplinary regimen in which morning formations and the functioning of School Police play 
central roles in creating a repressive atmosphere of obedience to authority (102). Carlos Iván 
Degregori (1988) traces this attitude back further to Spaniards’ use of the written word in 
justifying violence against the Inca. As the story goes, on November 15, 1532, Incan king 
Atahualpa threw a Spanish Bible onto the ground after listening to it and declaring that it did not 
speak “the Word.” Thus began the Spaniards’ ruthless war against the Inca, inspiring great 
respect among Andean people for the power of the written word. This myth, Degregori argues, 
transformed into a “myth of progress,” according to which Andean people must suffer the 
violence of schooling in order to gain the power of literacy. 
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These findings contextualize María Elena García’s (2005) study in which she 
encountered a great deal of resistance to Bilingual Intercultural Education (EBI) from within 
Andean communities. She found that EBI programs were implemented in a top-down fashion by 
outside experts and policy makers with little regard for parents’ objections and concerns, and that 
this disregard strengthened parents’ opposition and missed an opportunity to harness families’ 
organization and energies in support of their children’s education (see also García Rivera 
2005:112-19). Parents’ specific concerns with EBI included their disempowerment as authorities 
on their own language and culture when these subjects are taught in school by outsider teachers; 
the selective implementation of EBI that parents saw as giving their children separate and 
unequal educational opportunities; and the vital role of schooling as a bridge to access the 
outside world through the language and cultural practices of those in power, a role that parents 
felt would be neglected with an over-emphasis on indigenous language and culture (see also 
Hornberger 1988; Zavala 2002; López 2006; Trapnell and Neira 2006). Historical and 
contemporary attitudes toward schooling as a path to collective progress and respectability 
through individual achievement help to explain the resistance to EBI that García and others have 
found, as well as the lukewarm implementation of EBI and other post-conflict reconciliation 
policies in Aucará. Ansión argues that Quechua parents see their native language as a link with 
the past while seeing the Spanish language as a link with the future: both are vitally important for 
the continuity of their families and communities, but the role of schooling is to offer a path to the 
future, a bridge to the outside world and to the resources of those in power (1988:115). 
Aspirations for schooling and professionalism, along with views of school as a place 
where order and respectability are high priorities, lead families to place great value on respecting 
the order of school. Andean communities have a long history of positioning schools as state 
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institutions that should teach outside practices which the community can use to present itself 
respectably to the nation. This locally rooted history lines up more easily with the hidden 
curriculum of militaristic order and discipline than with newer written policies of democratic 
participation, inclusion of local culture and language, and peaceful conflict resolution. While I 
did not find the active resistance to new policies that García (2005) encountered with EBI 
programs in the 1980s, I did find considerable ambivalence and lack of enthusiasm among 
teachers and parents alike, in comparison with their attitudes toward the long-standing 
curriculum of order and discipline. Democracy, peace, and diversity are not fundamentally in 
conflict with the professionalism, formal education, and respectability to which Aucará families 
aspire through their children. However, long-standing associations of militaristic nationalism 
with professionalism and education are a strong force, particularly in a community where many 
adults are pushing their children toward higher levels of education than they themselves have 
obtained. Parents and teachers model their views of education on their own schooling 
experiences, within which new ideas offered by reconciliation documents are foreign and 
untrustworthy.  
 
From a Child’s Point of View: Understanding the Nation through School 
To conclude, I return to children’s understandings of context that I outlined in Chapter 1. 
My observations of school activities and interviews with children and teachers suggest that 
children do not understand the nation as a social frame in and of itself, but rather as an extension 
of the school frame. Children develop concepts of their belonging to the Peruvian nation through 
participation in collaborative goal-oriented interactions with classmates and teachers that are 
governed by school rules and framed by temporal and spatial markers of schooling. 
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The groupings of school formations, reinforced through spatial relations and disciplinary 
practice, teach children to identify with progressively larger social groups in which the smallest 
unit is the single-gender group of each child’s grade in school and the largest unit is the Peruvian 
nation. In this conceptualization of society, family and neighborhood (i.e. kin-based and 
residence-based) groups are irrelevant. The smallest component of the nation is symbolically 
positioned to be a peer group delineated by level of education and gender, and accountable firstly 
to teachers and secondly to appointed peer authorities. Children who expressed in interviews 
desires to become police officers and soldiers made clear connections between their 
understandings of School Police and Brigadier responsibilities to maintain order at school, and 
adult police and military responsibilities to protect the city and defend the nation.  
The gendered disjuncture between those who take on these responsibilities at school and 
those who are allowed and expected to take them on professionally also comes through in 
children’s attitudes toward their current jobs and future aspirations. While at least half of the 
School Police and Brigadiers are female, all of the professional officers and soldiers whom 
children see in their town are male. Boys often take on School Police and Brigadier roles more 
enthusiastically than girls, as demonstrated in the postures of a female Brigadier General and a 
male classroom Brigadier in Figures 4.05 and 4.11. All of the students who expressed desires to 
become police officers or soldiers were male, but one girl aspired to be President of the 
Republic. The closest parallel to this position among children is the elected School Mayor, who 
was male during all four of the school years that I observed (2007, 2008, 2010, 2011). However, 
one of the two national presidential candidates who participated in the second round elections in 
2011, at the time of the interviews, was female—Keiko Fujimori. Women’s increasing inclusion 
in democratic national politics and continued exclusion from military defense suggests that 
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democratization of the school curriculum may have the potential to contribute to gender equity, 
and conversely, that girls’ and women’s increasing interest in democratic participation may be an 
important tool for more effectively democratizing school practice. 
 Another way that children learn to associate the nation with school is through national 
spectacles performed simultaneously throughout Peru. Children’s participation in spectacles of 
formation, flag raising, and parading is always framed as a school activity in which they follow 
directions given by teachers and appointed peer authorities, dress in ways acceptable under 
school regulations, and prepare performances on school grounds during school time. While many 
of those who participate in these spectacles are also involved in children’s family life and play 
groups, the social roles salient during these activities categorize participants as members of 
specific state institutions identified by uniforms, spatial formations, and synchronized 
movements. Notably, those police officers, priests, and soldiers who participate in Aucará’s 
national spectacles are not members of local families, and interact with children only in their 
professional roles. Adults who are included ritually in the nation through spectacle are included 
because of their professions, which allow them to belong to state institutions. Children’s 
overwhelming identification of professions included in national spectacles when asked about 
their future aspirations demonstrate one important way in which they draw connections between 
the education in which they participate at school, the state institution they form part of while at 
school, the professionalism that school can allow them to access, and a national community that 
they can only continue to be part of through their continued participation in schooling, state 
institutions, and professionalization. 
 Finally, teachers’ objectives and verbal instructions reinforce the symbolic connections 
that children learn to make between their school community and an imagined national 
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community, and between participant roles in school activities and participation in the nation. 
During formations and spectacles, teachers explicitly instruct children to imagine that their 
contributions or obstructions to the functioning of school projects constitute contributions or 
hindrances to the viability of the nation. In interviews, teachers articulated goals to form children 
into educated citizens who represent their town to the nation and contribute professional 
expertise to the progress of their town and nation. These goals come through in pedagogical 
practices, including strategies for disciplining and praising student behavior and the kinds of role 
models whom teachers encourage students to follow. 
In sum, school activities draw on children’s desires for belonging in order to create 
school communities that are then projected onto the nation. Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger 
(1991) have proposed that people learn skills and behaviors practiced by a community of which 
they desire to be part. In the school context, children may be extrinsically motivated to perform 
school routines correctly due to threats of punishment, but they also may be intrinsically 
motivated by a desire to be members of a school community and to play a part in making that 
community function (Paradise and Rogoff 2009). This community of schoolmates, which 
functions under the authority of teachers and through student cooperation with disciplinary 
regimes, is the most immediate and concrete group of people with whom children learn to 
identify in school. Through a variety of interlacing symbols embedded in school practice, 
children learn to associate their school with the nation-state, and their community of schoolmates 
with a national community of children just like them. In doing so, they project their desires for 
inclusion in the school community onto the national community, and these desires for 
membership motivate them to discipline themselves and one another in ways deemed acceptable 
by the school, and by extension, the nation.  
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Many of the attitudes toward respect that are embedded in school policy and practice 
complement Andean child rearing practices discussed in Chapter 3. Just as children learn about 
the importance of obeying familial authorities in order to contribute to the functioning of their 
households, they also learn to respect the order of school so that school activities can function 
properly. Just as children learn to make their families respectable by behaving respectfully in 
relation to other families, they also learn to make their classrooms and school institution 
respectable by behaving respectfully in relation to real and imagined outsiders. Children also 
draw connections between school activities and family respectability when they follow parents’ 
instructions to participate fully in school discipline in order to access resources for their families 
and communities.  
In the next chapter, I turn to the agricultural community in search of solutions to the 
problems of educational policy and practice that I have posed here. I look at the forms of social 
organization and interpersonal relations that children learn through peripheral participation in 
their community. This understanding of communal practice informs Chapter 6, where I return to 
the school to examine forms of flexible order and reciprocal respect that are embedded in 
informal classroom interactions among students, teachers, and parents. I argue in Chapter 6 that 
children, teachers, and parents enact reconciliation values of democratic participation, 
interculturality, peace and human rights by bringing communal models of respect into the school. 
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FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 4 
 
Figure 4.01: The abandoned military base above the towns of Aucará and Cabana 
The top two rows of photos show the abandoned barracks, a triangular structure with a plaque 
between the buildings, and small lookout towers positioned at each corner of the base. The photo 
on the bottom left shows the view of Aucará from one corner of the base, and the photo on the 
bottom right shows the view of Cabana from another corner. Photos by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 4.02: Educational policies oriented toward reconciliation 
Dimension of Reconciliation Educational Policies 
Political demilitarization, promotion of democratic 
values and democratic participation 
Social curricular diversification, bilingual 
intercultural education (EBI) 
Interpersonal nonviolent discipline and conflict resolution, 
promotion of human rights, culture of peace 
 
Figure 4.03: State agencies in charge of educational policy 
 
↓ 
 
↓ 
 
Unidad de Gestión Educativa Local/UGEL 
[Local Educational Administrative Unit] 
Lucanas 
(Provincial) 
Dirección Regional de Educación/DRE 
[Regional Direction of Education] 
Ayacucho 
(Regional) 
Ministerio de Educación/MINEDU  
[Ministry of Education] 
Peru 
(National) 
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Figure 4.04: Post-conflict educational policy documents 
Level Document Created by Supported by 
National Proyecto Educativo Nacional al 
2021/PEN 
[National Educational Project 
through 2021] 
Consejo Nacional de Educación/CNE 
[National Council on Education] 
(unit of MINEDU) 
USAID 
INWA 
Plan 
Solaris Perú 
Foro Educativo 
Regional Proyecto Educativo Regional al 
2021/PER-A 
[Regional Educational Project 
through 2021] 
Equipo Impulsor/EI-DREA 
[Task Force] 
(commissioned by Regional Government and 
DRE Ayacucho) 
Foro Educativo 
UNICEF 
TAREA 
World Vision 
Local Proyecto Educativo Institucional, 
2005-2009/PEI 
Primary Educational Institution 24076/IEP 
Aucará Educational Network 
 
Institución Educativa 
[Educational Institution] 
IEP 24076/Primary Educational Institution 24076 
(Local) 
Red Educativa 
[Educational Network] 
Aucará 
(District) 
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[Institutional Educational Project] UGEL Lucanas 
 
Figure 4.05: School Brigadiers and Color Guard 
In the top left photo, the Brigadier General stands by the flag pole with her wooden pointer, 
leading school formation. The School Mayor stands inconspicuously at the front of the fourth 
grade boys’ line (fifth line from the left), dressed in a blue and yellow physical education 
uniform. In the top right photo, the first grade Brigadier, dressed in full uniform with a red and 
white cord and a triangular badge on her sleeve, stands at the back of her line to monitor 
classmates from behind during formation. In the bottom photo, the student Color Guard waits for 
flag raising to begin on a Sunday morning after mass. Each week, these students are required to 
come to the town square in uniform carrying their school’s national flag, and join the Color 
Guards from the high school and technical institute in singing the national anthem while the 
town mayor, town police officer, layperson in charge of the Catholic Church, and other local 
authorities lead the ceremony. The two students on the far right are sixth grade Brigadier General 
and first grade Brigadier, who voluntarily joined the Color Guard on this day. The Brigadier 
General’s cord, visible in this photo, contains white, red, green, and yellow. 
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Figure 4.06: The ideal school formation 
In the diagram below, solid circles represent males and open circles represent females. The line 
coming out of each circle shows the direction that each person faces. The diagram is drawn from 
the students’ point of view, with the first graders on their left and sixth graders on their right. 
Numbers indicate the grade level of each row. The back row of students, depicted at the bottom 
here, are the Brigadiers and School Police. The number of students in each row is approximate, 
and varies according to school enrollment and attendance. Students who arrive on time line up in 
order of height, with the shortest in front and the tallest in back (with the exception of Brigadiers 
and Police, who stand in a separate line across the back). Students who arrive late stand behind 
their classmates, and if they arrive very late they form a separate battalion outside the gates or in 
a back corner of the school yard, to be reprimanded by teachers once the others have gone into 
their classrooms. At the front of the formation (top of the diagram) is the main Brigadier General 
(BG), standing by the flag and facing her schoolmates. In front but off to the side is the teacher 
in charge (T), and behind the students, observing from outside of the formation, are the 
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remaining teachers (T). The teachers’ positions in this diagram are flexible; they can roam about 
as they please. Generally, one remains in front of the formation and the others stand behind. The 
Brigadier Generals and School Police may move as necessary to discipline their classmates, and 
then return to their places. Throughout the formation, the main Brigadier General and teacher 
call students to the front to lead activities, at which point the main Brigadier General may move 
slightly to the side, but remains facing her schoolmates.  
 
 
Figure 4.07: “¡En columna cubrir!” [Cover!]  
Fifth and sixth graders on the left demonstrate the drill command correctly. The first grader on 
the right is using the wrong arm. 
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Figure 4.08: “¡Firmes!” [Front!] 
Students drop their left arm to their side on this command. 
 
 
Figure 4.09: “¡Descanso!” [At ease!] 
On this command, students step their left foot out to the side and bring hands together behind 
their backs. 
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Figure 4.10: “¡Atención!” [Attention!] 
On this command, students step their left foot back together with the right and slap their arms 
down straight at their sides. 
 
 
Figure 4.11: A student practices the goosestep march for Flag Day 
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Figure 4.12: ONPE documentation of a student march 
ONPE officials gather schoolchildren for photos at the conclusion of a march.  
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 4 
                                                     
1 Throughout this chapter I use the words “terrorist” and “terrorism” in quotes to reference discourses that are 
common among Peruvians who talk about the Shining Path conflict. In doing so, I do not intend to take a political 
stance on whether or not Shining Path activity constituted terrorism. I realize that many Peruvians who lived through 
this violence are offended by the suggestion that it may not constitute terrorism. However, the political uses and 
misuses of the words “terrorist” and “terrorism” in my own country, the United States, over the past couple of 
decades, make me unwilling to use these words without quotes. 
2 I never saw an official report of this incident, but when I asked the local police officer, he acknowledged that 
something had happened and told me he couldn’t talk about it.  
3 Orin Starn argues that there was much more popular participation in rondas campesinas than in the Shining Path, 
with over 400,000 villagers active in rondas well into the 1990s, compared to fewer than 10,000 Shining Path 
militants (1999:18).3 In contrast to the violent and destructive tactics of the Shining Path, the watch groups were “a 
rural mobilization that preferred democracy to hierarchy, reconciliation to hatred, and renewal to destruction” (18). 
According to Stern, when it became apparent that rural villagers were capable of organizing themselves 
independently of the state and the Shining Path, they began to be seen as threats and were targeted by both sides 
(1998:257). Theidon (2009) also argues that rural farmers were not passively caught in the middle of a war between 
the Shining Path and the state military, but rather, were an active force in the conflict, fighting against both sides. 
They saw themselves as independently organized and defending their own communities from the state and the 
Shining Path, but at the same time they cooperated with the state in forming citizen watch groups (rondas 
campesinas).  
4 Peruvian state schools are characterized as polidocente [multi-teacher] or unidocente [single-teacher], with 
multigrade or unigrade classrooms. Primary schools that are polidocente completa, or complete multi-teacher, have 
one teacher for each of six or more classrooms representing the six grades of primary school, in addition to a school 
principal who is not in charge of a classroom. Schools that are polidocente multigrado, or multi-teacher multigrade, 
have fewer than six teachers, each of whom is in charge of a classroom. At least one of the classrooms houses more 
than one grade and one of the classroom teachers is also the school principal; often these schools have three teachers 
in charge of two grades each, or two teachers in charge of three grades each. Schools that are unidocente multigrado, 
or single-teacher multigrade, have only one teacher who is in charge of teaching all six grades and also serves as 
school principal. Of the approximately 28,000 public primary schools in Peru, about 24,000, or 6 out of 7, are 
multigrade. 9,000 of those schools are single-teacher multigrade. Generally the number of teachers in a school and 
the number of grades in a classroom depend on the student population (DEP-DIGEBR 2008c).  
Aucará, as a district capital, houses a complete multi-teacher primary school with about 10-15 students per 
classroom and a principal who does not teach. However, the complete multi-teacher nature of the school is 
sometimes an unrealized ideal. When I conducted preliminary fieldwork in May-June of 2008, the school principal 
was also in charge of a classroom and was often absent from her classroom while taking care of administrative 
duties. At the end of the 2010 school year, each classroom was unigrade, with a separate principal, a separate teacher 
in charge of tutoring, and a separate math and computer teacher that the primary school shared with the secondary 
school. The 2011 school year began with only four teachers in charge of the six grades, until two additional teachers 
were hired a few weeks into the school year. Several parents and teachers told me that this has been a pattern over 
the past several years, each school year beginning with a shortage of teachers and a struggle to request more teachers 
from the provincial educational administration. The bureaucratic logistics of this process were not entirely clear to 
me, but based on some of the explanations people gave me, it may be that Aucará’s school at some point over the 
past few years lost its official status as a complete multi-teacher school, so that now it begins each year as a multi-
teacher multigrade school and must make a special request for additional teachers. 
5 The titles in Spanish are Brigadier, Policía Escolar, Ambientalista, Vigía de Salud, and Escolta. 
6 Usually teachers work with the same group of students in first through sixth grade, so that they get to know the 
students well and are always aware of each student’s responsibilities in previous years. 
7 See Appendix A for a subtitled video of this interview. 
8 During Peru’s 2010-2011 presidential elections, many children joined their parents in campaign activities, 
including demonstration-style marches supporting their families’ candidates. Keiko Fujimori and Ollanta Humala 
had the strongest local support, and in an unusual triumph of the regional citizenry over middle class Limeños in the 
capital, these two candidates won the first round elections and ran against each other in the final vote. Many 
Aucarinos actively campaigned for these candidates, with one of Aucará’s two radio stations supporting Keiko and 
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the other supporting Ollanta. The most common arguments in support of Keiko, who campaigned on her father’s 
legacy of Fujimorismo [Fujimorism] were an appreciation for her father Alberto Fujimori’s perceived role in ending 
the armed conflict, and his role in introducing basic infrastructure including roads and electricity. Keiko also won 
over many with her support for free school lunches and a variety of social welfare programs. Those who supported 
Ollanta often argued that he understood local issues because he was from southern Ayacucho. All of Aucará’s 
resident professionals are state employees, and many of them opposed Keiko and the Fujimorism she espoused, 
because state workers were stripped of labor rights and job security and saw their salaries permanently slashed under 
Alberto Fujimori. Others expressed concern over Fujimori’s involvement in narcotrafficking and widespread 
corruption. In contrast, the panic over Ollanta Humala and the supposed threat of totalitarianism that he represented, 
which I later learned was widespread among business people and foreign investors, was never an issue in Aucará’s 
presidential campaign. In the final count, Ollanta Humala won the presidency in the second round with 58% of the 
votes in the Aucará District, 66% in Lucanas Province, 72% in the Ayacucho Region, and 51% nationally (ONPE 
2011). While children were clearly not aware of all the issues and implications of these results, many were 
emotionally invested in their parents’ candidates. 
9 I interviewed one first grader who was accompanying his fourth grade sister on a day when the first grade teacher 
was absent. All other interviewees cited here are in second or fourth grade. 
10 See Appendix A for a video of these interviews. I interviewed each of the children separately (except for a pair of 
siblings who did a joint interview), and have combined excerpts from the interviews here. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
RESPECTFUL INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS IN COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND 
SYMBOLIC PRACTICE: UNDERSTANDING THE COMMUNITY THROUGH FAMILY, 
SCHOOL, AND PLAY 
 
 In the preceding chapters, I have explored three interlacing models of respectful 
subjectivity, as they play out in family and school practices: respect for order, reciprocal respect, 
and collective respectability. Here, I look at how those models that children learn at home and at 
school intertwine with models of respect embedded in communal organization and Andean 
symbolic practice. I examine how children navigate the interplay between order and flexibility 
embedded in these models of respect as they participate peripherally in adult-centered communal 
activities. I argue that the peripheral nature of children’s participation leads them to frame 
communal practices within the realms of family, school, or play, and that they learn in different 
ways depending on the frame through which they engage with the community. 
 I begin the chapter by reviewing manifestations of respect for order, reciprocal respect, 
and collective respectability in school, family, and communal practice. I then look at tactics of 
coercion used in communal governance, and then turn to consider symbolic practices that serve 
to formalize reciprocal relationships within the agricultural community. I examine mechanisms 
through which adults enact respectful interpersonal relations by creating and maintaining 
reciprocal ties of interdependence among families, between people and non-human entities, and 
between males and females. Finally, I return to children’s involvement in these activities to 
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examine the mechanisms through which they learn about respect as they participate peripherally 
in communal practices.  
 
Models of Respect in School, Family, and Communal Practice 
Respect for Order 
Enforcement of order is most obvious in schooling, emphasized through practices such as 
military formations, marches for national holidays, uniforms, bodily and spatial cleanliness, and 
punctuality. Communal order is less obviously visible than that of school, but the local 
governance tactics I describe below are nevertheless at least as severe in coercing families to 
respect social order. In familial child rearing, parents and older family members instill in 
children respect for order by exhibiting low tolerance for children’s misbehavior and by 
expecting children to follow instructions from familial authorities without hesitation or 
complaint. The practical implications of children’s behavior for the well being of their families 
makes respect for familial authority an important aspect of Andean child rearing. As is true 
within households, respect for order within the community is positioned as essential for the 
functioning of the social group. In all of these contexts, children learn to navigate shifting 
models of order and authority as symbolic forms of organization intertwine with the completion 
of practical collaborative tasks. 
 
Reciprocal Respect 
The second form of respectful subjectivity that I found interpenetrating various realms of 
children’s lives is reciprocal respect. In school, children learn that by respecting national norms 
for orderliness and respectability (such as uniforms and pledging allegiance to the flag), they 
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show themselves to be worthy of respect, or respectable, in the eyes of outsiders. Similarly, 
children learn through peripheral participation in the agricultural community that adults who join 
the community, fulfill their duties as community members, and take on leadership roles earn the 
respect of those around them. That is, by respecting social norms, community members earn the 
respect of other families in the community. As is true in the cases of both the school and the 
nation, in the community realm also, respect for order makes families worthy of social inclusion.  
In familial child rearing, children learn to understand respect as a moral guide for 
interpersonal relations, wherein all people regardless of age and social status respect one another 
by paying attention, taking into account, valuing and considering one another. Children show 
respect to elders by greeting them and heeding their requests, and children receive respect from 
elders who listen to them and consider their perspectives. In both inter-familial and intra-familial 
relations, children learn to enact reciprocal respect through interdependence. Through a variety 
of ritual and everyday practices, they learn of the important and complementary roles that 
different families and different people within their family play in supporting one another and 
making family and communal life function. Here also, children move continually between rigid 
and flexible notions of order as they, on the one hand, learn to value social norms, and on the 
other hand, learn to expect respect even from elders and authority figures. 
 
Collective Respectability 
 At school, teachers hold students collectively accountable for what goes on in their 
classrooms and in their school as a whole, often praising or reprimanding students as a group and 
invoking imaginary and real outside observers. At the family level, children’s respectful 
interactions with non-relatives reflect upon their families, so that by following norms for 
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respectful behavior, children present their families as respectable, in addition to contributing to 
collaborative household tasks. At the communal level, coercive organizational tactics make the 
community as a whole respectable in the eyes of outsiders, with the well-organized community 
showing itself to be worthy of outside resources from state agencies and NGOs. In all of these 
cases, earning collective respect requires negotiating the messiness of shifting authorities and 
tasks within the collaborative endeavor of presenting an orderly appearance to outsiders. 
 
Communal Tactics of Vernacular Statecraft 
 The most explicit forms of order in children’s lives are those associated with school 
activities. School is marked by the temporal cues of sirens heard all over town that function as 
school bells, as well as the spatial cues of gates. When I asked children what rules they should 
follow at school, they listed them easily, while in contrast, some responded to my inquiries about 
rules on the streets and in other people’s houses with, “No hay” [There aren’t any.] School rules 
are enumerated on posters in each classroom, and school activities enforce order in numerous 
nonverbal ways, including uniforms, bodily and spatial cleanliness, military formations, and 
spectacles.
1
 Seating arrangements and response protocols in class follow a much looser sense of flexible 
order, which I discuss in Chapter 6. Such practices of ordering and legibility, however, are not 
limited to top-down impositions of the state and hegemonic internalizations. Rather, Andean 
communal governance draws on many similar techniques, using what Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld 
(2009) calls “vernacular statecraft” to organize one another through coercive practices such as 
attendance-taking and fines for non-participation (see also Wogan 2004).
2
 
 Communal forms of organization have historically intertwined with state governance, as 
outside authorities draw on local organizational strategies to govern Andean populations. This 
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has been documented since colonial times, when Spaniards used Incan kinship categories for 
census taking, and organized Andean populations through cooperation with their traditional 
leaders (Spalding 1984:49, 124). In the early 1980s, the Peruvian military began collaborating 
with rondas campesinas, community watch groups originally formed to protect against cattle 
rustling, employing these communally organized groups as counterinsurgency forces that were 
eventually instrumental in ending the recent internal armed conflict (Starn 1991; Stern 1998; 
CVR 2008:240).
3
 Likewise, current educational policies that encourage parent participation in 
schooling bring communal organizational strategies into school. Here, I examine communal 
tactics of governance that pressure families into respecting social order. I look at how respect for 
order is driven in part by the reciprocal nature of communal leadership, and by threats of social 
exclusion. I then turn to the Parent Teacher Association (APAFA) to look at how adults apply 
communal governance strategies to their participation in children’s schooling. 
 
Communal Governance 
Andean communities in Peru are organized as comunidades campesinas,
4
 or agricultural 
communities, which are recognized by the Peruvian state and have locally autonomous 
governing bodies. Agricultural communities were established under the 1969 Agrarian Reform 
Laws, but have roots in colonial times, when the state recognized and formalized indigenous 
leadership structures in order to work with local leaders who would command the respect and 
following of the masses. In present-day Peru, agricultural communities have rights to communal 
land and water, and play an important role in managing farming resources. The Agricultural 
Community of Aucará is governed by a directiva comunal [communal directors board], which is 
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elected every two years by comuneros [community members]. Usually one person per family 
becomes a comunero, representing the entire household in communal activities.
5
  
The strategies for governance that I observed Aucará’s agricultural community exercise 
are common throughout the Andes. Colloredo-Mansfeld (2009) argues that Andean Ecuadorians 
appropriate a variety of state tactics for monitoring citizens in order to exercise internal social 
control within their indigenous communities. Peter Wogan (2004) found that in the Andean town 
of Salasaca, Ecuador, a history of documents that impose tribute and taxes, give and take away 
land, and even assert a person’s very existence or non-existence, have led to a magical belief in 
the power of writing as a form of coercion. This kind of fearful respect toward literacy echoes 
Andean attitudes toward schooling as a necessary form of structural violence, which I discussed 
in Chapter 4. Virginia Zavala (2002), following New Literacy Studies (Street 1995) has made a 
distinction between writing and oral literacy in the Andes, suggesting that Andean people tend to 
associate writing with coercive practices and rigidly imposed order, rather than with the creative 
use of words common in orally produced riddles, stories, and songs. In Aucará, comuneros make 
extensive use of written documentation, formalized speech, procedural protocol, voting, and 
named authority positions to organize one another.  
The following description of a communal meeting, taken from my field notes, 
demonstrates typical practices of communal organizing in Aucará. This meeting took place 
outside of town, during a work day dedicated to cleaning irrigation canals that was part of an 
annual festival in September of 2010. During the meeting, participants resolved a conflict, 
transitioned leadership roles, critiqued current and recent activities, and offered suggestions for 
improving infrastructure, leadership, and events in the coming year: 
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 After lunch we left the corral where we had been eating and sat down near the irrigation 
canal. Those in charge of today’s event began taking roll call to register who had fulfilled 
their obligation to participate in the communal work session, and who would be charged 
a fine for absence. The roll call, however, was interrupted by controversy over how 
things were being done. 
  After several people, both women and men, expressed their opinions, the 
president of the comité de regantes [water committee] “tomó la palabra” [took the 
word/spoke up]. He made a speech about how it’s easy to criticize, but you all haven’t 
done your part either. He said, “la culpa es mútua” [the fault is mutual]—I haven’t put as 
much time into this as I should have, and you all haven’t supported me either. He 
continued, There were problems in water management—some people weren’t getting 
their water while others got more than their share. Some weren’t contributing to 
communal work like they were supposed to. The Canal Cleaning Festival was 
disorganized this year; there were no harps and no waylillas dancers. 
  People suggested various ideas to deal with these problems. One was to establish 
quotas—maybe 20 sols per year per chakra [farm plot], or maybe 1 sol per day of water 
use. With this money they would have funds to do a better festival next year even if the 
cargontes [sponsors] didn’t come through, which is what happened this year. Someone 
suggested that these funds could be used to improve the water source by lining it with 
cement to retain the water better. 
  After a few minutes of discussion, the president said, I can’t do this anymore... 
We need to elect a new board of directors. He said, We should hold a meeting and a vote 
right now because when I schedule meetings no one comes. A man named Jorge “tomó la 
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palabra” [spoke up] and said, Let’s thank the president for his service, even though it 
wasn’t always adequate, and let’s choose a new board of directors and sponsors for next 
year’s festival. 
All of the speakers, and particularly the president and Jorge (the two men who 
most openly criticized one another), made formalized speeches that were markedly polite 
and longwinded. Their speeches reminded me of those that I hear at institutional events 
around here, particularly by teachers at the primary school. These speeches always start 
with something like, “Señores comuneros, alumnos y alumnas, autoridades.... tengan 
ustedes un muy buenos días” [Sirs community members, students, authorities.... (naming 
all the categories of people present), I wish you all a very good morning.] 
  Once people agreed on how to proceed, the musicians (hired professionals from 
nearby communities) stood up and played a song to ease the tension. Then the current 
president, together with the treasurer, called for nominations for the president who would 
succeed him. Three people called out names, and each of those nominated accepted. A 
vote was taken by show of hands, with the current president and treasurer counting. The 
president declared that Jorge had the most votes and would be the next president. He said 
that the person who came in second would be secretary and the one who came in third 
would be treasurer. Those present expressed general agreement. 
  Then the current president and treasurer called for nominations for vocales 
[members at large]. Two or three people volunteered and were installed without a vote. 
They called the new directors board to come up front and everyone applauded. They said 
that the new board would be officially sworn in at the Municipal Building when we got 
back into town.  
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The new board then took nominations for next year’s festival sponsors. There was 
some discussion, and some of those present accepted the nomination. Other nominees 
were not present and the process was put on hold until the remaining nominees could be 
asked whether they agreed to serve. 
The secretary was writing in a notebook throughout the meeting, apparently 
taking minutes. This notebook contained various kinds of official proceedings, labeled as 
padrón [attendance list/roll], actas [minutes], and protocolos [protocols]. When the 
meeting concluded, the treasurer took the notebook around and asked everyone present, 
including me, to sign the book before leaving. It appeared that we were signing as 
witnesses to the meeting’s proceedings. 
In the event described above, a communal work day turned into a long meeting in which 
participants questioned and negotiated authority, with different people commanding authority at 
different moments through formalized language, written documentation, and procedural protocol. 
This negotiation of authority exemplifies the reciprocal links between social responsibility and 
leadership characteristic of Andean communal organization. Community members showed 
respect for the authority of the current president, addressing him by title and through formalized 
speech, and following his lead as chair of the impromptu meeting. Simultaneously, however, 
they critiqued his performance as president, questioning his commitment and suggesting that he 
was not entirely deserving of the respect they were giving him as an authority.  
Communal authority positions are unpaid, but all comuneros are expected to take on 
rotating leadership positions at some point in order earn social status as fully respected members 
of their community. When I asked one comunera what happens to member who never serves on 
the communal directors board or water committee, she answered, “Hablan mal de tí” [They talk 
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bad about you]. The obligation of service is a social one, and the punishment for failing to serve 
is also social. Through ethnographic field work in a different Andean community in the 1980s, 
Thomas Turino (1993) found that people who performed poorly as community leaders were 
asked to serve an additional term in order to correct their failings, and that leadership service was 
considered an essential step that young married couples must take to gain status as fully 
functioning adults. The rotating nature of authority positions in communal governance is an 
important aspect of Andean understandings of respect for authority, which is continually shifting, 
rather than rigidly hierarchical. Comuneros pay attention, obey, appreciate, trust, and listen to 
their leaders to the extent that the latter do their jobs well and contribute to the functioning of 
communal projects. When authorities fail to meet expectations, however, others do not hesitate 
to call attention to their failures, negotiating transitions of authority through the proper order of 
formalized procedure and documentation.  
 The reciprocity of respect and obligations, social inclusion and social responsibility, 
come into play at the level of communal membership as well. During communal elections in 
December 2010, I asked one of the candidates what it meant to be a comunero, and he told me 
that comuneros are residents, and that I had lived there long enough to become one if I wanted 
to. It was, he told me, like becoming naturalized as a Peruvian citizen, only on the level of the 
community. If I gained comunero status, it would come with both rights and responsibilities. On 
the one hand, I would have access to water and communal land that I could use if I had crops and 
animals. But I would only gain these rights in return for my service— I would have to vote in 
elections and participate in communal work, and every time I failed to fulfill an obligation I 
would have to pay a fine of 30 sols. This is nearly twice as much as the 17 sol fine that Aucará 
residents (who live in a designated “poor” zone of the country) are required to pay if they fail to 
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vote in a state election, and six times the 5 sol fine that parents must pay if they miss a school 
meeting.  
I soon discovered I was not the only one to feel the appeal of social inclusion despite the 
obvious disadvantages of contributing so much when I did not have land or livestock to benefit 
from it. I described in field notes one family’s explanation for why they chose not to be 
comuneros:  
 I asked Lilian (a young mother) if she was going to the faena [communal work session] 
and she said, No, we’re not comuneros yet. Leonardo (Lilian’s brother) said he wasn’t a 
comunero either. Lisandro (another brother) came in with his shovel (an indication that 
he was going to the faena) and Lilian said to him with a surprised tone something like, 
“¿Ya eres comunero?” [You’re already a community member?]  
Lilian told me that “No nos conviene” [It’s not to our advantage] to be 
comuneros. She said there are too many faenas and it’s more trouble than it’s worth. The 
main benefit is that you get water rights, but she and Sebastián (her husband) don’t have 
land here. They have land in another community where Sebastián is from, and there, the 
water comes from springs and isn’t as closely controlled and administered as it is here. 
Lilian said that the number of faenas depends on the community president, and I have 
noticed that this year’s president seems to make announcements over the loudspeaker 
about various things, including faenas, much more frequently than the previous president 
did. She also said that it was particularly difficult for her to be a comunera because they 
don’t like women to participate in faenas and Sebastián is usually away taking care of 
their crops and animals in his hometown. “Las mujeres somos marginadas... A veces no 
quieren mujeres... ‘Queremos varones,’ dicen. ‘Manda tu peón.’ Pero un peón cuesta 
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veinte soles.” [We women are marginalized... Sometimes they don’t want women... ‘We 
want men,’ they say. ‘Send your worker.’ But a worker costs twenty sols.] 
In this exchange, Lilian talks about choosing not to join the community because “It’s not to our 
advantage,” but her descriptions of why she and her husband made this choice indicate that she 
sees it is both as a result of exclusion and as a decision to accept that exclusion, for now. They 
have chosen to exclude themselves because the community makes it difficult for them, with the 
economic and gender dynamics of their family, to join. Nevertheless, Lilian and her brothers 
(also young parents) use the words “yet” and “already” to describe their comunero status, 
indicating that they view joining the community as something that they must eventually do in 
order to be full members of society.  
 Another young mother who does not own land or livestock locally and whose husband 
spends most of his time working further up in the highlands also told me that her family was not 
a member of the community. She, however, offered a different explanation, saying she had 
learned at her Evangelical church that according to God’s Word it was not right to participate in 
“pagan” festivals, referring to the agricultural rituals and Catholic saint day festivities that are 
included among obligatory communal activities. This mother did not express a desire to join the 
community, but she did often express to me frustration with not feeling accepted in Aucará, a 
town to which she had moved from a smaller village for the sake of her children’s schooling just 
a few years before. These situations are examples of how families associate communal forms of 
ordering with social inclusion. By choosing not to participate in communal governance, people 
can escape being governed, but the lack of comunero status is also a lack of social status—those 
families who do not respect communal order through participation in governance are not fully 
respected by those around them.  
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Communal Governance Tactics in the Parent Teacher Association (APAFA) 
Asociaciones de Padres de Familia [Parent Teacher Associations], commonly referred to 
as APAFA, were first established in 1975 under the military regime of Juan Velasco Alvarado. 
In the midst of internal armed conflict in the late 1980s and 1990s, President Alán García revised 
the statutes to position APAFA as “nexo entre escuela y comunidad” [nexus between school and 
community] (González 2006:318-19). In the ensuing years, APAFA has come to play a central 
role in the implementation of educational policies for participatory democracy. Natalia González 
notes that active participation in schooling through Parent Teacher Associations has been most 
effective in rural schools where parents already have a strong tradition of participation in 
communal organization: 
En contextos rurales donde la tradición organizativa es un elemento central, la APAFA de 
cada centro educativo se convierte pronto en parte de las organizaciones reconocidas por 
la comunidad. En las ciudades donde existen grandes colegios, la participación de los 
padres se centra en cumplir con las cuotas necesarias para atender las necesidades 
básicas, sin que ello vaya acompañado de una participación efectiva en el 
desenvolvimiento de la vida escolar. (González 2006:330) 
[In rural contexts where organizational traditions are a central element, each educational 
institution’s APAFA quickly becomes one of the organizations recognized by the 
community. In cities where there are large schools, parent participation centers on paying 
the necessary quotas to ensure basic needs, without this being accompanied by effective 
participation in the development of school life.] 
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In many ways, Parent Teacher Associations are very much like Agricultural Communities. Both 
organizations are comprised of and run by citizens but recognized and regulated by the state. 
Parents, like comuneros, employ tactics of vernacular statecraft to control and order one another. 
Simultaneously, through these organizations and others like them, the state builds on local 
traditions of cooperation and authority to monitor and order its citizens. 
 At APAFA meetings, communal order and school order intertwine as parents and 
teachers negotiate school governance. Like with the communal directors’ board, APAFA officers 
are elected, unpaid, and encouraged by social pressure to serve. Also in a manner similar to 
communal governance, obligations to attend meetings and contribute labor and quotas to school 
activities are enforced with fines (although, as mentioned above, the fines are considerably 
lower), and these obligations are assessed by family, rather than by individual. Meetings 
themselves are run with similar practices of turn-taking, formal speech, documentation, and 
collective decision-making. Simultaneously, however, teachers and staff impose school forms of 
regulation during parent meetings, by locking the gates to prohibit the entry of latecomers (the 
principal explained that parents must set an example of timeliness for their children), following 
an agenda set primarily by the principal, and sometimes speaking to parents in the same 
chastising tones that teachers use for delinquent children. Many of these characteristics are 
apparent in a 2011 meeting where APAFA implemented a new school lunch program: 
The principal began the meeting by telling parents that he had successfully applied to the 
provincial administration to receive lunch ingredients (e.g. rice, canned tuna), and that 
parents needed to decide how to organize the additional materials and labor that would be 
necessary to provide lunches. He reminded parents that they had attempted to implement 
this program in a previous year, but that APAFA’s organization had failed and provincial 
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authorities had withdrawn their support. He said it was important that parents decide on 
an organizational strategy they could all agree on and would all participate in.  
In the lengthy discussion that followed, parents took turns raising their hands and 
speaking, sometimes in Quechua and sometimes in Spanish, all using highly formalized 
address, even (and perhaps especially) when passionately disagreeing. APAFA officers 
took written notes on a black board, listing the options presented and tallying the final 
votes. Some parents argued that their children were hungry, they were struggling to make 
ends meet, and could not afford to lose this opportunity. Others remembered what went 
wrong last time, arguing that they had to cook food the children would want to eat and 
there had to be a dependable cook who would show up every day. In the end it was 
decided that teachers would collect weekly dues of 2 sols per family to hire one of the 
mothers as a school cook and purchase condiments.
6
 Each family would also send a piece 
of firewood to school every week to keep the kitchen fire going. The cook would be 
decided on after a trial period, and fines would be strictly imposed on any family who 
missed their weekly dues. (Tuesday, April 12, 2011) 
In this APAFA meeting, parents and teachers (particularly the principal) negotiate 
communal and state forms of organization. The principal encourages parents to participate 
centrally in the decision-making so that they will also follow through and participate in carrying 
out the decision. The resources provided by the state for school lunches (as the principal 
describes them) are so minimal that they can only be transformed into effective daily 
nourishment for children if parents organize one another’s labor, resources, and cooperation with 
efficacy. The state coerces parents into contributing their part by threatening to withdraw the 
little support it offers, and parents know through previous experience that this threat is real. In 
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turn, parents coerce one another into contributing to the project by imposing strict fines and 
social pressure, laying the blame for potential failure on the shoulders of families who neglect 
their weekly quotas in dues and firewood. This is one example of how respect for order in 
communal practice makes the community as a whole respectable in the eyes of outsiders. Just as 
families make themselves worthy of inclusion in the community by respecting social norms, the 
well-organized community can show itself to be worthy of outside resources from state agencies 
and NGOs. 
 
Symbolic Ties of Reciprocity and Interdependence 
 The kinds of reciprocity and interdependence implicit in communal organization are also 
made explicit through symbolic practices common throughout the Andes. Here I describe 
practices that serve to strengthen reciprocal obligations and interdependence among families, 
between people and non-human entities, and between women and men within families. I argue 
that all of these reinforce for children the forms of respect for order, reciprocal respect, and 
earning of collective respect that they learn through school and family activities, and apply to 
their own forms of peer organization. 
 
Inter-familial Ties 
 In Chapter 3, I introduced the importance of reciprocity in teaching children respectful 
behavior both within their families and in their interactions with other households. In addition to 
following the general norms of respect described in Chapter 3, children and adults alike form 
multiple intersecting relationships that reinforce heightened forms of respect toward specific 
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families and individuals. These include fictive kinship, festival sponsorship, and exchanges of 
labor. 
 Fictive kinship is an analytical term referring to relationships among godparents and 
godchildren, commonly referred to in Spanish as compadrazgo. The tradition of godparents has 
roots in the Catholic Church, but today people recruit godparents not only for Church sacraments 
(e.g. baptism, first communion, marriage), but also for Andean rites of passage such as a child’s 
first haircut or a young family’s roof-raising, and for school graduations. Some godparents are 
recruited at their godchildren’s birth to guide the children throughout their lives, while others 
support children and families both socially and economically during specific rites of passage. 
Parents often ask an individual or couple with more resources than they to serve as godparents, 
offering in return meals, harvested crops, invitations to their house, and heightened 
demonstrations or respect. Jeanine Anderson notes that “los padrinos aceptan la responsabilidad 
de interesarse por el progreso del niño, quien a su vez les debe respeto y consideración” 
[godparents accept the responsibility to concern themselves with the progress of the child, who 
in turn owes them respect and consideration] (1994:11). For example, parents often reminded 
first graders, for whom I served as godmother of their kindergarten graduation, to greet me as 
“madrina” [godmother] when they saw me. Many also instructed my godchildren to give me a 
kiss on the cheek, a Hispanic greeting that is not common among Andean families but that 
children learn in school as a demonstration of respect toward their teachers. 
 While my sponsorship of the kindergarten graduation was a relatively short-term 
commitment, other godparent-godchild relationships establish life-long ties between families. In 
taking on a godson at his birth, for example, not only did I become his godmother for life, but I 
also became “comadre” [co-mother] of his mother and father, who are my “comadre” and 
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“compadre” [co-father or co-parent] in return. Through fictive kinship, parents bring extended 
family and non-relatives into their households symbolically, creating reciprocal social 
obligations and collective responsibility for child rearing that extend outside of the household. 
Françoise Lestage describes the obligations that emerge through this co-parenting: “Ce lien 
oblige les deux parties à se respecter et à s’entraider dans différentes circonstances que ce soit les 
travaux agricoles, l’organisation de fêtes familiales ou communautaires” [This bond obliges both 
parties to respect one another and to help each other in a variety of circumstances including 
agricultural work and the organization of family and communal celebrations] (1999:232). 
 Similar to compadrazgo is the system of festival sponsorship. This is the central 
organizing principle for the community-wide celebrations that abound throughout the year and 
serve to strengthen social cohesion, ranging from an annual patron saint festival that attracts 
former residents and visitors from all over, to small neighborhood celebrations of yunza dances 
for Carnival (see photos in Figures 5.01 and 5.02). Such festivals are organized by cargontes, or 
sponsors, who are members of the community or neighborhood elected at the end of each festival 
to serve the following year. Cargontes are usually well-established families with economic 
means to sponsor a festival. The sponsorship system serves both to redistribute wealth 
accumulated by individual families and to recognize as fully respected members of society those 
families who are sufficiently well established to have accumulated considerable resources 
(Rivera Cusicanqui 2012). By sponsoring festivals, cargontes both reinforce and create new 
reciprocal ties with others in their community. They recognize the social support that they have 
received from the community throughout their lives and solidify their belonging in the 
community by contributing their time, energy, and money to communal endeavors. 
Simultaneously, they create social obligations for all of those who, as beneficiaries of their 
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sponsorship, are left indebted to them. During the festivities, friends and acquaintances of the 
sponsoring family donate small bills that partially offset the family’s expenses. These small 
donors are in turn thanked symbolically with an extra plate of food or a shot of liquor, which 
they are also obliged to accept in order to honor the social ties being formed and solidified 
through these reciprocal exchanges. 
People also strengthen reciprocal ties among families through exchanges of labor. Adult 
Aucarinos today lament the loss of ayni, a reciprocal form of labor that was common just a 
generation ago, in which people helped one another in labor-intensive stages of the agricultural 
cycle, in exchange for having the favor returned when they needed help in their own fields. 
Today, ayni has been largely replaced by wage labor, with families who have more land and 
economic resources hiring neighbors as day-laborers, and paying them with wages, food, and 
drink. This change indicates increased integration into a capitalist system, with relatively 
egalitarian reciprocal exchange being replaced by hierarchical employer-employee relationships. 
Nevertheless, within these changing relations, a strong sense of reciprocal obligation remains, 
together with holistic multi-dimensional perceptions of relationships between employer and 
employee. Families with more land and resources hire members of their extended family, their 
neighbors, their students (in the case of teachers), and godchildren. Owners of the fields work 
alongside the hired help, compensating each worker equally for contributing according to their 
skills and abilities (see photo in Figure 5.03). The employing family provides abundant food and 
drink, which they serve generously to all of those present, including workers’ families but always 
prioritizing the workers. Any failure to provide abundant and well-prepared meals and alcohol 
results in sharp criticism from workers and a loss of face for employers. Such violations of 
reciprocal obligations quickly inspire rumors that position the employers in question as families 
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and individuals who have demonstrated “una falta de respeto” [a lack of respect] and who 
therefore do not deserve to be treated with respect and social inclusion themselves, at least until 
they have satisfactorily compensated for their errors.  
 These ways of formalizing inter-familial reciprocal relations serve to maintain social 
harmony in a stratified society by creating interdependent relationships among families with 
differential access to resources. Families who live primarily on subsistence farming depend on 
others to provide monetary support for rites of passage and festivals, as well as occasional wage 
labor. In return, those who have income from small businesses or steady employment depend on 
others to patronize their businesses, affirm their social status through demonstrations of respect, 
and contribute their labor. The roles of families in these exchanges are not egalitarian but 
complementary, fostering mutual respect through social obligations and interdependence. 
 The central role of these reciprocal ties in Andean society emphasizes the importance of 
collective responsibility. While on the one hand children represent their households and their 
upbringing in interacting with neighbors, on the other hand parents are not alone in raising their 
children, but legitimately solicit the obligations of support from a variety of other adults 
throughout their children’s lives. Festival sponsorship also reinforces collective social 
obligations. Sponsors, like godparents, are often former residents of Aucará who have 
accumulated savings through professional work in cities. In order to turn their monetary 
successes into social status, they must redistribute their wealth and share their resources with the 
community, generating numerous obligations of indebtedness to them in return. Finally, through 
labor exchanges, families work together (with differing, complementary roles) to ensure that as 
much of the land as possible, whether communally or privately owned by families, continues to 
be productive year after year. 
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Reciprocal Ties with the Non-Human: Respecting the Land, Plants, and Animals 
 In addition to these ways of formalizing reciprocal ties among people, children also 
participate in agricultural rituals throughout the year that emphasize reciprocal ties with the land, 
plants, and animals. Among these cyclical practices are cattle marking rites in June, canal 
cleaning in September, planting in October and November, and potato harvesting in April. Each 
of these occasions involves a pago a la tierra, or offering to the earth, in which people ask the 
mountain deities surrounding them to provide water for their crops and livestock. Andean 
worldviews position plants, animals, and landscape features as alive, agentive, and sacred. Inge 
Bolin (2006) suggests that such respect for natural surroundings is essential to sustaining life in a 
harsh environment, where people live off the land on steep mountain slopes, at high altitudes, 
and in cold temperatures (see also Isbell 1978; Mendoza Villanueva 2006). In this context, 
failure to respect mountains (the primary source of water) may lead to a devastating storm and 
failure to respect plants and animals may lead to food shortages, just as failure to respect family 
members may lead to loss of valuable labor. Marisol de la Cadena (2010) highlights ways in 
which indigenous political movements in Ecuador invoke mother earth, or Pachamama, as a 
political actor. She quotes a Quechua elementary school teacher, Justo Oxa, who describes the 
active role of nature in reciprocal exchanges of respect and care that are essential to the 
continuity of life: 
  respect and care are a fundamental part of life in the Andes; they are not a concept or an 
explanation. To care and be respectful means to want to be nurtured and nurture others, 
and this implies not only humans but all world beings... nurturing or uyway colors all of 
Andean life. Pachamama nurtures us, the Apus nurture us, they care for us. We nurture 
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our kids and they will nurture us when we get old. We nurture the seeds, the animals and 
plants, and they also nurture us. (Oxa 2004:239, cited in de la Cadena 2010:354) 
Uyway is a Quechua word used to describe livestock rearing, child rearing, and crop cultivation. 
De la Cadena explains, “uyway refers to mutual relations of care among humans and also with 
other-than-human beings” (2010:354). Andean cosmology positions Pachamama, or mother 
earth, as the female component of the landscape, while Apus, or sacred mountains, constitute the 
male counterpart, and together the earth or soil and the mountains (with the water they provide) 
give life to all other beings.  
Pagos, or offerings to the earth, are an essential component of agricultural practices in 
Aucará. During an herranza, or cattle marking ceremony, a third grader showed me a rock at the 
edge of the corral and told me it was a wamani, a sacred being or deity. She proceeded to list the 
offerings that people give to the wamani before herranza festivities commence. According to 
Isbell (1978:151) and Romero (2001:37), Andean people who celebrate the herranza believe that 
wamanis own all animals and material possessions, and that they must perform ritual pagos to 
ensure the fertility of their livestock and land. Even those who are not directly involved in 
performing these offerings consider them central to cyclical agricultural rituals—with the 
exception of Evangelical Christians who have eliminated most Andean rituals from their 
agricultural practices. When I asked one young Catholic mother about her family’s herranza, she 
described the pago to me in great detail, and then added, “Yo también he visto lo que preparan 
no más. He visto de lejitos no más, lo vi a mi papá y mi abuelita, pero yo no, nunca lo he hecho 
tampoco” [But I’ve only seen how they prepare it. I’ve only seen it from a distance, watching my 
dad and my grandma, but I’ve never done it myself] (March 11, 2011). Throughout her 
description, she expressed frequent exasperation at my ignorance of such obvious common 
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knowledge. When I asked, “Y ¿qué pasa si no lo hacen?” [And what happens if you don’t do it?] 
she responded emphatically, “¡El pagapu sí tienes que hacer pue, Kati!” [Kate, you have to do 
the pago!] She then exclaimed that if you didn’t do it, your animals would die. And if you didn’t 
do a pago before planting, she added upon my prodding, your plants would die. 
 Relationships with animals involve a complex balance of emotional attachment and 
caring on the one hand, and violent domination on the other. Families give names to all of their 
animals, whether pets that live at home or livestock kept out on the farmland. One day the five-
year-old with whose family I shared a house came running into my room with a huge smile on 
his face to announce, “¡Mi Patty ha parido!” [My Patty had a baby!] He proceeded to tell me all 
about his cow, Patty, and her new calf, whom his dad had named Terry. In my subsequent visits 
to their farm, I came to know all of the cattle by name, learning of their adventures and 
personalities through the daily anecdotes of my young friend and his parents. The boy’s use of 
the first person singular possessive is typical of children’s and adults’ talk about farm animals, 
and the use of a possessive together with a name is typical of speech about family members. I 
might refer to a child named Roberta, for example, as “tu Roberta” [your Roberta] when 
speaking to her parents, siblings, or close cousins. The similarities between speech about child 
family members and speech about farm animals exemplify the level of emotional attachment 
between people and their animals. 
 Families’ concern for the well-being of their animals, however, is practical as well as 
emotional. For most families, livestock is their largest asset, and the loss of an animal is 
economically devastating. Like children, animals must be disciplined as well as cared for. While 
people rarely hesitate to throw sticks and stones at large wandering cattle to get them back on 
track, children in particular protest against unnecessary use of force, especially with smaller 
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animals. When I was helping a seven-year-old herd her alpacas in the highlands, she showed me 
how to clap and cluck and run in order to direct the animals without throwing stones. Children’s 
special sympathy with animals may be related to parallels between techniques for controlling 
animals and techniques for controlling children, a practice that I have observed and others have 
documented (Smith 2012).
7
 The most notable practice of violence against animals is branding. 
Children’s participation in branding is peripheral, and they frequently express sympathy for their 
cattle while watching older relatives hold down and brand the struggling animals. Adults are also 
acutely aware of the violence of cattle branding, and because of this perform branding activities 
ceremoniously, accompanied by offerings to the earth and ritual use of chicha [corn cider], 
incense, corn meal, and other symbolic materials.
8
 
 
Interdependence within the Family: Gender Complementarity 
 Another form of reciprocity characteristic of Andean societies is gender 
complementarity. Similar to other forms of reciprocity, Andean gender relations emphasize 
harmony through complementarity rather than equality. In festival sponsorship and godparent 
relationships, the parties that establish reciprocal ties do not have equal roles, but they do each 
have essential roles. The same can be said of relations among people, animals, plants, and land, 
and between females and males (Platt 1986; Wibbelsman 2009). While ideal female and male 
roles in Andean societies are distinct and complementary, they are not strictly enforced, and 
deviations from ideal roles are not stigmatized. Women and girls, for example, learn from a 
young age to cook, do laundry, milk cows, herd animals, and look after children; while men and 
boys learn to garden, work the fields, build houses, and take care of home repairs. Women are 
considered to be more skilled in the former set of tasks, and men in the latter. Most adults, 
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however, are able to do all of these things, and readily take up any necessary chore when an 
ideally gendered adult is not available.  
One fourth grade girl, Hilda, lived alone with her elderly father for a few weeks while her 
mother traveled to another town to help her own mother with herding. During this time, Hilda’s 
father cooked without complaint or embarrassment, offering me meals when I visited and 
allowing me to videotape our conversations in the kitchen, without any indication that he 
considered his temporary role as the family cook to be unusual or require explanation. Hilda 
sometimes laughed at her father’s small transgressions in the kitchen, like putting dishes away in 
odd places, a small reminder that he was not as much of an expert cook as her mother. At age 
eight, Hilda was responsible for washing the dishes and doing laundry, but her father did not 
hesitate to help when he came home from the fields and found her engaged in these tasks. 
Shortly after Hilda’s mother left, I accompanied Hilda, her father, and an older brother who was 
visiting, to milk their cows. All three of them commented several times that Hilda’s mother was 
the most skilled at this task, pumping the milk out much more quickly and easily than anyone 
else. Usually her mother and father climbed the mountain to where their cows were grazing to 
milk them each day of the week while Hilda was in school, but after a few days of trying to 
continue this on his own, her father decided to leave the milk to the calves because the task was 
too difficult for him to accomplish on his own. In contrast, women in many families often make 
the daily trek to milk cows by themselves while their husbands are away or working as day 
laborers nearby. I also saw women take over typically male tasks on many occasions. In families 
with a father who works in another town, the mother takes primary responsibility for the 
household garden and family crops.  
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Many occupations in Aucará are highly gendered as well. When I conducted a survey 
with schoolchildren to systematize data about their families near the end of my research period, 
the questions I asked them reflected these gendered divisions. It would not have made sense to 
children if I had asked them whether their mothers are musicians and whether their fathers are 
street vendors, because the former occupation is overwhelmingly male and the latter 
overwhelmingly female. Common occupations among men in Aucará include subsistence farmer 
(with men mostly in charge of crops and gardens), professional state employee (including 
teachers, engineers, nurses, and doctors), construction worker, small business owner, and 
musician. Common occupations among women include subsistence farmer (primarily in charge 
of animals), small business owner, professional state employee, street vendor, and employee at a 
store or restaurant (see Figure 2.02 in Chapter 2 for numbers and percentages, and Appendix B 
for the survey from which this data derives). Women are more likely to run family stores and 
restaurants and to participate in their children’s schooling, while men usually represent the 
family unit in communal meetings and work sessions. In older generations, men tend to have 
more formal schooling than women, higher levels of literacy, and more knowledge of Spanish, 
all of which are reflected in the higher numbers of men than women who work professional jobs 
at Aucará’s state institutions. Among children and young adults, however, girls and boys have 
equal access to schooling and are equally likely to pursue post-secondary education, as indicated 
in my interviews with schoolchildren and parents in Chapter 4.  
 An analysis of spatial organization during communal and school activities reveals 
differing attitudes toward gender roles. In both cases, social space is divided dichotomously into 
male and female groupings. In communal activities, however, these divisions are more fluid, 
with women who hold positions of authority occupying male spaces. I experienced this first hand 
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when I attended the first day of the canal cleaning festival shortly after arriving in Aucará for my 
year-long stay. The first day of this festival involves the obligatory participation of all 
landowning families in cleaning the principal irrigation canal that carries water to all of Aucará’s 
farmland. Nearly every resident family participates, either as owners of their own small plots of 
land or representing owners of land that they rent. The festivities and work begin at the water 
source, known as ñawi, or eye in Quechua. When I participated in 2010, each family 
representative was required to come in traditional Andean clothing and carrying a tool, and each 
family was to bring fried cuy [guinea pig] and chicha for a competition at lunch (see photos in 
Figure 5.04). All of these tasks were evaluated communally during roll call, and fines assessed to 
anyone whose dress or food met with communal disapproval. This kind of communal evaluation 
and sanction also emerged among children at school, as I discuss in Chapter 6. I describe the 
canal cleaning event in field notes, quoted below. The diagrams that I drew to accompany these 
field notes are in Figures 5.05-5.07.  
 Around mid-morning I changed into the clothes Mama Nelia had lent me and set out with 
her adult son Félix to the meeting place. We headed south on a little path out of town and 
ran into several women going in the same direction along the way. When we got there 
Félix told me, “Quédate con las tías” [Stay with the aunts],
9
 and I went to sit with the 
women while he went to sit with the men. 
  After a few minutes, some of the men who seemed to be the leaders called the 
women to come closer. Then the authority who was standing in between the women’s 
group and the men’s group called me to come to where he was. He publicly thanked me 
for coming and told me to go stand on the other side of the circle with the authorities. 
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There was one woman who had been standing with the men on the other side, and I 
realized then that it was because she was an authority.  
  Then the Communal President changed places with the Water Committee 
President, who came to the center and took attendance. He had a notebook with each 
usuario [water user, i.e. someone who owns land and uses water to irrigate it] listed 
alphabetically by last name. Every time someone was called they had to come to the 
center of the circle and turn around so everyone could inspect their outfit. If they were 
missing something or part of their outfit wasn’t right, people yelled, “¡Camisa!” [Shirt!] 
“¡Pantalón!” [Pants!] “¡Falda!” [Skirt!] “¡Sombrero!” [Hat!] “¡Medias!” [Socks!] (you’re 
not supposed to wear socks with your sandals) “¡Pisca!” [Coca bag!] “¡Herramienta!” 
[Tool!] Anyone who wasn’t there when called would be fined, and anyone who wasn’t 
properly dressed was also duly noted and fined. When someone came to the center of the 
circle looking particularly well dressed people clapped. 
  I said “¡Presente!” [Present!] for Fernando García Huamán [the owner of the 
house where I lived, a former schoolteacher who lives in Lima]. Félix had told me to do 
that, but later when I asked him he said that if I weren’t there he would have said 
“¡Presente!” and represented Don Fernando. Often the person who said “¡Presente!” was 
not the same one whose name was called, but somebody else from the family or someone 
like me or Félix representing a water user.  
  ...When the primary school kids arrived they mixed in among everyone and mixed 
up the gender divisions more. More children went to the women’s side than to the men’s 
side, and some just stayed around the periphery playing. 
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  After taking attendance the authorities performed a pago [offering]. I followed the 
people on the men’s side since I was in that group with the authorities. We went up 
stream a little bit to the source of the canal. Most of the women and children stayed 
behind. The Water Committee President and another man climbed a little ways up a cliff 
above the ñawi [water source] to perform the offering. 
  ...Then we went back to the canal, rejoined the women, and divided into 
neighborhoods to start working. The work for women involved cutting back the plants 
along the edge of the canal with our sickles (seguederas in Spanish, rutunas in Quechua). 
Men mostly had shovels and scraped out the moss, plants and rocks that were in the 
canal. Some had machetes and chopped back the bigger plants. There were so many 
people there working that really it wasn’t necessary for everyone to work and a lot of 
people didn’t. A lot of the women, especially, just kind of followed along. It was pretty 
light work with so many people chipping in [see photo in Figure 5.08]. 
...The kids didn’t join the adults in the cleaning. They stayed down below but 
within sight of the canal, and played or did some sort of activities organized by their 
teachers. They followed along the canal parallel to us and met us at the resting spot. 
Some of the teachers stayed with the kids and some worked with the adults. (September 
15, 2010) 
 During the events I describe here, the complementary and fluid nature of gender roles 
manifested in multiple ways. While I was initially told by a member of my adopted family to sit 
with the women, communal authorities subsequently called me over to stand with them on the 
male side, accompanying a scattering of other women who had official roles in municipal and 
communal government. When the primary school teachers arrived with their students, the male 
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teachers and students joined the women’s side. Only a couple of sixth grade boys who were 
representing their families as workers and had not come with their school classes were on the 
men’s side. After the initial roll call, I accompanied my group to a more secluded spot further 
upstream, where we attended a pago a la tierra, while the women’s group stayed behind with the 
children. During the cleaning itself we also had gendered roles, with men chopping away at 
overgrown bushes with machetes while I joined the women in clearing out weeds with our 
sickles. At lunch time more women joined us carrying food and drink they had spent the morning 
preparing. These patterns are typical of communal events, where male and female roles are 
clearly defined but specific individuals are allowed to cross the gender divide and perform 
atypical roles without any social questioning of their sexuality or gender identity. 
 Contrasting with all of this are the gendered spatial divisions of schooling, where girls 
and boys stand in strictly separated lines during formation (see Figure 4.06 in Chapter 4). Play at 
school recess also is highly gendered, with girls playing volleyball and boys playing soccer. Only 
girls are allowed on the school volleyball team and only boys are allowed on the soccer team. 
Nevertheless, pick-up soccer and volleyball games on the streets outside of school are often 
mixed gender, involving anyone who lives nearby or who happens to be passing through. While 
girls are assumed to be better at volleyball and boys better at soccer, no one is excluded from the 
game or stigmatized for playing, as they would be at school. 
 The complementary but flexible gender relationships in communal and familial activities 
reinforce ideas about the reciprocal and collective nature of respect. In terms of respect for order, 
communal gender relations enact a flexible notion of order, where it is essential to ensure that 
both female and male tasks are accomplished, but not essential that they be completed by women 
and men respectively. Gendered expertise in specific tasks encourages women and men to 
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respect one another for their contributions to collective endeavors. During communal activities, 
both female and male labor are essential components of the social respectability that each family 
gains or loses as community members assess and evaluate their contributions. 
 
From a Child’s Point of View: Peripheral Participation in Adult-Centered Communal 
Activities 
I have described in this chapter ways in which adults reinforce respect for order, 
reciprocal respect, and collective projections of respect through participation in communal 
organization and symbolic practice. I found that despite the central importance of community in 
Andean life, children’s peripheral participation in communal activities leads them to frame their 
involvement with communal events in terms of family, school, and play. The community, like 
the nation (discussed in Chapter 4), is an abstract concept for children. Children are not directly 
responsible to community leaders and members, nor is their direct participation necessary for the 
functioning of the group at the communal level. Rather, children participate in communal 
activities out of obligations to their parents and families, out of respect for the order imposed by 
teachers at school, and/or through play with peers. These three frames of family, school, and play 
overlap considerably, but by separating them analytically, I am able to examine how each 
influences the ways that children learn about respect as they participate in communal activities. 
Through this analytical perspective, I contribute to understandings of how children gradually 
construct a sense of community and identity with large-scale adult-centered social groups of 
which they form part. 
 
Understanding the Community through Family 
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One way in which children frame their participation in communal activities is through 
family. Children often accompany parents to communal meetings and work sessions, where they 
are expected to remain on the periphery and stay out of people’s way. In these situations, 
children’s primary responsibility is to their parents, who indicate where they should sit, how 
quietly they should talk, in which activities they may participate, and when they should help to 
serve food or keep babies amused while adults attend to their work. In doing this, children are 
transferring to communal contexts a rule that they expressed to me again and again when I asked 
what they should do at home: “Ayudar a mamá” [Help Mom].  
In the process of helping their mothers, fathers, and other close adult relatives, children 
learn about gendered divisions of labor. Girls are more often asked to watch younger children 
and help their mothers serve food and drink to male workers, while boys are often allowed to 
accompany men in increasingly active ways as they mature, from carrying needed tools to 
lassoing calves and driving oxen. As among adults, these gendered roles for children are flexible, 
with boys taking on typically female roles and vice versa when there is a need. The general 
trends of female and male labor, however, lead girls and boys to develop expertise appropriate to 
their gender, creating gendered interdependence within the family as each family contributes to 
communal activities.  
Children also experience ritual and symbolic ties of reciprocity through the lens of family 
cohesion. During cattle marking festivals, for example, adults draw children into the center of 
activities when it is time to mark a family’s new calves, so that they can include children in 
symbolic ties among family members and their animals. Once adults have succeeded in lassoing 
the animal and holding it to the ground, all immediate members of the family who owns the calf 
gather around. Adults and adolescents work together to make a small cut in the calf’s ear and dip 
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the bleeding ear into alcohol. They then smear blood from the calf’s ear onto the cheeks of each 
family member, including even the smallest babies, and pass around the cup with alcohol and 
blood for each member of the family to take a sip. Through rituals such as this, children learn to 
associate reciprocal connections with animals to their own families, developing a sense of 
interdependence that is focused on the specific animals that they are responsible for rearing and 
that constitute the livelihood of their families. 
Children also associate godparent-godchild relationships with the well being of their 
families and obligations to parents. While on the one hand, fictive kinship relations are 
communal in that they establish ties among families, on the other they are familial in that they 
bring outsiders into a child’s family. Parents are responsible for negotiating godparent 
relationships for their children, and children most often show respect to godparents in direct 
response to instructions from parents and older relatives within their household. Godparents 
contribute directly to the well being of their godchild’s family by offering material goods, 
financial support, and worldly advice for children, all of which relieve parents of some of the 
burdens of child rearing. While the central rituals and celebrations initiating fictive kinship 
relations are usually relatively public (e.g. baptisms, graduations, first hair-cutting ceremonies), 
the enduring relationships that succeed these initial ceremonies teach children increasingly to 
view godparents as honorary members of their own families whom they must treat in ways 
proscribed by their parents and whom they should value for their contributions to family life. 
It is worth noting that children’s most intensive exposure to the Quechua language is 
through family-framed participation in communal activities. Many parents speak to their children 
in Spanish at home, but even young adults speak almost exclusively in Quechua when 
communicating with their peers and elders during agricultural rituals, work sessions, and 
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celebrations. This is not true in communal meetings, where people slip frequently back and forth 
between Spanish and Quechua as they carry out official meeting procedures and listen to one 
another’s ideas. When children participate in communal activities through the lens of family, 
they must respond to their parents quickly in a nearly monolingual Quechua-speaking 
environment where parents are focused on adult activities and do not adjust their speech to 
address children. This contrasts with school- and play-framed participation in communal 
activities, where children focus on communicating with teachers and classmates, or with 
playmates, and are less attentive to the Quechua language interactions among adults. 
When children frame their participation in communal activities through the lens of 
family, they are motivated by affective ties and desires to contribute to harmonious family 
relations (as discussed in Chapter 3). When children approach communal activities through this 
frame, they learn to respect order by heeding instructions from familial authorities even when 
those instructions do not fall strictly in line with ideal gender and age-based roles. By 
contributing in this way to collaborative goal-oriented activities, children learn that social order 
serves to accomplish collective goals, and that when strict adherence to normative social roles 
would fail to serve this purpose, flexibility within the ideal order is equally important. Within the 
family frame, children also learn that by showing respect for godparents and sponsors, animals 
and land, female and male family members, they ensure reciprocal contributions that are 
essential in strengthening family cohesion. When parents remind children to treat their 
godparents and their farm animals, for example, with special consideration, they communicate 
indirectly that by paying respect to these key figures children contribute to the well being of their 
families. Finally, children learn that by following parental directions to respect social order and 
symbolic reciprocal ties in communal spaces, they bring collective respectability to their families 
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in the eyes of their agricultural and school communities. Children’s emotionally laden intrinsic 
desires to contribute to family cohesion thus motivate them to learn indirectly about the forms of 
social order and symbolic practice valued in the wider community, and children begin to develop 
a sense of communal belonging through the lens of family. 
 
Understanding the Community through School 
 Another way in which children frame their participation in communal practice is through 
school. Sometimes primary school teachers suspend classes and take their students to participate 
in communal celebrations during the school day. This was the case, for example, on the first day 
of the canal cleaning festival that I describe above. On such occasions, children frame their 
participation largely in relation to school, even though their parents are often present. Instead of 
helping their mothers bring food to the workers at mid-day, or helping to carry tools from home 
in the morning, children report to school at the usual hour and line up in military formation to 
mark the beginning of a school day. After the morning formation, they collaborate with 
classmates and teachers to change into costume and rehearse songs and dances that they have 
prepared to present. They arrive at the communal event together with their schoolmates and 
teachers, and are responsible for following teachers’ directions throughout the day, so that they 
can return to school together for a final formation before going home, at which point they might 
return to the festival, this time to participate together with their families. While children certainly 
intermingle with family members during these events, their primary responsibility is to their 
teachers and classmates. The school itself owns plots of land that the caretaker farms, together 
with other parents and teachers. As a landowning entity, the primary school was included on the 
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roll call during the 2010 canal cleaning festival, and all of the schoolchildren present chimed in 
to represent their institution’s presence at the event. 
 Children also understand communal participation through the lens of school when parents 
and teachers apply communal organization tactics of vernacular statecraft to school governance. 
While children are not centrally involved in the Parent Teacher Association, they are key actors 
in implementing APAFA’s decisions. Children serve as intermediaries between teachers and 
parents, and are held responsible by teachers for informing their parents of scheduled meetings 
and activities, and for bringing dues, fines, and other collected materials to school. The degree to 
which children should be held responsible for their parents’ actions can be a point of contention 
between parents and teachers. Parents sometimes complain when their children are publicly 
reprimanded or sent home due to parents’ failure to fulfill an obligation. On the other hand, from 
the teachers’ point of view, if parents do not come to meetings they have little choice but to 
communicate with them through children. Often parents who are unable to fulfill an obligation 
take the burden off of their children by accompanying them to school so that they can deal with 
teachers directly. Using children as intermediaries is yet another form of coercive compliance 
employed by parents and teachers. 
Through their interactions with school governance, children learn about communal 
organizing tactics and the social functions that they serve. They learn that failure to follow rules 
parents and teachers have agreed upon collectively leads to public shaming in the form of 
reprimands during line-up. They learn that by fulfilling individual responsibility as 
representatives of their families, they can contribute to making collective projects function, and 
that familial participation in collective projects leads to social inclusion. As intermediaries, 
children represent their families in the eyes of the school community, and represent their school 
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in the eyes of their families, reminding their parents of familial obligations to the educational 
institution. Despite this seeming ambiguity, however, children’s interactions with school 
governance demonstrate a clear orientation to school rather than family norms. Children talk 
about bringing quotas to school in terms of teachers’ requests (e.g. “La profesora me ha dicho 
que...” [The teacher told me to...]), and not in terms of parents’ requests (e.g. “Mi mamá quiere 
que...” [My mom wants me to...]). Children also relate anxieties about school obligations to 
desires for belonging in the school community rather than to family cohesion, worrying about 
their classmates’ and teachers’ reactions and often showing little regard for the perspectives of 
parents and siblings who are not cooperating with teachers’ requests. Children themselves 
engage in tactics of vernacular statecraft when organizing one another in their classrooms, using 
social pressure and public announcements of noncompliance (i.e. tattling on classmates) in order 
to coerce cooperation (see Chapter 6). 
 When children frame their interactions with communal events and governance tactics in 
terms of school, their primary motivations are threat of punishment, desire for inclusion in the 
school community, and a sense of responsibility for making their school respectable in the eyes 
of outsiders. During school-framed activities, children actively participate in enforcing school 
rules and social conformity, with both extrinsic and intrinsic motivations. The militaristic 
organization of school described in Chapter 4 positions rules of order both as ends in and of 
themselves and as means for earning individual and collective respect. The rigidity of written 
and recited school rules makes respect for order at school more rigidly rule-bound than the forms 
of respect for order that children learn in family-framed activities. In the next chapter, I examine 
ways in which children verbalize and enforce rules that teachers lay out during morning 
formations and on classroom posters. This exaggerated emphasis on rule-based order at school, 
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together with close associations between public reprimands and social exclusion, encourages 
children to develop the extrinsic motivation of complying in order to avoid punishment. 
Simultaneously, the public nature of school punishments leads to intrinsic motivations of social 
inclusion and responsibility. Not only do teachers reprimand children in front of their peers, but 
children themselves participate actively in reprimanding and punishing one another, and teachers 
reprimand children collectively for misbehavior and poor performance on the part of their 
schoolmates. In these ways, children incorporate communal models of organization into their 
schooling, drawing connections between respect for order and social belonging. 
 Most of Aucará’s schoolteachers are themselves members of the agricultural community 
who farm their own land, rear livestock, sponsor festivals, perform offerings, and participate in 
godparent-godchild networks. As such, teachers understand the importance of reciprocity within 
and among families and between humans and non-human entities. This is why teachers take their 
students to communal festivals and excuse children from school to participate in their families’ 
annual planting and cattle-marking rituals. Teachers also instruct their students to show special 
reverence and offer gifts to godparents of graduating classes and donors of school materials, just 
as parents do with their children’s godparents. Within the school frame, teachers position these 
activities and behaviors primarily in terms of collective respectability and respect for school 
rules that prohibit mistreatment of people, plants, and the natural and material environment. 
When children violate rules of reciprocal respect, teachers reprimand them collectively and with 
increased severity if an outsider observed the violation. Even when no outside observer is 
involved, teachers often use the hypothetical situation of, What if someone came and saw you? as 
motivation for students to collectively correct their behavior. In those moments when children 
participate in communal events as school activities, they view their participation through the lens 
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and vocabulary of school rules and learn to understand respect as collective responsibility for 
following and enforcing those rules among schoolmates as they interact with others in the 
agricultural community. 
 
Understanding the Community through Play 
Children’s most frequent activity during communal meetings, work sessions, and 
festivals is play with peers. Children shift their frames of reference from family or school to play 
when adults leave them to their own devices or indicate that they should stay out of the way. In 
the process of staying out of the way, children turn to play with siblings, cousins, and other 
young relatives or classmates, creating their own forms of peripheral participation without 
directives from adults. In the play frame, children have a great a deal of autonomy in organizing 
their own activities, which makes this a rich arena for examining how children appropriate the 
forms of behavior and organization that go on around them while they play, and those that they 
learned through family and school activities.  
Playing children are peripherally aware of adult activities to different degrees depending 
on the circumstance. During meetings children play outside of the meeting room with little 
exposure to what goes on inside. They sometimes play “escuelita” [school] or “cocina” [kitchen], 
imitating adult roles in activities in which they participate in other frames (see photos in Figure 
5.09). When the necessary materials are available, they play volleyball, soccer, marbles, or jump 
rope with their classmates, neighbors, and relatives. During agricultural festivals and work 
sessions, children move in and out of adult activities fairly freely, attempting adult tasks, 
sometimes in ways that contribute directly to the central endeavor and sometimes as play on the 
edge. For example, young boys chase calves with their lassos mostly in vain during cattle 
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marking rites, but occasionally they catch one, drawing the attention of adults who help pull it to 
the ground and mark it (see photos in Figure 1.28, Chapter 1). Girls often take the initiative to 
entertain babies and distribute drinks among guests. Sometimes their efforts are met with grateful 
acknowledgment from adults, while at other times they are ignored or reprimanded for getting in 
the way. When children attempt more complex tasks like branding cattle and piercing the 
animals’ ears with color-coded ribbons, they stay out of adults’ way and organize their own 
imitative play away from the action, much like playing school or kitchen outside of a meeting. 
Pet dogs and lambs often accompany families to their fields and corrals, where agricultural 
festivals take place. These animals, like children, are expected to stay out of the way while adults 
take care of the tasks at hand, and children usually incorporate them into their games. On one 
occasion, a dog was assigned the role of a cow that children caught and marked, tying a colored 
ribbon onto its ear (see photos in Figure 5.10). 
When communal work sessions conclude and transition into parties, children sometimes 
join adult play. As work transitions into celebration, alcohol flows abundantly among adults, 
who join hands and dance their way down the mountains, through the streets and into town, 
circling around the walking musicians hired for the occasion. As the party continues late into the 
night, children excitedly join in, grabbing the hand of a trusted and not-too-drunk adult, and 
trying to keep up with the dance. Adults continue with their dancing, singing, and drinking, and 
let children drop out and form their own dance circles when their little legs fail to keep up (see 
photos in Figure 5.11).  
When children participate peripherally in communal activities through play, they learn 
about adult communal practice incidentally, through their own goals of successful play. My 
definition of incidental learning differs somewhat from that of Claudia Strauss, who theorized 
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intentional and incidental learning in an important 1984 article. In an effort to replace the 
“formal” versus “informal” education divide with a more productive model, Strauss broke down 
learning processes on three levels. On the first level, she made a distinction between intentional 
learning, which involves a learner’s focal attention, and incidental learning, which she posed as a 
category in opposition to intentional learning that encompasses most early childhood learning. 
She then broke down intentional learning into two categories based on instructional strategies: 
well-defined procedures and ill-defined procedures. On the third level, she broke down the 
category of well-defined procedures into three acquisition strategies: attention-directing, 
rehearsal, and chanting (1984:200). 
I build on Strauss’s model of intentional versus incidental learning by theorizing 
strategies of instruction and acquisition on the incidental side of the spectrum, which Strauss left 
undeveloped. I define intentional learning more specifically, as learning situations in which a 
learner and teacher both focus their attention toward the same learning goals. This definition is 
implicit in Strauss’s categories, and I make it explicit in order to contrast with incidental learning 
that may involve focal attention on the part of a learner and/or a teacher who have different 
goals. In the case of children’s play, when adults correct children for being disruptive, the adults 
who are doing the correcting have the instructional goal of teaching children to stay out of the 
way. Children, in contrast, respond to these corrections with the goal of figuring out the best 
strategies for playing without adult interruption. In other words, adults focus on the goals of 
communal activities while children focus on the goals of peer play. This differs from children’s 
family-framed participation in communal activities, where children are focused on assisting their 
parents in accomplishing common goals. It also differs from school-framed participation, where 
students and teachers alike are focused on ensuring collective compliance with school rules. In 
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both the family and school frames, children learn intentionally about communal norms through 
adult guidance and learner acquisition strategies (e.g. paying attention, practicing, testing 
theories). In the play frame, on the other hand, children learn to abide by communal norms 
incidentally, by ordering their play in ways that are least likely to be interrupted by adult 
reprimands. In this way, they learn, for example, which spaces they can play in, how loud they 
can talk, which adults they can bother, and what kinds of questions they can ask to whom.  
In addition to learning communal norms of order incidentally through play, children also 
enact reciprocity through imitative role-play. When they take turns, for example, being the bull 
and the farmer branding him, they learn to empathize with both parties. They also learn to work 
out reciprocal and complementary age roles, with older children in charge of caring for and 
monitoring younger siblings, and younger children playing important roles in imaginary 
scenarios (such as the student when playing school, or the calf when organizing a cow-and-
farmer role play). During all kinds of communal activities, whether children are left 
unsupervised outside of a meeting or left to entertain themselves amidst increasingly intoxicated 
grown-ups, children take on the responsibility of watching out for one another and alerting an 
adult when they need help. Adults, in turn, leave children to their own devices with the 
confidence that children will seek their help if necessary. I return to the role of adults in 
children’s peer organization as I explore classroom dynamics in Chapter 6. 
Through the process of organizing each other and establishing complementary roles, 
children enact collective organization and an ethos in which everyone present must be involved 
productively in order for a play activity to be deemed successful. When they frame their 
activities as play, children draw on a vast array of knowledge learned through observation and 
participation in family- and school-framed activities to organize each other in ways that 
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implicitly invoke order, complementarity, and collective commitments. As they direct one 
another’s attention to the learning and teaching goals of making their play run smoothly, they 
learn incidentally about adult-centered communal practices.  
 
I have shown in this chapter multiple ways in which communal practice invokes an ethos 
of respect for order, reciprocity, and collective commitment. These ideas about respect intertwine 
with principles of moral subjectivity that guide child rearing in families and pedagogical 
practices at school. These intersections become particularly salient when children frame their 
interactions with the community in terms of family or school commitments. Children’s attitudes 
toward family, school, and play shape their motivations for participation and compliance with 
social norms, which in turn shape the ways that they learn as they participate peripherally in 
communal activities. Through the multiple forms of peripheral involvement, children learn about 
communal obligations, their impact on family life, and the notions of order and respect that they 
entail. I draw on Vygotsky’s (1978) concept of the zone of proximal development to suggest that 
children in their first years of primary school are only able to conceptualize their belonging in 
more distant and abstract social groups such as an agricultural community and a nation when 
they approach these through more immediately relevant and concrete social frames. By 
experiencing community through the primary socialization of the family, the secondary 
socialization of schooling, and the peer group socialization of play, children develop cognitive 
frameworks with which they can eventually come to understand the complex interfamilial and 
political dynamics that position them as belonging to an agricultural community. In the next 
chapter, I build on these intersections to return to the school and examine ways in which familial 
and communal values shape school practice, creating a dynamic for students between the highly 
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structured order of militaristic rituals and a looser order of classroom practice that offers an 
alternative path to implementing reconciliation policy. 
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FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 5 
 
Figure 5.01: Aucará’s Annual Patron Saint Festival 
Current residents of Aucará become a minority in their own town when former residents visit 
from Lima for the patron saint festival. Those visitors from Lima who serve as cargontes, or 
sponsors, are particularly well dressed in their urban attire.  
 
 
Figure 5.02: A neighborhood Yunza celebration 
Yunzas are Carnival festivals organized in each of Aucará’s four neighborhoods. The sponsors 
for each yunza cut down a large tree branch and drag it into town, where they “plant” it like a 
tree and decorate it. When night falls, adults dance in circles around the tree and couples take 
turns swinging at the tree with an axe. The couple that makes the tree fall must sponsor the 
festival the following year. This is one of the few occasions in which festival sponsors are not 
chosen based on their financial ability to provide sponsorship. However, couples who do not 
wish to sponsor the festival the following year refuse to take the axe. 
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Figure 5.03: Hired workers planting a field in October 
The man leading the oxen on the far right is the owner of the fields and works alongside 
neighbors he hired to help with the planting. Together they drive two sets of oxen to pull large 
wooden plows through the soil, as women drop seeds in at the proper intervals.  
  
 
Figure 5.04: Proper dress for the Canal Cleaning Festival 
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Proper dress for men included sandals, short pants, plaid shirt, sombrero, and pisca (a little bag 
for coca leaves). Women were supposed to wear a wali/skirt, a nice shirt, a chumpi/belt, sandals, 
pigtail braids, a lliklla/carrying cloth, and sombrero. Everyone was also supposed to have a tool 
to help out with the cleaning. My costume (in the photo on the right) was approved. The girls in 
the middle photo came with their schoolteachers and classmates in proper costume, and the girl 
on the far right came from home in street clothes. Women and men sat in separate groups. 
   
 
Figure 5.05: Initial spatial arrangement of women and men when I arrived at the Canal 
Cleaning Festival 
When I first went to sit down with the women, we were sitting in a wide arc facing the men, who 
were also sitting in a wide arc facing us, but off to the side. A small group of men whom I 
identified as “the leaders” in my notes stood in a tight semicircle between the women and men 
facing roughly the same direction as the other men.  
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Figure 5.06: Shifted spatial arrangement after the women came closer to the men 
After the leaders asked the women to come closer, the women and men remained in two separate 
wide arcs facing one another, but now formed a large circle open on two sides. Here I note only 
one male leader in the center, the Communal President, and I note that he shifted between facing 
the women’s side of the circle and facing the men’s. I also note a small group of men who were 
standing in a cluster at the edge of the open circle (on the left in the diagram) and facing in. 
These men were not in costume. 
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Figure 5.07: More detailed depiction of gender mixing 
After I was called to the center and then sent to the men’s side of the circle, I began to notice 
more gender mixing. I stood with both male and female authorities in the middle of the men’s 
section. A mixed gender group formed a small arc to our right. The four male musicians stood at 
one end of the women’s side, facing the authorities. A parenthetical note at the edge of the 
diagram reads, “There was a little more gender mixing, but this was the trend.” 
 
 
Figure 5.08: Cleaning the canal 
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Figure 5.09: Children imitating everyday adult activities 
In the photo on the left, children play kitchen using stones and twigs to prop up a play pot over 
an imagined fire. The pot is a bottle cap that the children filled with water to “boil” over the 
“fire.” On the right, children show me a “house” that they made for themselves by lining up 
stones to represent the walls of each room. 
   
 
Figure 5.10: Children imitating adult festival activities 
On the left, children tie together the legs of an apparently good-natured dog that is lying on the 
ground. After this, the children pretended to hold the dog down and brand it, imitating adults’ 
lassoing and branding of cows, pictured on the right. In the photos underneath, a two-year-old 
uses his father’s bee panel as a harp, imitating festival musicians such as those pictured to the 
right. 
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Figure 5.11: Children joining in adult play as work sessions transition into parties 
In the photo on the left, adults dance through the streets holding hands and snaking back and 
forth around the walking musicians. Children often join in with this dance, dropping out when 
the line moves quickly for them to keep up. On the right, a child joins adults who are dancing 
around the musicians seated in the corner at a festival sponsor’s house. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 5 
                                                     
1
 Seating arrangements and response protocols in class follow a much looser sense of flexible order, which I discuss 
in Chapter 6. 
2
 The impact of coercive forms of ensuring participation emerged when I attempted to schedule a parent meeting 
about my research in 2010. After collecting students’ assent forms in each classroom, I followed the usual school 
procedure to schedule a parents’ meeting, writing a notice on the board and having children copy it down in their 
notebooks to show to their parents. When the scheduled time for the meeting arrived, I discovered that very few 
parents showed up because it was not obligatory and they had other priorities. Unlike school and communally 
organized meetings, there was no threat of a fine for failing to attend my meeting. As discussed in Chapter 2, many 
parents were in fact interested in my research and spoke with me about it later, but they did not come to the 
scheduled meeting. 
3
 See the section on Counterinsurgency Tactics in Chapter 4 for more about rondas campesinas. 
4
 Campesino or campesina is often translated as “peasant” in English. I prefer the word “agricultural” as an adjective 
and “farmer” as a noun, due to the negative connotations of “peasant.” Literally, campesino means someone or 
something related to the campo, or the countryside. 
5
 See Chapter 3 for a discussion of household structures. 
6
 2 sols is the cost of 14 rolls or 2 bowls of soup bought on the street. Even for a very impoverished family with a 
single child in primary school, 2 sols is an affordable amount for five days worth of lunches. 
7
 Benjamin Smith (2012) notes that Aymara speakers in the Andes use the same forms of address to speak to 
animals, small children, and inanimate objects, at moments when they see these addressees as having partial agency. 
8
 For more detailed descriptions of agricultural rituals, see example Isbell 1978; Allen 1988; Romero 2001; 
Mendoza Villanueva 2006. 
9
 The use of the word “tías” [aunts] is a way to refer respectfully to women who are older than the speaker. See 
Chapter 3 for further discussion of respectful forms of address. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
FLEXIBLE ORDER IN CLASSROOM PRACTICE: APPROACHING RECONCILIATION 
THROUGH COMMUNAL AND FAMILIAL VALUES AT SCHOOL 
 
 In Chapter 4 I discussed curricular goals of reconciliation in educational policy set at the 
national and regional levels. I begin this chapter by examining the focus on “values” adopted by 
Aucará’s primary school teachers at the local institutional level. I look at school documents, 
posters, rules, and teachers’ comments to draw a picture of what kinds of values teachers and 
administrators emphasize and how they articulate values as the foundation of their school’s 
curriculum. I draw parallels between the values that Aucará’s teachers emphasize at school, the 
cultural models of respect that children learn in other realms of their lives, and the reconciliation 
values promoted in national and regional educational policy documents.  
 Throughout this chapter, I examine a dynamic tension that emerges between rigid and 
flexible forms of order at school as children, teachers, and parents incorporate Andean cultural 
models of respect into school practice. I argue that by learning to navigate alternative forms of 
order, children learn about different kinds of social and political participation and the situations 
in which each is appropriate. The combination of rigid disciplinary practices and loosely 
structured classroom practices offers children tools for political, social, and interpersonal 
reconciliation. 
I examine three arenas through which students, teachers, and parents bring Andean 
cultural models of respect and the dynamics of flexible order that they entail into the classroom. 
The first is context-dependent enforcement of order, the second is peer organization, and the 
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third is student and parent attitudes toward particular teachers. In contrast to family-framed 
activities, in which strict enforcement of order is oriented toward practical goals, rigid 
enforcement of order at school is primarily symbolic. Teachers enforce rigid forms of order most 
strictly during ritualized spectacles such as formations and parades, while prioritizing 
interdependence, collaboration, and family ties in the much looser task-oriented order of classes 
and recess. Even within rigidly ordered activities, teachers exhibit a high level of tolerance for 
disorder in young children’s behavior, thus cultivating value-laden bodily habits by having 
children participate in activities that they are not yet sufficiently mature to perform correctly. In 
the more flexible contexts of classrooms and recess, I look at patterns of turn taking, use of 
space, forms of address, shifting authorities and audiences, and forms of collaborative 
communication.  
In turning to peer organization, I argue that teachers allow loose order in classroom 
practice so that children can learn to organize themselves, and that children draw on principles of 
social organization learned in their families and community when they organize one another. 
Notably, I found that children orient toward both adult and peer authority figures as part of their 
social group rather than in opposition to the group, positioning the reporting of peer and sibling 
misbehavior as a form collaboration rather than betrayal. I look at ways in which the disorder 
fostered by teachers’ encouragement of student autonomy leads children to legitimize symbolic 
order at school by participating actively in its establishment and enforcement. 
I then look at children’s and parents’ attitudes toward particular teachers to examine ways 
in which they reciprocate teachers’ enactments of respect or disrespect. I show that, while on the 
one hand Andean communities hold schooling in high esteem and go to great lengths to respect 
the order of school (as described in Chapter 4), on the other hand parents expect teachers to show 
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respect for them and their children as a form of professionalism. I demonstrate that teachers who 
show respect toward children by listening and paying attention to them receive respect from 
them in return, and that parents express firm convictions in the importance of demanding that 
teachers respect them and their children. Through these attitudes, I argue, parents and children 
bring Andean ideas about the reciprocity of respect into their school.  
In the final section, I return to reconciliation discourses and suggest that these become 
meaningful for children only when they are enacted in forms that engage communal and familial 
values. I suggest that more attention to intersections between Andean cultural models of respect, 
the values touted by schoolteachers, and reconciliation policies could help to bridge the gap 
between current educational policy and school practices. Rather than positioning Andean cultural 
practices in opposition to institutional practices of schooling, I show that familial and communal 
models lie at the core of classroom interactions. Effective forms of teaching democracy, I argue, 
come not from a position of opposition and change, but from recognizing and building on 
democratic practices that are already central to child rearing.  
 
A Values Education 
When I asked Aucará’s primary school teachers during casual conversations about their 
pedagogical goals, they often mentioned “valores” [values] as having central importance in their 
school’s curricular content. They talked about values as a focus that they had decided on as a 
team in response to the specific circumstances of their educational institution and their student 
population. Values are mentioned multiple times in the school’s Institutional Educational Project 
(PEI) elaborated by faculty. I also saw teachers talk about values explicitly with their students 
during morning formations and classroom lessons. Posters throughout the school and rules on 
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classroom walls reinforce values in yet another form, positioning them as the basis on which to 
judge students’ behavior. Teachers and students at the local level rarely make explicit 
connections between the values that lie at the center of their school’s functioning and the 
democratic values emphasized in regional and national policy documents on education for 
reconciliation. However, a close look at the dynamics of school practice shows that cultural 
models of respect guiding behaviors outside of school also guide enactments of values that 
teachers emphasize in school. I argue that these unarticulated cultural models offer a tool for 
closing the discursive gap between regional and national policy on the one hand, and institutional 
curricular content on the other. 
 On one of the walls in the main schoolyard, displayed prominently where students can 
read it while they stand in daily formation, is a poster of the school’s mission statement, which 
reads (see photo in Figure 6.01):  
MISIÓN 
La Institución Educativa Primaria No. 24076 “Virgen de las Mercedes” de Aucará, somos 
una Institución que brinda una educación científica, humanista y productiva en el área 
agropecuario, con manejo tecnológico y enfoque ambiental; formando estudiantes 
competentes capaces de contribuir al desarrollo local, regional y nacional, con 
capacitación especial de identidad cultural y social, que imparte la práctica de valores con 
ejemplo. 
[MISSION 
Primary Educational Institution No. 24076 “Virgin of Mercy” of Aucará is an Institution 
that provides a scientific, humanistic, and productive education in the area of agronomy, 
with use of technology and a focus on the environment; forming students who are 
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competent and able to contribute to local, regional, and national development, with 
special training in cultural and social identity, imparting the practice of values through 
example.]  
Without explicitly defining values, the statement suggests that school faculty and staff exhibit in 
their own behaviors the kinds of values they want to cultivate in children; that these values are 
related to the children’s cultural and social identity; and that values should instill in children a 
sense of responsibility for contributing to local, regional, and national development. These are all 
sentiments reflected in teachers’ conversations with me, their students, parents, and one another. 
The mission statement positions values as simultaneously conservative and progressive. Values 
are conservative in that they are culturally rooted in local traditions and exemplified by older 
generations, and are progressive in their function as keys to development. I argue that this 
tension is central to the potential of the values curriculum to serve as a bridge between locally 
rooted cultural models and foreign-derived discourses of development and democracy that are 
prominent in reconciliation policy. 
 Teachers reinforce the focus on values in the mission statement through decorations in 
their classrooms. The 2010 fourth grade classroom featured a large paper tree under the heading 
“Cultivemos los Valores—Ser...” [Let’s Cultivate Values—To be...]. On the tree are six paper 
apples labeled “puntual” [punctual], “responsable” [responsible], “solidario” [supportive], 
“onestidad” (sic) [honesty], “paz” [peace], and “amor” [love]. Next to the tree and under the 
same heading about values is a handwritten poster that reads (see photo in Figure 6.02): 
MI COMPROMISO [MY COMMITMENT] 
1. Llegar temprano a la I. E. uniformados. [Arrive at school early and in uniform.] 
1. Saludar a las personas mayores. [Greet elders.] 
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2. Cumplir con las actividades educativas. [Comply with educational activities.] 
3. Practicar una hora de lectura diaria. [Practice one hour of reading a day.] 
2. Respetar el medio ambiente y cuidarlos (sic). [Respect the environment and take care 
of it.] 
4. Practicar la ayuda mutua con los demás. [Help one another.] 
3. Participar en las diferentes actividades cívicas. [Participate in the various civic 
activities.] 
4. Practicar la onestidad (sic) y respetar las cosas ajenas. [Practice honesty and respect 
others’ belongings.] 
-Los alumnos del 4to Grado [-The students of the 4th Grade] 
The third grade classroom lists the following similar rules on a handwritten poster (see photo in 
Figure 6.03): 
 Mis Normas de Convivencia [My Norms of Conviviality] 
1. Debemos llegar temprano a la escuela. [We should arrive at school early.] 
1. Ser responsable, asistir aseados. [Be responsible, come well groomed.] 
2. Respetar a las personas mayores y menores. [Respect older and younger people.] 
3. No hacer el desorden en la formación. [Don’t act disorderly in the formation.] 
2. Mantener el aula y los mobiliarios limpio (sic). [Keep the classroom and furniture 
clean.] 
3. Guardar su lonchera hasta la hora de recreo. [Put his/her snack away until recess.] 
4. Cumplir con las tareas. [Do homework.] 
5. Pedir permiso antes de salir del aula. [Ask permission before leaving the classroom.] 
6. No agarrar cosas ajenas. [Don’t take others’ belongings.] 
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7. Saludar a personas mayores. [Greet elders.] 
8. Obedecer a la profesora. [Obey the teacher.] 
9. Asistir a la I.E. uniformados. [Attend school in uniform.] 
10. Al salir nos despedimos. [When we leave we say goodbye.] 
The 2008 second grade classroom features the following values with their definitions hanging 
from a wooden beam that traverses the center of the room (see photo in Figure 6.04): 
 Honestidad [Honesty] 
Es la coherencia entre lo que se dice y lo que se hace, sin contradicciones. [Is coherence 
between what is said and what is done, without contradictions.] 
 Los hechos convencen más que las palabras. [Actions are more convincing than words.] 
 Respeto [Respect] 
El respeto es la base fundamental para una comunidad sana. [Respect is the foundation of 
a healthy community.] 
 Siempre se debe pensar antes de actuar. [We should always think before acting.] 
 Responsabilidad [Responsibility] 
Es asumir las consecuencias de nuestros actos. [Is assuming the consequences of our 
actions.] 
 Solidaridad [Solidarity] 
Es sentir al prójimo, ayudarlos en la medida de nuestras posibilidades. [Is feeling for 
others and helping them in ways that we can.] 
The prominent places of these decorations encourage children to verbalize school values as they 
work together to create the decorations and later refer back to them, holding one another 
accountable for classroom behavior. Each classroom’s articulation of values is slightly different 
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from the others, but they are mutually reinforcing. Teachers and children work together each 
school year to redefine the values that are important to them in their classrooms, with teachers 
directing the conversation toward a core set of values laid out in the school’s curricular program. 
 In my observations of classroom practice, I found that teachers often discuss values 
explicitly, using them to frame lessons and draw connections among different topics. This 
occurred, for example, when the second grade teacher introduced her six- and seven-year-old 
students to a lesson in Social and Personal Development: 
Teacher: ¿Para qué nos formamos en la mañana? ¿Para saludar a—? [Why do we line up 
in formation in the morning? To greet—?] 
 Students: Dios. [God.] 
 T:  ¿Después? [And then?] 
 SS:  a los profesores. [the teachers.] 
 T:  ¿Después? [And then?] 
 SS: a la bandera. [the flag.] 
 T:  ¿Qué actividades (hacemos)? [What activities (do we do)?] 
 SS: Rezamos. [We pray.] 
 T:  ¿Después? [And then?] 
 SS: Cantamos. [We sing.] 
T: ¿Después?...  ¿Qué nos recomienda la profesora? [And then?...  What does the 
teacher tell us to do?] 
SS:  Que todos los domingos vayamos a la misa…  Que saluden… Que nos portemos 
bien… Que no botemos la basura… Que cuando vamos de visita nos portemos 
tranquilos… [To go to mass every Sunday...To greet people… To behave 
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ourselves…. Not to throw trash on the ground…. When we go visit people to 
behave well…] 
As the children continued to answer, the teacher wrote on the board a list of values that each of 
these behaviors exemplifies: honesty, responsibility, respect, hygiene, punctuality, solidarity, 
sincerity, and justice. She then asked her students: 
 T: ¿(Estos son) los—?  ¿los—? ¿los va—? [(These are) our—? our—? our val—?] 
 SS: ¿--lores? [—ues?] 
T:  Los valores.  Los valores que hemos perdido. [Our values.  The values that we’ve 
lost.] 
Once the children had copied the list of values in their notebooks and drawn a picture to 
represent each one (see Figure 6.05 for a student’s drawings of these values), the teacher 
transitioned to a lesson in Religion: “Primero tenemos que cumplir los mandamientos de Dios. 
Después amar a nuestra patria. Y después a la mamá.” [First we have to follow God’s 
commandments. Then love our country. And then love our mother.]  She continued with the 
theme of lost values by reading the Ten Commandments from a student’s Religion notebook, and 
blaming Godless adults for social ills: “¿Qué está pasando en el mundo? Mucha delincuencia, 
mucho robo, muchos violadores… Por eso hay gente que se están muriendo de frío, porque 
son… son atéas…” [What’s happening in the world? A lot of crime, a lot of stealing, a lot of 
rapists…  That’s why there are people who are freezing to death, because they’re… they’re 
atheists…]  
This teacher’s view that values have been lost echoes the school’s curricular program 
(PEI), which states that the community of Aucará faces “una crisis de valores” [a crisis of 
values]. Teachers frequently admonish children for failing to demonstrate the values that their 
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elders expect of them. On several occasions I observed teachers taking considerable time during 
the school-wide formation to lecture children on lost values, conveying complaints from 
community elders that children these days “ya no saludan” [don’t greet anymore]. Greeting 
elders is listed explicitly in most of the classroom rules and has become a symbol of 
intergenerational tensions, marking today’s more urbanized and Spanish-dominant children as 
disrespectful and lacking values in the eyes of older generations. 
Through classroom conversations, posters, and lessons, Aucará’s teachers position their 
vision of a values education as both conservative and progressive. On the one hand, they seek to 
preserve the moral thread of the community through traditional values framed as religious, 
cultural, and social. On the other hand, they want children to contribute to the progress of their 
nation and development of their town and region through patriotism, sustainable production, and 
competitiveness in a market economy. The values of “dignidad humana, libertad, justicia, 
equidad, democracia, solidaridad, tolerancia y un alto espíritu de superación” [human dignity, 
liberty, justice, equality, democracy, solidarity, tolerance, and an overarching spirit of 
betterment] (IEP 2005:7) listed in the school’s PEI echo development discourses. Meanwhile, 
values such as cleanliness, order, and punctuality emphasized in classroom posters and lessons 
reinforce the disciplinary regimes of military formations and spectacles discussed in Chapter 4.  
This conservative-progressive tension fosters in children a nuanced sense of values as 
encompassing both rigid order and flexibility. In school practice, these articulated values mix 
together with implicit enactments of reciprocal respect, interdependence, and family-oriented 
responsibilities that children, teachers, and parents bring in from communal and family life. At 
the same time, children learn through the disciplinary regimes and literacy practices of 
schooling, skills that they bring into other realms of life, just as adults throughout history have 
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incorporated state tactics of monitoring and controlling into their own practices of Andean 
communal governance (see Chapter 5). In the pages that follow, I look beyond verbalized school 
norms to highlight a number of nonverbal ways in which children enact values by transferring to 
school contexts knowledge and skills learned through participation in family and communal 
activities. As they shift between rigid and flexible forms of order at school, children learn both to 
abide by established social norms and to create new social norms, adjusting their behavior to the 
situation at hand and judging the appropriateness of different forms of order in different contexts.  
 
Context-Dependent Enforcement of Order 
 In Chapter 4, I described school formations, parades, and spectacles, and discussed ways 
in which these activities instill in children self-discipline and vigilance, respect for order, and 
militaristic patriotism. Here I look at a variety of other school practices that complicate this 
picture of rigid discipline. When I first began observing school activities in 2008, I was struck as 
much by the seeming chaos of classes and recess as by the rigid discipline of military formations 
and parades. In most of the classes that I joined and observed, children stood up and moved 
about quite freely, going to look at classmates’ work in the midst of completing their own. They 
roamed in and out of the room during classes and left school grounds at recess, while children 
from other classrooms and schools wandered in. Students talked out of turn, yelling, 
“¡Profesora!” [Teacher!] and speaking their minds without raising hands or waiting to be called 
on. They went up to the teacher’s desk and to the board without asking permission. They asked 
each other for answers and copied each other’s work. Teachers themselves seemed relatively 
unconcerned and at times even encouraging of these behaviors.  
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I begin by examining contextual factors that influence the degree to which teachers 
enforce order during school activities. One of the most important factors influencing 
enforcement of order is audience. When visitors are expected on a particular day, teachers tell 
students ahead of time that they must arrive in uniform with neatly combed hair. On regular 
school days, in contrast, many attend without uniforms, and teachers, who know that families can 
only afford one uniform per child, usually let this go by without comment. On one occasion, the 
principal announced to students during formation that they should come without their uniforms 
the following day and use that day instead to wash the uniforms and let them dry in the sun, in 
order to attend school with cleanly laundered uniforms on the subsequent day, when they were 
expecting visitors. The anticipated visitors were primary school students and teachers from 
neighboring towns who were coming to Aucará for a school sports competition. Even though 
students usually wear uniform sweat suits for physical education and sports practice, teachers 
instructed them to receive the visitors in full uniform and then change when necessary to 
compete. 
 I observed a similar occurrence one day toward the end of my research period, when I 
had scheduled with the principal and a classroom teacher a time to videotape a Quechua 
language class. At this point I knew the children and teachers quite well and had videotaped 
informal classroom situations many times, but when I asked specifically to record a Quechua 
class, they carefully planned it out and sent the fourth graders home to change into uniform 
before I was allowed to start recording. Once-a-week Quechua classes were a fairly recent 
mandate for the primary school curriculum from Ayacucho’s Regional Direction of Education. 
The principal and teachers knew that I had permission and backing for my research from 
provincial and national educational administrators and that I intended to publish my findings. 
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Undoubtedly, these facts motivated them to present their Quechua class in an impeccably well-
ordered manner. In this case, I was not their primary audience. They knew that I had seen many 
other classes and that I would observe what happened before and after the recording. They quite 
literally staged the class as a performance, with an imagined audience of educational 
administrators who might view the video in the future. 
 In the video clip of the Quechua class (see Video 6 in Appendix A), and stills from the 
video (see Figure 6.06) several elements of orderliness beyond uniforms emerge. Children 
monitor one another’s behavior, reminding each other with whispers, gestures, and glances 
toward the camera to sit with hands folded on their desks and notebook closed. They respond in 
unison to the teacher’s prompts, and no one speaks out of turn. Students remain seated at their 
desks through the duration of the lesson, and the desks themselves are neatly aligned, with no 
straggling chairs or crooked tables. All of these details are uncharacteristically rigid 
demonstrations of order that contrast sharply with regular classroom practice. I point this out not 
to “expose” the “real” practices in Aucará’s primary school classrooms, but rather, to 
demonstrate the degree to which anticipated and present audiences influence teachers’ and 
students’ enforcement of and compliance with orderliness at school. Students and teachers 
treated this particular class as a spectacle performed for an outside audience, and as such, 
enacted the rigid forms of order characteristic of other school spectacles described in Chapter 4. 
 Teachers also often invoke outside audiences when enforcing order in the classroom. At 
the end of the 2010 school year, I joined the third grade class on a day in which they were 
preparing to participate in an interscholastic academic competition. The teacher passed out 
practice tests for all of us to take, and separated our desks, breaking up the usual groupings used 
for collaborative work in her classroom. Later, while we were working on our tests, she corrected 
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a student’s posture, yelling, “¡Dory! Siéntate bien, hija. Para dar tu evaluación tienes que sentar 
derecho” [Dory! Sit nicely, dear. When you take your test you have to sit up straight]. This 
particular teacher told students rather frequently to, “Síentate bien” [Sit nicely], but in this case 
she reinforced her instruction by referencing outside authorities, the teachers from other schools 
and provincial administrators who would be proctoring and monitoring the academic 
competition. 
 
 Students exhibit differing degrees of formality in interactions with teachers themselves 
depending on the context of these interactions. On most days, children enter their classrooms 
alone following the school-wide formation, and they lead one another in prayers, songs, and 
games while teachers meet with the principal. When the teacher enters the room, students 
suspend their activities to stand and recite a rehearsed greeting loudly and in unison: “Buenos 
días, Profesora. Bienvenida al salón, al salón de cuarto grado” [Good morning, Teacher. 
Welcome to the classroom, to the fourth grade classroom.] (See Video 7 in Appendix A for a clip 
of this greeting.) Students use this same formalized greeting (with appropriate adjustments for 
time of day, addressee, and grade level) throughout the school day, interrupting their activities 
whenever they see an adult at the door, and standing to welcome the visitor into their classroom.  
In contrast to this formal greeting that students extend to teachers when they come into 
the classroom each day, children usually address teachers using “tú,” the informal “you,” during 
classroom activities. I recorded several examples of this in field notes during two weeks of 
intensive participant observation in the first and second grade classrooms. In the following 
examples, I have italicized verbs in the tú form in Spanish. 
Second graders addressing Teacher Tomasa (December 6, 2010):  
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“Profesora, no me tapes.” [Teacher, don’t block my view.] 
“Profesora, bórralo.” [Teacher, erase it.] 
Second graders addressing Teacher Lila (December 8, 2010): 
“¿Tienes tajador?” [Do you have a pencil sharpener?] 
“Profesorita, ven.” [Teacher, come here.] 
 Second grader addressing Teacher Bernardo (December 9, 2010): 
 “Más rato te doy.” [I’ll give it to you later.] 
First graders addressing me (December 13-14, 2010): 
 “Dibújamelo.” [Draw it for me.] 
 “Seis más cinco, ¿sabes?” [Do you know what six plus five is?] 
 “Profesora, ven.” [Teacher, come here.] 
First graders addressing Teacher Ofelia (December 14, 2010): 
 “Profesora, Profesora, ven.” [Teacher, Teacher, come here.] 
I found the children’s use of the informal “tú” to address me in the classroom to be particularly 
interesting. When addressing me as “Señorita” [Miss] in family-oriented contexts, children 
usually used the formal “usted,” sometimes explicitly correcting younger siblings when they 
called me “tú.” In classroom contexts, however, children tended to treat me either as a teacher or 
as a fellow classmate, and in both cases addressed me informally.  
Two explanations for this informality emerge in the quotes above. One is affection for 
teachers, demonstrated most poignantly in a student’s use of the diminutive, “Profesorita” when 
she addressed Teacher Lila. In the final example with Teacher Ofelia, my description of the 
student’s gestures portrays affection: “Francis walked up to Ofelia when she was over by the 
girls’ desks, took her hand and led her to his desk, saying, ‘Profesora, Profesora, ven.’” The use 
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of informal verb forms in Spanish to address elders is common among family members in 
Aucará, who often use “tú” with grandparents, godparents, and closely related aunts and uncles, 
but use “usted” to show respect for elders who are not close relations. Another common thread 
among the above quotes is that they all represent student requests for teachers to help them. In 
the first two quotes, students use direct command forms to tell the teacher not to block the board 
and to erase the board when they are finished copying. In the December 8 quotes, a student 
indirectly asks the teacher to lend her a pencil sharpener, and another student makes a direct 
request that the teacher come to him. The student addressing Teacher Bernardo asks him 
indirectly to accept a late homework assignment. Students tell me directly to draw something for 
them and to come help them, and ask me indirectly to give them the answer to a math problem. 
In the final example, a student repeats the now familiar direct request that the teacher come to 
where he is working, and in this case, makes the command even more forceful by physically 
taking her away from his classmates’ table and to his own. In all of these situations, children 
seek teachers’ collaboration in helping them to complete assignments, and their use of informal 
address creates a sense of closeness and partnership between students and teachers as they 
collaborate in classroom activities. 
 
Most lessons that I observed consist of two parts. In the first part, teachers present 
material and lead the class in practicing applications. During this teacher-led portion of the 
lesson, students are generally expected to sit quietly in their seats and participate when called on. 
In practice, however, teacher enforcement of turn-taking protocol is somewhat inconsistent, and 
students often speak, stand, and walk up to the board without being called on. During the second 
portion of class, teachers write an assignment on the board and instruct students to copy the 
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lesson into their notebooks and complete the assignment. Once teachers have written out the 
lesson and instructions and answered student questions, they often leave children in the 
classroom alone, coming and going as students work. This assignment-completion portion of the 
lesson takes up a large chunk of class time and sometimes extends into recess and after school 
for students who take a particularly long time to finish. The most important protocol guiding this 
activity is that students may not leave the room or work on another task until they have finished 
their assigned work. Students and teachers both participate actively in enforcing this. 
Occasionally during these activities teachers ask students to return to their seats, to stop 
bothering one another, or to quiet down. Generally, however, teachers and students only 
intervene in classmates’ disorderly behavior if it gets in the way of completing the assignment. 
In my November 30, 2010 field notes, I describe patterns of movement and turn taking in 
the third grade classroom during the teacher-led portion of the lesson:  
After recess, the third grade teacher came in and taught a lesson, but when Laura’s nose 
started bleeding she stopped and took Laura outside to the sink in the yard to take care of 
her. Most of the students followed them out, and then back in, until finally the nosebleed 
was under control and everyone sat back down to continue with the lesson. 
Dory often runs up to the teacher when she wants to answer a question that the 
teacher has asked. Her desk is in the back of the room next to mine, and she runs all the 
way up to the front with her hand in the air, saying “¡Yo, Profesora!” [Me, Teacher!] 
Most students in this class, when they want to answer a question, shoot one hand way up 
in the air, stand, jump up and down, and say, “¡Yo, Profesora!” [Me, Teacher!] 
Sometimes the others also run up to the teacher in the front of the room while they’re 
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saying this, and usually when they do this the teacher tells them to go back “¡a su sitio!” 
[to your places!] But despite this instruction, they continue doing it. (November 30, 2010) 
The teacher makes no attempt to tell students not to follow her as she deals with their classmate’s 
nosebleed, and her instructions for students to go back to their seats often come after she has 
heard and responded to their comments. Students do indicate some observance of turn taking 
protocol by raising their hands after the teacher has asked a question, but the hand raising is very 
active and in practice children often do not wait to be called on before forcing themselves upon 
the teacher in their enthusiasm to have their comments heard. While the teacher does ask 
students to return to “their places,” this correction takes second priority to her encouragement of 
their participation and concern for one another. 
In my December 14, 2010 field notes I describe the assignment-completing portion of a 
first grade class. Children move freely from their own seats to those of their classmates to 
wherever their teacher or I (an adult whom they were treating as a teacher) is standing. When 
children initiate dialogues the teacher listens, rather than insisting on silence or asking them to 
wait until she calls on them. Students look at each other’s work, ask for answers, look at a book 
for a different class, and drag the teacher away from classmates, all without any correction from 
the teacher. In the second grade classroom also (described in December 10, 2010 field notes), 
children approach and talk to the teacher without waiting to be called on, and move about the 
room freely while completing their assignments. Like her colleague, the second grade teacher 
responds by answering her students’ questions and encouraging them to move around and 
borrow one another’s materials as she writes on the board.  
By tolerating these behaviors, teachers “hacer caso,” or show respect, to children, 
listening to them and considering their perspectives.1 In my December 14 field notes, when 
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Teodora asks the teacher to return her pencil sharpener, Ofelia listens and responds, gently 
disagreeing with Teodora’s insistence that she has not yet returned it. When students ask the 
teacher to check their work, either by gathering around her with notebooks or by going to get her 
and lead her to their desks, she pays attention to them, choosing to recognize their efforts to 
complete the assignment correctly rather than draw attention to the disorder they create by 
leaving their seats and all talking to her at once. I take my cues from the teacher, listening and 
responding to Boris when he asks me questions about the assignment, rather than reprimanding 
him for having left his desk. Similarly, while Francho’s reading book is clearly distracting his 
classmates if not himself from the math lesson, the teacher chooses not to reprimand him.2 Her 
leniency in allowing him to work on a different subject during math class suggests that she is 
considering his perspective and allowing him to work on a productive task that interests him, in 
spite of the disorder he causes by distracting his classmates. 
Teacher Ofelia’s tolerance for disorder during classroom activities also encourages 
children to collaborate in order to solve the problems at hand. In this scene, children approach a 
task for which they will be held individually accountable—i.e. completion of math problems in 
their notebooks—by drawing on a variety of resources around the classroom. If Ofelia had 
insisted on stillness, quiet, and secrecy (i.e. covering answers to avoid copying), students would 
have been forced to work out their answers individually. Instead, the children used a variety of 
social strategies to solve their problems. They asked for help and confirmation from adult 
experts, articulated and discussed their ideas verbally, and copied and critiqued classmates’ 
answers. This allowance for collaboration in completing school assignments encourages 
interdependence among children, who count on classmates and teachers to help them accomplish 
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daily tasks. It also encourages children to view correct completion of school assignments as not 
only individual, but also collective goals. 
  
While I never spoke to teachers about their grading criteria, children’s almost obsessive 
attention to detail in completing their assignments indicates that they expect to be evaluated on 
the neatness of their written assignments and the accuracy with which they copy lessons, 
including both words and pictures, from the board and from their textbooks. The process of 
completing these lessons is rather disorderly, with students speaking all at once, moving around 
the room, going up to the board and to the teacher, and sometimes even leaving the classroom 
without permission. Teachers often come and go while children write, leaving them to their own 
devices. For the most part, teachers and children accept this classroom disorder without 
comment, while simultaneously dedicating a great deal of effort to creating student notebooks 
that are neatly written documents. The detail with which students copy each lesson makes their 
notebooks into impressively comprehensive documents of every lesson taught in each subject 
during each year of their schooling. 
 When I taught after-school English classes, my young students insisted on copying 
everything I wrote on my portable white board. I taught in the municipal auditorium and not in 
the children’s regular classroom space to avoid confusing my volunteer classes with the primary 
school curriculum.3 Nevertheless, children applied ideas about written order that they learned in 
school to their expectations for my classes. It took them quite a while to train me into telling 
them exactly where they should write each word on the board in their notebooks and what colors 
they should use. It took me equally long to convince the children that they could still attend class 
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if they had forgotten their notebooks, that they did not have to copy every word before I erased 
the board, and that it was okay to draw lines without a ruler.  
When I joined primary school students in their classrooms, I found that they bombarded 
their regular teachers with just as many questions as they asked me about how to copy correctly. 
The image in Figure 6.07 shows part of my notebook from a December 8, 2010 second grade 
lesson. I copied and completed the same assignment as the students. One of the students’ many 
questions to the teacher about the directions for this assignment was, “¿Voy a poner ‘más dos’?” 
[Should I put, “plus two”?] Other typical questions for an assignment like this are, What color 
should I use for the title? Should I underline the title? Where should I write the date? Should I 
copy the arrow? Should I put the zero right under the “a”? How many spaces should I leave 
between each number? Should I put three dots at the end of every line? I usually did not do 
everything exactly right in my own notebook. Most students used three colors—blue, black, and 
red—while I only used blue and black. I never used a ruler to draw lines unless a classmate 
insisted on lending me one. For this particular assignment, my classmates left more spaces 
between each number than I did, and they were quite impressed by my ability to write three-digit 
numbers within the lines of a single square.  
This close attention to detail and orderliness in children’s written work contrasts sharply 
with the loosely structured patterns of movement and speaking in which they engage while 
completing their work. I depict one example of children’s somewhat disorderly efforts to ensure 
orderly completion of homework in Video 8 in Appendix A. In the video, I join the fourth grade 
class for a day of classroom participant observation, and my classmates assist me in completing 
an assignment. They look at my notebook, show me their own notebooks so that I can copy, get 
out of their seats to check on my progress, and speak freely with me and one another. Their 
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concern that I produce an orderly written product is apparent as they lend me a ruler and pens to 
draw charts in my notebook with straight lines and alternating colors. 
 
The degree to which teachers, children, and parents enforce order also depends on the age 
of the children whose behavior is in question. Young children participating in school formations 
and church services rarely follow the same prescribed behaviors as adults, adolescents, and older 
children. The first grade line in school formations is always less orderly than the sixth grade line, 
with children wearing colorful non-uniform clothing, falling out of line, chatting, and failing to 
perform the correct postures in response to drill commands. Similarly, when children attend 
mass, they often play and fidget. During special school masses, the priest pays more attention to 
children’s behavior, instructing them explicitly on details such as when to sit and stand, and how 
to cross themselves. However, teachers encourage children to attend regular masses outside of 
school hours as well, and during these services adults allow children a great deal of leeway in 
following prescribed norms for religious rituals. In both of these cases (school formation and 
church service), children cultivate value-laden habits through permissive participation in mature 
activities. The important thing is not that they perform each ritual detail with precision, but 
rather, that they become accustomed to bodily habits imbued with religious and nationalistic 
values, and gradually learn to refine those habits by syncing their bodies with those around them 
as they mature.  
 Saba Mahmood (2005) suggests that bodily practices such as prayer are forms of moral 
conduct that both express and shape a moral system (119-20), serving as “a means and an end” 
(131). I argue that the ethos behind children’s immature participation in national and Christian 
rituals in Aucará is similar, positioning ritual behavior as both practical and symbolic, and 
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playing a central role in subject formation. By physically performing these actions, children are 
supposed to instill in themselves the values that the actions represent. My conversations with two 
groups of second graders in 2008 highlight the importance of immature participation in these 
rituals. When I asked one group who they considered to be good at performing drill commands 
in formation, they responded that everyone was good at them. Another group gave the same 
response to my question of who is good at performing prayers. These responses indicate a lack of 
differentiation between correct and incorrect performance, and a belief that the importance of the 
ritual lies not in how one performs it, but rather, in whether or not one performs it, particularly 
together with the group. Similarly, when I asked the same group of children about the 
significance of reciting Catholic prayers and crossing themselves, they responded that it was 
“para que no nos pase nada” [so nothing happens to us]. They told me that everyone has to do it, 
and that they make sure even the tiniest children have God’s protection by taking their younger 
siblings’ arms and making them cross themselves and pray (June 18, 2008).4 By permitting 
disorder in young children’s performance of such precisely choreographed behaviors, teachers 
emphasize the primacy of participation over correctness.  
 
 The context-dependent nature of orderliness and formality in school activities suggests 
that teachers’ visions of “values” include a nuanced view of respect for authority and bodily 
discipline. They teach children to present themselves collectively as orderly, and therefore 
respectable, in situations where the primary focus is on an outside audience. Teachers prioritize 
outward appearances of orderliness when their school hosts visitors from out of town, when they 
position particular activities as spectacles, when they are preparing students for visits to other 
schools, when they position themselves as visitors entering their students’ classrooms, and when 
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they guide students in creating written documents of their work. On the other hand, when 
teachers are working with students to help them complete specific assignments in the classroom, 
student-teacher relationships are much less formal and behavioral norms much more flexible, 
exhibiting interdependence and reciprocal respect between students and teachers. 
 
Peer Organization in Classrooms 
Teachers often leave their students alone in the classroom for long periods of time, 
putting them in charge of organizing each other. When left without a teacher, children sometimes 
run around shouting and playing. Sometimes the classroom Brigadier and Police Officer gives 
instructions and enforces order by hitting people with their wooden pointer. Sometimes students 
ask their Brigadier for permission to go to the bathroom, and at other times they leave without 
asking. Children often make accusations against their classmates, announcing “¡Fulano se escapó 
del salón!” [So-and-So slipped out of the room!]5 and asking me or a teacher to punish them. As 
I came to know the students and teachers both inside and outside of school, I began to see how 
all of this seeming disorder fit together around themes of mutual respect, interdependence, 
collaboration, and family commitments. These kinds of classroom etiquette appear to foster a 
disorderly and disrespectful environment where children run about and speak at will, and 
teachers allow them to do as they please. Instead, however, I found that through these loosely 
structured norms, teachers encourage children to collaborate with one another and take 
responsibility for creating their own order, an order that is slightly different in each classroom 
and is guided by collective goals rather than prescribed rules. 
Video 9 in Appendix A shows fourth graders in 2011 organizing one another when left 
alone in their classroom to conduct the so-called “actividades permanentes” [permanent 
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activities] with which they begin every school day while teachers meet with the principal. The 
classroom Brigadier, in charge of organizing his classmates, walks around in the front of the 
room carrying a wooden pointer. It is his job to call on classmates to lead activities and to keep 
everyone in line. As he monitors the room, he closes a classmate’s notebook with his pointer. In 
the back corner is a little boy younger than the rest. He is a first grader who is attending school 
with his older sister rather than staying home on a day when his classroom teacher is absent. His 
sister is in the front of the classroom, because she was called on by the Brigadier to lead the 
prayer. For the most part, all of the students cooperate and follow their classmates’ lead. They 
enforce order and respect peer authority, giving the Brigadier authority through their cooperation 
and legitimizing classroom protocol through their active role in enforcing it. 
The young students at Aucará’s primary school demonstrate an impressive ability to 
organize one another independently. Children’s self-organization is notably less consistent and 
less efficient than teacher-led activities, but by allowing for this messiness teachers provide 
spaces for children to develop confidence and pride as central actors in classroom activities. I 
describe in field notes two more situations in which children take responsibility for creating their 
own order when left without a teacher: 
Nico, the third grade Brigadier, said “Todos a su sitio” [Everyone to their places], and I 
said, “Necesito sitio” [I need a place], and they found me a desk in the back. Nico called 
someone up to help lead the prayer and I stood up and followed along. Then he called 
someone else up to help lead a song and I followed along with that too. Then we sat 
down and the kids looked for extra copies of textbooks for me to use, and they arranged 
the desks to put me in a group with Mela and Dory.  
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One of the girls came around and told us all to read a story in the Communication 
textbook and to get out our notebooks and answer the questions in the book. I have to 
admit I didn’t actually follow her directions. I got out my notebook and opened the 
textbook, but then waited for the teacher to come in and give us the real directions. It 
turned out that Teacher Fabiana didn’t come in until 10am because she’d been talking to 
parents in the principal’s office. When she came in, someone told her that we had read a 
story in the Communication book and she asked us questions about it. Some students had 
actually read it and told her what it was about. (November 29, 2010) 
...While we were out playing in the schoolyard, some of the kids started yelling, 
“¡Citación!” [Notification!] and we all ran back into the classroom. Nico, the Brigadier, 
had a piece of paper with a notification for a parent meeting written on it and he started 
dictating it to everyone. Kids were yelling, so it was hard to hear him, and some people 
went up to look at the paper. After a bit, the teacher came in and took the paper and wrote 
the notification on the board, and the students sat down quietly and copied. (November 
30, 2010) 
The abrupt establishment of order marked by a teacher’s entrance in both of these scenarios is 
probably familiar to anyone who has spent much time in a primary school classroom. What I find 
particularly noteworthy, however, is that here the shift is not from chaos to order, but rather, 
from less effective to more effective order. When the teacher enters, students do not rush to 
follow rules that they had been deliberately defying. Instead, they tell the teacher what they have 
been doing and she takes over, modeling more effective leadership and social organizational 
skills as she continues the activity that they began. The children also respect their classmates’ 
instructions and rules, even if to a lesser degree than those of their teacher. Everyone follows 
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along when Nico leads the regular morning activities, and several students follow the improvised 
directions of classmates who invent a reading assignment. When Nico dictates a notification for 
his classmates to copy, most attempt to comply. Several students also accepted their exclusion 
from my work group without protest when their classmates explained there was a rule that only 
four people could be in a group (see November 29, 2010 field notes). By creating a classroom 
atmosphere of flexible order in which students can experiment with establishing, enforcing, 
contesting, and violating their own norms, teachers scaffold leadership skills and foster in 
children a sense of collective responsibility. 
 
 Children frequently show concern for including all of their peers in group activities. 
During a second grade physical education class (see December 6, 2010 field notes), the teacher 
promoted solidarity by instructing children to cheer for their teammates and telling the girls to 
“Anímenla” [Encourage her] when a classmate refused to participate. The incident I describe 
below demonstrates the seriousness with which students approached the task of making sure 
everyone felt included: 
A little while later, Jeanett piped up and said she wanted to race with Poly. Jeanett had 
cried when she lost earlier, and Gabriel had refused to race with her when the teacher had 
asked him to, saying, “No. Va a llorar si le gano” [No. She’s going to cry if I beat her.] 
So when Jeanett told Teacher Tomasa she wanted to race with Poly, Tomasa readily 
agreed. Poly is one of the fastest girls, but she ran right alongside Jeanett to the other end 
of the field, and when they turned around to come back, Poly fell down. It was rather 
obvious that she was falling on purpose to give Jeanett a head start. Earlier Abigail had 
fallen down for real when she was racing Octavia and she was running so fast to catch up 
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that she tripped over herself. But Poly wasn’t running that fast and she just made herself 
fall in the same way Abigail had fallen. Immediately after this, Jeanett made herself fall 
down next to Poly and everyone laughed. Then they both got up and ran the rest of the 
way together, coming in tied to the finish line. (December 6, 2010)6 
A few months later, I observed some of these same children showing concern for a 
schoolmate’s self-exclusion from their play at recess. The child in question, Beatriz, was a new 
student who had recently arrived in Aucará together with her mother, a new teacher at the 
primary school. Beatriz had Down’s Syndrome and many of her classmates had struggled to 
adjust to some of her seemingly antisocial habits (like taking other people’s school supplies 
without asking):  
I joined Abigail, Olivia, and Poly in a game of hide-and-seek while Beatriz played on her 
own nearby. As we began our game, my playmates paused and invited Beatriz to join us. 
She refused, and they insisted a couple of times and then left her alone. But just a few 
minutes later, a couple of older girls came by and asked if they could play with us. They 
looked at Beatriz and said, What about her? Doesn’t she want to play too? Again, Beatriz 
refused, but her schoolmates insisted so much that she finally joined us for a few minutes. 
(April 11, 2011) 
Children’s concern for including peers in their play—even a peer whose behavior seems strange 
and antisocial to them—shows the degree to which they internalize their responsibilities for 
organizing one another, and for collective participation. The involvement of students from 
multiple classrooms in this particular interaction also demonstrates the general ethos of peer 
inclusion, collective responsibility, and interdependence that permeates teachers’ implementation 
of the values curriculum at a school-wide level. 
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 Children demonstrate in multiple ways that they incorporate cultural models of respect 
for order, reciprocal respect, and collective respectability into their peer group organizational 
strategies. They commonly monitor one another’s progress when completing assignments. Every 
time I joined a class and copied an assignment in my notebook, children asked me, “Señorita 
Kati, ¿dónde estás?” [Miss Kate, where are you?] They asked one another the same question, 
keeping tabs on each person’s progress. They often responded to each other’s questions and 
progress reports by running or walking up to the board to point and announce, “Yo estoy en allí” 
[I’m there.] Children often came to my desk to look at my notebook and announce my progress 
to their classmates, and they did the same with their peers (see field notes December 1 and 8, 
2010). I describe one such occasion in field notes: 
As we took the test, the third grade students constantly asked each other and me, “¿En 
qué número estás?” [What number are you on?] At one point Laura was chatting with 
Franchesca, and Nico yelled over to her, “Laura, ¿ya acabaste?” [Laura, are you done 
already?] Once the teacher came back into the room the students were quieter, but they 
still asked each other occasionally, “¿Has terminado?” [Are you done?], and the teacher 
didn’t reprimand them. (December 1, 2010) 
Once again, children demonstrate respect for order, this time by enforcing the classroom protocol 
of finishing assignments before chatting, and also by respecting Nicos authority as the teacher-
appointed Brigadier. When they check each other’s progress through the test, they are tapping 
into a sense of collective respectability, in which they view every student’s progress through the 
test as an aspect of their own progress. On one level, they show concern for the everyday 
functioning of the classroom as an orderly, respectable unit. On another level, they are preparing 
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for an interscholastic academic competition where each student’s performance on the test will 
represent their class and their school to students, teachers, and administrators from other schools 
and towns. 
 This sense of collective respectability and collective vigilance of classroom order 
emerged in a variety of ways. Here is another example from my field notes: 
...The teacher asked, “Nidia, ¿dónde está tu libro?” [Nidia, where is your book?] 
Franchesca responded, “Profesora, Nidia está...” [Teacher, Nidia is...] and proceeded to 
explain that Nidia was taking everyone’s books and putting them in back of the room. 
...Dory said to the teacher in an accusatory tone, “Denantes estaba comiendo Mela. 
Estaba masticando manzana” [Earlier, Mela was eating. She was chewing on an apple.] 
(December 1, 2010) 
In these situations, students draw the teacher’s attention to their classmates’ misbehavior, 
something that many in the United States would describe as telling on each other or tattling. I 
saw children in Aucará do this all the time, and never heard any derogatory expressions 
comparable to “tattletale” or “teacher’s pet.” Instead, children positioned this practice in a 
positive light, as a way to contribute to the collective functioning of the classroom by keeping 
tabs on everyone and making sure that classroom activities go smoothly—just as they did when 
checking on each other’s progress through the practice test.  
 Students also critique each other’s schoolwork without social redress. For example: 
The teacher asked, “Nidia, ¿dónde está tu libro?” [Nidia, where is your book?] 
Franchesca responded, “Profesora, Nidia está...” [Teacher, Nidia is...] and proceeded to 
explain that Nidia was taking everyone’s books and putting them in the back of the room. 
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...Dory said to the teacher in an accusatory tone, “Denantes estaba comiendo 
Mela. Estaba masticando manzana” [Earlier, Mela was eating. She was chewing 
on an apple.] (December 1, 2010)  
Students also critique each other’s schoolwork without social redress. For example: 
When the students finished copying from the board, they took their notebooks up to the 
teacher’s desk for her to check their handwriting. The teacher told Nelson that he had to 
write more legibly or all his answers would be marked wrong when he competed in 
Puquio. When Nico announced to everyone, “¡Ya terminé!” [I’m done!], Hilda said to the 
teacher, “Profesora, revisa la letra” [Teacher, check his handwriting.] (December 3, 2010) 
Here, Hilda critiques Nico’s schoolwork, making sure that the teacher holds him accountable. 
None of the children, including Nico, complained about Hilda’s comment. The teacher 
positioned Nelson’s poor handwriting as a collective problem by telling him publicly that it 
would result in a poor performance for his class at the interscholastic competition. Hilda’s 
comment about Nico’s handwriting, then, was positioned as a demonstration of her collaborative 
interest in his performance as part of a team representing their class at school.  
 Just as students bring classmates’ misbehaviors and mistakes to their teachers’ attention, 
they also solicit teacher intervention on behalf of peers when they see each other struggling:  
...When Saro was having trouble answering a question that the teacher had asked him, 
Franchesca said, “Profesora, no ve Saro desde atrás” [Teacher, Saro can’t see from the 
back.] (December 3, 2010) 
Franchesca was sitting front and center that day, and she obliged without complaint several 
classmates’ requests that she read to them what was written on the board (see December 3, 2010 
field notes). The following week, a second grader responded in the same way to my own request 
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for her help in reading the board (see December 8, 2010 field notes). I found students’ actions on 
behalf of their classmates to be remarkably similar to their accusations against classmates, 
suggesting that they categorize these two forms of intervention in similar ways. Whether they are 
telling the teacher that Saro can’t see or that Nidia is taking everyone’s books away, or 
reminding the teacher to check Nico’s handwriting, students position these comments as forms of 
collaboration amongst themselves and with the teacher that are oriented toward solving problems 
in their classroom. Rather than seeing these problems as individual and positioning classmates’ 
interventions as either intrusive or generous, children position all of these problems as affecting 
the group as a whole and position all of these interventions as equally acceptable forms of 
resolving collective problems to ensure the smooth functioning of their classroom. 
 While there is certainly an element of individual competition manifested in these 
behaviors, students also use competition as a way to work together. As they compare their 
answers and progress, they share information and make judgments about how assignments 
should be done. They hold each other accountable for completing assignments before going out 
for recess. If a student tries to leave the classroom before finishing, classmates report this to a 
teacher and make a public accusation to peers. This peer pressure leads students to orient their 
transitions to and from recess according to activities, rather than responding to school sirens. It is 
common for students to spend most of recess in the classroom finishing assignments, with no 
teacher present telling them to do this (see field notes December 6, 2010). By allowing children 
the freedom to move about the room, speak out of turn, and share work, teachers cultivate a 
sense of collective responsibility and peer vigilance. While on the one hand this allows for loose 
order in the classroom, on the other hand it encourages children to feel emotionally invested in 
disciplining themselves and one another to finish assignments completely and correctly. 
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 The overlaps between peer vigilance and collaboration became particularly apparent to 
me at moments of participant observation when my classmates corrected my behavior and work 
(see Video 8 in Appendix A). Children in all of the classrooms I visited turn individual tasks into 
collaborative ones through their continual communication with one another. The students take on 
a collective responsibility of making sure that everyone completes their work correctly by 
looking at each others’ notebooks, lending and borrowing materials, and informing the teacher 
when a classmate is out of line or needs help. Students show great interest in teachers’ 
evaluations of their classmates’ work, and I never heard a teacher or student mention concern for 
keeping grades private (see field notes December 3 and 8, 2010). Classroom seating 
arrangements are also flexible, with students sitting in different places every day and moving 
their desks around without asking permission. Teachers sometimes tell students to switch seats 
when they are disruptive, but I never saw a teacher separate students to avoid copying or 
cheating—except when we were practicing for the interscholastic academic competition. I 
recorded in field notes frequent shifting of seating patterns in several classrooms over the course 
of my research. Students often sit very close together, and some classrooms even have two-
student desks. Teachers foster collaboration among children by allowing them freedom to choose 
where they sit each day, and even to move their desks closer together. 
 The child-child and child-adult dynamics that I observed at school are similar to those I 
saw in family situations. An example of this is the argument I depicted in Chapter 3 in which 
Olivia accuses her cousin of disrupting their family through his refusal to cooperate with familial 
authorities. In both school and family situations, children treat adults as allies in fostering a 
harmonious group dynamic. When children attended my after-school English classes together 
with siblings, older siblings often stepped in to help me deal with disruptive behavior, sometimes 
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invoking parental authority (i.e. I’ll tell Mom) to get the little ones to cooperate. I never had a 
problem with siblings allying against me to defend each other’s behavior. In situations of peer 
accusations also, children were much more likely to help peers correct their siblings’ behavior 
than to defend siblings against their peers. 
 
This intermingling of family and school also contributes to the flexibility with which 
teachers treat order at school. Allowing family members to interact with one another during 
school often works to teachers’ advantage, with older children holding younger ones accountable 
for representing their families respectably, and younger children respecting the familial authority 
of older siblings who will report to their parents. In a rural community where children regularly 
walk around town on their own and where most residents know one another and keep an eye on 
one another’s children, teachers have no practical motive for locking school gates and keeping 
children behind bars for the duration of the school day. Children often wander in and out of 
siblings’ classrooms and parents’ places of work. The preschool lets out before the primary 
school, and around one-o-clock every afternoon younger siblings appear in primary school 
classrooms:  
Today Manuela’s four-year-old sister Amelí appeared at the door of our classroom while 
we were copying the math lesson. Manuela said, “Amelí, entra no más” [Amelí, come on 
in], and Nico repeated it, encouraging Amelí to come in. She came into the room and 
stood next to Manuela while the students continued copying. Some of the kids behind her 
said, “Amelí, me estás tapando” [Amelí, you’re blocking the board], and Manuela pulled 
her sister up onto her lap... Manuela asked Amelí to help her count as she copied a chart 
in her notebook. (December 3, 2010) 
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My field notes describe a conversation that followed Amelí’s entrance, in which several third 
graders discussed their younger siblings’ progress in school. The children’s interactions with 
Manuela’s sister and their ensuing conversation demonstrate an assumption of older siblings’ 
responsibilities to take care of and educate younger siblings. Nobody questioned the legitimacy 
of a little sister in the classroom, and when Amelí got in the way, Manuela assumed the 
responsibility of taking care of her. The following year, Nidia’s little brother came to school on a 
day when his teacher was absent, and he sat next to his sister in her classroom. Nidia watched 
him throughout the school day, making sure he had something to do and was not disturbing the 
rest of the class, just as Manuela had done with her sister Amelí (see Videos 7 and 9 in Appendix 
A). By allowing flexible movement among classrooms and schools, teachers and students 
support children’s family responsibilities. 
On the same day, the teacher’s son, a first grade student, entered the third grade 
classroom and took a bottle of juice from his mother’s desk. The teacher was not present, and the 
students’ only reaction was, “¡Luís ya ha salido!” [Luís got out of class already!] (see December 
3, 2010 field notes). A few days later, two second graders told me that they had gone during 
recess to see one of their mothers who works at the health center (see December 7, 2010 field 
notes). Children’s ability to move so easily between their places of study and their mothers’ 
places of work depends on communal familiarity with their family lives. Even though Luís’s 
mother was not in the classroom when he entered, the third grade students know the implicit rule 
that he is always allowed to come and get his juice once he gets out of class. Similarly, teachers 
know that Karina’s mother works at the health center next door and, like me, accept her 
explanation of a visit to the health center as a legitimate alibi for her whereabouts during recess. 
All of the school’s teachers, students, and staff know one another’s families and allow for 
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flexible movement among institutions, with the assumption that older siblings, cousins, and 
parents will take responsibility for younger children who are in the “wrong” place.7 Teachers’ 
loose enforcement of order in a variety of classroom situations gives children opportunities to 
organize one another, taking on multiple shifting roles as they experiment with different forms of 
order, concern themselves with the collective well-being and accomplishments of their peer 
groups, and watch out for one another not just as classmates, schoolmates, and children, but also 
as family relations. 
  
Demanding Respect/Hacerse Respetar: Parents’ and Students’ Attitudes toward Teachers 
 Another way in which children, parents, and teachers bring communal and familial values 
into school is through an ethos of reciprocity in respectful relations. Through their attitudes 
toward teachers, students and parents demonstrate a belief that one need not be educated in order 
to demand respect, and that educated people who are disrespectful do not deserve respect. 
Teachers who demonstrate respect toward children by listening and paying attention to them 
receive respect from children in return. When parents feel that they or their children have been 
disrespected by authorities, they demand respect, or hacerse respetar.  
 Children make judgments about their teachers based on the extent to which they feel that 
teachers respect them. Returning to the notion of respect as hacer caso (discussed in Chapter 3), 
a teacher who respects her students listens to them, pays attention to them, and considers their 
perspectives. One fourth grade student compared her current teacher with one who had worked 
with her class in previous years: “La Profesora Luisa no nos quiere. La Profesora Omaira nos 
quiere” [Teacher Luisa doesn’t like us. Teacher Omaira likes us.] The Spanish verb querer is 
more emotionally laden than the English like, indicating the student’s belief that Teacher Luisa 
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does not feel affection toward or care about her students, while Teacher Omaira does. To Luisa’s 
credit, I did observe her listening and responding to her students’ concerns, but also noticed that 
she reprimanded her students more often than she praised them (see October 26, 2010 field 
notes). One lesson on antonyms shows an example of the mutual negativity sometimes expressed 
between this teacher and her students: 
Apparently most of the class didn’t do their homework. The teacher said something like, 
Why do you guys do this to me? She told the students that they have to be “puntuales, 
responsables, respetuosos, estudiosos” [punctual, responsible, respectful, studious]. She 
asked, “¿Cuál es el antónimo de estudioso?” [What’s the antonym of studious?] The 
students replied, “Osioso” [Lazy.] The teacher asked, “¿Qué son ustedes?” [What are 
you?] and the students replied more quietly, with some embarrassment, “Osiosos” [Lazy.] 
(October 26, 2010) 
In this situation, students appear to be disrespecting their teacher, failing to hacerle caso, or pay 
attention to and obey her, by not doing their homework. A student’s belief that the teacher does 
not like or care about her class suggests that the children may be disrespecting their teacher 
because they feel disrespected themselves. 
I heard a similar complaint from the mother of a second grader, who told me that her 
daughter had been complaining about a substitute teacher. The girl and a classmate repeated this 
complaint to me later, expressing emphatically that they did not like the sub because she treated 
them like babies. It surprised me to hear this, because I had been attending their class all week 
and it had not occurred to me that the teacher was treating her students like babies. I pondered 
the situation in my field notes: 
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I wonder what she does that Karina interprets in that way. It might just be that since 
Teacher Tomasa knows them she treats them more like individuals who each have special 
abilities and personalities. Teacher Lila is dealing with them more as an unfamiliar mass 
of children who are younger than she’s used to and whom she has to control, so maybe 
her focus on controlling them and telling them what to do as a mass makes Karina feel 
like she’s being talked down to. (December 8, 2010) 
As a substitute teacher, Lila failed to pay attention, listen, and respect or hacer caso to her 
students in the same way that their regular teacher does. Karina perceived this lapse in respect as 
treating them like babies, and she responded by complaining about her teacher to her mother. In 
contrast, the same children show considerable respect for their regular classroom teacher, whom 
they perceive as respecting them. I found that the second grade students listened to and followed 
Teacher Tomasa’s directions impressively well in comparison with other teachers, and several 
second grade parents told me that their children liked Teacher Tomasa very much. The contrast 
in children’s attitudes toward Tomasa and Lila demonstrate that children show reciprocal respect 
toward teachers whom they feel respect them. 
 I was also struck when watching my own videotaped interview with Karina and her 
classmate Olivia a year and a half later, that during the interview we all show affection and 
mutual respect toward one another as we listen to, consider, and value each other’s perspectives. 
In the excerpt of this interview that I show in Video 3, Appendix A and describe in Chapter 3, 
we show one another respect in multiple ways. I repeat and record in writing each of the girls’ 
responses with the same seriousness. They look at the paper while I write and look at the person 
speaking when each of us talks. I look at them when they speak and allow them to expand on a 
topic that interests them, even as I express my desire to move on. They pay attention to my 
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prompts and answer with enthusiasm, sitting quietly and watching while I write. We all smile 
and laugh as we work together to complete the tasks at hand. 
While children often talk about these forms of mutual respect in terms of liking or 
disliking teachers, parents sometimes speak explicitly and emphatically about teachers who 
disrespect them or their children. I describe one mother’s complaints in field notes: 
She said that she thinks her son gets some of his bad habits from his teacher: “¿Qué le 
estará enseñando?” [Who knows what he’s teaching him?] She said that once she went to 
the teacher’s house to talk with his wife, and he was drunk and started complaining to her 
about her son’s grades. She had told him that she didn’t want to talk to him now because 
he was drunk, and that she would talk to him about her son’s grades when he was sober. 
Later she had gone to talk to him at the school and had said, Now that you’re sober, can 
we talk about my son’s grades? He had yelled at her, saying, What is it to you if I drink or 
don’t drink? It’s none of your business. You had no business coming to my house the 
other day. I should have hit you for coming to my house when you weren’t invited. And 
he didn’t tell her anything about her son’s grades. She said she wonders, “¿Qué clase de 
profesional es este?” [What kind of professional is this?] She said that other teachers at 
other institutions work with parents like her who have little education themselves, and 
guide the parents with patience and understanding, explaining to them what they should 
do, in the same way that they explain to the children what they should do. But her son’s 
teacher doesn’t do this and doesn’t behave professionally. She said, “La educación viene 
de la escuela” [Education/upbringing comes from the school], reversing the phrase that 
one of the teachers always uses: “La educación sale de la casa” [Education/upbringing 
comes from the home]. (March 20, 2011) 
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I did not talk to the teacher or anyone else to gather alternative perspectives of what happened in 
these interactions, but this mother’s perspective portrays a strong feeling of having been 
disrespected by an educated person who did not treat her professionally. She suggests that her 
son’s disrespectful behavior at home comes from his teacher’s modeling of disrespectful 
behavior at school. In a more extreme case, a group of parents filed a lawsuit against a teacher 
for sexual abuse, despite the financial and social risks that this action entailed for their families. 
The case was in progress and the teacher had been fired when I arrived for my second phase of 
research in 2010. Gradually over the ensuing year, I came to know families who struggled to put 
food on the table while scraping together money for lawyers, court costs, and travel expenses to 
give testimony. They sometimes questioned their decision to pursue the case and recalled the 
moment when they decided to come together, telling each other, “Hazle respetar a tu hija” 
[Demand respect for your daughter.]8  
 
From a Child’s Point of View: Understanding Reconciliation Policies through Andean 
Values 
 In Chapter 4 I discussed the positioning of Aucará as a post-conflict area targeted by 
reconciliation policies. Figure 4.02 in Chapter 4 describes educational policies oriented toward 
reconciliation: The demilitarization of schooling and promotion of democratic values and 
participation are supposed to address political reconciliation, restoring confidence between the 
state and civil society. Curricular diversification and bilingual intercultural education are 
supposed to address social reconciliation, bridging gaps between public institutions and 
marginalized ethnic groups by incorporating the cultural contexts of children’s family lives into 
their schooling. Nonviolent discipline and conflict resolution, together with the promotion of 
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human rights and a culture of peace are supposed to address interpersonal reconciliation by 
reconstructing relationships within and among families and communities. 
 I showed in Chapter 4 that there is considerable disconnect between these policy 
discourses and the actual practices in which students and teachers engage at Aucará’s primary 
school. Discourses about democracy, nonviolence, and human rights derive largely from NGOs 
and agencies that bring with them pictures of what these practices look like within foreign 
organizational structures. I argue that this well-intentioned practice of bringing outside models to 
bear on a war-torn community sets reconciliation policies up for failure. By focusing on 
proposed models that bear no discursive resemblance to locally rooted practice, reconciliation 
policy fails to recognize aspects of democracy, peace, and human rights that already lie at the 
core of Andean cultural models. 
 Alternatively, I argue that effective educational policies for reconciliation must begin by 
examining school practices from a child’s point of view. Children enter their initial years of 
schooling with unarticulated understandings of cultural models of respect that interpenetrate 
child rearing and communal organization. Teachers at Aucará’s primary school offer children 
vocabulary with which to verbalize some aspects of this respectful subjectivity as values. I argue 
that more attention to intersections between Andean cultural models of respect, the values touted 
by schoolteachers, and the values promoted by reconciliation policies could go a long way in 
helping to bridge the gap between current educational policies and school practices. Children 
already enact principles of democracy, interculturality, and nonviolent conflict resolution when 
they bring communal and familial cultural models into their interactions with schoolmates and 
teachers. By explicitly recognizing and building on these practices, educational agents can teach 
children to value the particular cultural perspectives that they bring from their families and 
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communities as important contributions to national stability. Children can come to see the 
respectful subjectivity cultivated in their families and communities as an integral component of 
democratic citizenship, and can come to understand the forms of social organization that they 
enact in peer groups as important tools with which to participate in their nation. The foreign 
discourses that make their way onto school posters and into notebooks and textbooks come to be 
meaningful for children only when they are connected to actual everyday practices that are 
reinforced in multiple realms of children’s lives.  
 
Political Reconciliation from a Child’s Point of View 
 As I have shown throughout this chapter, children take active roles in classroom 
governance through a variety of participatory and disciplinary practices, which, I argue, offer 
them tools for political reconciliation. Children demonstrate democratic values and democratic 
forms of participation by freely expressing their ideas to teachers and negotiating organizational 
rules with peers. Children legitimize the appointed authority of their classroom Brigadier by 
following his or her lead, but they do not treat the Brigadier’s authority as absolute. Instead, they 
negotiate classroom order amongst themselves, listening and considering one another’s 
perspectives, drawing attention to disruptive behavior, and finding new ways to organize 
themselves and ensure collective participation in every activity as circumstances change. 
Teachers encourage democratic participation by listening to children even when they talk out of 
turn and out of place. Children and parents exercise democratic participation when they demand 
respect from teachers, legitimizing teachers’ authority only to the extent that the latter behave 
with respectful professionalism. If teachers, administrators, and other state representatives were 
to explicitly recognize these forms of participation as ways of exercising democratic citizenship, 
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such recognition would constitute a considerable step in restoring confidence between the state 
and civil society, and thus aligning school practices with the goals of political reconciliation. 
I showed in Chapter 4 that explicit implementation of reconciliation policy at school is 
minimal compared with the militaristic discipline that defines schooling for many Andean 
families. Children internalize practices of rigid order and discipline largely because these make 
sense within a familial and communal ethos of respect for order and respectability through 
schooling, and in a cultural context where non-verbal performance and spectacle are highly 
valued. The militaristic forms of vigilance, discipline, and enforcement of symbolic order in 
which children participate are positioned by policy discourses as working against political 
reconciliation. However, only by viewing these practices within the context of child rearing and 
communal organization does meaningful demilitarization of schooling become possible. The 
militaristic organization of formations, marches, uniforms, and peer authorities makes sense to 
children within the context of respect for order and authority that they learn through family and 
communal activities. These practices serve to foster solidarity and cooperation and ensure 
compliance with social norms, both of which are important in children’s family and communal 
experiences, and can be important and productive components of a democratic society. In order 
to effectively achieve demilitarization, then, these practices may need to be replaced by non-
military forms of order that serve similar purposes. In the absence of such alternatives, post-
conflict communities like Aucará may see demilitarization as posing a threat of chaos that works 
against rather than toward democracy and peace, thus weakening rather than restoring  
confidence in the state. 
 
Social Reconciliation from a Child’s Point of View 
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 By bringing communal and familial values into classroom practice, teachers, 
students, and parents exercise an unrecognized form of interculturality that has the potential to be 
an important tool for social reconciliation. I discussed in Chapter 4 a history of communal 
resistance to bilingual intercultural education throughout the Peruvian Andes, which stems 
largely from the belief that a focus on indigenous language and culture at school fails to give 
children the tools they need in order to participate in their nation. By reframing discourses 
surrounding intercultural education to focus instead on overlaps between Andean cultural models 
and national educational and political discourses, schools can value Andean children’s cultural 
heritage as central to the progress of their nation. In effect, children contribute to the 
development and progress of their country when they apply cultural models of respect to work 
together toward collective completion of assignments and collective competitiveness. By 
emphasizing this, teachers can productively employ the conservative-progressive tension of the 
values curriculum to position traditional cultural models as an essential component of 
modernization and progress, thus closing the breach between public institutions and marginalized 
ethnic groups that social reconciliation addresses. 
 
Interpersonal Reconciliation from a Child’s Point of View 
 Finally, the cultural models that children bring from their homes offer an approach to 
reconciliation that stems from respectful interpersonal relations. This contrasts considerably with 
the deficit-based approach common in policy discourse, which positions post-conflict 
communities as riddled with abuse and violence. The cultural models that children enact at 
school guide them to exercise peaceful conflict resolution by bringing classmates’ problems to a 
teacher’s attention and helping each other to overcome obstacles. Children defend their human 
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rights by reporting to adults when they feel disrespected by teachers or schoolmates. By 
connecting these behaviors with the written lists of human rights that are posted on school walls 
and printed in textbooks and notebooks, teachers can make these foreign-derived discourses 
meaningful for children. Teachers can guide children in understanding how the respectful 
interpersonal relations that children already enact foster the “culture of peace” that is necessary 
to reconstruct interpersonal relationships among families and within communities involved in the 
armed conflict.  
 
All of these are aspects of everyday school practice that teachers encourage through their 
values curriculum, and that make sense to children within the paradigm of respect that they learn 
at home and through peripheral participation in communal events. In light of the evidence 
presented in this chapter, I argue that the flexible order of classroom practice fostered by teachers 
and enacted by children is a viable alternative for implementing reconciliation policy in a way 
that is meaningful for Andean students and families. 
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FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 6 
Figure 6.01: Mission statement of Aucará’s Primary School 
The mission statement is displayed prominently in the courtyard of honor, where students line up 
every day. 
 
 
Figure 6.02: Values in the 2010 fourth grade classroom 
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Figure 6.03: Values in the 2010 third grade classroom 
 
 
Figure 6.04: Values in the 2008 second grade classroom 
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Figure 6.05: A second graders’ drawings of values 
The drawing of honesty depicts a person holding the “caja de honestidad” [honesty box], which 
is the classroom lost-and-found. The drawing of responsibility depicts a student doing 
homework. The drawing of hygiene shows a naked person in the shower. This student did not 
have a shower in her home in Aucará, but had previously lived in a city, probably in a house with 
a shower. The drawing of punctuality depicts a girl at the school gates in uniform. The student 
took some artistic liberties with the colors of the uniform and the school, but marked the school 
building clearly with the red and white Peruvian flag. The drawing of solidarity shows two 
children sharing a pencil. The drawing of justice depicts a judge with a gavel. The judge’s white 
curly hair suggests that the idea for the drawing came from a textbook. 
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Figure 6.06: Stills from video of fourth grade Quechua class 
In the first still frame, a girl reaches over to close a classmate’s notebook. Immediately after this, 
depicted in the second still frame, the same girl glances quickly at the camera and then 
immediately looks back at the teacher, hands folded on her desk. In the third still frame, she 
glances at the camera again after silently correcting the same classmate’s behavior. Now the 
classmate is also looking at the camera, hands on top of her closed notebook. All of the children 
in these frames are fully uniformed, sitting with their hands on top of their desks, notebooks 
closed, and looking straight ahead at the teacher. Stills from video by Thomas A Riddle. 
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Figure 6.07: Second grade assignment 
My own headings written below read, “Mathematics, 2nd grade” and “Tues, December 8, 2010.” 
The words I copied from the board read, “Numeric Sequence a) We find the sequence of the 
following numbers:” Students copied the first line, numbers 2-24, from the board, and completed 
the remaining numbers on our own. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 6 
                                                     
1 See Chapter 3 for a discussion of the Spanish phrase “hacer caso” as encompassing Andean notions of respectful 
interpersonal relations. 
2 There were only eleven students in the classroom, with their desks pulled together in two clumps, and Francho 
spent a considerable amount of time with his reading book out while the teacher walked around checking students’ 
work, thus ruling out the possibility that she simply did not notice. 
3 See Chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion of this decision. 
4 When I asked who was good at performing prayers, they said, “el padre con las gentes” [the priest with the 
people]. One of the girls clarified, in reference to her nephew, that two-month-old babies don’t yet know how to 
pray, but “a los tres meses le hago aprender ya” [at three months I make him start learning]. The Catholic rites of 
baptism and first communion are a more formalized representation of children’s increasingly agentive involvement 
in their religious formation. 
5 Classroom doors and school gates are usually left open, making it easy for children to “slip out.” 
6 The second grade teacher’s approach to encouraging mutual support among her students was shaped by recent 
events in this particular classroom. Halfway through the school year, before I arrived to begin my research, all of the 
girls in this classroom had been victims of sexual abuse by their previous classroom teacher. Teacher Tomasa had 
arrived to replace the fired teacher, and she and her students and their parents had all been meeting regularly with a 
psychologist. It is within this context that Tomasa modeled and encouraged her students to emotionally support their 
female classmates in particular. It is also within this context that Tomasa chose not to leave her students alone in the 
classroom as frequently as the third grade teacher did. 
7 In some cases, family loyalties emerge within classroom communities. I did not see this often, because the age 
separation of school usually puts direct relatives in separate classes. In one case, however, a child and her niece of 
the same age were both in the same class:  
Nidia came in without a uniform around 9am, and the teacher yelled at her sternly. During the lesson on 
syllables she called Nidia up to the board and Nidia got the syllables wrong. Dory said, “Profesora, 
cámbiala por Franchesca” [Teacher, replace her with Franchesca], referring to Nidia’s place on the 
academic competition team that’s going to Puquio. The teacher didn’t respond to Dory, but Nidia looked 
like she was about to cry. (December 3, 2010) 
8 In April 2011, the teacher was convicted and sentenced to prison.  
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CHAPTER 7 
 
CONCLUSION: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 In this final chapter, I begin by summarizing the foundational cultural model of collective 
respect that I found permeating interpretations of behavior among children in Aucará. I then 
discuss alternative and conflicting domain-specific models that lie within the foundational 
cultural model and guide children’s interpretive frameworks in particular situations. I then turn to 
the distinction between cultural models and actual behavior, and propose a set of hypotheses on 
the motivational force of cultural models for particular children in particular situations. I then use 
the notion of mediational tools to summarize how my analytical framework of cultural models 
can be applied to make internationally derived policy discourses relevant for children. I discuss 
one particular educational policy document to exemplify this point. I conclude with discussions 
of how child-centered research can contribute to understandings of social theory and policy. 
 
A Foundational Model of Respect for Children in Aucará 
 Following Bradd Shore (1996), I use the term foundational to refer to a general and 
abstract cultural model that pervades all aspects of social life for a particular cultural group. 
People use foundational models to organize and make sense of new information and experiences. 
Throughout the dissertation I have explored several domain-specific cultural models that become 
salient to children during particular kinds of social interactions. Here, I outline a foundational 
model of respect that encompasses and organizes the various situations I have examined. 
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The foundational model underlying children’s understandings of respectful subjectivity in 
Aucará is that one must respect the social order and ensure that others who form part of one’s 
social group also respect the social order so that the group as a whole can earn the respect of 
outsiders. This model works on many different levels and in many different situations that 
manifest different forms of order. Children learn that by respecting familial and communal order 
they contribute to making their families respectable in the eyes of other families, and eventually 
to making their community respectable in the eyes of the nation and the world. By respecting the 
social order of school, children make their classrooms respectable in the eyes of other students, 
teachers, and parents, make their school respectable in the eyes of other institutions, make their 
town respectable in the eyes of the nation, and eventually make their nation respectable in the 
eyes of the world.  
 This collective sense of respect and respectability is one that pervades all aspects of 
children’s lives during primary socialization. Mothers chastise children to “Pórtate como gente” 
(in Spanish) or “Runa hina kay” (in Quechua) [Behave like a person], equating children’s 
adherence to social norms with moral judgments of their personhood and implicitly excluding 
the disrespectful child from being considered a legitimate participant in interpersonal 
interactions. Words that children and adults use to express respect in Quechua and Spanish 
convey an emphasis on paying attention, considering, and listening to others in a multidirectional 
sense, so that children’s orientation to social norms is grounded in a sense of how breaching 
those norms might affect those around them and in turn affect the group as a whole. Children’s 
behaviors and conversations indicate that their motivations to follow directions of family 
authorities derive from a sense of responsibility for contributing to collective well being and 
earning collective respect for their families. 
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 The institution of school as a universal agent of secondary socialization is a relatively 
recent phenomenon in Aucará, as in many other Andean towns. With universal schooling comes 
a new notion of childhood in which children’s daily activities are fundamentally different from 
those of their parents. Instead of contributing the bulk of their time and energy to farming and 
household chores that ensure the subsistence of their families, children now have a new job, one 
that takes them away from most of the essential survival tasks that parents now must carry out 
alone. To justify the loss of this labor, families position children’s school work as necessarily 
contributing to their collective well being. Children’s dedication to school-related activities is 
seen as just as essential as their parents’ dedication to subsistence and income-generating 
activities. Children’s school work should lead not to individual advancement as an ends in itself, 
but rather, to creating better educated, more professional, and better respected families and 
communities with greater capacity for collective advancement. 
 
 Shore makes a distinction between what he calls instituted models, or “models as publicly 
available forms” and mental models, or “models understood as mental constructs” (1996:45). In 
this dissertation, I have reserved the term models to refer to tacit mental models that guide 
children’s behavior. What Shore calls instituted models are the publicly available forms of 
culturally patterned social action that have I analyzed in order to understand the shared tacit 
mental models that guide children’s interpretations of behavior. Public manifestations that I 
analyzed across multiple situational contexts include linguistic structure, everyday language use, 
conventional greetings, movement through public and private spaces, material organization of 
space, gesture, facial expressions, and postures. Additional manifestations of cultural models that 
I analyzed within the family context include patterns of residence, organization of household 
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labor, and strategies for disciplining children. Within the school context, additional data I 
analyzed include organization of student authority positions, school rules, military formations, 
national commemorations, flag raising, uniforms, posters and decorations, organization of 
lessons, and homework assignments. Communal manifestations of cultural models that I 
analyzed include fines for non-participation, negotiation of membership and authority positions, 
protocol for meetings, fictive kinship relations, festival sponsorship, labor exchanges, and 
agricultural ceremonies. All of these analyses offered evidence for the foundational model of 
respect that I outline above. 
 
Messy Situations 
Alternative and Conflicting Models 
 Within the foundational model I describe above, I have explored two overarching 
alternative models that guide children’s behavior in particular social situations. Most notably, a 
model of collaborative goal-oriented respect for order contrasts with an alternative model of rigid 
adherence to symbolic forms of order. When children “help Mom” with household chores or 
communal activities, they follow a flexible model of respect for order in which girls can take on 
male tasks and vice versa, and participants can generally bend the norms as needed to 
accomplish the tasks at hand. Alternatively, when children put on their cleanly scrubbed 
uniforms and line up in military formation at school, they follow a rigid model in which any 
form of symbolic messiness is a correctible violation of the norm. Children use social cues 
demarcating time, space, and participant roles to determine which of these alternative models 
should guide their behavior.  
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 At times, however, these two manifestations of a foundational model of respect come into 
conflict with one another. During classroom activities, children must reconcile a rigid model of 
respect for symbolic order that compels them to appear orderly to classroom visitors and readers 
of their notebooks, with a flexible model of respect for social order that compels them to 
collaborate in messy ways so that they can collectively excel in academics and athletics. In 
Chapter 6 I discuss several ways in which children negotiate these conflicting models, sometimes 
sacrificing symbolic order for the sake of social collaboration and at other times sacrificing 
practical social goals for the sake of symbolic order. At the root of these largely unconscious 
decisions is an underlying sense of responsibility for fostering collective respect. The end goals 
of fostering respect within and bringing respect to a social group of which children are part guide 
their decisions about whether to prioritize symbolic order or practical collaborative goals. 
 
Motivational Force and Hypotheses for Future Research 
 Cultural models provide culturally shared interpretive frameworks through which people 
interpret and judge their own and others’ behavior. These models do not, however, determine 
behavior. People can and do act outside of cultural models for a variety of reasons. Shore calls 
such situations “pathologies of cultural models” and argues that they “help clarify both the 
normal place of cultural models in human experience and their problematical relation to lived 
experience. ...cultural models do not construct reality for people but only the publicly articulated 
part of reality” (1996:185). Similarly, Dorothy Holland has pointed out that cultural model 
analyses (which she calls schema theory) are limited in their ability to explain how people decide 
which of several cultural models to act on and how to act on them in a given situation. Holland 
argues, “Schema theory is important for helping to understand how people bring cultural 
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knowledge to bear in creating each of a variety of possible interpretations of a given situation, 
but schema theory does not tell us how people negotiate these varied interpretations and put them 
together into action” (1992:76).  
The research questions guiding my data collection and analysis have allowed me to 
identify several cultural models, or schema, from which children draw in their everyday lives and 
which can be organized under the foundational cultural model that I outlined above. I have 
uncovered a foundational cultural model that has explanatory force for children’s judgments, 
corrections, and articulations of correct behavior across many frames of their everyday 
experiences. Not surprisingly, however, most children do not follow all the rules all the time, and 
some children rarely seem to follow the rules at all. What I have shown is a cultural model of 
ideal respectful subjectivity that emerges in part through messy situations in which children 
discipline one another, report peer behavior to adults, fear punishment for their own behavior, 
and negotiate the parameters of peer group organization.  
Which factors govern the motivational force of these cultural models in guiding 
children’s behavior is a different question that requires further research. My data shows that 
there is clearly variation in the extent to which particular children follow cultural ideals of 
respectful subjectivity in particular situations. I did not, however, collect the data necessary to 
offer an evidence-based explanatory account of why and how this variation occurs. In what 
follows, I offer evidence-based hypotheses that can guide future research in this direction. 
 My first hypothesis is that motivational force depends largely on the extent to which a 
child identifies with the group of people who are co-participants in an activity. For example, in 
Chapter 3 I discuss a situation in which a young girl shows deep concern for a cousin who, she 
claims, has not been collaborating respectfully in family activities. The girl frames her cousin’s 
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lack of respect as a collective problem because of the damage he has done to the family dynamic 
and the disrespect that he brings on the family by misbehaving at school. The cousin’s recent 
arrival in a household of extended family members that he had not met before suggests that he 
probably did not identify with the household to the same extent that his cousin did. This weak 
sense of identity with the group that was most affected by his disrespectful behavior may explain 
why cultural models of collective respect did not have the motivational force to ensure his 
adherence to social norms. Data to test this hypothesis would have to look more closely at the 
strength of particular children’s identity to particular social groups. This would allow an analysis 
that looks for correlations between strong identity with a social group that is salient in a 
particular situation and strong adherence to cultural models of respect in that situation. 
 My second hypothesis is that the motivational force of a domain-specific cultural model 
depends on the extent to which children frame their participation in an activity through a domain 
in which the specified model is salient. This hypothesis would not explain children’s degree of 
adherence to a foundational model, but rather, to a domain-specific model such as respect for 
rigid symbolic order in morning school rituals or respect for familial authority. I found that 
participant roles are the most salient cue guiding how children in my study framed their 
activities. For example, when children saw co-participants in an activity primarily as playmates, 
they framed the activity within the domain of play. When they saw the same co-participants 
primarily as classmates, they framed the activity as related to school. If they saw the same co-
participants primarily as siblings, cousins, aunts or uncles, they framed the activity as family-
related. In practice, there is considerable overlap among these frames, but I found that the 
children tended to categorize their activities in these ways. In a situation of conflicting domain-
specific cultural models, I hypothesize that the model associated more strongly with the frame 
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through which children understand their participation at a particular moment would have greater 
motivational force. 
Testing this hypothesis would require systematic analysis of moments in which children 
had to choose between or among conflicting cultural models. The analysis would aim to find 
whether there is a correlation among the cultural model that a child most closely adheres to at a 
given moment, the frame(s) associated with that cultural model, and the frame(s) cued by 
participant roles for the child during the interaction. This hypothesis suggests that cultural 
models would have low motivational force for children in a situation of frame violation. As 
Shore explains, “Frame violation occurs in any situation where normally contextually distinct 
models come to overlap one another” (1996:287). 
 My third hypothesis is that the motivational force of a foundational cultural model deeply 
embedded in the Quechua language depends on a child’s degree of exposure to and 
communicative competence in Quechua. My ethnographic evidence shows a trend that those 
children who were most often identified as misbehaving had very little exposure to Quechua in 
their homes and did not understand most basic words and phrases when spoken to in Quechua. In 
contrast, those children whose behavior most closely followed the ideal cultural model of 
collective respect were fluently bilingual and regularly spoke Quechua with adults in their 
households.  
The sample of children with whom I worked closely is too small for this evidence to be 
conclusive. Testing this hypothesis would require gathering systematic data among the entire 
population of primary school students on each child’s degree of adherence to the foundational 
model of respect and each child’s exposure to and competence in the Quechua language. This 
would allow analysis of correlations between the motivational force of the respect model and a 
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child’s exposure to and competence in Quechua. The analysis would also need to take into 
account confounding variables such as each child’s exposure to television and the amount of 
time that each child has spent living in a coastal city. 
This hypothesis has important implications for understanding relationships among 
language, thought, and culture, and in particular, the relationship between cultural change and 
linguistic change. If supported through more rigorous testing, this hypothesis would suggest that 
language revitalization is in fact an essential component of revalorizing local knowledge and 
bridging gaps between policy discourse and local practice, an issue that I discuss below. I did not 
expect to find evidence for such a direct correlation between children’s language use and 
adherence to cultural models. My attention to nonverbal communication was predicated on the 
assumption that children have considerable flexibility to think and act outside of their languages. 
What is particularly interesting about this hypothesis is that those children who spoke little to no 
Quechua had no problem articulating a comprehensive understanding of the foundational model 
of respect that guided how they ought to behave, but this foundational model had little 
motivational force on their actual behavior. 
 Finally, I hypothesize that the motivational force of cultural models for individual 
children involves factors that lie outside of the scope of an anthropological study. Issues such as 
personality and individual disposition are likely to shape the degree to which children follow 
social norms. These are questions that would require psychological approaches to data collection 
and analysis. 
 
Making Internationally Derived Policy Discourses Relevant for Children 
Cultural Models as Mediational Tools for Enacting Democratic Citizenship 
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 James Wertsch (2002) has drawn on the Vygotskian notion of mediation to argue that 
schematic narrative templates are mediational tools for organizing shared understandings of 
history in Russia.
1
 These templates are a kind of cultural model, or shared interpretive 
framework, that allow people to make sense of dramatically changing versions of their official 
history. The notions of mediated cognition and mediated action refer to the idea that cognition 
and action occur through an “irreducible tension” between cultural tools and active agents 
(2002:11). Cultural tools such as language and text cannot think or act on their own without an 
active agent. At the same time, these tools allow people think and act in ways that would not be 
possible without them. Some more concrete examples of such mediational tools are internet 
search engines and calculators, which allow users to accomplish tasks that they would not be 
able to do on their own.  
I draw on these theories of mediation to suggest that the foundational model of collective 
respect functions as a mediational tool that affords for children particular ways of enacting 
democratic citizenship. My data shows that children see their participation in social activities 
primarily in terms of relationships with their families, school community, and playmates. The 
agricultural community and the nation constitute secondary relationships that children 
understand through their participation in family, school, and play activities. I suggest that 
children’s emergent understandings of communal and national citizenship lie within their zone of 
proximal development, and that cultural models of collective respect offer children tools with 
which to make sense of these emergent understandings. 
 My research shows that children can navigate multiple forms of order within a single 
frame, in this case shifting easily between symbolic disciplinary practices and loosely structured 
goal-oriented collaboration at school. This finding suggests that children are not only able to 
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learn and adapt to different sets of rules enforced in different realms of their lives, but are also 
quite flexible in their ability to shift between cultural models within a single frame. I argue that 
this developing understanding of when it is socially acceptable, productive, and desirable to 
adhere strictly to norms of rigid symbolic order versus adhering loosely to social norms that 
facilitate goal-oriented collaboration offers children tools for adapting to many different kinds of 
social situations. Such tools are particularly important in a rapidly changing society where 
behavioral expectations shift continually both within and among social frames. As children 
mature, the foundational model of collective respect that guides their interactions with their 
families, school community, and playmates, will offer them tools with which to participate in 
their agricultural community and nation. 
 
Toward More Productive Engagement with Policy Discourses 
Much of the discourse in educational policy documents simultaneously pathologizes 
Andean communities and promotes a discourse of diversity and interculturality. The Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission recommendations present a similar tension, positioning war-torn 
communities as targets for change through development programs, while at the same time 
promoting the recognition and re-valorization of Andean people and their cultural practices. My 
work contributes to resolving this tension by examining at a more complex level what Andean 
child rearing, communal organization, and state schooling bring to children’s subject formation.  
 One document that exemplifies this tension is the Institutional Educational Project (PEI) 
drafted by Aucará’s primary school principal in conjunction with the school faculty. The 
Diagnostic section lists almost exclusively negative traits of families and students. Families are 
characterized as having: 
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-Poca expectativa en el aprendizaje de los hijos 
-Indiferencia y poca participación de las actividades que propicia la Institución  
-Desorganización familiar  
-Agresión física  
-Hogares incompletos  
-Falta de trabajo estable  
(IEP 2005:10) 
[-Low expectations for children’s learning 
-Indifference and little participation in institutional activities 
-Familial disorganization 
-Physical aggression 
-Incomplete homes 
-Lack of stable work] 
Students are described: 
-Los alumnos poseen poca disposición a aprender  
-No tienen hábitos de estudios ni conocen las técnicas 
-Bajo rendimiento académico  
-Poca ayuda en el hogar, muchos desperdician el tiempo  
(2005:10) 
[-The students possess little predisposition for learning 
-They don’t have study habits or know study techniques 
-Low academic performance 
-Little help at home, many waste their time] 
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Simultaneously, the PEI emphasizes as a strategic objective the importance of teaching children 
to “revalorar la identidad cultural, la interculturalidad y lengua materna” [revalue their cultural 
identity, interculturality, and their maternal language] (2005:18). I argue that this document, like 
many other policy documents as well as spoken discourses common among teachers and 
administrators, presents a fundamental contradiction by posing the goal of teaching children to 
value their cultural identity and language while simultaneously positioning nearly all of the 
children’s family and personal characteristics as negative.  
 My research shows that these purported negative characteristics of families and students 
present a strikingly incomplete picture of the population served by the school. The sample of 
families with whom I worked closely, due to the voluntary nature of their participation, is biased 
toward those who are more supportive of education and therefore expressed greater enthusiasm 
in having their children work closely with an educated professional. Nevertheless, my findings 
represent a significant portion of the population for which many of the negative characteristics 
listed above are inaccurate. I found that parents expect their children to attain professional level 
education. I found that parents participate actively, and even coerce one another into 
participating in school governance through the Parent Teacher Association and Classroom 
Committees. I found that families are quite organized in distributing household tasks according 
to ability and necessity, and that children take on important responsibilities at home.
 2
 I found 
that most children share a household with their parents and siblings and regularly visit nearby 
extended family.
3
  
I also found that many parents are strict in making sure children do their homework, that 
nearly every household I visited has a table set aside for children’s homework, and that this table 
is often one of the few pieces of furniture in the house. I found that children include schoolwork 
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in their conceptions of daily activities, and that they articulate (even if they do not always 
demonstrate in practice) having a time and place set aside to complete daily homework. I saw 
Aucará’s students win academic competitions with neighboring towns, and met and heard about 
accomplished professionals who were educated in Aucará’s primary school. I also found that 
many parents who are not well educated themselves instill in children the importance of 
education and facilitate their children’s learning of study habits by teaching them to respect and 
pay attention to (hacer caso) teachers and older siblings. Most impressively, I found that many 
Aucará families follow all of the suggestions for supporting their children’s education that are 
listed in the Ministry of Education’s (2008) Manual for Parents: 
1. Arréglale un espacio cómodo para que estudie y realice sus tareas. 
2. Dale responsabilidades en el hogar. 
3. Elabora un horario que lo ayude a organizarse mejor. 
4. Asegúrate que asista diariamente a la escuela. 
5. Conversa con tu hijo. 
6. Juega con tu hijo. 
7. Demuéstrale que lo quieres. 
8. Verifica que la escuela cumpla con su rol. 
9. Busca al profesor para conversar. 
(MINEDU 2008:7-9) 
[1. Arrange a comfortable space for your child to study and complete their homework. 
2. Give your child responsibilities at home. 
3. Make a schedule that helps your child to be better organized. 
4. Make sure your child attends school daily. 
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5. Talk with your child. 
6. Play with your child. 
7. Demonstrate to your child that you love them. 
8. Make sure the school is doing its job. 
9. Talk with the teacher.] 
All of this evidence suggests that the negative characteristics listed in the school’s PEI, like those 
present in many written and oral policy discourses, present a partial and distorted picture of the 
population served. 
I argue that the first step in valuing family cultural and linguistic practices is to see and 
explicitly recognize the advantages inherent in children’s primary socialization. I offer a path to 
intercultural education that begins with valuing the resources that children bring from their 
homes, and then uses those resources to address educational problems. As international agencies 
intervene in post-conflict communities healing from ethnic violence throughout the world, I 
argue for the vital importance of finding common ground between the cultural models prevalent 
in children’s lives and the goals of reconciliation. 
 
Exploring Social Theory and Policy from a Child’s Point of View 
Understanding Cultural Models, Subject Formation, and Learning from a Child’s Point of View 
 I have shown in this dissertation that children’s cultural models are embodied, situated, 
and emergent. Since the 1980s, cultural models have been an important concept guiding 
cognitive anthropology and offering a view of culture that focuses on shared but often 
unarticulated models that guide people’s behavior (Holland and Quinn 1987; D’Andrade and 
Strauss 1992; D’Andrade 1995; Shore 1996). My research shows that the participant roles 
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framing social activities for children play a key role in how they learn and construct cultural 
models. In my research, children’s understandings and enactments of respectful subjectivity, the 
cultural model in question, are fundamentally shaped by their roles and the nature of their 
participation in a given interaction. The central importance of participant roles for children’s 
constructions of cultural models may be explained by children’s limited agency in an adult-
centered society. The social frame through which children experience a given activity shapes 
their own agency as they shift among different collaborative and subordinate roles under shifting 
agents of authority. This negotiation of authority, subordination, and collaboration is 
fundamental to children’s acquisition, production, and reproduction of cultural models.
4
 
 My research also shows that children’s internalizations and externalizations of moral 
subjectivity involve an essential integration of verbal, spatial, and corporeal cues. Children learn 
what it means to be a moral subject within their social milieu by internalizing the verbal, spatial, 
and corporeal systems of communication to which they are exposed. They then express their 
understandings of moral personhood by externalizing those same multimodal and intersecting 
systems of signs as they collaborate with family members, playmates, schoolmates, and teachers 
to accomplish goal-oriented tasks. Children come to understand their own subjectivities through 
this combination of linguistic, embodied, and spatial interactions that position them as included 
or excluded from particular social groups.
5
 
 My analysis goes beyond the dichotomy of incidental versus intentional learning (Strauss 
1994) to look at the many different ways in which children learn incidentally, even when they 
are also engaged in intentional learning. I argue that children frame their activities through 
participant roles, which in turn shape children’s goals in relation to those of other participants. 
The nature of children’s goals in any particular activity influences what and how children learn 
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incidentally. I shift attention away from the intentional learning and teaching of school lessons, 
through which students and teachers deliberately seek to acquire and transmit curricular content. 
Instead, I look at the implicit cultural models that children learn during these and other 
interactions. My combination of social frame theory (Goffman 1974) and activity theory 
(Vygotsky 1978) provides a framework through which it becomes possible to examine and 
articulate what it is that children learn implicitly through their everyday interactions in a variety 
of situations, and why and how the content of children’s incidental learning shifts as they move 
among collaborative goal-oriented activities.
6
 
 
Understanding Cultural Acquisition, Continuity, and Change from a Child’s Point of View 
 I enrich understandings of culture by examining how the mechanisms of children’s 
learning enable cultural acquisition, continuity, and change. Children’s framing of their 
intergenerational social interactions shapes their learning goals during any given activity. When 
children’s goals coincide with those of adults—as is often the case, for example, during family-
oriented activities—children are more likely to acquire understandings of cultural models that are 
similar to those of the adults with whom they interact. In contrast, when children’s learning goals 
differ from the teaching goals of adults—as is often the case, for example, during peer play on 
the periphery of adult activities—children are more likely to develop cultural models guiding 
their behavior which differ from the models guiding adults’ behavior during the interaction.  
This interplay of converging and diverging goals in intergenerational social interactions 
is further complicated by the continual shifting of frames for children in any given situation. 
When interacting with their parents at home, children shift from a family frame in which they 
share parental goals to collaborate in household chores, to a play frame in which they focus on 
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collaborating with peers to accomplish child-centered goals with as little interruption from 
parents as possible, to a school frame in which they orient their activities toward the approval of 
teachers and school authorities even when school-oriented tasks conflict with parental directions. 
When they interact with teachers at school, children shift from a school frame in which they 
share teachers’ goals of abiding by school rules and accomplishing assigned work, to a play 
frame in which they seek to accomplish child-centered activities and avoid adult interruption, to 
a family frame in which they orient their activities toward familial approval by watching out for 
and monitoring siblings. In all of these situations, children pick up on the cultural models that 
guide adults’ behavior and adapt those models to guide their own behavior as their goals 
converge and diverge from those of adults with whom they interact. It is through this 
convergence and divergence of goals in intergenerational interactions among children and adults 
that children acquire and adapt cultural models and practices, leading to cultural continuity and 
change.
7
 
 
Understanding Social Cohesion, Governance, and Embodied Practice from a Child’s Point of 
View 
 My work enriches the concept of community by looking at the mechanisms through 
which imagined communities merge symbolically with communities of practice for children. I 
have drawn attention to a number of formalized practices at school that serve to orient children’s 
sense of belonging in their school community toward a sense of belonging in their nation. 
Formations, parades, and uniforms are among those school practices that draw heavily on spatial 
organization and bodily discipline to instill in children a sense of social cohesion that 
simultaneously makes them governable and teaches them tactics of governance.  
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By looking at these practices from a perspective of situated learning, I have drawn 
attention to children’s agency and to culturally situated ways in which children experience 
school practices that are common throughout the world. On the one hand, I corroborate research 
that positions nationalistic and militaristic rituals as homogenizing and authoritarian. On the 
other hand, I show that overlaps between militaristic school practices and attitudes toward 
authority that children learn at home, as well as the particular ways in which teachers and 
children implement these practices at school, gives them a value that is particular to the cultural 
situation and that must be taken into account when considering their influence on children’s 
subject formation. By situating children’s exposure to tactics of social control and social 
cohesion at school within those tactics to which they are exposed in other contexts, I draw 
attention to particular aspects of bodily discipline and spatial organization that may be 
productive and counter-productive to fostering a democratic citizenry.
8
 
 In my discussion of how state and communal governance tactics overlap and intertwine, I 
draw attention both to the many commonalities between them and to the power relations that 
obscure those commonalities. Race, class, language, gender, and place of origin are among the 
structural categories that intersect to legitimize forms of social organization employed by people 
in positions of power and prestige (i.e. state actors) while ignoring marginalized people’s (i.e. 
agricultural community members’) use and creation of those same tactics.
9
  
I also contribute to studies of embodied practice by arguing for the importance of 
combining classic ethnographic methods of participant observation with newer technologies and 
interventions in order to advance social theory and make well-informed policy recommendations. 
Multiple forms of data collection, analysis, and presentation are important in order to fully 
explore and represent embodied and unarticulated knowledge, learning, and communication.
10
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Final Words 
 Many of the issues I explore in this dissertation have been examined by others from 
adult-centered perspectives. Cultural models, subject formation, social frames, cultural 
continuity and change, social cohesion, governance, and embodiment are all important topics in 
sociocultural anthropology. By revisiting these social phenomena and examining them from the 
perspective of children’s practice, I bring into the conversation an important contingent of nearly 
every society. As a sub-group within adult societies, children sometimes prioritize their 
belonging to peer groups as they organize themselves independently in play, and at other times 
prioritize their belonging to family or school groups, the primary and secondary agents of their 
socialization into adult society. While in many ways children’s cultural practices resemble those 
of other sub-cultures, in other ways they are unique. Children’s dependence on adults and their 
developmental trajectory as human beings make their learning of adult cultural models and their 
adaptation and construction of cultural models that serve child-centered goals in a changing 
environment a particularly fascinating area of study, and one that has great potential to enrich 
understandings of social and cultural processes. 
 Taking children’s perspectives into account is particularly important when shaping public 
policy aimed toward children. While it may seem self-evident that creating educational policy 
requires an understanding of children’s learning, the documents I explore in this dissertation 
exhibit a remarkable lack of consideration for children’s perspectives. Instead, the policy 
documents employ language of international political discourses without offering tools for 
translating those discourses into language and practices that make sense for children, or in many 
cases even for teachers. Child-centered research offers these tools by identifying practices within 
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children’s vocabulary that coincide with policy goals. By taking children’s perspectives into 
account, policy makers, administrators, and teachers can more effectively create and implement 
curricular programs that make sense for children and accomplish the political and social goals of 
reconciliation in post-conflict communities. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 7 
                                                 
1
 Wertsch uses the term “collective memory.” 
2
 It is unclear to me what the phrase “familial disorganization” refers to, but I respond here to one possible 
interpretation of it. 
3
 Again, the phrase “incomplete families” is unclear. 
4
 See Chapter 1 for further discussion of cultural models, and the concluding sections of Chapters 1 and 5 for further 
discussion of children’s understandings of context. 
5
 See the concluding section of Chapter 3 for further discussion of children’s embodied internalizations and 
externalizations of respect. 
6
 See the concluding section of Chapter 1 for further discussion of how I combine social frame theory and activity 
theory, and the concluding section of Chapter 5 for further discussion of children’s incidental and intentional 
learning. 
7
 See the concluding section of Chapter 5 for further discussion of children’s learning as they shift among frames 
when interacting with adults. 
8
 See Chapter 4 for further discussion of spatial organization and bodily discipline as tactics for governance and 
social cohesion enacted on children at school. See the concluding section of Chapter 6 for further discussion of how 
these tactics make sense for children in the particular sociocultural context of Aucará. 
9
 See Chapter 5 for further discussion on how communal and state governance practices have intertwined 
historically in the Peruvian Andes. 
10
 See Chapter 2 for further discussion of methodological arguments. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
VIDEO FILES 
 
1. Video 1 (XA01_Day-in-Life) depicts children’s everyday routines in Aucará in May 2011, as 
described in Chapter 1. It is filmed by Thomas A Riddle, and scripted, directed, and edited by 
me. 
 
2. Video 2 (XA02_Methods-Interview) shows group interviews with children about my role as 
an anthropologist in their community, conducted at the end of my research period with them. I 
discuss these interviews at the end of Chapter 2. The interviews are filmed by Thomas A Riddle 
and edited by me. 
 
3. Video 3 (XA03_Family-Affect) shows excerpts from an initial group interview with children 
that I conducted in November 2010. In Chapter 3 I discuss the affect that children expressed 
when talking about their families during this interview. I filmed and edited these interview 
videos. 
 
4. Video 4 (XA04_Argument) depicts the argument among children depicted in Chapter 3. I 
filmed and edited this video. 
 
5. Video 5 (XA05_School-Interviews) shows an edited video of school interviews in which 
children stated the careers to which they aspire. I discuss the video in Chapter 4. Filmed by 
Thomas A Riddle. 
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6. Video 6 (XA06_Quechua-Class) depicts a Quechua class discussed in Chapter 6. This is an 
excerpt from Video 1. Filmed by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
7. Video 7 (XA07_Greeting) shows children reciting their classroom greeting discussed in 
Chapter 6. This is an excerpt from Video 1. Filmed by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
8. Video 8 (XA08_Homework-in-Class) shows children guiding my completion of a homework 
assignment when I conducted participant observation in the classroom. Discussed in Chapter 6. 
Filmed by Thomas A Riddle. 
 
9. Video 9 (XA09_Peer-Organization) shows fourth graders in 2011 organizing one another 
when left alone in their classroom to conduct the so-called “actividades permanentes” 
[permanent activities] with which they begin every school day while teachers meet with the 
principal. This video also shows a younger brother in the back of his sister’s classroom. 
Discussed in Chapter 6. Filmed by Thomas Riddle. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
SCHOOL SURVEY 
 
 
This is the survey that I designed and conducted with primary school students in March 
2011. Discussion of this survey can be found in Chapter 2.  
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APPENDIX C 
 
 
2008 PERMISSION, ASSENT, AND CONSENT FORMS 
 
 
 These are the IRB-approved forms that I used during preliminary research in 2008. 
Discussion of these forms is found in Chapter 2. 
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Permiso para los niños 
 
Nombre y apellido del niño o niña/ Warmapa sutin______________________________ 
 
Nombres de la madre y padre de familia/ Taytamamapa sutinku _________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Quiero que mi hijo o hija participe en/ Munayman warmay ruwachun: 
Fotografías/ Fotokuna   
    
 
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___   
 
 
Poner las fotos en presentaciones 
públicas/ Fotokunata presentacionkunapi 
churay  
     
Sí/ Arí____   No/ Manam___ 
Videos/ Videokuna 
  
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
 
 
Usar los videos en presentaciones 
públicas/ Videokunata presentacionkunapi 
churayta  
     
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
 
Conversaciones grabadas/  
Grabasqa rimanakuna   
  
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
 
Usar conversaciones grabadas en 
presentaciones públicas/ Grabasqa 
rimanakunata presentacionkunapi 
churayta 
     
  Sí/ Arí__              No/ Manam_____ 
Compartir los trabajos escolares y notas/ 
Iskwila ruwanata mastayta 
   
 
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Usar un nombre falso/ Mana cheqaqchu 
sutinta qellqayta 
Julia  José Roberto Rosacha 
 
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
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Preferencias de los niños 
 
Nombre y apellido del niño o niña/ Warmapa sutin______________________________ 
 
Nombres de la madre y padre de familia/ Taytamamapa sutinku _________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Quiero hacer/ Munayman ruwayta: 
Fotografías/ Fotokuna   
    
 
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___   
 
 
Poner las fotos en presentaciones 
públicas/ Fotokunata presentacionkunapi 
churay  
     
Sí/ Arí____   No/ Manam___ 
Videos/ Videokuna 
  
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
 
 
Usar los videos en presentaciones 
públicas/ Videokunata presentacionkunapi 
churayta  
     
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
 
Conversaciones grabadas/  
Grabasqa rimanakuna   
  
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
 
Usar conversaciones grabadas en 
presentaciones públicas/ Grabasqa 
rimanakunata presentacionkunapi 
churayta 
     
  Sí/ Arí__              No/ Manam_____ 
 
Compartir los trabajos escolares y notas/ 
Iskwila ruwanata mastayta 
   
 
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Usar un nombre falso/ Mana cheqaqchu 
sutinta qellqayta 
Julia  José Roberto Rosacha 
 
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
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Participación de los adultos 
 
Nombre y apellido del niño o niña/ Warmapa sutin______________________________ 
 
Nombre y apellido de la madre o padre de familia/ Taytapa otaq mamapa sutin _______ 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Quiero hacer/ Munayman ruwayta: 
Fotografías/ Fotokuna   
    
 
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___   
 
 
Poner las fotos en presentaciones 
públicas/ Fotokunata presentacionkunapi 
churay  
     
Sí/ Arí____   No/ Manam___ 
Videos/ Videokuna 
  
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
 
 
Usar los videos en presentaciones 
públicas/ Videokunata presentacionkunapi 
churayta  
     
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
 
Conversaciones grabadas/  
Grabasqa rimanakuna   
  
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
 
Usar conversaciones grabadas en 
presentaciones públicas/ Grabasqa 
rimanakunata presentacionkunapi 
churayta 
     
  Sí/ Arí__              No/ Manam_____ 
 
Usar un nombre falso/ Mana cheqaqchu 
sutinta qellqayta 
Julia  José Roberto Rosacha 
 
Sí/ Arí__   No/ Manam___ 
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APPENDIX D 
 
 
2010 PERMISSION, ASSENT, AND CONSENT FORMS 
 
 
 These are the revised forms that I used in 2010-2011. Discussion of these forms is found 
in Chapter 2.
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Taytamamakunapaq/ Para los padres de familia 
 
Wawaykipa icha churiykipa sutin / Nombre de su hijo/a_________________________ 
 
Hakya watayuq wawayki icha churiyki?/ ¿Cuántos años tiene su hijo/a? ___________ 
 
Sutiyki/ Nombre de usted  _____________________________________  
 
Punchaw killa watapi/ Día, mes y año _______________________________________________ 
 
Ama hina kaspayki, imata wawayki ruwanman akllaykuy./ Por favor elige lo que le gustaría que haga 
su hijo/a. 
Katewan maskanamanta rimanakunan/ 
Que (su hijo/a) converse con Kate sobre la 
investigación  
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
Maquinawan wawaykita 
uyarinan/ Que le graben 
a su hijo/a con audio 
  
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Maquinawan wawakita 
qawanan uyarinan/ Que 
le graben a su hijo/a con 
video y audio 
   
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
Wawakyipa futunta 
qurqunan/ Que saquen 
fotos de su hijo/a 
 
    
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
Wasiykichikpi 
rimanakunan/  
Que conversen en la 
casa de ustedes 
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________  
Katepa wasinpi 
rimanakunan/  
Que conversen en la 
casa de Kate 
  
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
Llaqtapi sallqakunapi 
rimanakunan/  
Que conversen en el 
pueblo y los cerros 
 
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
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Taytamamakunapaq/ Para los padres de familia 
 
 
Sapallan Katellawan 
wawayki rimanakunan/  
Que converse (su hijo/a) 
solito/a con Kate 
 
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
 
Kate huq erqekunawan 
wawayki rimanakunan/  
Que converse con Kate 
y otros niños 
 
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Kate qamwan (taytanwan 
icha mamanwam) wawayki 
rimanakunan/  
Que su hijo/a converse con 
Kate y con usted (su mamá 
o papá) 
 
  
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
 
Kate huk liwrupi wawaykimanta qillqaspa, imayna sutinta qillqay munaykiman? Ama hina kaspayki, 
chiqaq icha mana chiqaqchu sutinta akllaykuy./  
Cuando Kate escriba sobre su hijo/a en un libro, ¿cómo le gustaría a usted que le llame a su hijo/a? 
Por favor, elige si debe usar su nombre verdadero o no. 
 
Cheqaq sutinwan wawaykimanta qillqay 
rimaypas/  
Escribir y hablar sobre su hijo/a con el 
nombre verdadero 
 
  
 
Arí/ Sí __________         Manam/ No ______ 
 
                 Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
 
Cheqaq familianpa sutinwan 
wawaykimanta qillqay rimaypas/  
Escribir y hablar sobre su hijo/a con los 
apellidos verdaderos 
 
    
 
Arí/ Sí __________        Manam/ No ________ 
 
                   Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Llacsa García 
Yupanqui Ruíz 
 
Llacsa García 
Yupanqui Ruíz 
 
Julia Roberto 
Rosacha José 
Julia  Roberto 
Rosacha José 
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Erqekunapaq/ Para los niños 
 
Sutiyki/ Tu nombre __________________ ___________________________________  
 
Hayka watayuq kanki?/ ¿Cuántos años tienes? _______________________________ 
 
Taytamamanpa sutinku/ Nombres de los padres _______________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Punchaw killa watapi/ Día, mes y año _______________________________________________ 
 
Ama hina kaspayki, imata ruway munaykiman akllaykuy./ Por favor elige lo que te gustaría hacer. 
Katewan maskanamanta rimanakuy/ 
Conversar con Kate sobre la investigación  
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Maquinawan uyarisunki/ 
Que te graben con audio 
  
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Maquinawan qawasunki 
uyarisunki/ Que te 
graben con video y 
audio 
   
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Futuykita qurqusunki/  
Que saquen fotos tuyas 
 
    
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
Wasiykipi rimanakuy/ 
Conversar en tu casa 
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________  
Katepa wasinpi 
rimanakuy/ Conversar 
en la casa de Kate 
  
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
Llaqtapi sallqakunapi 
rimanakuy/ Conversar en el 
pueblo y los cerros 
 
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
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Erqekunapaq/ Para los niños 
 
 
Sapallayki Katellawan 
rimanakuy/ Conversar tú 
solito/a con Kate 
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
 
Kate huq erqekunawan 
rimanakuy/ Conversar 
con Kate y otros niños 
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Kate mamaykiwan icha 
taytaykiwan rimanakuy/ 
Conversar con Kate y tu 
mamá o papá 
  
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Kate huk liwrupi qammanta qillqaspa, imayna sutiykita qillqay munaykiman? Ama hina kaspayki, 
chiqaq icha mana chiqaqchu sutiykita akllaykuy./  
Cuando Kate escriba sobre ti en un libro, ¿cómo te gustaría que te llame? Por favor, elige si debe 
usar tu nombre verdadero o no. 
 
Cheqaq sutiykiwan qammanta qillqay 
rimaypas/  
Escribir y hablar sobre ti con tu nombre 
verdadero 
 
  
 
Arí/ Sí __________         Manam/ No ______ 
 
                 Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
 
Cheqaq familiaykipa sutinwan 
qammanta qillqay rimaypas/  
Escribir y hablar sobre ti con tus 
apellidos verdaderos 
 
    
 
Arí/ Sí __________        Manam/ No ________ 
 
                   Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
 
Llacsa García 
Yupanqui Ruíz 
 
Llacsa García 
Yupanqui Ruíz 
 
Julia Roberto 
Rosacha José 
Julia  Roberto 
Rosacha José 
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Hatun runakunapaq/ Para los adultos 
 
Sutiyki/ Nombre y apellidos  _____________________________________  
 
18 icha aswan wataquy kankichu?/ ¿Tiene más de 18 años? ____________ 
 
Punchaw killa watapi/ Día, mes y año _______________________________________________ 
 
Ama hina kaspayki, imata ruwayta munaykiman akllaykuy./ Por favor elige lo que le gustaría hacer. 
Katewan maskanamanta rimanakuy/ 
Conversar con Kate sobre la investigación  
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Maquinawan uyarisunki/ 
Que le graben con audio 
  
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Maquinawan qawasunki 
uyarisunki/ Que le 
graben con video y 
audio 
   
 
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Futuykita qurqusunki/  
Que saquen fotos suyas 
 
    
Arí/ Sí __________ 
 
Manam/ No ________ 
 
Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Kate huk liwrupi qammanta qillqaspa, imayna sutiykita qillqay munaykiman? Ama hina kaspayki, 
chiqaq icha mana chiqaqchu sutiykita akllaykuy./  
Cuando Kate escriba sobre usted en un libro, ¿cómo le gustaría que le llame? Por favor, elige si 
debe usar su nombre verdadero o no. 
Cheqaq sutiykiwan qammanta qillqay 
rimaypas/  
Escribir y hablar sobre usted con su 
nombre verdadero 
  
 
Arí/ Sí __________         Manam/ No ______ 
 
                 Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Cheqaq familiaykipa sutinwan 
qammanta qillqay rimaypas/  
Escribir y hablar sobre usted con sus 
apellidos verdaderos 
    
 
Arí/ Sí __________        Manam/ No ________ 
 
                   Ichapas/ Talvez ________ 
 
Llacsa García 
Yupanqui Ruíz 
 
Llacsa García 
Yupanqui Ruíz 
 
Julia Roberto 
Rosacha José 
Julia  Roberto 
Rosacha José 
